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AVANT-PROPOS

quí ont été inscrites
Le présent volume réunit les communícatíons
au prograrnme des trois premíéres séances pléníéres du 6e Congrés
mondial de sociologie (Evian, 4-11 septern'bre 1966) consacrées, la
premíére au théme « Unité et díversíté en socíologíe», la deuxíeme
a la «Sociologíe des relations intemationales» et la troisiéme - séance pléníére spéciale - aux «Recherches comparatives
d'ordre internatíonal». Une quatriéme
et derniére séance pléniere a été prévue
pour dore le congreso
Les auteurs des études présentées ici ont été choisis par le Comité
exécutif de l'Association intemationale
de socíologíe, selon des propositions forrrrulées par la commission chargée d'élaborer le programme du congreso
Deux auteurs pressentis, MM. E. Scheuch (Université de Cologne)
et E. Shils (Université de Cambridge et Université du Michigan) ont
dü différer la remise de leur manuscrito Leur cornmunication paraitra
dans un autre volume.

v

EDITORIAL NOTE

This volume contains the papers placed on the programme of the
first three plenary sessions of the 6th World Congress of Sociology
(Evian, September 4-11, 1966) entitled, the first «Uníty and Diversity
in Socíology», the second «Socíology of Intemational Relatíons», and
the third - a specíal plenary session - «Cross-Natíonal Research».
A fourth and last plenary session will close the Congress.
Theauthors of the papers here presented have 'been chosen by the
Executive Cornmittee of the Intemational Sociological Association,
according to the propositions fo.rmulated by the cornmittee charged
to elaborate the prograrnme of the Congress.
Two authors, Messrs. E. Scheuch (University of Cologne) and
E. Shils (University of Cambridge and University of Michigan) were
obliged to defer the remittance of their manuscrípt, Their paper will
be publíshed in another volume.
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UNITE ET DIVERSITE EN SOCIOLOGIE
UNITY AND DIVERSITY IN SOCIOLOGY

SOCIOLOGY AND IDEOLOGY
F. KONSTANTINOV

Institute of Philosophy, Moscow

1.

FORMULATroN OF THE PROBLEM

We live in a world where a sharp ideological struggle ís being
fought, a struggle between differing ideas, world outlooks, social
ideals and socio-political theories. This ís quite natural and inevitable
in a world divided into opposing socío-polítical systems, in societies
divided into antagonistic social forees and classes, and in a period
charaeterized by the greatest social changes and revolutions as well
as by polítícal, social and national liberation movements. In these
oonditíons the sociologist is confronted with the problem of finding
objective truth, uninfluenced by desires, passíons, biased judgments
and ideas - a truth whose content is independent of the subjeet,
oí man and even of mankind.
Is rhís possible ?
A sociologist, like an economic historian, and ir'. contrast to a
mathematician, a physicist, a chemist or an astronomer, has to deal
with one specific object of research - society, social relatíons, man
and man's wíll, taking account of the varying social interests represented by different social forees; he deals with a world where a
tremendous role, at times a decísíve one, is played by ideas, views,
trends, social theories, ideologies and world outlooks.
A physicist studying nuclear processes, interrelations of elementary
particles, their nature and behaviour can abstraet himself from the
ideological struggle taking place in society. Bur is it possible for a
socidlogist in thís study of socíety, its structure, social processes, the
laws and forces which determine social development, the struggle of
ideas and world outlooks, - is it possible fOI hím, líke a natural
scientist in search of objective truth, to abstraer himself and to free
hírnself from the influence of this or that ideology and to carry out
theoretical research leading to objective truth?
Of course, the complexity and acuteness of the problem of the
3
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relationship between socíology and ideology are determined primarily
by the specific features of the very subject matter of the researeh,
Le. social relations. But these in turn produce yet another factor, adding further to the complexity and acuteness of the problem. The
fact is that the character of the results of theoretical activity depends
not 0:11y on the subject of the research and on íts peculiarities, but
also - and to the same degree - on methodological and philosophical trends, which affect the methodological means of elaborating the
material and determining an approach to it, its dívision into parts,
their synthesis, etc. In order to make a study of the results of theoretical activity, ít is necessary to take into account not only the characterístics of the subject matter, but also to apply a strictly scientific
method activcly reflecting the researcher's
scientific philosophy.
When a physicist makes a study of the interrelation of particles, the
scientific value of its results is determined both by the conformity
of the theory with the physicaI objects studied and the correctness
of his method. However, the situation there is facilitated by the remoteness of the fieId of enquiry from man's ordinary ideas and the
absence, in relation to the problems studíed, of any special ideas
originating not in the field of science but outside of ít. If a physicist
succeeds in freeíng himself from the usual ideas, not related to the
object of his study, then no one will impose on him - if very speciaI questions only are to be dealt with - biased, preconceived ideas
relating to his problems. That is why it is, on the whole, easier for a
physicist to achieve the ideal of a genuinely scientific and truthful
method - one which is no more and no less than a concentrated
extract of all past and present experience in cognition of the same,
unchanging objective worId, and not a mere subjective method of
approach to an object. In other words, it is easier for a physicist to
achíeve a wholly objective method (we stress the word «wholly»),
even though, as far as this question is concerned, it may prove t.o
be very closely dependent on the influence of a gíven philosophy on
his thinking. A physicist ís «fortunate» in that to a certain extent
he can apply an objective, scientific method in his research work,
frequently not even being aware of ít, because he ís a spontaneous
rnaterialist and spontaneous dialectician ... The reason is the powerful influence of the studied subject itself. After all, particles of the
microcosm do not mould a particular ideology or special forms of
knowledge and do not dictate them to the physicist.
In sociology we have an entirely different situation. The sociologist
has to deal with an immeasurably more complicated subjcct; more-
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over, he is a member of the society he studies, of mankind, Le. ís
actually involved in the struggle between progressive and reactionary
forees, in relatíon to which hís neutrality on fundamental issues ís
absolutely impossible. At the same time it is much more dífficult for
the sociologist to cleanse his merhod of c1ass prejudices, notions and
preconceived ideas based on a world outlook and on tradíticnal forros
of thinking. These notions and prejudices often dict::te a bíased attitude to the subject and, what is 1ID0stimportant, they make it possible for ready-made concepts, forros of conscíousness and ideas
which spontaneously arose and took shape prior to the researcher and
irrespective of him, to penetrate the very core of the study. Through
methodology subjeotivism too can penetrate into the study itself
- subjectívísm which at times is extremely refined, disguised, which
is hardly perceptible even to the researcher him.self, who is its
victim. A sociologist never has to deal with «a vacuum» , he always
finds a whole system or, to be more exact, a whole collection of the
most varied ideas at all levels, ranging directly from empiricaJ
descriptions up to the highest philosophícal generalízatíons, which
seem «objectíve». or self-evident, but which in reality are vehic1es
of subjectivism.
A tremendous effort is necessary if social scíence is to develop the
ability to treat the spontaneous forros of knowledgs it finds as objects of strict examination. These forros must be critically studied
and understood, they must not be taken blindly as a postula te, and
must not be introduced into the fabric of the ínvestígatíon,
If the scientist is not to accept as self-evident what merely seems
self-evident he must always check sociological knowledge against the
total facts of accumulated social experience. In order not to become a
victim of subjectivism in cognition, a scientist must not only be
highly competent in 'bis field, but he must be courageous and take
his stand on príncíple, rejecting the most cornmonly accepted and
the most desired deductions and evaluations, N they conflict with
the facts.
We speak here, as wíll be seen further on, not of renouncing
ídeology in general, but of rejecting unscientific and anti-scientific
ideology. Nothing can save a social research from subjectivism, except a scientific, strictly objective ideology monistic to the very end
- such as, the dialectical-materialistic ideology.
The task of a sociologist, as of any other scientist, is to discover
the truth, But what is truth in social research? This question has
always exercised, and is stíll exercísíng, philosophers, economísts and
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historians. In raising the queston of truth as such, we immediately
get into the realm of philosophy.
From the history of phílosophy we know that some philosophers
and socíologísts define truth itself as the organising of human experíence to confonn to an ideological pattern, i.e. in a subjectivist
manner. Naturally, under such a definition of truth, the question of
the relationship between sociology and any ideology whatsoever
becomes írrelevant, since these concepts are totally identified.
The adherents of historical materialism are agaínst such a subjectivist view of socíology, By truth we understand theoretical theses
and prínciples which reflect reality, whether embodied in nature or
socíety, correctly and adequately, irrespective of ourselves.
«Frorn the standpoint of modem materíalísm, Le., Marxism, the
limits of approximation of our knowledge to objective, absolute
truth are historically condítional, but the existence of such truth
is unconditional, and the fact that we are approaching nearer to it
is also unconditional. The contours of the picture are historically
oondítíonal, but the fact that this picture depicts an objectively
exístíng model is uncondítíonal. When and under what circumstances
we reaehed, in our knowledge of the essential nature of thíngs, .,. or
the discovery of eleotrons in the atom is historically conditional;
but that every such díscovery is an advance of «absolutely objective
knowledge» is unconditional. In a word, every ideology is historically
oondítíonal, but ít is unconditionally true rhet in every scientific
ideology (as dístínct, for ínstance, from religious ídeology) there
corresponds an objective truth, of an absolute nature» 1.
The truth and objectivity of the díscoveries, postulates and deductions of physíes and chemistry are verified by practice and experience. But what of sociology, which is the science of society?
Here agaín, the truth of judgments or propositions relatíng to various
bodies and enterpríses, to thís or that social institution, ís verified
by everyday practice. The matter becomes far more complicated when
we come to deal with sociological theories and the fonnulation of
the laws of social Iífe and social development, induding those that
necessari1y determine the trend of thís development wíthín the
confines of a períod, running ínto many decades. How are we to
verify the truth of these theories, their laws and deductions? Here,
of course, as everywhere, the social development and historical experience of peoples may serve as a criterion for detennining the

1

LENIN,

Collected Works. Vol. 14. p.123 (Russian text).
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truth. Here, however, the scope of these experíences ís correspondingly broadened both in time and in space.
As to the sphere of scientífic socíology, which deals with whole
social formations, embracing many countries and the most varied
and extensive processes of material, political and spiritual Iífe, a
socíologísr is compelled to resort, and does resort, to theoretical abstractíon, constituting one of ·the índispensable elements of the scientific method of research, in order to establish the objective Iaws
relating to a social enti·ty.
This is a further element which we must bear in mind íf we want
to define the character and essence of the actual correlation between
sociology and ideology: many are the sociologísts representing the
empírícal school of sociological thought who from the outset deny the
role of the a:bstract-theoretical method in sociology and declare all
theoretical theses of a general character to be ideology.
11.

WHAT HAs HAMPERED THE PROBLEM'S SCIENTIFIC SOLUTION?

A positive approach to the question of the correlatíon between
sociology and ideology during the whole of the last half-century has
been considerably hampered by the wide spread prevalence and
constant resurgence of a strange myth, a myth which either assumes
the aspect of a díscussíon on «freedom from values» in socíologícal
theory or proclaíms an end to alI and every ideology - the end of
the «Ideologícal era »,
We have here a paradox, which can be explaíned, and which lies
in the fact that ít is precisely in our century, with the unprecedented
rise in the role of ideas and ideologies, which grip the minds of large
masses, thus having come to constitute a kind of material force a time when all the tribulations of fue ideological struggle in the
world are acquiring the greatest importance for each individual that wide currency has been gained by concepts either generally
denying a connection between sociological science and ideology or
claiming that the possibility of such a connection ís a negative factor for the advance of sociology itself.
For quite. a few Westem sociologists the basíc issue often is not
so much the substance, content and character of the connectíon between socíology and ideology, as the very existence of that connection.
No conscientious and objective student of the problem of interrelations between sociology and ideology can ignore a plain, reliable
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and obvious fact: that each generation of human beíngs finds itself
caught up in the clash of ideological systerns and the struggle of
social ideas. From their first steps in life people are constantly
exposed to this influence, including sociologists all of them,
without exception. The idea that sociology can exist in some «nonideological» sphere, or that a sociologist can create uninfluenced by,
or in opposition to, of any kind - this is one of the myths farthest
remo te from reality, to which antí-Marxian sociological thought has
given birth in the 20th century. At the same time, it must be specífied
that there are many non-Marxian sociologists, who do not share this
false view conceming the neutrality of sociology, or its full independence from ideology.
Non-Marxían sociology has directly experíenced and keenly felt
the pemicious consequenees which the adherence of sociologists to
the ideology of the obsolescent reactionary social forces, whether
overt or covert, involves for sociologícal thought. It could not but
convinee itself that anti-scientific notions instilled in the sociologist
by the prevailing ideologícal system constitute an obstacle to objective description oí, and research on, social development,
The
question raísed by Max Weber regarding «the freedom of the sociologist from values» - especially «values» of an ídeologícal character - was not by any means a limíted, purely academíc problem.
For Max Weber and his followers in sociology the questíon of the
objeetivity of sociological research has become a sore subject. One
of the faetors underlying M. Weber's theory is, of course, the struggle
against Marxism - the need for creating a counterbalance to Mandan
socíology, wíth íts emphasis on social development as a natural
historical process.
As it is well known, Max We'ber was of the opinion that sociological
research «free» from ideological values was possible and thar ideologically unbiased analysis is the first requisite for genuinely scientifie sociology.
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Weber's slogan was reoeived with enthusiasm in German social
science circles in the 1910s and 1920s. Of course, there were objections
and doubts. Nevertheless, many socíologists, historians and legal theorists actually believed that a sociology which would be «free from values», politically neutral and unburdened by ideological prejudíees,
was a real possibility. On the wave of neutralism and líberalísm, there
appeared theories of an above-class élite (Max Scheler), a «free-soaríng
intelligentsia» (Karl Mannheím), allegedly able to ímplement a scíentific «synthesis of categoríes» as a tool for cognítíon of society and
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to pursue a genuinely scientific approach uninf1uenced by class considerations. However, that wave itself was only a part of the general
flood of indifferentism, Philistine indifference and petty-bourgeois
ídeologícal impotence. Subsequently Gennan fascism brutally destroyed these illusíons of theoretical and ideological neutralismo By
its man-hating poliey and ideology fascism exposed the actual dependence of bourgeois sociology On a certain «system of values»
and on the diffuse ideology and complex distribution of class and
political forces. Fascism cynically and graphícally demonstrated how
deluded werethose
who, 'by voluntarily refraining, as they thought,
from following widespread ideological standards inimical to science,
presurned to achieve objeetivity and truthfulness in sociological research, The real force of reactionary sooíology proved to be much
more powerful than the naive wishes of the sociologists to free
themselves from it. In reality «freedorn» from ideological values
proved to be nothíng else than an ideological value of a specíal kind.
Those trends, whose forefathers were Max Weber, wíth his slogan
of sociology free from values, and Karl Mannheim, with his concept
of the íllusoriness and falsity of every ideology, are deeply rooted
today in socíological teachings dísserninated in Westem Europe and
the United States.
Theyceñecr
and símultaneously
(due to the reverse ideological
effects of sociology) strengthen the fragile illusíons of a certain
portíon of the intelligentsia regarding the possibilíty of living in a
society and be free from pressures exerted by ideologies and social
ínstitutions.
Today the fight against «ídeologísm» -irrespective
of the sincerity
of intent of a number of sociologists - is one of the characteristie
forms of the struggle agaínst Marxist sociology, which honestly and
openly admits its connections with a definite system of views and
convíctions, Le. the socialist workíng-class ideology and scientifíc
socialismo
Aocordíng to today's exponents of «antí-ídeologísm», one of the
peculiarities of our time is the collapse of ideological thinking in
general. «Today we witness the end of an ideologícal era» - thus
declares, for instance, the American sociologist Daniel Bell; and,
sociology - of unbiased, objective and passionless social research.
he adds, we are now wítnessing the birth of totally non-ideolcgical
Efforts are made to persuade us that ideology is always deliberately
false and Hlusory because of its dírect class content, and to dísmíss
ít as a negatíve result of alienation and a fruitless attempt to «weaken»
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As it appears to us, the core oí the discussion as regards the question oí the relation between sociology and ideology is centred not on
intersecting points of science and ideology, mobile social experiment
and ossified dogmas, as those who speak of the «end oí the ideological era" would have us believe, but in the core oí the concept
oí the content oí ideology, in the struggle of the two opposing
ídeologies of our time.
Whether the antí-ídeologísts realise ít or not, the essence of the
present-day differences in regard to sociology and ideology consists
primarily in the inter-relations between the two contending ideologies: the scientific, socialíst ídeology on one side, and the ideology
dominating capitalist society on the other. Of course, things must
not be oversímplífíed. Among the antagonists oí ideology there are
some sociologists who are sincerely striving to free themselves from
ideological influences alíen to science, which give a false and distorted picture oí social realíty. These honest intentions are understood by
USo Marxism and Marxist sociology themselves originated in and grew
out of the struggle agaínsr ideologies alíen to science. But in crítícising idealistic, fetishist ideologies which gave a distorted pícture
oí reality, and in criticising the utopian socialism oí their time, Marx
and Engels created scíentifíc socialism, which was a new, consistently
scientific ideology. Marxian ideology was the logical resuIt oí
thoroughgoing, strictly objective studies in the realm oí philosophy,
polítical economy and history oí the class struggle. So when today
we examine the problem oí the interrelation between sociology and
ideology, it should not be discussed in abstraer terms, but from a
concrete, historical viewpoint, and we should be quite clear as to
what ideology it is we are talking about.
The pitting of science agaínsr ideology, of the cognitive agaínst
the ideological elements of sociology and ideology, proceeds from a
distorted interpretation of the idea that socialIy conditioned knowledge was Ior the fírsr time introduced in social sciences and philo-
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sophy by Marxism. By discovering in the material conditions of social
life and the classes of socíety the basís for ideologically creative work,
the creators of hístory's materialist concept revealed the conditions
for spiritual achievements in general.
Reflected in various forms of social consciousness, the very development of the process of reproduction of socíety's material life and
the development of social experience ernerge in the m+nds of human
beings in the form of varying concepts of the ideal order, íncentíves,
interests and aíms, and is moulded ínto a deñníte Ideological line.
We get into the substance of ideology as soon as we realize that in
a socially heterogeneous class society any concept of the ideal order,
whether pertaining to law, ethics or aestheties , not to mentíon
politics and incentives to toíl, always expresses in some form or
other definite, quite substantial basíc interests of a given olass. The
ideology itself appears partly in a non-conscíous form, Le. as an unsystematized sum of ideas and views, partly as a more or less systematized expression of ideas. ínterests, aims. incentives, motives and
social ideals peculiar to large groups of people, characterized by
similar positions in socíety, and primarily in the system' of social
production.
Ideology does not originate independentIy and by ítself, Le. outside
the concrete forms of man's spirítual mastery of the world, but
through the forms of social consciousness, as the result and summary
of their social content. The concepts of «ídeology» and «forms of
social conscíousness» rnutually intertwine and do not coincide fully
with each other. Ideology constitutes a very complex form of spírítual activity.
That is why we hear complaínrs about the many dífferent
meanings of the concept of «ídeology». Irwing L. Horowitz 1, one of
representatives of «Socíology of Knowledge», points out that there are
only a few words in the dictionary of social studies which have
proved to be as disputable and nevertheless as influential as «ideology». Indeed, the existing rnethodologícal difficulty of analysing the
problem of ideology itself in íts correlation with science and a wide
area of social studies depends in the solution of the problem of the
social nature and conditioning of the development of socíety's spiritual life.
Generally speaking, if there is no understanding of social con-

I HOR<1WITZ, L.IRWING,

USA, 1961, p.79.
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scíousness as a necessary and natural feature of the socio-hístorical
process, and if the connection between social consciousness and the
development of social experience simply is disregarded, then the
development of the ídeologícal forms itself appears to the theoretician
as a totally independent process determining the course of history.
F. Engels wrote of this ideology:
«Ideology is a process accomplished by the so-called thinker consciously, it ís true, but with a false consciousness. The real motive
forces impelling him remain unknown to him; otherwise it simply
would not be an ideological process. Hence he imagines false or
apparent driving Iorces» 3.
The illusion of ideology's total independence and of its emancípation from the world, the exaggeration of its actual relative independence, the alleged existence of intrinsic laws governíng cognition
of the world - all of these are expressions of each dominating class
endeavour to give its ideology and the spiritual expressíon of its
interests a sernblance of universal human validity. In an effort to
endow their ideology with a permanent and unchangeable value, the
dominating classes in socíetíes based on private ownership appeal
to allegedly universal and ímmutable «human nature». Of course,
it must be added that in all oí hístory, prior to capítalísm real conditions for the objective and accurate reflection of social reality
had not yet ripened. As a result, it was not yet possible to reveal the
genuine, universal theoretical basis for ideologically creative work.
This was the context in which Marx and Engels formulated their
well-known proposítion, viewing ideology as a false and distorted
consciousness and as an extremely broad generalization oí the prevíous ideological material, which they subjected to socíological analysis and comprehensíve criticism (in books such as «Sacred Famíly»,
«German Ideology», etc.). Speaking as ideologists oí the proletaríat,
Marx and Engels did not deny scientific ideology. They entered into
polemics with the content oí idealistic clan-limited ideologies, as
well as with idealism in their interpretation.
Today when assertions are made about the falsity of every ideology,
when every ideology is identified with false consciousness, it has become fashíonable to allude to Marx. In his article «What ís Ideology ?
Conception and Problems», J acob von Baríon wrote that today we
use the word «ídeology- in the negative sense, just as it was used
by Marx and Engels. It has been preserved primarily in the sociopolitícal sphere. Ideological thinking is defined as thinking which
3

K. MAax and F.
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bears no relation to reality, for it regards as real and possible a
purely ideal social system, inferred from a preconceived
"idea»,
whose implementation it demanda
In reality Marxism and Marxist sociology have always discerned
two types of ideology - scientific ideology and idealistic ideology,
the latter being a distorted and corrupted reflection of reality. «If in
all ídeology men and their circumstances appear upsidedown as in
a camera obscura, this phenomenon is just as much a consequence
of their hístorical lífe-process as the inversion of dbjects on the retina
is a consequence of their physícal Iífe-process» ".
But if interests, aims and strivings of different social groups are
reflected in every ideology, is it then ríght to raise the question of
the scientific objectivity and truth of a given ideology? Does not the
class position in ideology inevitably imply a dístortíon of reality?
There exist different interpretations of objectivety and the partisan
spirit in ideology. In the voluntarist concept, based on subjective
idealism, ideologists emphasíze the function of social and psychologícal orientation in Iífe, whose course depends on a:llegiance to one
idea or another, to one príncíple or another. ThUG, for example,
R. Dies writes that the strength of ideology is in the strength of
passíon and adherence to an idea. Ideology gíves the one who
possesses it self-justüication and an impulse to action. It is something
that one believes in, that gives one a. sense of direction in life and
experience, Ideology has a function analogous to relígíous affiliation.
which determines changes in the life of an individual and, as a consequence, in the life ofthose who surround him 5.
Here the very exístence of ideology in society, as well as its content, are accounted for by reference to the psychological need, alIegedly inherent in man, to believe in something at all costs, to entertain hopes, to live in expectation, to anticípate something in the
future. In ideology they see some sort of a channel of escape for
emotions, fears and hopes, Some authors (for instance, K. Linton)
franldy use a termínology borrowed from Freudían theories, in which
ideology is deprived of any objectíve basis. It Is worth pointing out
that, under such theories, the questíon of the tie between ideology
and scíence ís left hanging in míd-aír, that it becomes superfluous.
If every ideology is merely the sum total of the idols which man
worshíps, amounting to a sort oí fetishism, then the ídeologícal conand F. ENGELS, Works, Vol. 3. p.25.
Social Science and ldeotogy, Social Science. An lnternational
Quarterly 01 Potitical and Socia; Science, Vol. 31, W. 2. p.p. 234-243.
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sciousness derived from such premises can only be fetishist and dis-'
torted.
If ít becomes a matter of freeing sociology from perverted, fetishist,
anti-scíentific ideological influences, then we Marxists are entirely
on the side of those who demand that it be so freed. But the question
of the social determinatíon of scientific sociological knowledge, and
its objectivity and truthfulness, still remains to be solved.
There ís a concept of ideology which claims to have some resemblance to Marxism and which outwardly rests on Marx's utterances
regarding ideology. The followers of this concept regard every ideology, in any society as the mere express ion of selfish and narrow
class positions, and deny that it can ever have anything in cornmon
with objective truth. In so far as it is based on the thesis that knowledge in general and ideology in particular are sociaIly determined,
this interpretation can be regarded as vulgar sociologism. This point
of view, supported by K. Mannheim, is widespread, and rnany Western sociologists frequentIy refer to it. Mannheím made an attempt
to analyse Marxíst sociology and to subject ít to criticismo « What ís
the basis oí Maman socíology ?» he asks: and, in reply, he states
that it is c1ass sociology, and that it operates only through a given
sociological category, namely a class. Wíthin this narrow framework,
each phenomenon is either of a class nature or not of a olass nature.
This technique, based on a biased attitude towards the subject of
research, had also been used frequentIy in the past with a víew to
undermining the opponent's self-confidence by setting off agaínst
him an altemative and trying to imprison him in it '.
Of course, this reaIly is a caricature of Marxism. It ís just as far
removed from Marxism as heaven ís from earth, as anyone who
has read Marxist works wiIl readily appreciate. Nevertheless
oertain sociologists do not disdain the use of caricature.
The Marxian thesis of the social conditioning of knowledge, the
social basis of creative ideological work and the development oí
self-conscíousness is replaced here by vulgar economism, and ideology is reduced to a mere function of the economic sítuatíon. The
truth, of course, is that each class, because of íts specifíc position in
society and the historical problems facing it, creates through íts
ideologists its own historicaIly conditioned ideology but ít ís
wrong to regard it as a false consciousness. Only ideology, correctly
reflecting, or at least coming close to an objective understanding of,
• K. MANNHEDl.

Essays on tñe Sociotogy 01 Culture, London, 1956, p.l03.
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the problems of social development facing a given class can contribute
to their progressive solution. In the past, elements oí objective truth
were present in the ideology oí historically progressive classes, the
trend oí development oí which coincided with the onward march
of hístory, Humanistic víews and ideas oí great representatives oí
the Renaissance constituted such an ideology. The ideas and views
oí the ideologists of the Great French Revolution, the ideas of Montesquieu and Voltaire, Rousseau and Diderot, Helvetius and d'Holbach also constituted such an ideology. Their works contaíned errors,
but they also eontained the objective truth in that they ealled for
replacernent of the moribund reactionary re gime by a new progressive socio-political system, and of the feudal-absolutíst regime
by a bourgeois democratic state. Scientific ideology, objectively reflecting the processes and laws oí realíty, developed fully only after
the emergenee of the class whose historie interests coincided with
the objeetive trend of historical development.
It is historically ineorrect to paint a consistentIy blaek picture
of the development and change of ideologies, as if they reflected
nothing more than narrow, selfish group interests. However, it ís
methodologically no less fallacíous to represent ideological constructions as a black and white mosaíc made up of little bricks oí truth
and untruth. The development oí sociology, like the development oí
sociologieal thought itself, rnust be understood as a socially eonditioned process, approximating more or Iess to objectíve truth at
different times.
IV.

THE

POSITION

AND INTERESTS

OF CLASSES

AND SOCroLOGY

The problem oí the interrelation oí sociology and ideology is closely
eonnected with the broader problem of the interrelation between all
scientiíic knowledge (including natural science) and questions oí
phHosophy and world outIook.
AH of us remember the fate oí great díscoveries by Giordano
Bruno, Copernícus, Galileo, Charles Darwin and others in the field
of natural scienee. But natural science is only remotely, and not at
all dírectly, eonnected with the ideological struggle.
The laws of nature, their discovery and their utilisation in themselves do not affect the interests of classes. And nevertheless a passionate struggle raged around the discoveries of Copernicus, Galileo
and Darwin. The subject of socíology - the laws and forees determining society's development touch directly upon the interests of
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the struggling classes, and the interests of a11 people. The profound
significance of Thomas Hobbes's utterance is fuHy applicable here:
«If geometrícal axioms affected the people's interests, then they would
probably be refuted».
The results of sociological research, sociological generalizations
and deductíons, the formulation of laws and trends of social development, and even the mere identification and description of social
processes as a rule affect the interests of social groups and theír real
status in society in one way or another. As a matter of fact, the intensive development of sociology as a science in modern society can
be explained by the very complexity of social structure and a striving
to díseover the real position and prospects in regard to the development, interests and requirements of the various social forees.
Scientific socialism has as its main objective the study of the social
laws which apply depending on the radius of action and scope
of social phenomena contemplated ... It is known that groups of social
laws differ in the range of social phenomena they cover. Marxism
discerns the general sociological laws, determining those conditions
which have a common, substantial influence on the whole of human
history, and the force s guiding the development of the human race.
These laws are effectíve in a11 socio-eeonomi.c formatíons: an exampIe is the decisive influence of the means of production on the
social structure of any society. These laws are quite broad and do not
manifest themselves in «pure form» outsíde the specífíc conditions
of a historically defined period, with well-defined methods of productíon and socío-economíc structures, and accordingly their effeet in
variably changes, depending on specifíc conditions. They can and
must be studied socíologícally. This is one of the major tasks of
scientific sociology - the study of the general laws of social development and their peculiaritíes, for example the law of society's forward
movement, or of mankind's ascending trajectory, or the study of social
differences, viewed as the driving force behind social development.
The many common features encountered, together with the wide
range oI social phenomena makes it particularly difficult to formulate sociological laws and to determine methods for studying them.
Here it ís impossible to start with some specific «call» in any given
society; and it is important not to get lost among the countIess random oocurrences and opposíng tendencies in attempting to discover
the course of social development, and the driving force behínd it.
Marxism found the Ibackboneand the foundation of research - the
concept of socío-economíc fonnation, viewed as a whole complex of
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definite production relationships, qualitatively corresponding to a
definite stage in society's development. And that was índeed a tremendous achievement of sociological thought, which could hardly
be overestimated, since no experiments for its verification could be
carríed out. We have here, as Marx poínted out, a powerful ínstrument of abstract generalization based on a huge accumulation of
facts and information obtained from real history. It is precisely this
group of general sociological laws which is linked most closely with
ideology and philosophy.
Socio-political revolutions had taken place in the remote past, and
they are taking place in various countries today. What are they? An
anomaly, a disease, purely fortuitous events -or the result of definite
historical laws? In sociological literature, a reply to this question
Irequently depends both on the school of thought to which the sociologist happens to belong and the influence of a particular ideology.
Take, for instance, the sociological law of the objectivity oí social
progress and its criteria. It is disputed by some sociologists, whíle
others relegate it to the ídeologícal sphere. Still others - and prímarily Marxists - regard it as one of the cardinal laws of world
history and social life. But even among those who acknowledge this
law, disputes and clashes of opinión still go on and will go on in the
future.
The departure from the scientific analysis of the correlation between ideology and general sociological Iaws may lead - and ís
leading - to narrow empirical socíology. But even in capitalíst countries there are many representatives of prevailing socíologícal theories
whom this trend in sociology does not and cannot satisfy. We do not
necessarily deny the scientific significance of empirical sociological
research, However, scientific sociology cannot confine itself to research of this kind. A sharp delirnitation between sociology and
ideology presupposes an understanding of sociology as being concentrated only on private aspects of reality. This leads to the emasculation of all ideas about the objectivity of laws of social development and makes nonsense of the very concept oí dbjective social
law. Refusal of cognition oí substantially general facts, recognition
of the principled impossibility of registering general substantial conditions and interrelation of social processes, deprives sociology of
criteria of objectivity of sociological theory itself and criteria of the
objectívity for approaching the phenomena studíed, and implies ultimately the extreme relativist principIe of the selection of facts thernselves.
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Having thus demarcated sociology and ideology and having requested to conduct sociologícal research on the other side of rigid
and fruitless ideological controversy, sociologists fall into the quagmire of vagueness in their initial positions. Their initial positions
are subjective and arbitrary, and his su'bjectivism inevitably leads
to rigid formal constructions of an apologetic rype, which close the
door to the study of the real prospects for social development. Any
social reality thus receives a theoretical sanction, and the need for
genuíne social changes is denied. At the beginning of the century
Max Weber himself confessed that his theory of arbitrary ideal types
was aimed directly against Marx's concept of objective social law.
Let us examine another aspect of the problem. Marxist sociology
achieves an organíc unity of theoretical and concrete sociological
research, in which a definite interrelation exists between ideological
prernises and sociological deductions. True, this connection is not
equilinear and is not easily deciphered. Engels wrote that in social
interaction «oo. the final result always arises from conflicts between
many individual wills, of which each again has been made what it
is by a host of particular conditions of life. Thus there are innumerable intersecting force s, an infinite series of parallelograms of forces.
which give rise to one resultant - the historical evento 7.
The complexity of specifíc manifestations of social progress, composed
as if of individual. unique manifestations, does not at all imply that
the method of their achievement is free from ídeologícal ínfluences,
Relying on thís, efforts are made to establish social sciences on a
positivist basis as anexact copy of a model provided by the empirical
data of natural sciences. In his presidential address to the American
Society for Study of Social Problerns in 1961 Alvin Gouldner saíd
sarcastically that all socíology, from Parsons to Lundberg, was aimed
at instilling as a dogma that «we must not bind ourselves with value
judgments». As a result of this, many young people engaged in sociology began to flee from the world, and in this sense they freed
thernselves from worry about it. At the same time, they remain connected with the world to the extent of using any justification for
moving ahead wíth the aid of a «neutral technique» » which can be
sold on the market place to any customer. Gouldner thought that such
sociology was scientifically unreal and socially dangerous (Published
in a magazine in 1964).
Here socíology's false neutrality is pointed out in relation to value,
Le., ideological principIes.
7 MARX
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Is it possible, generally speaking, to separate the study of facts from
judgments of value, or so-called judgments of fact from judgments
of value ? In examining this question it must be considered that any
socially significant appraisal includes a colossal amount of social
experience. The actual requirements of social development, once
consciously expressed, are reflected in many different instructions,
standards and social ideals. Naturally, in a class society these results
of mankind's mastering of its own behaviour have a class tendency,
which in turn ís modified by the subjects of activity. Passing through
individual or group consciousness, the appraisals assume a subjective
orientation. They become charged with individual nuances, coloured
by human experience in an industrial society, Another important
factor is that the very act of singling out any fact, even its plain
ascertaínment, implies an appraísal relating to the study of phenomena or the whole process. In psychology this is called fixation of the
meaning of a word, action, event, etc. Fixations of the meaning can
be referred to as judgments of value.

Conc1usion
It ís impossible to speak of the relationship of sociology in general
with some kind of abstraer ideology, for there are no such ideologies
in existence. There are specific trends in sociology in the West and
in socialist countries and there are specific forms and kinds of ideology. Each of these sociological trends ís linked somehow with this
or that existing ideology, even when in words the Iink is deníed. As
for pure sociology, totally independent from ideology and from the
present world ideological struggle, there is and can be no such thing.
Sociology can and must make a study of the history and character
of the ídeological struggle, the struggle of ideas in the past and now.
An unscientific ideology, which gíves an inaccurate reflection of the
world of social relations and a dístorted and illusory picture of social
life, confuses the sociologist, causes him to have preconceived ideas
about things and to see a11 social processes, and indeed everything
that surrounds him, in a deformíng mirror. Sociology, which is called
upon to reveal and defend the truth, and to formulate the real
laws and describe the real forces which determine social life, must
be completely objective to the utmost degree. Any preconceived portrayal of reality, departing from objective truth, converts sociology
ínto a pseudo-scíence.
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OnIy a truthful, honest, objective sociological study, yielding objective truth, can preserve its force. The tribulations of history, the
zigzags in the development of social life cannot shake the truth and
the objective laws revealed by sociology.
On the con tra ry, life and the historical social process increasingLy
confirm the objective truth and the real laws and trends disclosed
by scientific sociology. Of course, even in scientific sociology, which
on the whole allows of objective, ímpartial and unbiased scientific
investigation, some details and prernises may nevertheless become
out of date. In our stormy times, characterised by rapid change, sociological thought must not rernaín static, but must keep pace with
life; otherwise it runs the risk of either lagging behind or coming
into conflict with it. It rnust test its theoretical affirmatíons in the
crucible of life and socio-hístorical experience.
Dogmatism is the enemy of any science, Marxian sociology inc1uded. As is known, Marxian sociology regards social development
as a strictly law-govemed natural historical process. Historical necessity asserts itself through countless aecidents. A colossal role in social
life is played by the will of people, by human passions, by the
struggle of ideas, philosophies and ideologies. A considerable part is
played by certain commanding personalities, which dominate events
and put their imprint on them. AIl thís distinguishes the laws of socia! life from the history and the life of nature, from physícal, chemical and biological phenomena and processes, etc. Yet, human
society is nevertheless a part, though a specific one, of the great
whole, of the world of nature, Like everything in the world, its
development is strictly determined in all its numerous fortuities. OnIy
recognition of determínísm in social life and the operation of objective laws can provide the basís for an objective and truthful scíence
of sociology. OnIy such a science can serve as a reliable guide for
peoples in their historical evolution; only objective truth and the
objective laws formulated by sociology can provide a reliable oríentation to progressive social forces in exerting a purposeful influence
on the course and outcome of events. Errors, distortions of truth,
wishful thinking, everything that is dragged into science by false
ideology - al! of this sooner of later, today or tomorrow, is bound
like a boomerang, to hit back at those who perpetrate such errors,
distortions, illusions and false ideological teachíngs, OnIy truth, ob[ectíve truth, verified and proved 'by lile and historical experience
can correctly and reliably orient social activities and, in the hístorícal movement of peoples, serve as their guiding star.
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DE L'HOMME*
JeanPIACET
Université de Geneve

Un certaín nombre de circonstances expliquent que SUl' le terrain
des sciences sociales et humaines, les recherches ínterdíscíplinaíres,
quoique reconnues, en général comme comportant un grand avenir
sont beauooup moins fournies que dans les sciences de la nature.
Les deux raisons principales en sont, d'une part, qu'íl n'existe aucune hiérarchie dans la filiation des ooncepts entre des sciences telles que la psychologie, la sociologie, l'anthropologie culturelle, la
linguistique, l'économie, la logíque etc. de telle sorte que chacun
peut travailler Iongtemps en son domaine propre sans se trouver
oontraint de faire appel aux autres, tandis que, dans les sciences de
la nature, il existe un ordre de complexité croissante et de généralité
décroissante (Comte) en passant des mathématiques el la mécanique,
el la physique, el la chímíe, el da biologie et el la psychophysiologie.
D'autre part, et a [ortiori, il se pose peu de problémes de réduction d'un groupe de phénoménes el un autre, tandis que les sciences
naturelles soulévent de continuels problémes de réduction du «supéríeur- el I'xínféríeur». Mais el cela s'ajoutent au moins deux circonstances contingentes et qui ont pourtant joué un róle historique indéniabJe.
L'une est la tragique répartition des enseígnements en Facultés
universitaires de plus en plus séparées ou méme en Sections íntérieures el ces Facultés mais néanmoins étanches. Tandís qu'en une:
Faculté des Seíences Ia formation de n'importe quel spécíalíste exige
une culture multidisciplinaire plus ou moins étendue, il peut arriver
qu'un psychologue ne sache ríen de la Iínguístíque, de l'économie, ni
méme de la sociologie.
La seconde raison d'ordre général qui a pesé sur le passé des
sciences de l'homme est l'idée que sortir des frontíéres de sa propre
discipline implique une synthése et que la discipline spécialisée dans
• Ayant été chargé par l'Unesco d'étudier les mécanismes communs et
les relations interdisciplinaires en vue d'un rapport sur les tendances actuelles des sciences de l'homme, nous présentons ici pour les soun.ettre él
la discussion des sociologues quelques-unes des ídées que nous comptons
développer en ce rapport,
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la synthése, si I'on peut dire (et le seul fait de s'exprimer ainsi montre la fragilité d'une telle supposition) n'est autre que la phílosophíe
elle-méme, Or, la philosophie comporte assurément une posítíon syn-

thétique, mais qui est relative a la coordination de toutes les valeurs
humaines et non pas a la coordínatíon des seules connaissances. Si
done des branches telles que la psychologie ou la sociologie scíentífique ont péníblement conquis leur autonomie en opposant la vérífication expérimentale ou statistique aux méthodes de réflexíon, re
n'est pas pour revenir a ces méthodes Iorsqu'Il s'agít de connexions
interdisciplinaires ímposées par les faits et non pas par esprit de
systéme.
Cela dít, si 1'on veut juger de I'avenír des recherches ínterdíscíplínaíres entre des sciences qui toutes comportent leurs méthodes
éprouvées d'approche et de vérification, mais que leurs traditions
n'ont point encore habituées a ce quí est devenu courant dans les
sciences de la nature, le meilleur procédé consiste peut-étre a commencer par une comparaíson des problémes.
Or, on est immédiatement frappé a cet égard par troís faits fondamentaux: c'est d'abord la convergence de certains grands problémes, qui seretrouvent en toutes les branches de notre immense
domaine; c'est ensuíte le failt que ces grands problémes n'ont a peu
prés rien a voír avec ceux du monde ínorganíque maís qu'Ils prolongent par contre assez directement certaines questíons centrales des
seíences de la vie; c'est eníín que pour résoudre ces problémes, on en
vient nécessairement a recourír a certaínes notions cardinales qui
recouvrent en fait des mécanismes communs. Si tout cela est vrai,
on voít alors immédiatement combien 1'étude de ces mécanísmes
communs exige et exigera toujours davantage un effort ínterdíscíplínaire concerté, qu'il s'agirait de favoriser de toutes maníéres entre les sciences humaines, cela va sans dire, mais en relatíon en oertains cas avec la biologie.
A s'en tenír, d'abord, aux problémes les plus généraux, il n'est
guére douteux que Ies trois questíons a la foís les plus centrales et
les plus spécíñques des sciences biologiques (car elles n'ont guére
de signification sur le terrain physico-chimique) sont celles (1) du
développement ou de 1'évolution dans le sens de la production graduelle de formes organísées avec transformations qualítatíves au
cours des étapes: (2) du fonctionnement sous ses formes équílíbrées
ou synchroniques; et (3) des échanges entre l'organísme et son milieu (milieu physique et autres organísmes). En d'autres termes, les
trois notions cardínales exprimant les principaux faits a expliquer
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Par exemple chez ScIunalhausen.
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sont celles (1) de la production de structures nouvelles, (2) de
Yéquilibre mais dans le sens de régulations et d'autorégulations (el
non pas simplement de balance des forces) et (3) de l'échange, dans
le sens d'échanges matériels, maís tout autant (car c'est aussi le langage de la bíologíe contemporaine 1) de I'échange d'informatíon.
Cela dit, il est évídent que ces trois problémes des transfonnations
diachroniques, de l'équilibre synchronique et des échanges sont égaIement les trois questions principales que I'on retrouve en chacune
des scíences de I'homme. Et non seulement on les retrouve sous des
formes tres spécífíques en chacun.ed'entre elles, mais encore les relatíons entre la dimension diachronique et la dimension synchronique
dífférent d'une maníére tres sígnífícatíve selon les types de phénoménes étudiés.

Structures et Fonctions
Reprenons nos comparaisons biologíques, car, en l' absence d'une
«théoríe générale» des scíences humaínes dont on n'apercoít aujourd'hui que Ies vísíons d'avenir, ce sont les références biologiques qui
fournissent le cadre le plus claír. Et la comparaison s'impose d'autant
plus que la psychologie dépend étroítement de ila biologie, et la démographie en partie.
Les notions fondamentales sont a cet égard celles de structure et
de fonction. Mais des ce départ on se trouve en présence de problémes
assez effrayants, car ce sont a la fois des termes les plus usítés et
ceux dont le sens demeure souvent le plus ímpréeís, tant en leurs
significations respectives qu'en leur coordination.
Mathématiquement on peut caractériser une structure par I'opération d'isomorphisme qui permet de Ia retrouver en des domaines
différents. On dira ainsi que deux ensembles d'éléments ont la mv!me structure si, en faisant abstraction de la nature de ces éléments,
on peut établir entre eux une correspondance bí-unívoque el récíproque ainsi qu'entre les relations qui les unissent, considérées terme a temne y compris Ieur direction (par exemple <Iou.>').
Une telle méthode peut s'applíquer a des struetures «organíséess
ou biologiques, mais en ajoutant les précisions suivantes. Une structure vivante constitue un systéme «ouvert» (Bertalanffy) en ce sens
qu'il se conserve au travers d'un flux continuel d'échanges avec l'ex1

Par exemple chez Schmalhausen,
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térieur. Il n'en comporte pas moíns un cyc1e se refermant sur luiméme, en tant que ses éléments s'entretiennent par interactions tout
en puisant leur alimentation au dehors. Une structure peut étre
décríte statiquement, puisqu'elle se conserve malgré sa perpétuelle
activité, mais elle est en principe dynamique puisqu'elle constitue
la forme plus ou moins stable de transformatíons continuelles.
Considérée en son activité une structure «organisée» comporte
done un fonctionnement quí est l'expression des transfonnations qui
la oaractérísent, On appelle alors en général «fonctíon» le róle (c'está-díre Iesecteur d'activité ou de fonctíonnement) que joue une sousstructure par rapport au fonctionnement de la structure totale, et,
par extension, I'actíon du fonctionnement total sur celui des sousstructures.
Tout fonctionnement est a la foís productíon, échange et équíllbratíon, c'est-á-díre qu'Il suppose sans cesse des décisions ou choix, des
informations et des régulatíons, Ll en résulte que les notions rnémes
de structure et de fonction entrainent, et cela déjá sur le terrain
bíologíque comme tel, les notíons dérívées d'utilité fonctíonnelle ou
valeur el de sígniñcatíon.
En premier líeu, toute fonction ou tout fonctíonnement comporte
des choix ou sélections parmí les éléments internes ou externes. On
díra en conséquence qu'un élément est utile lorsqu'íl entre a titre
de oomposant dans le cycle de la structure et qu'Il est nuisíble s'Il
menace ou interrompt la continuité du cyc1e. Mais íl faut distinguer
deux sortes d'utilités fonctionnelles ou «valeurs» :
1) Les utilités primaires, c'est-á-dire I'utílíté d'un élément interne
ou externe (production ou échanges) par rapport a la structure considérée, mais en tant que cet élément intervient qualítatívement
dans la production ou la conservation de cette structure comme forme organisée : par exemple I'utilíté d'un alíment contenant du calcium pour l'entretien des os ou utílité d'un groupe de génes dans
unerecombinaison
génétíque susceptible de survíe,
2) Les utilités secondaires, relatives au coür ou au gain afférents
a l'élément utile au sens 1 : coüt d'une transformation, d'un échange, etc., intervenant dans les fonctionnements.
Cette distinction se réfere done, d'une part, a l'aspect relationnel
ou formel des structures, done a l' aspect structural comme tel, et,
d'autre part, a I'aspeot énergétíque du fonctionnement. 11 va de sol
que ces deux aspects sont inséparables, car il n'y a pas de structure
sans fonctionnement et récíproquement, Mais íls sont différents, car
en toute production et en tout échange, i1 est nécessaire de dístín-
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guer (1) ce qu'íl faut produire ou ce qu'íl faut acquenr ou échanger, eu égard aux structures a entretenir ou a construire, et (2) C6
que coüte ou rapporte cette production ou cet échange eu égard aux
énergies disponibles.
Mais i1 est encore une distinction a ajouter au rappel de ces notions biologiques générales pouvant servir de cadre a l'analyse des
mécanismes communs propres aux différentes sciences humaines.
C'est une distinction relative au róle de I'Information, celle-ci étant
nécessaíre aux productions comme aux échanges et aux régulations.
n est, en effet, indispensable de faire intervenir, en plus des struetures et des valeurs de fonctionnement la notion des significations,
en tant qu'un élément donné peut ne pas étre intégrable comme tel
ou actuellement en une structure déjá produite, ni ne présenter de
valeur fonctionnelle directe ou immédiate, mais constituer le représentant ou l'annonce de structurations ou Ionctícnnernents ultérieurs.
Deux cas sont alors a distinguer: (a) le représentant n'est pas reconnu comme tel par I'organísme, autrement dit ne concerne pas le
comportement, mais participe d'une sorte de stockage ou de réserve
d'information qui sera utilisée ultérieurement: c'est en ce sens qu'on
parle d'information génétique, etc., ou de la transmission d'ínformation quí caractérise de feedback par opposition au processus énergétique principal dont ce feedback assure la régulation; (b) ce représentant est utilisé dans le «cornportement» et devient ainsi stimulus
«signífícatif», etc. Nous sornmes alors au seuil des systémes de
significations íntéressant le comportement humain.
Au total, nous nous trouvons ainsi en présence de trois grandes
catégories de notions : les structures ou formes de l'organisation, les
[onctions, sources de valeurs qualitatives ou énergétiques et les significations. Toutes trois donnent naturellernent lieu a des problémes soit díaehroniques ou d'évolution et de construction, soit synehroníques ou d'équilibre et de régulation, soit d'échanges ave e le
milieu, mais on voit immédiatement que les relations entre les
dimensions diachroniques et synchroniques ne sauraient étre les
mémes selon qu'íl s'agít des structures, des utilités fonctionnelles ou
des significations.
Ce qu'íl convient de faire, pour passer a I'analyse des mécanísmes communs envisagés par les différentes sciences de d'homme,
est alors de traduire ce cadre général en termes de conduítes humaínes. Mais une remarque demeure nécessaire au préalable. Les
productíons, régulations ou échanges qui se manifestent sous les
formes qu'on vient de rappeler peuvent étre aussi bien organíques
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que mentales ou ínterpsychíques et nous somrnes partis, a titre de
référenee ínitiade, du dangage organíque. Or, si la plupart des sciences humaines traitent des oonduites ou comportements de l'homme
sans chercher a délímíter dans Ie détail ce qui releve de la conscíenceet ce qui n'est pas conscíent, les disciplines oü une mise en reíation explicite entre la oonscience et le corps peut faire sans cesse
probléme, oomme en psychologie, se sont oríentées vers un príncipe de parallélísme ou d'isomorphisme. Nous avons proposé d'interpréter le «parallélísme psychophysíologíque» dans le sens d'un ísomorphisme plus général entre la causaiité, dont le domaine d'applícation concerne en fait exclusívement
la matiére, et l'implication au
sens large quí est de relation sui generis unissant les significations
propres aux états de conscience. Il convient done maintenant
de
traduire en termes d'írnplicatíons conscientes les quelques notions
générales dont il a été question en ce paragraphe,

REGLES,
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Si toute science humaine s'oceupe de production, de régulations et
d'échanges et que chacune emploie dans cette étude la notion de
structure,
d'utilité
fonctionnelle
et de signification
envisagées
tour a tour diachroniquement
et synchroniquement,
il reste que ces
concepts se présentent sous des formes différentes selon que le chercheur se place a un poínt de vue théorique ou abstrait, ou qu'il tient
oompte de Ia maníére dont le comportement des sujets se réverbére
en leur conscienee et correspond a des expérienees vécues. Au premier de ces deux points de vue le spécialíste cherchera ainsi Je langage Ie plus objectif pour décríre les structures et il le fera en termes variables, mais en príncipe formalísables ou mathématisables :
il décríra, par exemple, les structures de parenté en termes de «reseaux» oomme Léví-Strauss, les grammaíres structurelles en termes
de monoídes oomme Chomsky, ou les structures mícro- et macroéconomiques en termes de schémas aléatoíres ou cybemétiques, etc.
Mais rien de tout cela ne concerne directement la conscience du sujet.
Par contre, on peut chercher aussi la maníére dont ces structures
se traduisent dans la oonscience méme du sujet, dans la mesure oü
ses raísonnements
s'expriment verbalement et s'accompagnent
de
justifications íntentíonnelles variées: et ce que nous trouvons n'est
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régles ou de normes intellectuelIes se traduisant par des ímpressíons
de «nécessíté»dogíque, etc. Quand le sociologue du droit étudie pourquoí un systéme juridique (par aílleurs formalisable ou codíñable
sous les espéces d'une construction normativiste «pure», a la maníére de Kelsen) est «reconnu» valable par les sujets de droits, il se
trouve en présence d'une série de relations bílatérales ou multilatérales telles que le «droit» des uns correspond a une «obligatíon» pour
les autres, etc. et ce que ces faits comportent se traduit a nouveau
en termes de régles partículíéres, Quand le logicien axiomatise un
certain nombre d'opérations avec les conséquences qui en découlent,
il peut ne se soucier en rien du sujet qui les applíque, Mais il peut
tout aussí bien se préoccuper de l'aspeet normatif des liaisons qu'il
manipule et méme en venir a construire avec Ziembinski, Weinberger, Peklo, et d'autres une logique de «normes» (et méme l'applíquer
avec Weinberger a la norme juridique). De méme les structures Iínguistiques se traduisent dans la conscience des sujets par des régles
de grarnmaire, méme si cette traduction est inadéquate, cornme d'aílleurs bien d'autres traduotíons (par príses de conscience) des struetures sous la forme de régles.
Un autre grand systéme de notions íntéressant l'expéríence vécue
par les individua en leur vie mentale ou en leurs relations collectives
est le systéme des oaleurs ou prise de consclence des utilités fonctionnelles dont nous parlions plus haut. Et ce qui est remarquable et
montre a nouveau I'unité profonde des réactíons de tous les étres
vivants sur Ies terrains sociaux et humains aussi bien que biologiques est que la distinction entre les utilités primaires ou relatives aux
aspects qualitatifs de la productíon ou de la conservation des structures et les utilités secondaires ou relatíves a l'énergétíque du fonctionnement se retrouve dans le domaine des valeurs vécues sous la
forme de ce que nous appellerons les valeurs de fínalíté et celles de
rendement,

Les valeurs de finalité comprennent en particulier les valeurs normatives quí sont détermínées par des regles : une valeur morale telle que celles qui, en toutes les socíétés humaines, opposent les actions jugées bonnes a celles jugées mauvaises ou indifférentes,
se référe nécessairement a un systéme de régles. TI en va a [ortiori
de méme des valeurs juridiques. Dans le domaine des représentations
indivdiuelles ou collectives, les jugements sont valorísés en vrais ou
faux (valeurs bivalentes), ou vrais, faux et plausibles ou encore indécidables, etc. (trí- ou polyvalence) en fonction des régles admíses,
Les concepts sont élaborés, acceptés ou rejetés en vertu de multiples
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jugements de valeur, et tout en constítuant des structures ils sont
sans cesse valorísés, mais a nouveau en fonction de structures normatives d'ensemble. Les valeurs esthétiques ne dépendent pas de
regle s aussi impératives, mais se référent néanrnoins a des structures plus ou moins réglées. Sur le terrain plus índíviduel, les intéréts d'un sujet pour tel groupe d'objets ou tel genre de travail sous
forme de finalités diverses peuvent s'éloigner de toute structure normative et ne plus dépendre que de régulations maís aussi s'organíser
en échelles de valeurs plus ou moins stables.
Mais il existe aussi des valeurs de rendementr Jiées aux coüts et
aux gains du fonctionnement. On répondra que les valeurs économiques sont toutes de prés ou de loin encadrées par des normes [urídiques: un individu qui ne paie pas ses dettes est poursuivi, etc.
Mais autre chose est un cadre prescrivant les frontiéres entre ce quí
est permís et ce qui ne l'est pas, et autre chose est une détennination
méme de la valeur par la norme: or, la valeur économique obéit
ases lois propres que ne peuvent détenniner les régles juridiques
et qui ne prescrivent en elles-méme aucune obligation (une norme
se reconnaít a une obligation qu'on peut honorer ou transgresser,
par opposition a un déterminisrne causal qui contraint mais n' «oblige» pes en ce sens normatíf). Bien entendu la valeur économique
est inséparable de toutes sortes de valeurs de finalité et de valeurs
normatíves, de rnéme que l'économie interne de l'organisrne ou du
comportement individuel (cette économie dont certains psychologues font le principe de l'affectívité élémentaire) est liée a de rnultiples questíons de structure, maís les problemes généraux de coüt et
de gain sont bien distincts de ceux que soulévent les autres formes
d'évaluation et ne peuvent que donner lieu a de multiples recherches
interdisciplinaires comme le montrent les applications multiples et
toujours plus étendues de la théorie des jeux.
En troisiéme lieu interviennent dans tous les domaines du como.
portement humain les systémes de significations, dont la linguistique étudie le principal avec le systéme oollectif du langage. Mais
si celui-ci a joué dan s les sociétés humaines un róle de prerníére ímportance dans la transrnission orale et écrite des valeurs et des régles
de tous genres, H ne constitue pas le seul systéme de sígnes et surtout de syrnboles relevant du mécanisme des significations. Sans parler du langage animal (abeílles, etc.) qui souléve toutes sortes de
problémes de comparaísons, il faur se rappeler que l'apparition de la
représentation dans le développement individuel n'est pas due au
langage seul mais a une fonotíon sérniotique bien plus Iarge com-
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prenant en plus le jeu symbolique, l'ímage mentale, le dessin et toutes les formes différées et intériorisées d'imitation (celuí-cí constítuant le terme de transition entre les fonctions sensorí-rnotríces et
représentatives.) D'autre part, dans la vie collective, le langage, qui
constitue pour aínsí díre un systéme de signification a la premíére
puissance se double de systémes a la seconde puissance comme les
mythes qui sont a la fois des symboles et des signifiés véhiculés par
les signifiants verbaux ou graphiques. La sémiologie générale souléve
done les plus larges problémes interdísclplinaires,

Structures

et Régles (ou Normes}

Les problemas ayant été ainsi posés sous leurs formes les plus
générales, cherchons rnaintenant a entrer dans le détaíl des mécanismes communs en suivant le plan tracé par la distinction des
régles, des valeurs et des signes.

LES OoNCEPTS DE STRUcrURES

L'une des tendances les plus générales des mouvements d'avantgarde dans toutes les sciences humaínes est le structuralisme, se
substituant aux attítudes atomistiques ou aux explícatíons «holistes»
(totalités émergentes).
La méthode destinée a dominer les problemes de totalités qui semble au départ la plus rationnelle et la plus féconde, paree qu'elle
correspond aux opérations intellectuelles les plus élémentaíres
(cenes de réunion ou d'addítíon), consiste a expliquer le complexe
par le simple, autrement dit a réduire les phénoménes a des éléments
atornistiques, dont la somme des propriétés rendraít compte du total
a interpréter. De telíes maníéres atomistiques de poser les problémes aboutissenr a oublier ou a déformer les lois de la structure
comme telle. Elles sont Ioín d'avoír disparo du champ des scíences
humaines et on les retrouve, par exemple, en psychologíe dans les
théoríes associationnistes de l'apprentissage (école de HuH, etc.).
La seconde tendance qui s'est manifestée en des disciplines bien
distinctes les unes des autres est celle qui, en présenee de
systémes complexes, consiste a ínsíster sur les caracteres de «totalíté. propres a ces systérnes, mais a consídérer cette totalíté comme
.~rgeant»
sans plus de la réunion des éléments et comme s'impo-
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sant a eux en les structurant gráce a cette contraínte du «tout»: et surtout a consídérer la totalité eomme s'explíquant d'elle-méme, du seul
fait de sa deseription. Deux exemples peuvent étre donnés d'une telle attítude, l'un correspondant toujours a certaines tendances psychologíques actuelles, I'autre lié a un école socíologíque aujourd'huí
éteinte. Le premier est eelui de la psyehologie de la «Gestalt», née
surtout des études expérímentales sur la perception, mais étendue
par W. Koebler et M. Wertheimer au domaine de 1'intelligence et par
K. Lewin a eelui de ,1'affeetivité et 'de la psyehologie socíale. Pour ces
auteurs nous partons en tous les domaines d'une eonseience de totalités, avant toute analyse des éléments, et ees totalítés sont dues a des
effets de «champs» qui déterminent les formes par des príncipes
d'équilibre quasi-physique (moindre actíon, ete.).
Dans un tout autre domaine la socíologíe de Durkheim procédaít
de facon analogue en voyant dans le tout social une totalité nouvelle,
émergeant a une écheLle supéríeure de la réunion des individus et
réagíssant sur eux en leur imposant des «contraíntess -díverses. Il
est íntéressant de noter que cette école, dont le double méríte a été
de souligner avec une vigueur partículíére la spécificité de ,la sociologie par rapport a la psychologie et de foumir un ensemble impressionnant de travaux spécíalísés, est également morte de sa belle
mort faute d'un structuralisme relatíonnel qui eüt foumi des lois de
composítíon ou de construction au lieu de s'en référer inlassablement a une totalité concue comme toute faite.
La troísíéme posítíon est done celle du structuralisme, mais en
tant que relatlonnel, c'est-á-díre en tant que posant a titre de réalité
premíere les systémes d'interactions ou de transformations,
subordonnant done des le départ les éléments a des relations qui les englobent, et concevant récíproquement le tout comme le produit de la
composítíon de ces ínteractíons formatrices. Il est d'un grand intérét,
dans notre perspectíve interdisciplinaire,
de noter qu'une teLle tendance, de plus en plus évidente dans les sciences humaínes est bien
plus générale encore etse manifeste tout aussí claírement en mathématiques et en bíologíe, En mathérnatíques, le mouvement des Bourbaki a conduit
supprimer les cloisons entre les branches traditionnelles pour dégager des structures générales, abstraction faite de leur
contenu. En biologie, l' «organícísme» represente de méme un tertium entre I'atomísme pseudo-mécaníste et les totalités émergentes
du vitalisme, et le théoricien le plus convaincu de eet organicisme
a créé un mouvement de .théorie générale des systemes» dont I'ambition est interdisciplinaire
et vise entre autres la psychologíe (Ber-
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talanffy a été influencé par la «Gestalttheoríe», mais la dépasse large:ment).
Cela dit, il existe toute une gamme de «structures» possibles quí se
dístríbuent dans troís directions, dont le premier probléme est de
comprendre les relations :
(1) Les structures algébríques et topologíques, y compris les modeles logiques, puisque la logique est un cas particulier d'algébre
générale (la logique usuelle des propositions repose par exemple sur
une algébre booléenne). C'est ainsi qu'en anthropologie cultureIle
Léví-Strauss réduit les relations de parenté a une structure de réseau
(lattice). En théorie de l'intelligence nous avons cherché a décríre les
opérations inteIlectueIles dont on peut suivre la formatíon au cours
du développement índivíduel en dégageant les structures d'ensemble
sous forme de structures algébrtques élémentaíres ou «groupements»
(varíétés de groupoídes) puis, au niveau de la préadolescence et de
l'adolescence, de réseaux et de groupes de quaternalité réunís, La
linguistique structuraliste recourt de mérne a des structures algébríques (monoídes, etc.) et l'éeonométríe également (prograrnmes línéaires et non línéaíres),
(2) Les circuits cybernétiques, qui décrívent les systémes de régulations et dont I'ernploí s'impose en psychophysiologie et dans les
mécanismes d'apprentíssage. Ashby, le constructeur du célebre homéostat permettant de résoudre des problemes par un proeessus
d'équilibration. a récemment fourni dans son Introduction fa Cyberneties un modele de régulation dont les actions en retour sont ellesmérnes déterminées par une table d'ímputation du type de la théorie
des jeux. Un tel modele. qu'il considere comme I'un des plus simples
et des plus généraux a réaliser biologiquement montre une liaison
possible entre les régulations psychologiques et économiques.
(3) Les modeles stochastiques utilisés en économétrie, en démographie et souvent en psychologíe. Mais, si le hasard joue un róle
constant dans les événements humains et demande done a étre traíté pour Iui-rnéme, il n'est jamais pur, en ee sens que la réaction au
fortuit, favorable comme défavorable, est a des degrés divers une
réactíon active, ce qui nous raméne aux régulatíons.
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Le probléme qu'on vient de soulever recoít en bien des cas une
solution possible sous la forme suivante: en suivant la fomnation
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d'une structure on assíste lors de son achévernent t: des modifications du comportement du sujet qu'il est díffícile d'expliquer autrement que par cet achévement méme, autrement dít par la «Iermeture» de la structure. Tels sont les faits fondamentaux
qui se
traduisent dans la conscience du sujet par les sentiments d'oblígation ou de «nécessíté
normatíve»
et dans Son comportement
par l'obéissance
el des «régles». Rappelons
que selon la terminologie, non pas générale, mais habituelle aux spécíalistes de
l'étude des «Iaits normatifs» 2, une regle se reconnait au fait qu'elle
oblige, mais qu'elle peut étre violée aussi bien que respectée, contrairement el une «Ioi» causale ou el un déterminísme, qui ne souffrent pas d'exceptions sinon el titre de variations aléatoires dues el
un mélange de causes.
Un certain nombre de problémes interdisciplinaires se posent alors,
qui sont Ioin d'étre résolus mais dont on constate la double tendance el les soulever en tous les domaínes et el les traíter par liaisons
bílatérales. Nous en distinguerons trois:
(a) La premíére question est d'établir si les régles ou obligations
sont nécessairement de nature sociale, c'est-á-dire supposent l'interaction entre deux individus au moins, ou s'il peut en exister de nature individuelle ou endogene. La questíon n'est qu'un sous-probléme
d'une question plus générale quí est de savoir si toute structure
«réelle» ou naturelle (par opposítíon aux "modeles» exclusívement
théoriques)
se traduit dans le comportement des sujets par des
régles.
Les tendances dominantes semblent étre les suivantes. D'une part,
on s'accorde de plus en plus el douter de l'existence de régles «innées» telles qu'une logique ou une morale transmises par voíe héréditaire. Les opérations logiques naturelles ne se constituent que tres
graduellement (en moyenne guere avant 7 ou 8 ans dans les socíétés développées) selon un ordre de succession constant, mais sans
cette fixité dans les niveaux d'áge qui témoigneraít d'une maturation
interne ou nerveuse. Ellessont certes tirées des formes les plus générales de la coordination des actions, mais il s'agít aussi bien d'actions en cornmun que d'actions individuelles, de telle sorte qu'elles
apparaissent comme le résultat d'une équilibration progressive de na-
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ture psycho-sociologique bien plus que comme héritées biologíquement (le cerveau humaín, autrement dit ne contient pas de programmation héréditaire comme ce serait le cas si les comportements logico-mathématiques
constituaient des sortes d'instincts, mais il présente un fonctionnement héréditaire dont I'utilísation permet a la
fois la vie en ccrnmun et la constitution de coordinations générales
dont ces stroctures tirent leur point de départ). Les obligations morales, comme l'ont montré J.M. Baldwin, P. Bovet et Freud sont Iiées
en leur formation a des interactions interindividuelles,
etc.
D'autre part, iJlsemble de plus en plus probable que si toute structure équilibrée impose plus que des régularités, mais une certaine
«prégnance» due a ses régulations, et si tout systéme de régulations
comporte, par le fait me me de ses réussites ou de ses échecs, une
distinction obligéeentre
le normal et ltanomlal (notions propres au
vivant et dénuées de signification en physico--chimie), ilexiste cependant une sorte de point limite séparant, tout en les unissant, les
régulations et les opératíons, Or, ce poínt de transition pourrait bien
étre aussi en bien des cas celui de l'individuel a l'interdividuel.
(b) Un second probléme général, qui prolonge ce qui vient d'étre
dit, est celui des types d'obligations ou de regles, La nécessité logique se traduit par des opérations cohérentes susceptibles de constítuer des structures déductives, mais il est ungrand
nombre d'obligations et de régles sans consistance intrinséque et dues essentiellement a des contraíntes plus ou moins contingentes ou momentanées :
le cas extreme est celui des regles de l'orthographe dont l'histoire
montre suffisamment le caractére arbitraire.
(e) Le troisiéme grand probleme que soulévent les systémes de
régles est celui de l'interférence entre des régles appartenant a des
domaines différents. Ce problérne se présente sous deux formes. Il
y a d'abord ceHedes intersections effectives de structures, ce qui
conduit a des interférences de régles : un systéme juridique, par
exemple, est un ensemble de regles sui generis, c'est-á-díre irréductíbles aux régles morales ou logíques, mais H présente objectivement
toutes sortes d'interférences avec ces deux autres systémes du seul
fait qu'il ne doit contredíre ni l'un ni l'autre (ce qui peut étre d'ailleurs plus facile dans un cas que dans l'autre). Mais il y a ensuite
les intersections dues aux prises de conscience de la strocture par
le sujet, ces prises de conscience pouvant étre adéquates mais partíelles, ou déformantes sous des influences subjectíves diverses. La
grarnmaire usuelle des pédagogues n'est ainsi qu'une prise de conscience tres íncompléte et en partie déformante des stroctures Iin-
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guistiques et elle interfére en général avec des obligations de type
quasi-moral.

Ponctionnement

et Valeurs

Les valeurs se caractérisant par la désírabilíté ou l'attírance, índépendamment de leur connexion avec des normes rnais en relation
nécessaíre avec des structures individuelles ou collectives, s'achemine-t-on vers une théoriegénérale des valeurs, non pas par réflexions philosophiques a priori ou a posteriori, mais en fonction
d'interconnexions spontanées ímposées par les déroulernents de la
recherche? Tel est le nouveau probléme de mécanísmes eomrnuns
qu'il s'agít d'aborder maintenant.

PSYCHOLOGIE DE r.'AFFECTIVITÉ,

FINALITÉ ET tCoNOMIE

Nous ne partons pas de I'analyse des réactions mentales paree que
l'individuserait au point de départ de tout ce qui est humain et socíal, mais paree que, dans les perspectives d'interactions qui dominent d'aujourd'hui, ehaque individu est un point d'interférenee d'innombrables interactions collectíves, en méme temps qu'íl est un
point de jonction entre les mécanísmes biologiques et socíaux, et cela
sans que ron renonee pour autant a la spécificitédes processus mentaux.
A eet égard les tendances aetuelles de la recherche en psychologíe
af'fective sont assez éclairantes, tant du point de vue des difficultés
que ron rencontre a vouloir préciser les relations entre les valeurs
et les structures que de la nécessité qui s'ímpose de faire appel a
une sorte d'économie générale, dont Ies processus interindividuels
étudiés par la scienee économique sont une manífestatíon particulíérement rernarquable mais une manifestation parmi d'autres.
L'examen des problémes que souléve la vie afieetive est done, si ron
veut partir du concret, une bonne maníére de distinguer les types de
valeurs et de dégager les questions interdisciplinaires que posent leurs
relatíons,
Une premíére constatation est tres significative et de nature a intéresser toutes les scíenees de l'homme : c'est la díffículté surprenante que ron rencontre a vouloir caractéríser la vie affective par rapport aux fonctions cognitives (en tant que celles-cí sont relatives aux
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structures) et surtout a vouloir préciser leurs relations dans le fonctíonnement méme des conduites. Un tel fait souléve immédiatement
le probléme général de savoir si les valeurs ou certaines d'entre elles
sont déterminées par les structures et en quel sens, si ees valeurs ou
certaines d'entre 'elles modifient au contraire ou en retour les structures et Iesquelles, ou si valeurs et structures sont deux aspects indissocia'bles mais pour ainsi díre paralléles de toutes les conduites
quelles qu'elles soient. On voit immédiatement en quoi le probléme
dépasse largement le terrain de la psychologie.
Sur ce demier, la tendancegénérale est aujourd'hui de distinguer en
toute conduite une structure, qui correspondrait a son aspect cognitif, et une «énergétíque», qui caractéríserait sonaspect affectif. Mais
que signüüe ce tenne un peu métaphorique d'énergétique? Freud,
quí a été élevé dans l'atmosphére de l'école «énergétíste» (par opposition a l'atomisme) du physicien E. Mach, psychologue a ses
heures, a concu I'ínstínct eomme une reserve d'énergíes dont les
«charges» sont investies en certaines représentatíons d'objets devenant de oe fait désírables ou attirants. Les termes d'<ínvestíssement»
ou de cathexis sont devenus oourants a cet égard. K. Lewin se represente la conduite eomme fonction d'un champ total (sujet et objets)
sur le mode gestaltiste, Ia structure de ee ohamp correspondant aux
perceptions, actes d'íntellígence, etc., tandis que sa dynamíque détermine le fonctionnement et aboutít a attribuer aux objets des valeurs
positives ou négatives (caracteres d'attirance ou de répulsíon, de barríére, etc.). Mais le probléme qui subsiste est qu'un mécanisme opératoire comporte a coup sür une dynamíque et qu'Il y faut encore
distinguer la structure des transformations comme telles et ce qui les
rend possibles en leur désírabílíté, íntérét, vltesses.etc. et ce second
aspect nous raméne a une énergétique. P. Janet distingue en toute
conduite une action prímaíre, ou relatíon entre le sujet et l'objet
ce quí correspond aux structures (cognitives), et une action secandaire qui regle la premíére quant a ses actívatíons (íntérét, effort,
ete. en posítíf ou fatigue, dépression en négatif) et quant a ses terminaisons (joie pour le succés et tristesse pour l'échee). La vie affective élémentaire traduíraít done les régulations de 'la conduite, mais
quelles sortes de régulatíons (car il en existe de structurales QU cognitives) ? Janet fait explicitement l'hypothése de forces physiologiques en réserve, qui s'aceumulent, s'épuisent QU se reconstituentseIon des rythmes variables; et ce sont elles que l'affectivité réglerait
selon une «économíe de la conduíte» coordonnant les gains et les
pertes d'énergíes, Généralisant ensuite au plan interindividuel Janet
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analyse de ce point de vue les sympathies et les antipathies, les gens
sympathiques étant des sources ou des excitants d'énergie et les antipathiques des personnages fatigants ou «coüteux».
Mais un second probleme est plus important encore et intéresse
davantage toutes les díscíplínes humaines : c'est celui de la multiplicité des valeurs ou de leur réduction a leur seule dimension énergétique ou éeonomique. Or, si l'éeonomiste nous parle de produetion
d'échange, de consommatíon,
de réserves ou investissements, ete., on
voít assez que ces termes se retrouvent exactement partout, y oomprís dans l'affeetivité du nourisson avant tout langage (en termes
de dépenses ou récupérations d'énergies, d'ínvestíssements
sur les
objets ou les personnes, etc.) , mais il reste a savoir s'H s'agít toujours
de sens comparables. Or, il est impossíble d'essayer un c1assement,
sans consta ter aussitót qu'Il intéresse toutes les sciences de I'homme
(y compris bien sür la linguistique, ne seraít-ce que paree que F. de
Saussure s'est inspiré de l'économie et paree que le «langage affeetíf» décrit par Ch. Bally a donné lieu a une théorie des valeurs par
le sociologue G. Vaueher ...).
Pour introduire a cette classifieation il est d'abord a rappeler que,
Sur le terrain des valeurs individuelles aussi bien qu'interindividuelles, il existe une dualité fondamentale
qu'on retrouve partout 3 :
oelle des valeurs de finalité (ou instrumentales:
moyens et buts) et
des valeurs de rendement (coüts et gains) qui sont inséparables mais
bien distinctes. Sur le terrain individuel eette distinction repose sur le
double sens du mot íntérét, D'une part, toute conduite est dictée par
un intérét au sens qualitatif général, en tant qu'elle poursuít un but,
qui a de la valeur paree que désiré, et ce but peut étre entíérement
désintéressé (au second sens du terme) quoique tres intéressant (en ce
premier sens du terme). D'autre part I'íntérét est un réglage énergétique, qui libere les forces disponibles (Claparéde et janet}, donc
augmente Ie rendement, et, dans cette seeonde perspective, une conduite sera dite «intéressée» si elle est destínée a accroitre les rendements du poínt de vue du sujeto C'est en [ouant sur ces deux sens
du terme sans vouloir les distinguer que l'utiJitarisme a eherehé
a expliquer l'altruisme par l'égoísme, sous le prétexte que toute conduite est intéressée, ce quí est faux, alors qu'elle est toujours dirigée par un íntérét au premier sens du terrne et peut done étre eomrne
on víent de le voir a la fois désintéressée et intéressante 1 Ce sophísme suffit a lui seul a justifíer les deux types de valeurs. D'autre part,
3
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quand Janet explique la sympathie et 1'antipathie par les valeurs
de rendement, il a raison en un grand nombre de cas, par exempie
quand on choisit un compagnon de voyage ou de table, maís on peut
aimer un personnage épuisant et l'on n'épouse pas toujours une femme du seul fait qu'elle est économique au sens oú elle nous fatiguera peu. On peut méme penser que les «ínvestíssements» de charges
affectives qui interviennent dans 1'amour sont fonction d'une échelle commune de valeurs, de projets de production él deux dans le sens
le plus large et él la rigueur de valeurs tres désintéressées quoíqu'engageant I'Intérét (dans 1'autre sens du terme) él un degré exceptionnel.

CLASSIFICATION

DES

VALEURS

Le sens des remarques quí précédent est done que l'économie est
partout, mais qu'elle n'est nulle part seule en jeu. Il est ímpossíble
d'accomplir un acte moral ou d'effectuer une opératíon logique sans
une dépense d'énergie, ce qui touche aux valeurs de rendement, tandis que les conduites étudiées par la science économique peuvent présenter n'importe quelíe finalité íntrinséque et que les notions de
production et de consommation sont nécessairement relatives él des
structures accompagnées de leurs propres valeurs ou fin alités. 11 est
done clair que l'ensemiblle des sciences de 1'homme conduisent él la
recherche d'une alassification des valeurs.
1. Il faut d'abord justifier la premíere dichotomie suggérée par la
psychologie de J'affectivité et qu'on retrouve partout. Les valeurs de
finalité ou instrumentales groupent celles qui sont, par leur qualíté
méme, relatives él des structures, autrement dit qui correspondent aux
besoíns d'élérnents qualitativement différenciés, en vue de la production ou de la conservation de structures. Ce n'est pas él dire que
les valeurs se confondent avec les structures: une structure existe
de par ses lois propres, qui peuvent se décrire en termes d'algébre
(y comprís la logique) ou de topologíe sans référence aux vitesses,
forces ou énergies comme capacités de travail; cette méme structure peut étre désirable et ÍIl faut méme qu'elle le soit pour que le
sujet s'en occupe, ce qui suppose alors une intervention de charges
affectives ou d'investissement, etc. done d'énergie. Et de ce second
poínr de vue il faut encore distinguer le choix des éléments él investir
(valeurs de finalité) et les quantités en jeux. Les valeurs de rendement
sont alors précisément relatives él cet aspect quantitatif, si l'on admet
par définition qu'un rendement se distingue d'un résultat qualitatif
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en raison de la quantíté produite ou dépensée: quantité d'énergíe
pour l'éeonomíe intra-indivíduelle ou la production technique ou
quantité vénale et comprable pour les échanges cornmerciaux.
11.Les valeurs de finalité peuvent donner Iieu a une seoonde dichotomie. Les structurés auxquelles sont attachées ces valeurs peuvent se traduire par des régles plus ou moins logicisables ou non
ou demeurer au niveau de simples régulatíons, Dans Ie premier cas,
on peut parler de oaleurs normatioes dans la mesure oú la valeur est
obligée ou méme déterminée par la norme, tandís que dans les échanges spontanés et libres on peut parler de ualeurs non normatioes.
Pour ce qui est des premíéres on se demandera a nouveau si valeur
et norme ou structure se confondent. Mais ce n'est encore une fois
pas le cas, car la norme comporte sa structure (cognitive), d'une part
et sa valeur, d'autre part, et celle-ci releve comme d'habitude de
l'affectivité: par exemple, la norme morale n'est acceptée qu'en
fonction de sentiments partículíers de respect, qui sont une valorísation ,de la personne qui donne une consigne ou des partenaires d'un
rapport de récíprocité. La norme juridique, d'autre part, n'est valerisée qu'en fonction d'une attítude de «reconnaíssance», qui est la
valorisation d'une couturne ou d'un rapport transpersonnel.
111.Enñn les valeurs de rendement accompagnent toutes les précédentes mais donnent lieu a des valorisations spécifíques se manífestant tant dans l'économie énergétique interne de I'aetíon (Voir
les conceptions de P. Janet) que dans l'économie interindividuelle
dont s'occupe la science économique. Il est frappant de noter
dans les deux cas le primat de la quantification par opposition au
caraetére qualitatif des valeurs préeédentes. Autrement dit les valeurs qualitatives non normatives deviennent «économíques» des l'instant oü elles sont qualifiées: un étudiant s'occupant de physique
peut prendre plaisir et intérét a échanger ses ídées avec un étudiant
en biologie et leur conversation périodique n'a rien alors d'un
échange économique, mais s'íls conviennent de se donner tour a
tour une heure de physique oontre une heure de biologie, ce troc
prend un caractére économique du seul fait qu'íl est ainsi quanti.fié
paree qu'en ce cas l'accent est mis sur le rendement.
RÉGULATIONS RELATIVES AUX

V ALORlSATIONS

DE FINALlTÉ

La notion de finalité intéresse I'ensemble des sciences de l'hornme
car il n'est guére de eonduite humaine qui ne comporte des intentions. Et pourtant ron sait assez oombien le finalisme souléve de dif-
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ficultés et a fait probleme en biologie jusqu'aux solutions actuelles
qui semblent donner satisfaction du moins sur le terrain des principes. On peut distinguer trois phases a cet égard.
Durant la premíére phase, d'origine psychomorphique, la finalité
paraissait comporter son explication en elle-méme, en tant que principe causal. Aristote, quí attribuait une finalité a tout mouvement
physique aussí bien qu'aux processus vivants, distinguait des «causes finales•• a cóté des causes efficientes, comme si l'existence d'un
but entrainait la possibilité de l'atteindre, ce qui suppose ou une conscience (dans laquelle le but correspond a une représentation actuelle) ou une action du futur sur le présent.
En une secondephase, le caractére inintelligiblede cette cause finale
conduit a dissocier la notion de finalité en ses composantes et a
chercher pour chacune une explication causale : la notion de directíon trouve ainsi son explícatíon dans les processus d'équílíoratíon,
celle d'antícípation dans l'utilisation d'informations antérieures, celle d'utilité fonctionnelle dans le caractere hiérarchique de l'organisation, etc. Quant a la notion centrale 'd' adaptation, on cherche a
la réduire aux deux concepts de variation fortuite et de sélection
aprés coup, ce qui substitue a la finalité un schéma de tátonnements
(au niveau phylétique comme individuel) dirígé du dehors par les
réussítes et les échecs.
La phase actuelle, quí correspond a des courants d'ídées tres comparables dans le domaine des sciences de l'homme, est née de la
conjonction de trois sortes d'ínfluences. En premíer líeu, si le finalisme n'a jamais fourni d'explícatíons satisfaisantes i1 a toujours excellé a dénoncer les insuffísances d'un mécanisme trop simple. En
second lieu l'analyse des phénoménes qui débute toujours sur un
mode atomistique, conduit en tous les domaines de la vie a la découverte de régulations: aprés les régulatíons physiologiques (homéostasie) et embryogénétiques, on a renoncé a voir dans le génome un
agrégat de particules indépendantes pour dégager l'existence de coadaptatíons, de génes régulateurs, de «réponses» , etc. En troísíéme
líeu et surtout ces tendances organicistes, nées en partie índépendamment de modeles mathématíques, se sont trouvées converger
avec I'une des découvertes fondamentales de notre époque: celle des
mécanísmes d'autorégulatíon ou d'autoguídage étudiés par la cybernétíque. On s'est alors rapidement apercu de la possibilité de fournir une interprétation causale des processus finalisés, et de trouver
des «équivalents mécaniques de la ñnalité» ou, comme on dit au[ourd'hui, une «téléonomíe» sans téléologíe.
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C'est bien entendu dans un tel contexte que se dessinent actuellement un certain nombre de tendances orientées vers l' analyse des
régulatíons dans le domaine des fonctionnements et valeurs cornme
dans celui des structures. Mais il faut remarquer en plus que, dans
les sciences humaínes comme dans toutes les autres mais en particulier comme dans les disciplines biologiques, les efforts portent
avec raison d'abord aux deux extrémités de I'échelle des phénornenes, car c'est en les comparant que l'on a le plus de chances de
comprendre l'ensemble des mécanísmes. Cette oscillation est bien
visible en économie: apres s'étre confinée longtemps dans une microéconomie (Walras, etc.) la scienoe économique el la suite des intuitíons de Quesnay et Malthus et surtout des visions de Marx s'est
engagée dans une macroéconomie dont la méthodologie difficile s'est
précisée avec Keynes et bien d'autres influencés par lui sans qu'ils
partagent toutes ses vues. Mais avec la recherche opératíonnelle et
I'éoonométríe un courant nouveau a rernís en valeur l'approche microéconomique. En sociologie, oú la précision est naturellement bien
molndre du faít de la complexité des problemes, on assiste el des navettes instructives entre la macro-et la microsociologie. Dans le domame des valeurs de fínalíté, il va de soi que la double approche
s'ímpose, car si les échanges globaux, etc., présentent des aspects irréductibles dépendant de rnécanismes d'ensernble, ce n'est que sur
le terraín des réactions et échanges élémentaires que l'on peut espérer assister el la naíssance des valorisations et en certains cas déterminer leurs connexions avec le fonctionnement psychologique.
Dans le domaine des valeurs normatives, il va de soi que les faits
moraux sont surtout étudiés sous l'angle psychologique et mdcrosocíologíque, en particulier faute de méthode suffisante aux échelles
supérieures, sauf quand les sociétés sont de dimensions restreintes
comme celles qu'étudie l'anthropologie culturelle. Mais, méme en
un domaine 011 les considérations d'ensemble paraissent s'imposer,
comme en socíologie juridique (puisque le droít positíf est lié a la
vie de l'Etat entier jusqu'en ses applications les plus índívidualisées),
il existe un mouvement quí a abordé l'étude de processus pour ainsi
díre microjuridiques.
Dans le doma in e des valeurs qualitatives non normatives nous
avons essayé d'analyser le mécanísme de l'échange déterminant les
valorísatíons ver ses relations avec les consolidations nonnatives '.
Dans un rapport quelconque entre deux índívídus A et B, ce que fait
, Voír J.
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l'un, soit rA est évalué par l'autre selon une satisfaction sB. positive
ou négatíve, qui peut se conserver sous la forme d'une sorte de dette
ou de reconnaissance psychologiques lB. laquelle constitue de ce fait
un crédít ou une valorisation vA pour A (processus habituellement
dérouJable dans le sens rB. sA. fA. et 'OB). Un grand nombre de círconstances peuvent naturellement empécher l'équilibre sous forme
d'équívalences r=s=I='O:
sur- et sousévaluatíons, oublís, íngratítude, usure du crédít, inflation, etc. et surtout les discordances entre
les échelles individuelles de valeurs, momentanées ou durables. Mais
le schéma permet de décrire les situations les plus variées : la sympathie entre deux individus en tant que reposant sur une échelle
com.mune et des échanges bénéficitaires, la réputation d'un personnage avec ou sans ínflation, les échanges de services réels ou fíetifs qui jouent dans Ie crédit en micropolitique, etc. Maís, sans intérét pratique, ce genre d'analyse permet deux petítes constatations
théoriques.
L'une est l'analogie souvent frappante entre -ces processus d'échange qualitatif et certaines lois économiques élémentaires. Tour d'abord
iJ va de soi que les évaluations et réputatíons s et 'O sont soumises
d'assez prés a la loi de l'offre et de la demande: un méme talent
moyen donne Iieu a des estimations toutes différentes dans une petite ville OU il bénéficie d'une certaine «rareté•• et dans un milieu
plus dense. D'autre part on retrouve, malgré I'absence de quantíñcation, un équivalent de la loi de Gresharn (la mauvaise monnaie
chasse la bonne) dans les situations de críse ou de déséquílíbre ou
de nouvelles échelles de valeurs se substituent a d'autres et oü les
réputations sont facilement surfaites mais fragiles, etc.
En second lieu il est facile de voir que la conservation des valeurs
virtuelles t et 'O (par opposítíon aux valeurs réelles ou actuelles r
et s) demeure en partie aléatoire tant que l'échange reste non nONDatif, tandis que tout processus engagé dans la direction de I'oblígation consolide ces valeurs (de méme qu'en économie la vente au
comptant exige peu de contraintes jurídíques, tandis que la vente a
crédít suppose plus de protections). C'est ainsi que la valeur t s'effrite
d'elle-méme par ou'bli ou ingratitude, etc., tandis que l'intervention
d'un sentiment moral de récíproclté conduit a la conservation (le
mot francaís «reconnaíssance•• désigne tour a tour la gratitude spontanée et le fait de reconnaitre une dette ou une obligation). Le passage du spontané a la réciprocité normative se marque alors par un
nouveau type d'échange oú il n'y a plus simplement correspondance
approximative des services et des satisfactions, etc. mais substitution
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des points de vue, c'est-á-díre accés aux attitudes décentrées ou désíntéressées.
Ce domaine des valeurs qualitatives constítue done un champ possible assez large de recherches comparatíves, et cela méme quant
au passage des régulanons aux opératíons réversibles. Un tel passage est a l'étude Sur le terrain proprement structural (régulatíons et
opératíons cognitives). Mais i1 n'est pas de raison qu'i1 n'en soit pas
de mérne sur le terrain des valeurs, en termes d'attirances ou «d'Investíssements» de charges affectives et cela en isomorphisme avec
ce qu'on observe pour les régulations et opérations structurales. Un
fait instructif a cet égard est la forme logique que prennent les échelles de valeurs: séríatíons, arbres généalogíques, etc. et des auteurs
comme Goblot se sont essayés a une «Iogíque des valeurs» 5.

Les Significations

el leurs Systemes

Toute structure ou regle et toute valeur comportent des significations, de méme que tout systéme de signes présente une structure et
des valeurs. Il n'en reste pas moins que le rapport de signifiant a
signífié est d'une autre nature que celui de désírabílíté (valeur) ou
que la su'bordination structurale (ou normative) d'un élément a la
totalité a laquelle i1 appartient. Et cette relation de signification est
a nouveau de portée extrémement générale, de telle sorte que les
mécanismes communs sont aussi importants en ce domaine que dans
les précédents.

SIGNALlSATION BIOLOGIQUE ET FONCTION SÉMIOTIQUE

On trouve a presque tous les niveaux du comportement animal
des réactions déclenchées par des indices ou sígnaux, et i1 existe tous
les interrnédiaires entre la simple sensibilité du protoplasrne chez les
unicellulaires ou du systéme nerveux et ces réponses a des indices
significatifs. D'autre part, ce genre de significations liées a des signaux ou indices est le seul qui s'observe chez l'enfant de l'homme
jusque vers 12 a 16 moís (niveaux sensorí-moteurs) et H demeure a
l'oeuvre en ce quí conceme les perceptions et les conditionnements
5

On peut aller jusqu'á consídérer la volonté elle-rnéme comme une opéconservation et d'applícatíon des valeurs.
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moteurs durant toute la vie. Il ímportaít done de commencer par
rappeler le róle de ce premíer systérne de signalisation.
On appelle indice un sígnífiant non dífférencíé de son sígnífié
(sinon par sa fonction sígnalísatríce), en ce sens qu'il constitue une
partie, un aspect ou un résultat causal de ce signiñé : la vue d'une
branche dépassant un mur est l'indice de la présence d'un arbre ou
les traces d'un Iíévre sont l'indice de son passage récent, Un signal
(comme le son de la cloche déclenchant chez le chien de Pavlov un
réflexe salivaire) n'est qu'un indice sauf s'illui est attaché une signification conventionnelle ou sociale (sígnal téléphoníque, etc.), auquel
cas il est un «sígne».
Chez certains primates supérieurs et chez l'homme (a partir de
la seconde année) on voit apparaítre un ensemble de sígnífiants différencíés de Ieurs signifiés en ce sens qu'ils n'appartiennent pas sans
plus a l'objet ou a l'événement désignés mais sont produits par le
sujet (individuel ou colJectif) en vue d'évoquer ou de représenter ces
signifiés, méme en l'absence de toute incitation perceptive actuelle
de leur part : tels sont les symboles et les signes et l'on appelle fonction sémíotíque (ou souvent sym.bolique) cette capacité d'évocation
par signifiants différencíés, qui permet alors la constitution de la
représentation ou pensée. Mais 11faut encore dístínguer deux niveaux dans ces instruments sémiotiques, bien que chez 1'enfant normal ils apparaissent a peu prés tous en méme temps (sauf en général le dessin).
Le premier niveau est celui des symboles, au sens oü de Saussure les oppose aux signes: ce sont Ies signifiants «motívés» par
une ressemblance ou une analogie quelconque avec leurs signifiés.
On les voít apparaítre chez 1'enfant de la faeon Ia plus spontanée
avec le jeu sym.bolique (ou de fiction), avec 1'imitation dífférée,
l'ímage mentale (ou imitation intéríorisée) et I'ímage graphique. Le
caractére initia! de ces symboles est que le sujet individuel peut les
construire a lui seul, bien que leur formation coincide en général
avec le langage (sauf chez les sourds-muets qui ajoutent alors un
nouveau terme a la séríe précédente : le langage par gestes). Leur
source commune est l'imitation, quí débute des le niveau sensorímoteur oü elle constitue déjá une sorte de représentatíon, mais en
actions seulement, et qui ensuite se prolonge en imitations différées
ou intériorisées, d'oü les sym.bolesprécédents.
Le second niveau caractéristique de la fonction sémiotique (et un
niveau qui [usqu'á plus ample informé semble spécia! a l'espéce humaine) est celui du langage articulé, dont les deux nouveautés par
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rapport au niveau précédent sont: d'abord qu'iI suppose une transmission socíale ou éducative et dépend done de la socíété entiére et
non plus seulement des réactions individuelles et, ensuite, que les
signifiants verbaux eonsístent en «sígnes» et non plus en symboles,
le signe étant conventionnel ou «arbitraíre», comme le comporte sa
nature collective.
Les premiers grands problémes interdisciplinaires que souléve un
tel tableau sont alors, d'une part, de déterminer les mécanísmes
communs et les oppositions entre ces diverses manifestations de la
fonction sémiotique, maís en remontant jusqu'au niveau des indices
significatifs et des formes actuellement connues de langage animal,
et, d'autre part, de précíser Ieurs liaisons avec le développement de
la représentation ou penséeen général, índépendamment des relations éventuelles et plus spéciales entre le langage articulé et la logique.
On peut a cet l'égard étre tenté de chercher dans le langage par
signes la source de la pensée elle-méme et c'est la l'opinion de nombreux psychologues et linguistes. Maís si le systéme des signes presente íncontestablement un avantage exceptionnel a cause de sa
mobilité constructíve et du nombre considérable de significations
qu'íl est capable de transmettre, deux sortes de considérations sont
cependant a rappeler quant aux limites de ses pouvoirs.
La premíére est que si le langage est un auxiJiaire nécessaire a
I'achévement de la pensée en tant que celle-cí constitue une intelligence íntériorísée, il n'en est pas moins animé par l'intelligence, quí
le precede sous sa forme sensorí-motríce,
D'autre part, I'íntéríorísatíon de l'intelligence sensorí-motríce en
représentation ou pensée ne tient pas seulem.ent au langage mais a
la fonction sémíotíque en son ensemble. A cet égard les données
psychopathologiques sont d'un grand intérét et ron peut attendre
encore beaucoup d'une collaboratíon entre les linguistes, les psyehologues et les neurologistes. Sans aborder icí le probléme si complexe
de I'aphasíe, qui est encore en pleín développement, mais dont les
incidences neurologiques sont si nombreuses qu'il n'est pas facile
d'isoler les facteurs de langage et de pensée, notons seulement ce
qu'on observe chez les enfants sourds-muets ou aveugles de naíssance mais par ailleurs normaux. Chez les premíers il y a bien sur quelque retard dans le développement des opérations íntellectuelles par
rapport aux sujets capables de parole, maís les opératíons fondamentales de classifícatlon, séríation, correspondance, etc. ne sont nul'crnent absentes jusqu'á un certain niveau de complexité, ce qui té-
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moigne d'une organisation préverbale des actions 8. Chez les aveugies
le retard parait par contre plus considérable, faute d'un controle sensorí-moteur lors de la formation des schémes d'action et si le Iangage
supplée en partie a cette carence il ne suffit pas a remplacer les coordinations générales et s'appuyer sur elles lors de leur constitution retardée.

LES

SYMBOLISMES

SUPÉRIEURS

La sémiologie générale souhaitée par F. de Saussure comporte des
comparaisons systématiques entre les systémes des signes et les divers symbolismes ou signalisations de nature inféríeure au Iangage
articulé. Mais elle suppose aussi des comparaisons avec ce que l'on
pourraít appeler des symbolísmes a la deuxíéme puíssanee, ou de
nature supérieure au Iangage, c'est-á-dire utilisant le langage mais
constituant des signifiants dont les significations collectíves sont idéologiques et situées a une autre échelle que la sémantique verbale ;
tels sont, par exemple, 'les mythes, les oontes populaires, etc., véhículés par le langage, mais dont chacun est luí-mérne un symbole a
signification religieuse ou affective obéissant a des lois sémantiques
tres générales comme le montre leur propagation surprenante de
souvent interoontinentale.
Mais le probleme n'est pas facile a domíner ni méme a poser.
Dans une conception nominaliste de la logique et des mathématiques,
on pourrait dire que tout concept ou structure partículíére est encore un signe qui symbolise, avec les mots qu'il désígne mais en plus
de ces mots, les objets auxquels il s'applíque : la notion de «groupe"
mathématique ne serait ainsi qu'un syrnbole supérieur dont la signification se réduirait aux dívers déplacements, états physiques, etc.
qu'Il permet de décríre. Dans Ia conception opératoire, au contraire,
le «groupe» ou n'importe quel autre ooncept logique ou mathématique oonstituerait un systéme d'actions sur le réel, actions véritables
quoique intériorisées et qul n'auraient done en elles-rnémes rien de
symbolique, le symbolisme intervenant dans les signes arbitraires
désignant ces opératíons maís non pas dans les opérations comme
telles.
Si l'on admet cette derniére ínterprétatíon, toute pensée ne serait
8 Et préverbale collectivement comme individueUement, puísque les jeunes
sourd-muets établissent entre eux un langage par gestes.
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done pas symbolique, mais le symbolisme réapparaitraít en toutes
les formes de pensée dont la valeur ne tient pas el la structure opératoire mais au contenu affectif, conscient ou inconscient: il n'en
demeure pas moins, en une telle interprétation, un champ immense de productions humaines, avee la «pensée symbolíque» plus
ou moins individuelle étudiée par les psychanalystes de diverses
éooles, les symboles rnythologiques et folkloriques, les symboles artistiques et finalement peut-étre certaines formes d'idéologies en tant
qu'exprimant des valeurs collectives momentanées et non pas des
structures rationnelles (chacune de ces manifestations pouvant naturellement étre «ratíonalisée» el des degrés divers). On voit qu'á ces
échelles, le domaine de eomparaison d'une sémiologie générale seraít consídérable et que celle-cí, guidée par les méthodes línguístiques n'en serait pas moins essentiellement interdisciplinaire.
La psychanalyse freudienne, aidée en cela par les travaux de
Bleuler sur la pensée «autistíque» et suivie par l'éoole dissidente de
]ung, a mis en évidenee l'existenee d'une «pensée symbolíque» individuelle visible dans le réve, dans le jeu des enfants et dans diverses manífestatíons pathologiques. Le entere en est que, si la pensée rationnelle cherche l'adéquation au réel, la pensée symbolique
a pour fonction la satisfaction directe des désirs par subordínation
des représentations el l'affectivité. Freud a cornmencé par expliquer
ce symbolisrne inconscient par des mécanismes de eamouflage dus
au refoulement, rnais il s'est rallié el la conceptíon plus large de
Bleuler qui, avec l'vautísme» expliquaít le symbolisme par la centration sur le moi et il a prolongé ses recherehes dans la direction des
symboles artistiques. Jung, d'autre part, a vu rapidement que ce
symbolisme constituait une sorte de langage affectif et par de vastes
comparaisons avec les mythologies en est venu el montrer le caractére assez universel d'un grand nombre de symboles ou «archétypes»
qu'il a consídérés sans preuve comme héréditaires maís qui sont (ee
qui est autre chose) d'extension tres générale.
La soudure ainsi établie entre le symbolisrne plus ou moins inoonscient que les psychanalystes découvrent chez les individus et
le symbolisme mythologique ou artistique (on se rappelle l'exemple
type du mythe et du «complexe» d'CEdipe)montre assez que les
lois d'un tel sym'bolisrneintéressent les réalités collectives autant que
psyehologiques.H va done de soi que sur le terrain de l'anthropologie culturelle, l'étude directa des représentations mythiques fournit
un apport de premíére importance el eette sémiologie générale de
niveau supérieur au langage et quand Lévi-Strauss,par exemple, la
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coneoít en termes saussuriens, il introduit par cela méme en ce champ
ímmense etdifficile une méthodologíe indispensable qui a trop manqué aux analyses [ungíennes et freudiennes.
Seulement le travail ne fait aínsi que de cornmencer car il est
évident que des loís qui seraient générales a une certaine échelle de
civilisations ne sauraient étre sans applícatíons en des socíétés qui
connaissent par aílleurs la pensée scientifique. Quand K.Marx a
posé le probléme de I'opposition entre des ínfrastructures économiques et techniques et des superstructures idéologíques, il a soulevé
de ce fait un nombreoonsidérable de questíons quant a la nature et
au fonctionnement des dívers types possíbles de productíon ídéologique. Pour montrer combíen nécessairement se posent ees questíons,
il n'est pas sans intérét de rappeler que l'un des adversaíres les plus
décídés des doctrínes marxistes, V. Pareto,a repris en sa socíologíe
une dístínctíon vísiblement Inspirée par elles : pour Pareto, en effet,
les comportements sociaux seraient dirigés par certains besoins ou
invariants affectifs qu'il appelle les «résídus», mais ceux-cí, et c'est
le seul poínt quí nous intéresse, se rrsanífesteraient en fait non pas
sous une forme nue ou dírecte, maís enveloppés en toutes sortes de
concepts, de doctrínes, etc. que Pareto nomme des «dérívations». On
voit alors aussitót que ces «dérívatíons» constituent une superstructure idéologique, mais de nature essentielJement symbolique puisque oomportant des significations affectives essentíelles et constantes, sous un appareíl conceptuel variable et secondaire.
En cet essai destiné a dégager les mécanísmes communs et a soulígner les problémes ínterdísclplinaíres d'un point de vue méthodologique et surtout prospectíf, on ne saurait done ne pas signaler a
titre de tendance extrémement significative les recherches portant
sur la signification symbolíque de doctrines de forme íntellectuelle
et de contenu affectif, paree que ces recherches constituent un point
de jonction frappant entre les extensions possíbles d'une sémiologie générale portant sur les systémes symboliques de níveau supérieur et les analyses socíologíques et méme économiques d'ínspíratíon marxienne. Un exemple remarquable de cesconjonctions a
été foumi par 1. Goldmann dans ses études sur le [ansénísme, et si
nous choissisons cet exemple, c'est qu'Il s'agit d'un des cas assez
rares en sociologie oü la recherche théorique a conduit a la prévision de l'existence d'un faít jusque la non relevé, sous les espéces
de Ia découverte d'un personnage historíque mais oublié par l'hístoire. Goldmann explique le jansénisme par les difficultés sociales
et économiques de la noblesse de robe sous LouísXIV: le retrait to-
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tal du monde, préché par la doctrine, eonstituerait ainsi la manifestation syrnbolique d'une situation affective et collective de fait, etc.
Mais le jansénisme pur, reconstitué par eette analyse en termes de
symbolisme social n'était pas réalisé en sa forme íntégrale daos les
personnages eonnus de l'histoire (Amaud, ete.). Il fallait done faire
l'hypothese du janséniste complet, inconnu précisément paree qu'entíérement conséquent, qui aurait dírígé le mouvement sans se manifester au dehors: ayant ainsi «calculé» si l'on peut dire 1'existence
d'un tel personnage, Goldmann rr'a retrouvé sous le nom de l'abbé
Barcos, et a pu dérnontrer son róle historique effectif et jusque la
insou pconné.
On voit ainsi le nombre de produetions littéraires, artistiques
et métaphysiques qui pourraient relever de telles analyses, dont les
aspects syntactíques et sémantíques doivent demeurer essentiels
bien que les plus difficiles a dégager et dont les aspects sociologiques et méme économiques sont évidents.
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DIVERSITY AND UNITY IN SOCIOLOGY
PITIRlM

A.

SOROKIN

Harvard University

Sociologyof today looks like a double-Iaced ]anus. At a first glance
it appearsas a mere ensemble of diverse and mutually discordant sociological theories: bíologícal, psychological, philosophical, structural, functional, behavioristic, formal, positivistic, neo-posítívistic,
physicalistic, mathematical, statistical, organismic, neo-organísmíc,
perscnalistic, historical, uerstehende, cybernetic, ecological, instinctivist, psychoanalytical, dialectic, evolutionary, cultural, phenomenological, materialistic, idealistic, and other sociologies 1.
No less díverse and discordant appear the methods and techniques
of sociological research used by fuese diverse sociologies. They also
widely range begínníng wíth dialectic-deductive~inductive-symboIicmathematlcal logics and ending with statistical, sociometric, psychometríc, psychodramatic, scalogrammatic, groupdynamic, operatíonal, projective, cybernetic, semantíc, experimental, clínica}, funetional-structural, analytícal and other techníques of research.
If one observes only thís face of today's sociology one is compelled
to oonclude that sociology is índeed a mere name for a collection of
various theories, Ideologíes and research-techníques, As such an ensemble, it hardIy deserves the name of a scíence because a mere
pile 01 various víews does nor make a real science, no matter how
vast sueh a pile may be. Most of the critics of sociology see only this
faee and therefore refuse to consíder sociology as a real scíence, The
grave error of these critics ís due to their oversight of the other face
of sociology that shows it as a system of logically consistent and
mutuaLly complementary príncíples and empirically verified propositions and fomnulaeof uniformities. This systemgives us a valid
1 All these
and additional
«socíologícal denomínatíons»can be found in
most classifications of maín varieties of sociology. See the examples of such
classification by A. CUVILIER,Don MARTINDALE,N. TIMASHEFF,Paolo DOURADO
DE CuSM'AO,H.R. WAGNER and others in P. SORC1KIN,Sociological Theories 01
Today, Harper & Row, New York, 1966, Ch. 1.
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knowledge of the generic and typical dimensions of the «superorganic» (socíocultural) reality in its structural and dynamic aspects.
These príncíples, propositions and uniformities of this system make
the central part of general sociology as a scientific discipline sui
generis. Thís central corpus ís supplemented by the valid part of
diverse sociologies that furnish us with a more detailed knowledge
of specific dimensions oí sociocultural reality and of the relevant
- physícal, biological and psychosocial - milleux amídst which
this reality is situated and with which it 'is connected by tangible
empirical tieso
The central corpus and the valid parts of díverse socíologícal
theories display sociology as a truly unified scientific discipline
quite different from a mere ensemble of diverse, often díscordant,
theories and ideologies. The principles and propositions of this scíence are accepted as valid by practica11y a11 competent sociologists in about the same degree and proportíon in which the main prínciples
and propositions of other, especially psychosocial and historical scíenceso are regarded as valid by the scíentísts and seholars of these
disciplines.
Subsequently 1 shall give a typical enumeratíon of the generally
accepted basíc principIes and empirical propositíons of socíology,
but before that 1 shall point out a few reasons which are largely responsible for the fairly common impression of sociology as a mere
ensemble of various and frequently contradictory víews and ideologies.
First of these reasons is a wrong assumption of the critics of sociology that in other scíences there is no diversity and discordanceof
theír theoríes, explanatory principIes and empirical conclusions. As a
matter oí fact, any scíentífic discipline. beginning with mathematícal,
physical and biological sciences and ending with psychologícal, hístorícal, and social scíences has. side by side with a hard core of
generally accepted theories and conclusíons, a Iarge portion of diverse
and discordant ones. Perhaps, as we move from mathematical and
physicaI to biological and then psychosocial and historical scíences,
the proportion of the hard core of valid propositions tends to decrease
in the total corpus of each science while the proportion of díscordant
theories tends to increase (as August Comte already noticed). Despite
this, each scientific discipline has its 0IWIl share of diverse and rnutually contradictory hypotheses andconclusions. Even more: some of
the basic príncíples of each science fluctuate in their valídíty in the
course of time: accepted as valid at one períod, they become questí-
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onable at another period l. If we take onIy psychological, historical
and social sciences, there ís no serious ground to olaim that in sociology the portion of the hard core of valid propositions ís lesser
and that of diverse and disoordant ones is larger than in psychology,
anthropology, economics, politícal science, history, ethics, law or phílosophy. For thís reason the presence in sociology of diverse and
discordant theories does not prove at all that sociology ís a mere 001lection oí various theories.
Second reason for the discussed prejudicial opinion about sociology
as a mere ensemble of disoordant views is in a considerable degree
the fault of sociologists themselves. More precisely, it oonsists in a
lack oi a unifonn scientific tenninology in sociology, in a proclivity
of sociologists to use different terms and linguistic expressions for essentially similar sets of ideas and conclusíons,
Beginning with tbe definition oí sociology, its subject matter, of
«socíety» , «social group», «culture», «personalíty», oomponential structure of social phenomena, and ending with the conceptions of "social
evolutíon», «social change», «factors determining thís or that sociocultural configuration or transformatíon», these and other sociological realities are often defined in quite different terms and described
in heterogeneous linguistic phrases. Meanwhile, if a careful investigator tríes to find out to what extent under the apparent semantic differences there are hidden similar, sometimes even identical, ideas,
in many cases he finds indeed an essential similarity or concordance among the semantically discordant formulae, deñnítíons, and
meaningful statements, SubsequentIy 1 shall give actual examples of
an essential similarity of meanings whose similarity is screened by
linguistically different formulations of socíologísts affiliated with different «socíologícal denomínatíons».
Third and fourth reasons for an apparent disunity of sociology are
the neglect of several basic laws oí logic, particularly oí «the principIe of dímit» (within which the proposítíon ís valid and beyond
which it becomes meaníngless or wrong) I and, combined witb it,
sociologists' forgetfu!l.ness of rnultídímensional nature 01 sociocultural reality. Many propositions of practically eaeh sociological school
I See on this fluctuatíon of the basic hypotheses
in physicaI and bioIogicaI
scíences P. SoROKIN, Social and Cultural Dynamics, The Bedmínster Press,
New York. 1962. Vol. 2. Chprs.11, 12.
aSee on the principIe
of Iimit P. SO'ROKIN, Social and Cultural Dynamics,
Vol. IV, Chprs.14,
15, 16, Society, Culture and Personality ; Harper, New
York. 1947, Ch. 46.
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geographic, biological, psychological, sociologistic, formal, phenomenologícal, and others - are essentially valid within certain
specified limits of their validity. If, however, respective sociologists
forget to specify these límíts or extrapolate and genera'lize their propositions or unifonnities beyond the legitimate límíts of their validity, such «unlímíted» or arbitrarily extended statements and uníformities become fal!lacious or invalid. This sort of error is commítted
by almost all sociologists. It is one of the most frequent ways
of degradatíon of a theory valid within íts limits into the class
of a fallacious and incorrect one 4.
Connected with thís defect is the íntentíonal or unintentional
neglect oí multidimensionality of sociocu1tural realíty by most sociologists. Absorbed bya study of one or a few of its numerousdimensions, «ecologícal» or «bíologícal» or «psychological» or .behavíoral» or «physícalístíc» or «cybernetic» or other, the sociologist
spontaneously exaggerates the importance of the studied dimension,
extends its place and functions beyond its legitimate limits, and
neglects other dímensíons of sociocu1tura'l reality and their causalmeaningful relatíonshíps to the studied dimension. Such an overstress
OlÍ the selected dimension and understress of the other dimensions
Ieads to fallacious simplificatíon of the ,total sociocultural reality and
resu1ts in several místakes of the respective theories, They become
one-sided, truncated and simplicistic. None among competent sociologists can deny the existence and significant role of eíther geographic or morphological, biological or psychologícal, economic or
technologícal, or ideological (scientific, religious, ethical or philosophical) dimensions or condítíons; and none among competent scholars
can negate the cognitive value of a detailed study of each of these
and other dimensions of sociocu1tural reality, But few, if any, would
accept either the reduction oí multidimensional superorganíc reality
to any one of the picked up dimensions or enormously inflated ímportance ascribed to the selected dimension in the total sociocultural
4 In my Contemporary
Sociological Theories (Harper, New York, 1928 and
1964) and Sociological Theories ot Today, this fault is systematically shown
in my analysís of al! sociological schools. The important works of each
school contain many propositions that are valid within their lirnits, if such
lirnits are formulated by respective sociologists. Uníortunately most sociologists do not indicate the limits of validity oí their generalizations and
frequently extrapolate theír validity Iar beyond their legitimate límíts: in
this way they invalidate the scientific correctness of their conc1usions. My
criticism of al! theories examined in these volumes ís direeted mainly against
and based exactly upon, this shortcoming oí most sociological theories.
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wonld. The more so as the nature, functions, and change of each
selected dímensíon can hardly be adequately understood wíthout
consideration of other dimensions of this reality amidst which and
with which it is usually connected by tangible causal-meaníngful tieso
This erroneous procedure of inflation of the dimensión studied and
deflatíon or neglect of other aspects of the socíoeultural and personalphenomena is quite common in sociology. Among other evidence,
the common character of it is demonstrated by contínuous mutual
criticism of such one-slded theories by one another.
Without mentioning here other reasons, these four reasons account
largely for the persistence of opíníon aboutsocíology as a mere ensemble of dífferent, often discordant víews and theories.
11
If we purify existing sociological theories (a) of theír terrninological
differences hiding essentíal simi1arity of the ideas coined in diverse
terms, (b) of il1egitimate extrapolation of these theories beyond the
legítímate limits of their validity, and (e) of the rnistake of inflation
of the studied dírnensíon and of neglect or deflation of other dímensions of sociocultural reality; and íf we keep in mínd that all scíences have, síde by side with the corpus of valíd theories, a portion of
different, often contradictory hypotheses and conceptions; then it is
fairly easy to see the real face of sociology as a uníñed science sui
generis. Here are some of the basic prínciples and propositíons which
are explicitIy or implicitly accepted as valid by about all competent
socíologísts regardless of the sociological «denomínatíons» to which
they belong.
1. ExplicitIy or implicity,a!ll currents of sociological thought now
accepr fue meaningful, normative, value-laden, superorganic character ofsocíocultural phenomena as a realm of reality different from
ínorganíc and organíc realítíes, They also agree that, so far, this
meaningful form of reality is found in its fully developed form
only in the world of «míndfully» (symbOlically) interacting human
beings. A few extremely mechanistic or bíologtcal theories that try
to reduce sociocultural reality toínorganíc or organíc realities either
completely miss lt in their yerba'! reductionism or acknowledge the
specific character of this reality as a sui generis combination of bíophysical realities different from all the other physlcal and biological
phenomena.
2. Whether or not the recent currents of sociology spell out clearly
the oomponential structure of sociocultural phenomena, they all ad-
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mit (directly or circuitously) three distinct components of tbese
phenomena: (a) the meaningfully interacting human individuals tbat
create, realíze, and exchange in their rneaningful actíons-reactíons
(ínteractíons) meanings-values-norms; (b) tbe meaníngs-values-norms
(often called symbols or images) that are superimposed upon the
inorganic and the organic phenomena and by tbat transform tbem
into a superorganic reality; and (c) the biophysical media in which
and through which tbe interacting individuals objectify, materialíze,
andexchange their immaterial (symbolic) meaníngs-values-norms.
These biophysica1media serve as vehicles of meaningful interactions
and as solidified conserves of tbe rneanings-values-norms accumulated
in the countless meaningful interactions during the historical exístence of the human race. This component of the vehicles and the
materialized conserves is often called the material culture OT material
substratum of society. Though somesociological theories mention
only either the meaningfuHy interacting índívíduals, with tbeir behavior or roles, or only the material substratum of sociocultural
phenomena as their component or unir, they a11bootleg the otber two
components into their theories as necessary elements of a11superorganic or sociocultural phenomena.
3. From this three-oomponential theory follows the tbesis that sociocultural phenomena have three different levels of realization: a
purely meaningjul-ideological
Ievel, existing in the mind; a behaoioral Ievel, realized in the overt meaningful actions-reactions of interaoting individuals; and a material level, objectified by and solidified into biophysical media of vehic1es and conserves. These three
levels are recognízed, again under different terms (material culture,
material basis of socíety, ideologies, ideological superstructure, social
behavíor, social roles), by practically a11 the sociological theories
of our time.
4. From the sarne three-componential theory follows the thesis that,
viewed from a different standpoínt, a1l sociocultural phenomena htme
cultural, social, and personal aspects. Though in theirempirical forms
these aspects are distinctly different from one another, nevertheless,
like the Christian Trinity of God tbe Father, God the Son, and God the
Holy Ghost, they a11represent three main concrete forms of being of
multídímensíonal superorgani.c phenomena. For tbis reason, the empirical forros of cultural, social,and personal aspects of sociocultural
realíties are closely interdependent. None of these forros can be
adequately understood without understanding the other two. This
theory ís, again in diverse formulatíons, professed by many recent
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socíologísts,psychologistsand psychiatrists, or indistinctly «mumbled•.
by other sociologicaIand psychologicaltheories.
5. The same can be said of today's socioIogy's clearly defined and
empirically demonstrated theory of cultural systems (with their subsysterns and supersystems and congeries; of social systems (organized
groups) and social congeries (unorganízed and disorganized plurels
of individuals); and of integrated personality systems and unintegrated
and disintegrated personality types, During the last three decades we
have observed a strong upsurge of systemic theories in alI sciences,
including socíology,In their own variations, alI the systemic theories
of today's sociology support the theory of social-cultural-personal
systems. On the other hand, sociology's theory of atomístíc-sínguIaristic eongeríes is supported by all the recent síngularístíc-atomístíc
theories. The objective ground for thesystemic as welI as for the
singularistic theoríes is the undeniable fact of the existence in the
total socíocultural uníverse of causal or meaningful or meaningfulcausal unities (systems) as well as of síngularístíc congeries, whose
parts are united only by spatial and/or time adjacency devoid of any
causal or causal-meaníngful reIationships. Insofar as some socíocultural realities exíst in the fonn of the singularístíc-atomístíc congeries,
the síngularístic-atomístíc approaches to the study of these congeries
are fully justified scientificalIy and notably contribute to our knowledge of this kind of sociocultural reality. The confused and íncorrect theories result not from applying síngularístíc-atomístíc methods
and príncíples to the study of congeries but from failing eo distinguish
between congeríes and systems. This failure often leads to a mísapplication of the methods proper for a study of congeries to that of
systems and the methods proper for an tnvesügatíon of systems to that
of congeries.A clear distinction between sociocultural systems and
eongeríes prevents this sort of error and thereby reínforces the validity
of these theories. As mentíoned, this dístínctíon ís now accepted by
most of the recent socioIogies.
6. From the acceptance of thís distinction three other principIes that
are also increasingly recognized by most of today's sociologístsfolIow.
The first of these príncíples consists in distinguishing cultural systems
and oongeries from social system and congeries. Cultural and social
systems with theír congeríes are separate dimensions of the total
superorganic reality and must be studied separately. That they are
beíng studied separately ís evídenr in the establishment of the
theoríes of culturology as contrasted with those of sociology; in the
maero- and mícrosocíologícal theories of cultural systems (civili-
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zatíons, Hochkulture:n, and supersystems) as differentiated from those
oí social systems; in tWQkinds of Wissensoziologie - one taking for
íts índependent variable the category of social groups (to explain
cultural systems and congeries), the other taking for its independent
variable the category of cultural systems (to explain social groups and
phenomena as dependent ones). Scientific sociology syste:matically
carries on separate studíes of both kinds of systems and then unifies
the results in a higher synthesis, thereby clarifying the relationships
of cultural and social systems to each other and restoring their interdependence in the same total superorganic reality.
The increasing acceptance of this distinction and synthesis implies
the decreasing acceptability of the theories thar make one of these
dímensíons a mere feature of the other, thereby denying their profound differences and individuality. This error is stíll committed by
some of the singularistíc and behavioristic and even by some of the
systemic theories that otherwise acknowJedge the essential difference
between, and irreducibility of the cultural, social and personal dimensions.
7. The second princíple íollowing from the distinction of systems
and congeríes is the growing efforts to c1assify the cultural as well
as the social systems in a Iogícal order, begínníng with the smallest
units and sub-sub-sub ... systems, continuing with the Iarger systems,
and ending with the vastest cultural and social supersystems, In the
field of cultural systems, this trend is exemplified by Danííevsky's,
Spengler's, Toynbee's, Northrop's, Kroeber's and Sorokin's theories of
«cívílízatíons» and cultural supersystems.
In the field of social systems, ít is manifested in attempts to grade
social systems, beginning with the smallest social units and ending
with the Iargest of social supersystems, like Parsons' and Levy's selfsufficient society., Martíndale's self-sufficient cornmunity and natíon-state, .and Gurvítch's global society.
Despite the fragmentary and incidental character of practically all
of these classifications, the desire to find the logical híerarchy in their
systerns ís common to aImost ,aJilof today's socíologísts,
A knowledge of these systems and supersyste:ms Is necessary for
an understandíng of the structural and dynamic aspects of the sociocultural universe and of the great role they have played in determíning the mentality and behavior of rnillions of individuals, the
character of social processes, and the historical destiny of humankind.
8. The third príncíple resulting from the distinction between
systems and congeries concerns the proper methods oí studying them.
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Since a congeries is made up of either one unique síngularísrícatomistic phenomenon or a mass of such phenomena, the problem of
the proper methods of study (and also of the kinds of cognitiveresults
expected from each method) can be surnmed up by indicating the
proper method for, and the kind of cognitive results expected from,
a study of (a) unique and unrepeated sociocultural phenomena, (b) a
síngularístíc-atomístíc mass of phenomena repeated in time andJor
space; and (e) social, cultural and personality systems.
Unique scciocultural realities correspond to the single atorm They
can only be described and understood by empathy and inner experience, for they are not amenable to generalized conclusions or to
the formulation of uniformities.•• Singularistic causalítíes», as some
call them, are unique in that they are incapable of 'being extended to
other phenomena. Unique sociocultural realities correspond to the
single atom or particle in the mícrophysical world. The physicists
call this world the ••microcosm of lawlessness», and the ••realm of
discontinuity and uncertaínty».••No theory has yet been proposed to
render vagaries (of single atoms or particles) understandable in detail, none is able to predict them... Indeed Heisenberg's principle
says precisely that such predictions are impossible... Discontinuity
and ambiguity mark the microscopic subatornic world». This describes well unique sociocultural phenomena. They are a poor hunting
ground for uniformities, generalized propositions, or scientific predictions.
Mass singularistic psychosocial phenomena, frequent1y repeated in
time and space (like births, deaths, marriages, divorces, fluctuations
of príces, etc.), dend themselves to statistical mass observatíon and
once in a while to ínductíve or experimental tests. They correspond
to ever-repeated macrophysical phenomena, like large aggregates of
atoms, that are susceptible to mass observation by statistical and inductive methods. In the physícal as well as in the psychosocíal scíenees, these methods often discover chance uniforrnities in the relationships of such phenomena. On the basís of the discovered uniformities, their future states can often be predicted with varying degrees
of accuracy within specified eondítíons and tíme-space Iímíts. These
mass phenomena represent a good ground for factorial analysis,
diverse probabiHsticcorrelations, eo-variatíons, and even for causalfunctional uniforrnities. In this fie1d,an investigator can theoretically
take for bis lndependent and dependent variables any singularistic
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phenomena he finds promising and can try to discover and measure
the degree oí probabilistic relationship between his variables, which
may range aIl the way from zero to a tangible positive or negative
correlatlon or uniformity.
The modern biophysical seíences sharply separate the class of
bíological and psychosocial systems from the «Iawlessphysical microcosm» of single atoms or particles and from the large aggregatíons of
atoms or particles of macrophysicswith their probabilistic relatíonshíps
and uniformities. Subatomic phenomena display discontinuities, irregularities and uncertaintíes, and fue large macrophysical aggregates
manífest statistical chance uniformities, but biological and socíocultura!1systems, no matter how smaIl an aggregation of atoms they
represent, display orderIy relationships and, now and then, unífomlities quite different Irom the other two classes, Physicísts call
thís order by difierent names. A. Eddington calls it the «Inner law of
directíon». M. Planck ca1ls it an order determined by a «free wilh.
E. Schrodínger caIls it «conscíousmínd», or Athman, and H. Margenau caIls ít «conscíous,voluntaristic decísíon». Schrodínger's analysis
of genes and bíologícal organisms well demonstrates this difference
between a biological system and microphysical and macrophysical
phenomena. Genes, he says, represent a small aggregatíon of atcms,
and belong to the rnicrophysica1world; as such, they should display
the discontinuity, uncertainty, unpredictability, and «/lawlessness»of
microphysical phenomena. Instead, genes appear to be highly integrated systems. They contain in themselves a «plenitude pattern»
or the «plenotype» of the respective organism - the totality of its
hereditary characteristics. Even more, genes preserve their specific
individuality unimpaired from generation to generation. Amidst
ever-changing environmental conditions they carry on their integrlty
and plenotype and, through it, predetermine the essential char~cteristics of an organisrnand the stages oí its life-course. Thus, «mcredibly small groups of atoms, too small to display exact statistica1
laws, do play a domíneeríng role in the very orderIy and lawful
events within a living organísm».
These properties of an organísm as a system thar bears in itself íts
individuality unimpaired from generation to generation, amidst
passage through immanently predetermined phases in íts lífe-career,
are applícable, with slíght variation, to a11 sociocultural systems.
From the moment of their emergenoe, they also bear in themselves
the main phases of their lífe-career, and this life-career consists
largely ofan unfolding or realization of their potentialities. Like
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genes and organísms, they have a tangible margín of autonomy from
external forces. The external forces can hinder or facilitate the full
realization of their potentialities (their inherent «plenotype»), and
now and then they can even destroy a system, but they cannot
radically change their inherent properties or the succession of states
or phases in their history, if such a succession is an ínherent part of
their life-career. In Spengler's terms, «they have destíny as an organic
necessity of potentiality passíng into actuality ... in the time process,
flowíng from the past through the present to the future », The forms
of change of a family are different from those of a political party or
a business corporation. The forms of change of a «unívaríant» sociocultural system are different from those of «bívaríant•• or «multívariant » systems. The forms, phases, rhythms, periodicities and dírections of their quantitative and qualitative changes differ ineach
system according to its nature. In this sense any personal or sociocultural system largely molds its own destiny.
These propertíes of systems require severa'! modifications in the
methods used to study them:
a. A system has to be studied as a unified, meaningful-causal
whole with triple ínterdependence of each ímportant part upon other
parts and upon the whole system and of the whole system upon its
important parts.
b. The study has to proceed not only from parts to the whole and
from each part to the other parts but stíll more so from the whole
to the parts (along the Iínes oí the triple interdependence).
c. An explanation of the ímportant structural properties of the
whole system as well as those of its essentíal parts, and an explanation of its «physlologícal» (repeated) processes as well as of the
phases through which the system passes in its lífe-course - its
rhythms, periodicities and other changes - has to be sought, first
of all, in the system itself, in its «ímmanent» potentialities and the
self-direction of its Iífe-functíons, in the nature of Its components of
meanings-values-norms, in its «vehícles and material conserves••, and
in its human members and their relatíonshíps to one another; second,
in the relatíonshíps of the system to other systems of which it is a
subsystem or a larger system; and third, in the total socíocultural
environment of the system. Residual problems may be «explaíned»
now and then 'by the biophysical milieu 01 the system and by the
interference of some extraordinary - unforeseen and unpredictable
- factors, forces and events of the socíoculrural and biophysical
universes.
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d. This means that the system's structural dynamic properties OY
íts life-course cannot be «explaíned ••by merely environmental factors,
or by taking the system's part as the «factor» of the whole system
[e.g., íts «eoonomíc» or «ídeologícal» or «technologícal» part). Nor
can it be explained by the formulae of «stímulus-response», «challenge-reactíon», or by other procedures that largely neglect the system as a unified whole.
e. This means that a statistician who has almost unlimited liberty
in choosing his independent and dependent variables in a study of
congeries is greatly limited in an investigation of sociocultural systems. He cannot take for his variables a part of one system (for instance, the Newtonian law of gravítatíon in a system of physical
sclence) and correlate it with a part of a different system (for instance, the financia1 fund of a 'business corporation). Nor can he take
as hís variable any part of any system isolated from its system. This
sort of operation is as unscientific as the operation of a biologist who
tries to study and correlate the swirnming behavíor of a fish with the
buzzing of a bumblebee OI the heartbeats of ahuman with the fIying
behavior ofa bird or the anatomical, physiological and psychologícal
ehanges of ahuman
organísm when it passes from the sta te of
childhood to that of maturity by one of these ehanges, like the increase in the organísm's height or the appearance of his mustache.
This should gíve an idea of how the príncíples and methods of
studying systems differ from those of studying congeries. Though all
the main methods of scientific cognition can be used in a study of
systems, these methods and princíples must undergo considerable
modifications. The methods of studying socíocultural congeríes and
systems outlined above are in an essential agreement with the COIresponding conc1usions of the biophysical sciences. In today's sociology, these oonclusions, with some variations, are also supported
by most sociologists competent in the problems of epístemology, methodology, and logic.
9. An essential agreement also exists conoerníng the abstract-empirical character of important «substantíve» sociological theoríes, No
significant theory can be purely abstract and devoid of relevanr empírícal content, nor can ít consist of a mere collection of empirical
facts devoid oí an adequate explanatory theory. The recent cfactñndíng- research in sociology has been enormous and has accumuIated a mountain of empirical data; but only a modest part of this
research has resulted in significant conc1usions or has discovered
uniformities of a «rníddle-range» generality. The bulk of this research
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has produced purely local, temporary, «lnfcrmatíonal» material
devoid of general cognitive value. The main reason for these meager
results has been a lack oí an adequate theory in thís kind of empirical
research.
In contrast, many recent abstract theories suffer from an aseetíc
detachment from empirical sociocultural realíríes, These abstraer
schemes represent a peculiar mixture of those «ghostly» models of
social systems that are devoid of empírícal contentand frequently
peppered with mechanístíc analogies of «equílíbríum», «ínertia»,
«thermodynamíc laws», and speculative prerequisítes of systems' selfpreservatíon 5. The meshes of the abstract nets are so large that
practically all the empirical físh slip through, Ieavíng nothíng in the
hands of the fisherman-researcher.
In their preoccupatíon with verbal equílíbriums, inertias, and abstract prerequisites for the continuity' of systems, these speculative
schemes are oonstructed in such a static way that they can hardly
register most of the changes in the fished socíocultural waters. As a
result of their ascetic detachment from the empirical sociocultural
facts they are not heJpful in the eognítíon of empirical realities.
At the present time, the inadequacy of both of these one sided
theories is generally acknowledged and sociologistsof all denominations try to avoid it.
10. Despite the considerable varíety in contemporary sociological
theories, they are mutually exc1usiveor contradictory only on some
of their wrong points; on a number of their poínts they are mutually
complementary rather than exclusive. The critical examínatíon oí
these theoríes" shows that each of them has, side by side with its
defective and questionable poínts, a body of correct propositions that
are quite reconcilable with and complementary to the valld proposítíons of other theories. Considering the multidimensionality of the
total sociocu1tural reality, it is but natural that eaeh of the currents
of sociological thought shouíd stress different aspects of it. Insofar as
these aspects are real and are accurately depicted by different theoríes,
each theory is sound and reconcilable with the sound parts of other
theories. Even more, these sound parts can be unified and incorporated ínto a more «multidímensional» and more adequate integral
theory that gives a fuller and more accurate knowledge of the super5 These mechanistic
analogies are cognitively much more misleading than
the organismic analogies of the preceding periodo
o See my Contemporary Sociological Theories, Sociologicai Theories 01 Today, and Society, Culture and Personality,
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organic universe than each of the existing theories. Some imperfect
attempts to build such integral theoríes are already being made. There
is hard'ly any doubt that much better, finer and more adequate integral systerns of sociology will be built in the future.
In their sound parts, the singularistic-atomlstíc theoríes of social,
cultural and personal congeries are reconcilable and oomplemenr the
sound body of systernic theories: each class of these theories gives a
real knowledge of the singularistic and systemic forrns of the
total superorganic reality. The sound part of macrosociologicaltheories
of vast socíocultural systems and supersystems complernents the microsociological studies of srnal1 groups and small cultural unities.
Sociologies of cultural systems and congeries complement sociologies
of social systems and congeries. Valid contributions of the analytical,
structural-functional, díalectíc, empirical, integral and other currents
of sociological thought are quite reconcilable with one another. The
same can be said of dualistic, triadic and other typologies: each of
these «opens» a particular dirnension of sociocultural reality and
thereby enriches our kn.owledge of it. Each of them is díke the different kaleidoscopic forrns of the sarne bits of oolored glass changing
witheach tum of the opticaI tube. The dimensions of the Gemeinschait-Gesellschait, the militant-industriaI, the sacred-secular, the
farnilistic-contractuaI-compulsory, the prirnary-secondary and other
dyadíc and triadic typoIogies of sociocultural reaIities do not contradict but complernent one another. In their totality they deliver to
us a fulIer knowledge of more dimensions of the human universe
than each of these typoIogies a1on.e.If all these rypologíes are logically
and empirically integrated into a vast unífíed system, our knowledge
of the total superorganic reality will become richer and more
adequate.
Thís applies to almost aIl other differences in the seemingly discordant sociological theories of social change, in the taxonomic classifications of social groups and cultural systems, in the repeated
«physíologícal»processes in the systems, in their evolutionary trends,
and in practically all other surveyed theories. Almost all of them
contain a part of the truth - some Iarger, some smaller - and these
sound parts can, are and wiIl be increasingly integrated into the more
scientificaIly adequate integra¡ theories of the future sociology.
In some divisions of sociology, the existing, partially true theories
are already sufficiently numerous and correct to permit their tentative
synthesis into a multidimensiona1 integral theory. In other divisions
of sociology, particularly in its taxonomy of social and cultural sys-
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tems and in its physiology of the repeated prooesses - their natures,
rhythms, tempi, periodicities, reasons, functions and interrelationships
- the exístíng, partially true theories are still too few and too uncertain for such an integral synthesis at the present time. A great
deal of research in these fields has to be done before such a synthesis becomes possible. Even in these Iess developed fields of sociology an intensified study of their basic problems is prooeeding erescendo and several significant theories with their relevant empirical
evidence have already been formulated. Several others are in a statusnascendi.
To sum up, the growing agreement of different currents of sociological thought is likely to continue in the future.

III

Thís hypothesis raises the question of the shape of sociology to
come, of the predominant character of the next phase of general
sociology. Any prognosis of the future course of science or of any
creative activity can be but conjecturaI. My guess is that the next
period of general sociology 1S likely to be the period of great socioIogical syntheses, of grand integral systems of sociology. In this
sense, the next period will markecLlydiffer from the period from 1925
to 1965. In the terms oí H. Spencer's, Claude Bemard's, G. Tarde's,
and A. N. Whitehead's theory of aItemating analytical (fact-finding)
and synthesizing periods repeating themselves in scíence and phílosophy, the recent period 1925-1966has been preparatory, analytical and
fact-ñndíng rather than synthesízíng. The main achievements of the
recent period consist Iargely in excavating and analyzing an enormous
mass of relevant and írrelevant empírícal facts, in testing and correcting preceding sociological theories, in elaborating various techniques of sociologicaI research and in formulating a few «míddlerange••generalizations and significant sociologicaland historico-philosophical theories, like the macrosociologicaI theories of vast cultural
systems or civilizations and the dialectic and the integral systems of
sociology.
In creating vast sociological syntheses and grand systems of sociology, the recent period has been notably poorer than that of the
second half of the nineteenth and the early twentieth centuries. The
theories of Comte, Spencer, Marx, Durkheirn, Weber, Simmel, von
Wíese, Ward, Sumner, Tarde, Tonníes, Pareto and other Ieaders of
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sociology of this period not only established sociology as a scíence,
but still serve as the basic frameworks and referential systems for
today's general socíology. In their totality, these systems make the
preceding períod much more synthesizing than the recent period
examined. The «preparatory» character of today's sociology accounts
for its concentration on technique, for its preoccupation wíth factfinding labor, and for the comparative dearth of significant syntheses
and grand systems of sociology. Today's sociology has excavated so
many facts that 'it often does not know what to do with them. Likewise, in its analysis of various - important and unimportant - techniques of research, it has be come as finicky as the «angelology» of
the medieval Scholastics. In its revolt against the «grand systems of
socíology», it has increasingly neglected a study of the fundamental
problems of sociology and has progressívely wasted its creatíve energy
in research on comparatívely trivial, cognitively unimportant problems.
Further research along these lines will yíeld not bigger and better
scientific harvests but progressively dímíníshíng returns, not new
breakthroughs but an increasing stagnation and routinization oí sociology.
Whether we 1ike lt or not, sociology today has come to a crossroad:
One road leads it to the new peak of great syntheses and more adequate systems of sociology, the other leads it to a haekneyed, rubberstamped, greatly mechanized set of dogma's devoíd of creative élan
and cognitive growth.
My guess is that, of the two roads, sociology will choose the road of
creatíve growth and wíll eventual'ly enter a new period of great
syntheses. 1 hope that this prognosis may be as lucky as my previous
prognostícatíons of the changes in the sociocultural life of mankind
that 1 made at the end of the 1920's 7.
7 See these predictíons
Our Age.
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SOCIOLOGY OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS:
EMPIRICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
ROBERT

C.

ANCELL

Center for Research on Conflict Resolution
University of Michigan

It would be customary to begín thís paper with a definition of the
sociology oí intemational relatíons and a brief characterization of
empírícal and experimental studies, Unfortunately there are serious
unclarities affecting both. The sociology of intemational relations
is not aterro that has been used enough to have developed an agreed
meaning, and the word empírícal, in social science parlance at least,
seems to have drifted from its deñnítíon in the dictiona.ry.
One way to conceptualize the sociology of intemational relations
- and the one that has been followed here - is to proceed inductively, to discover what subjects are treated 'by sociologists when
they are concemed with the relations among national societies. When
this is done, it is clear that socíologísts are, for the most part, interested in the influences affecting intersocíetal relations that Iíe
outside the governmental sphere. These influences seem to assert
themselves chiefly in three contexts: (1) through direct relations between persons and groups across natíonal boundaríes: (2) in domestic
groups and circles that He «below» the political process itself and
affect foreign policy indirectly through pressures on polítícal partíes,
contacts with politicians, and the líke: and (3) in the social ínteraction of diplomats, delegates to íntematíonal governmental organízations, and members of their secretariats.
There would be wide agreement that experimental studies are those
in which variables are manípulated 'by the sociologist, but there is
confusion about empírícal studies. The dictionary tells us that the
empirical is that which ís observed or experienced. This marks
off empirical studies from purely theoretical ones, but that does not
carry us faro All data have been observed or experienced by someone.
Is a study then empirical simply because it focuses on data ? Or must
the data have been produced by the scientist himself ? The dictionary
does not sayo What seems 10 have happened is that social scientists
67
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have implicitly accepted a definition of their own, one that emphasizes not only the presence of solid data but the fact that they have
been systematica11y gathered. According to this conception, the observations or experiences need not 'be those of the investigator hírnself so long as he can count on the objectivity and reliability of the
process of data collecticn. It must have been carried cut by a qualified
person using rigorous methods. This is a fairly clear standard when
applied to work in psychology, anthropology, sociology and economies. It is Iess clear in history and political science. In these fields
it is very difficult to be sure that the concrete data that one has
are not a biased sample of those that are relevant to the problem in
hand. Perhaps the touchstone of empirical work in such cases is the
careful search for negative evidence.
The studies to be reviewed here are the fruit of a methodícal canvass of the literature for the period 1950-1964. The Intemational Bibliography
01 Sociology, Sociological Abstracts, and lnternational
PoliticaJ Science Abstracts were the maín guides to the search. A
great many studies were examined that will not be discussed because they fell outsíde the mes of ínclusíon that were gradually
worked out. The principal exclusíons, and the reasons for them, are
as follows :
Studies in which the variables are exclusively legal, political, economic,
~r psychological,. because they do not use a sociological type of analysis.
Studies of the relations of colonies to their metropolitano powers, because,
until they have become in fact new nations, the relation is not an in~emation~l one, but one between a nation and indigenous peoples.
Studies of mígrants that deaI onIy with acculturation,
beca use it is the
effect of migrants on the relatíons between their new and old countríes
that is of interest here.
Studies of attitudes toward foreigners in which no atternpt is made to
discover the social antecedents of these attitudes, because mere descriptive classíflcatíon of them throws no light on social organization or
process.

Since a11 the studies included had to be examíned,
the paper is
somewhat Iimited by the holdings of libraries that were accessible.
This is only a slight limitation, however since thero were very few
studies which, from their titles, seemed likely to 'be empirical that
were not available, Fully 90 OJo of the promising titles have in fact
been examined. To the degree that the bibliographical sources used
did not cover the entire field of relevant publications, however, there
is of course further omission of significant research.
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One hundred six studies constítute the basis of this paper - six
that are clearly experimental, and 100 that are otherwise empirical.
The latter will be taken up first, and will be divided into three broad
categoríes, wíth subdívísions in each of the first two, The first category comprises 39 studies that take a dependent variable or situatíon
of importance to ínternatíonal relations as the focus of interest and
seek to fínd causes of different states oí that variable. These studíes
mDve, in other words, from effect to cause. The second category CDmprises studies of the opposite sort, in which a cause of presumed importance to international relatíons is the starting point for determíníng
its effects under differing conditíons, These studies move frorn independent variable tD dependent variable. The third category is made
up of six studíes that cannot 'be classified in either of the first two
because they analyze patterns of relatíonshíp wíthout concern for
cause or effect. In all cases the studies wíll be listed in the text and
not in footnotes or an appended bibliography so as to avoid repetitíon
of titles in the discussíon. Where the same study has been reported
more than Dnce its fullest treatment will be cited first, but the other
citations will 'be listed. A brief índication will always be gíven of
the methods of research employed.
Within each of the first two categories of empírícal studies the
subdivisíons will be ordered according to the breadth of the central
variable. Studies DI effects or causes at the level of internatíonal
organízatíon wíll precede studies of effects or causes withín countríes,

Effect-to-Cause Studies
In all oí the 39 studies classified here the broadest effect whose
causes are investigated is what has been called a securíty-comrnunity
- two or more natíonal states so linked together that war between
them is unthinka'ble. The one important study of this subject is:
Deutsch, Karl W. et al., Political Community and the North Atlantic Area. Princeton, Princeton Univ. Press, 1957, xiü-228 p.
The authors revíew the documentary evidence on the hístory of
ten securíty-cornmuníties, two of which faíled. The analysis of the
background factors and of the dynamic processes that make the difIerence between success and failure is very sophístícated. In general,
it proceeds írom the communication model that Deutsch has developed
in his theoretícal writings. More than any other one work, perhaps,
this volume poínts the way to ímportant possibilities in the SOCiDID~
of intemational relatíons.
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A study oriented to a splíttíng rather than a uniting of nations, and
also very important, is:
BERNARD,Stéphane, Le conflit [ranco-marocain
tions de I'Institut de Sociologie de I'Université
3 vols.

Bruxelles, EdiLibre de Bruxelles, 1963,
194J-56.,

This study is a model of combined historical and sociological scholarship. It gíves a history of the French-Moroccan conflict, reconstructs
the sociological mechanisms involved, and analyzes the groups and
institutions that played leading roles. Sources are largely documentary, but informed persons were also interviewed.
A third unique study ís:
GALTUNG,johan, «Surnrnit Meetings
Peace Researcb (1) 1964: 36-54.

and International

Relations.»

]. o¡

The conclusion is reached, using documentary sources, that summít
meetings are most frequent among allies that are engaged in an external conflict and next most frequent among polar opposítes in a
conflict alter the situation has crystallized. Such meetíngs are less
frequent among allies not engaged in an external conflict and among
conflicting parties bejore fue conflict has crystallized.
An interview study that takes the views of personnel in the State
Department of the United States as the dependent variable and seeks
light on causes is:
PRUIIT, Dean G .• An Analysis of Responsiveness
Conjlict Resolution 6(1) March 1962 : 5-18.

between

Nations.»

J.

of

The most ínteresting finding is that specialists in eertaín areas of the
world are responsíve to the needs of countríes of those areas not so
much 'because oí interpersonal ties as because of a desire to build
up a fund of good will that will result in the reciprocation of favors
in the future.
Foreign policy is taken as the dependent variable in three studies :
DEUTSCH,Karl. W., and Edinger, L.j. Germany Rejoins the Powers :Mass
Opinion, Interest Groups, and Elites in Contemporary
German Foreign
Policy . S'tanford: Stanford Uni. Press, 1959, xvi 320p.
KLINGBERG,
F.L. « The Historical
Alternation
oí Moods in American
Foreign Polícy.» World Politics 4(2) jan. 1952 : 239-273.
ZANINOVICH,M.G .• Pattern Analysis of Variables within the International

System: the Sino-Soviet
1962: 253-268.
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8 (4) Dec. 1964 : 329-491.
AUBERT,Vilhelm, FISHER,B., an
Teachers' Attitudes to Interna'
Issues 10 (4) : 25-39.
BAuER,Raymond, POOL, ITH.IELD~
Business and Public Policy: tñe
Atherton Press, 1963, xxxii 649 .
Sola, American Businessmen
Data [rom a Study of Attitudes
Press, 1960, xxviii-145 p.
DEBIE, P.ierre «Certaín Psycho o
Soco Sci. Bulletin. 3 (3) Aut. 19-1 .
BLAu, Peter M. .Orientation
of
Relatíons,» American J. of Socio
CHESLER,M., and SCHMUCK,
R. .S
Public Dissent, .Public Opinion
KRIESBERG,
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The Deutsch and Edinger study uses many kinds of data - from
polls, parliarnentary votes, and interviews. The focus ís on the interplay 'between mass opinion and elites in West Germany. Klingberg's study is a documentary one that supports a cyclical view of
history. Zaninovich bases his research on Soviet and Chinese policy
statements - 1500of them in a month in which the situation between
the two countries was crítícal and 1500 in a month in which it was
not crítical, By measuring such variables as hostility, frustration, and
change oí status-quo in the statements, and analyzing the sequential
pattem arnong them, the author projects the possíbílíty of distinguishing a «healthy» series of crisis partems from an «unhealthy»
one that may lead to violence.
The most frequent datum for which causal factors are sought are
theattitudes oí persons on matters of íntematíonal ímportance. We
shall divide the studies into those investigating attitudes toward intemational issues and the United Nations and those starting from
attitudes toward other countries and their peoples. There are 20
studíes of the first type:
ANGELL,R.e., DUNHAM,V.S., and SINGER,J.D .• Social Values and Foreign
Policy Attitudes of Soviet and American Elites, •• J. 01 Conllict Resolution
8 (4) Dec, 1964 : 329-491.
AUBERT,VilheIm, FISHER,B., and ROKKAN,
S. .A Comparatlve
Study of
Teachers' Attitudes to Intemational
Problems and Polícies,» J. of Social
Issues 10 (4) : 25-39.
BAUER,Raymond, POOL, ITHIELDESOLA, and DEXTER,Lewis A. American
Business and Public Policy : the Politics 01 Eoreign Trade. New York,
Atherton Press, 1963, xxxii 649 p. BAUER, Rayrnond, and POOL, Ithiel de
Sola, American Businessmen
and lnternational
Trade: Code Book and
Data [rom a Study 01 Attitudes and Comunications,
Glencoe, III, Free
Press, 1960, xxviii-145 p.
DEBIE, Pierre «Certaín Psychologícal Aspects of Benelux, •• lnternational
Soco Sci. Butletin 3 (3) Aut, 1951 : 540-552.
BLAu, Peter M. «Oríentatíon of College Students toward Intemational
Relations, » American J. of Sociology 59 (3) Nov. 1953 : 205-214.
CHESLER,M., and SCHMUCK,
R. «Student Reactions to the Cuban Crisis and
Public Dissent, «Public Opinion Quart. 28 (3) FalI 1964 : 467-482.
KRIESBERG,
L. «Die Europaische
Gemeinschaft
für Kohle und Stahl im
Urteil der Deutschen, 1950-56,- Kolner Ztsch. lür Soziologie und soz.Psych. 11 (3) 1959: 486-515. KluESBERG,L. «German Public Opinion and
the European Coal and Steel Community,» Public Opinion Quart. 23 (1)
Spr. 1959: 28-42. KRIESBERG,
L.• German Busínessmen
and Uníon Lea-
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ders and the Schuman plan.» Social Science 35 (2) Apr. 1960: 114-121.
LAUWCHT,Jerome
«Public Opinion and Foreign Policy Decisíons,» J.
01 Peace Research (2) 1965: 147-160.
LERNER,Daniel, «Britain Faces the Continent,» Virginia Quart. Rev. 39
(1) Wint. 1963: 12-25.
LERNER,Daniel «French Business Leaders Look at EDC: a Preliminary
Report.» Public Opinion Qllart. 20 (1) Spr. 1956: 212-221.
LERNER,Daniel and ARON, Raymond France Dejeats EDC. New York,
Frederíck A. Praeger, 1957, xvii 225 p.
LERNER,D., and KRAMER.M.N .• French Elite Perspectives on the United
Nations,» lnternational
Organization
17 (1) Wint. 1963: 54-73.
OWEN,]. «The Polls and Newspaper Appraisal oí the Suez Crisis," Public
Opinion Quart. 21 (3) Fall 1957: 350-354.
ROPER, Elrno, "American
Attitudes
on World Organízatíon,»
Public
Opinion Quart. 17 (4) Wint. 1954: 405-442.
ROSENAU,James N. National Leadership and Foreign Policy , Princeton,
Princeton Univ. Press, 1963, xviii 409 p.
S'COTT,W.A., and WITHEY,S.B. The United States and the United Nations:
the Public View 1945-55. New York, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 1958, xxxíi, 649 p.
STOETZEL,jean Withou/ the Chrysanthemum
and the Sword. New York,
Columbia Univ. Press, 1955, 334 p.
SUCHMAN,
E.A., GOLDSEN,R.K., and WILLlAMS,R.M. Jr .• Attitudes toward
the Korean War," Public Opinion Quart. 17 (2) Sum.1953:
171-184.
SVALASTOGA,
Kaare «Factors Associated with Belief in Permanent Peace.»
lnternational
]. 01 Opinion and Attitude Researcñ 5 (3) Fall 1951 : 391396.
VANWAGENEN,R.W. «Amerícan Defense Officials' Views on the U.N.,Westem Political Science Quart. 14 (1) Mar, 1961 : 104-119.

Three of these studíes deal with specific crises - the Korean War,
the Suez crisis of 1956, and the Cuban missile crisis of 1962. Suchman, Goldsen, and Williams surveyed male graduates of 11 American
universities. They found that, although ideological conviction and
intemationalist beliefs were Iínked with both a favorable attitude
toward the Korean policy of the United States and willingness to
serve in the armed forces, political knowledge was linked to the
former but not to the Iatter, The realistic knowledge that the atom
bomb could be used to wín the war led them to think military service was unnecessary, Owen's study of the Suez crisis ís ínterestíng
'because it compares the results of public opinion polls in Britain and
France with the stories sent by correspondents of The New York
Times conceming public opinion in those countries. Wide discrepaneles occur. In particular, the attitude of French Cornmunists was
ignored in dispatches. Chesler and Schmuck queried a small sample
oí American college students. They find that scores on an armamentdisamnament attitude scale are better predíctors of the reaction to
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the Cuban crisis than scores on scales of ethnocentrism, patriotism;
oonservatism, OI dogmatísm,
Four studíes deal exclusively with attítudes toward the United
Nations. Lemer and Kramer, in a large panel study in which members
of French élites were interviewed five times over a seven-year period,
found that the respondents tend to think that the United Nations has
become a victim of the Cold War and is no longer an effective political means for promoting peace. They believe in intemationalism,
however, and think that the United Nations has a role to play in the
development of underdeveloped countries. The Roper report of a
national survey that shows very general support for the United
Nations is the basís for ínterpretatíons given by several prominent
Americans. Scott and Withey review more than 100 surveys conducted in the United States during a ten-year periodo One of the interesting findings is that the well-informed on intemational matters
have more stable attitudes toward the United Nations than do the
ill-informed; another is that when satisfaction with the current funetioning of the United Nations is low the respondents want to give
ít more power, not less. Van Wagenen interviewed 25 míddle-range
officials in the U. S. Defense Department. They were almost evenly
divided between those who see the United Nations as a bridge between the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. and those who see It as an instrument of United States foreign policy. But most of the respondents
think ít should be a bridge.
There are seven studíes that deal rather broadly with intemational
issues, including, in several of them, material about the United
Nations. The most elaborate is that reported by Aubert el al. Sample
surveys of teachers in seven European nations were conducted to'
díscover attitudes toward war and peace, perceptions of particular
countries as threats, and the like. Another multination study was
that by Pool in which the most prestigious newspaper in each oí
five oountries - France, Britain, West Germany, the Soviet Union and
the United States - was analyzed to trace attitudes toward other
countries and toward intemational organizations. The Angell-Dunham-Sínger study also used content analysís of newspapers (and
magazines) to get at the values relevant to intemational policy and
the policy preferences themselves of cnembers of síx élites in the
United States and six in the Soviet Union.
Four studies are concemed with attitudes in one country only.
Laulicht reports an investigation by the Canadian Peace Research
Institute in which attitudes toward nuclear war, conventional forces,
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coexistence policy, the United Nations, and foreign aid were obtained
from samples of the English-speakíng
mass publíc, the Frenchspeaking mass publíc, the informed public, business leaders, labor
Ieaders, and politicians. Stoetzel's study of the Japanese ís based
upon interviews with a large national sample of adults, a small
number of depth interviews, and written «autobíographíes oí the
future» obtained from college students. Of special interest is the
very high level of ooncem for, and information about, intemational
affairs arnong J apanese youth. College students in particular think
that world war is avoidable in principIe but unlikely to be avoided
in practice because of the Cold War. Svalastoga reports a study made
by the Washington (State) Public Opinion La'boratory. It finds that
the most optímístíc groups about peace are professional, semi-skílled,
and clerical workers. The pessimists are managers and ofñcíals,
laborers, and service workers. Blau discusses the results of sampling
students in 11 American universities on intemational questions. His
main conclusion ís that those who are power-oriented intemationally
tend to be conservative in domestic politics and those who have faith
in íntematíonal cooperation to be liberal or progressive. Persons who
do not follow either of these pattems but cut across them are put
under great strain by their friends (who usually share the same
domestic politieal stance) and frequently change their intemational
stance.
Two studíes deal with economic relations among nations rather
than the broader spectrum of polltical relations. Bauer, Pool and
Dexter report on an investigation in which U.S. business leaders
were interviewed about foreign trade policies. In addition, eight oornmunity studies were conducted. The results eomprise a mine of information on the cominunieation networks of these Ieaders, the pressures they Ieel, the relative importanee oí self-ínterest and ideology
in the positions they take. A study on foreign aid is reported by
Rosenau, based upon questionnaire responses from 647 members of
United States élites. The general conclusion is that non-govemmental makers of opinion are more in favor of foreign aid than are legíslators because the latter are constrained by pressures from local
groups that are somewhat isolated from the larger world of today.
Finally, in the group of studies on ínternatíonal issues there are
five that concem West European problems. Kriesber:g analyzes the
eorrelates of differing attitudes toward the Coal and Steel Cornmunity, Lemer looks at the projected European Defense Community by
means of retums of a maíled questionnaire to French business
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leaders, and in the book by Lemer and Aron there are interesting
studies by Stoetzel, using polI data, of the evolution of French opinion
on EDC and by Marchand on the positions taken on the same issue,
tlhegrounds for the criticisms, and the ínfluence exercized by leading
French newspapers. Lerner's British study probes the views of a
small group of Ieaders on their evaluation of the relative importance
to Britain of the various organizatíons to which she belongs. Results
show that the Cornmonwealth ís thought to be most ímportant, and
then in order the Anglo-Amerícan connection, NATO, the European
Communíty, and the United Nations. (This was in 1961before Britain
was excIuded from the Common Market). De Ble's study of Benelux
is based on interviews with students in Belgian universities and technical colleges. The most significant finding is that the Flemings
in Belgium, who have a cultural affinity with the Dutch and have
had more contact with them, want Benelux to take on cultural in addition to economic functions, but also see the difficulties of cooperating with the Dutch more than do the French-speakíng Walloons.
There are six studies of the attitudes or belíefs of people of particular countries toward the regimes or the peoples of other countries,
as follows:
BELL,W. «Images of the United States and the S'oviet Union Held by Jamaican mite Groups, •• World Politics 12 (2) Jan. 1960: 225-249.
BUCHANAN,William and CANTRIL,Hadley, How Nations See Eacb Other.
Urbana, Univ. of Illinois Press, 1953, ix 220 p. Buchanan, WilJiam «Stereotypes and Tensions as Revealed by the UNESCO Intemational
PoI!. ••
lnternational Soco Sci. Bulletin 3 (3) Aut.1951 : 515-528.
GAMSON,William A. «Evaluatíng
Beliefs about Intemational
Conflict,»
pp. 27-40 in International
Conilict and Behaoioral Science (Roger Fisher,
Ee.), New York, Basic Books Inc., 1964, xii 290 p.
ISAACS,Harold R. Scratches on our Minds. New York, John Day, 1958,
416p.
MAYNTZ,Renate and PERL.'d'UTTER,Howard, «Einige Versuchsergebnisse
zum Problem der Vorstellungsbildung
und Interpretation
von Kommuníkationen, » Kolner Ztsch. für Soziologie und Soz.- Psyoh, 8 (3) 1956: 450476.
WCJLF, Heinz, «Stellungnahmen
Deutscher S'chüler zu Ost-europáíschen
Volkern,» Kolner Ztsch. für Soziologie und soz.-Psych. 15 (3) 1963 : 478510.

The largest of these, reported by Buchanan and Cantril, was sponsored by UNESCOand carried out by polling organízations on national samples of approximately 1000 respondents each in eíght counmes. It was found that the kind of stereotype held about foreigners
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is elosely re1ated to the degree of friendliness felt toward them, and
that friendliness in turn ís affected by sympathies in the Cold War,
by alignments in World War H, and by simHarity of language (except for Dutch feeling toward Germans). Near neíghbors are quite
as frequently disliked as liked
The Bell study is a small one conducted by questionnaire. It shows
that elite Jamaicans tend to think the United States more often morally right in its foreign policy than the Soviet Union, but 56 % of them
believethe
Soviet Union more effective in winning the approval of
the people of underdeveloped countríes The groups least impressed
with the United States on both points are the young, women, the
highly educated, low income groups, teachers and doctors. The civil
servants and businessmen are more favorable. The poorly educated
are skeptical about US. influence but felt that the United States is
in general morally right.
The Isaacs study is a very thorough one, carried out by long interviews with well informed Americans about their images of Indians
and Chinese. Information was obtained on the sources of their ímpressions, their lrnowledge of Asían politics, their opinions of what
was being done by the Uníted States in this area of the world, and
what should be done. It formulates careful generalizations about the
typical images held.
Two of the studies have great methodological ínterest, The one 'by
Mayntz and Perlmutter reverses the normal procedure and, ínstead
of asking attitudes toward certain foreign groups, gives the respondent a statement purporting to emanate from abroad and asks him
to guess the nationality of the author. He ís then asked to give the
reasons for his choice. One significant result ls that the greater the
social dístance between the respondent and the nationality named the
more likely is he to attribute the statement to the national character
of the speaker and the less Iikely to attribute it to situational factors.
The Gamson artiele is not an empirical study, but rather the outline
of a detailed design for such a study (whích has since been carried
out). It lays the theoretical foundations for an evaluation of the correctness of alternative beliefs about the Cold War behavior of the
Soviet Union held by Americans. The types of Soviet actíon that are
consistent with each belief system are spelled out and it is indicated
how empirical verification could be sought in the course of historical
events.
The five studies remaining in the effeet-to-cause category are concerned not so much with the causes of particular international at-
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AOLER, Kenneth P. and BORROW,Davis, «Interest and Influence in Foreign
Affairs, «Public Opinion Quart. 20 (1) 1956: 89-101.
GALTUNG,johan «Foreign Policy Opinion as a Function of Social Position,» ]. 01 Peace Researcb (3-4) 1964 : 206-231.
GRACE, HARRYA. and NEUHAUS,J ack Olin «Information
and Social Distance as Predictors of Hostility,» J. 01 Abnormal and Soco Psych. 47 (2
Suppl.j April 1952: 540-545.
PIAGET,Jean and WEILL, A.M. Le développernent
chez l'enfant de l'ídée
de patrie et des relations avec l'étranger,» Bulletin international de sci.
soco 3 (3) aut. 1951: 605-611.
SMITH, P.A. «Opinions, Publics and World Affairs in the United States,»
Western Political Quart. 14 (3) Sept. 1961: 698-714.

Piaget and Weill survey school children in Geneva with respect
to their ideas about the homeland and foreign countries. They conelude that international understanding stems, not from teaching, but
from developing reciprocity in thought and action with one's fe1laws
when still young. The study 'by Grace and Neuhaus is also sociopsychological in character. It was carried out on a sample of college
students. The most interesting finding is that, although knowledge
about, and hostility to, a foreign people are in general negatively
related, extreme hostility requires some knowledge, so that there is
a reversal of the curve in the area of Iíttle knowledge and much
hostility. One does not hate the people one knows least about as
much as some oí the people one knows more about,
The other three studies deal with the character and influence
of élítes in the public opinion process. Adler and Bobrow, by a
nomination technique, chose and interviewed a set of «influentials»
in a suburb of a large American city and a set of persone interested
in foreign affairs who were not influentiaIs. The influentials proved
to be much better educated, more traveled, to have Iarger incomes,
and to use direct rather than índírect channels to governrnental
leaders. Smith analyzes public opinion polls during four international
crises and concludes that there are three dístínct publics in the United
States: (1) an attentive or engaged one that tends to be college-educated, business or professional in occupation, and Republícan in domestic politics; (2) a poorly informed public, with only elementary
education and semí-skílled or unskilled [obs, which, though Democra
tic in domestíc politics, is highly stereotyped in political thinking
and wants direct, aggressive action internationally; and (3) an in-between public, with high school education, rather passíve, confused,
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but with more understandíng of world affairs than the second publíc,
Galtung uses Norwegian poli data to develop the notion of an urban
elite «center» that has ratíonal and informed views on foreign-policy
matters and a rural, :lowerclass «períphery» that ís Ill-ínformed and
somewhat irrationa!. The center ís gradualist in its thinking about
social change, the periphery has absolutist ideas - either no change
at aIl is desired, or it should be immediate.

Cause-to-Effect

Studies

There are 61 studíes in the second broad group - those that look
for the effects of a presumed:lyimportant cause. Again we start at the
top, so to speak, 'by consíderíng investigations of the effects of contacts through the United Natíons and through multilateral diplomacy
generally. There are four studíes here:
ALGER, Chadwick, «Non-resolutlon
Consequences
of the U.N. and their
Effect on Intemational
Conflíct,» .f. of Conflict Resolution 5 (2) June
1961 : 128-145. ALGER,Chadwick, «Personal Contact in Intergovernmental Organízatíons»,
pp.523-547 in lnternational
Behaoior (Herbert Kelman, Ed.). New York, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1965.
GALTUNG,Johan and RUGE, Mari Holmboe, «Patterns of Diplomacy:
a
Study of Recruitment
and Career Pattems in Norwegian Diplomacy,»
J. of Peace Researcb (2) )1965: 101-135.
HAAS,Ernst B. Beyond the Nation-State " Punctionalism and lnternational
Organieation. Stanford, Stanford Univ. Press, 1964, x 595 p. HAAS, Emst
B.• System and Process in the 1'10: a StatisticaI After-Thought,»
World
Politics 14 (2) Jan. 1962: 322-352.
SHARP,Walter R. «Internatíonal
Bureaucracies
and Political
Development,» pp. 441-474 in Bureaucracy and Political Deuelopment
(J. La
Palombara, Ed.) Princeton, Princeton Univ. Press, 1963.

Chadwick AIger has studíed the delegates to the United Nations at
íntervals for several years by personal observation and informal interview. The two citations are therefore related to the same cono,
tinuing study. As compared withdiplomats in embassies abroad,
he finds that those assígned tothe United Natíons havemore frequent
contact with theír counterparts, the eontact is Iess written and more
oral, it cuts across díplomatíc ranks more often, is more often with
unfriendly countries, is more likely to carry off-the-record informa1!ion,and is more important as a source of information to theír
governments. The cross-cuttíng oí nations' interests that occurs on
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the seven maín committees makes for differing alignments and shifting partners. The general system of channelííng information makes
national perceptions less distorted, so that positions of other govemments are better understood. Enough esprit de corps develops through
committee work to give the delegates a sense that the United Nations
has achieved something when a serious crisis is surmounted.
The Haas study is the only detailed one of a Specialized Agency
of the United Nations - in this case the International Labor Organization that tries to assess the degree to which its activities
bring corresponding groups in different nations to know and trust
each other, and hence to promote world integration. A great mass of
evidence is examined and analyzed with skill and objectivity. AIthough the book is oríented to theoretical questions and opens and
closes with a díscussíon of sociological theory and intemationalism,
the empirical core has to do with the actual functioning of the ILO
since World War 11, with careful analysis of the relationship between
partícípatíon in its works and compliance with the standards set by
its industrial committees. The achievernents are seen as modest, with
more to be hoped for from the unintended consequences than the
intended.
The two other studies in this group are concemed with the effects
of the new structure of intemational
society. Galtung and Ruge
examine the change in the role of Norwegian díplomats, using docuanentary sources. As compared with the early part of thís century,
diplomats are becomíng specialized and more tied to problems and
to intemational organizations and :less to particular countries. Sharp's
study is largely descriptive of the nature and extent of intemational
bureaucracies devoted to further economíc development, but he does
suggest that the effects of the United Nations efforts are not so much
direct, in accomplishing particular projects, as indirect, in engendering a whole modem atmosphere and spirit.
There are many studies of the adaptation of immigrants to :he
surroundings in their new homelands, but most oí these make no
reference to the effect of their presence on the relationships between
their lands of birth and of adoption, Eight that do so are:
CLÉMENS,René, VORSE-SMAL,GabrieIle,
and MINON,Paul L'assimilation
culturelle des immigrants
en Belgique. Líége, H. Vaillant-Cannanne,
1953, x 389.
CLÉMENT,Pierre «Attítudes de la population
de Vienne-en-France
vis-avis de groupes raciaux et culturels dífférents.» Intemational
Sociological
Association, Liége Congress, 1953, Section lIA.
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DAHLSTROM,Edrnund, «Esthonian Rcfugees in a Swedish Communíty,»
Intemational
Sociological Association, Liége Congress, 1953, Section H.4.
DCfMINEDOM,
Francesco M. «How Migration Affects the Country of Irnrnigration,» Migration 2 (2) 1962: 49-60.
DOWNER,Alexander R. «The lnfluence of Migration on Australian Foreign
Policy,» Migration 1 (1) 1961: 7-22.
GIRARDAlain «L'adaptation des émigrés en France.» International
SocioIogical Association, Liége Corigress, 1953, Section IIA.
RIESELBACH,
L.N. «The Basís of Isolationist Behavior,
«Public Opinion
Quart. 24 (4) Wint. 1960: 645-657.
RUSSETT, Bruce M. «Dernography,
Salience, and Isolationist Behavior,»
Public Opinion Quart. 24 (4) Wint. 1960: 658-664.

Quite different types of effects are investigated in these studies.
Four of them - those of Clémens, Clément, Dahlstrom and Girard look at the attitudes engendered by the irnmigrants in the local
populations that are in eontact with them. One is left to infer the
impact, íf any, on foreign policy. Clémens, for instance, shows that
interviews in the Liége area reveal that French and Dutch irnmigrants
are well thought of, Moroccans and Algerians are not, and Polish
and Italians are in 'between. Clément, from a survey of more than
3000 adults and a small number of school children, finds that the
oldest children and the youngest adults have the most favorable attítudes toward strangers. Favorable attitudes are correlated with cultural similarity. Thus, despite the fact that Italy and France fought
each other in World War 11, Italians are more favorably regarded
than Armenians. Dahlstrom took more than 1300 interviews among
Swedes and more than 100 among Esthonían refugees. The generally
satisfactory accornmodation between the two groups ímplíes favorable Swedish attitudes toward Esthonia, 'but no inferences are made
with respect to attitudes toward the Soviet Union. Girard's study is
based upon a national sample of the French population and five sets
of Hallan and Polísh irnmigrants. It ís found that the more imrnigrants in a region, the less the discrimination, and each class or
occupation of Frenchman think that irnmigrants of their own type
are making the best adjustment.
Two of the studies look more directly at foreignpolicy
by investigating the effect of large blocks of irnmigrants on parliamentary
votes. Ríeselbach analyzes the American congressional situation in
1939-41 and 1949-52. He finds that ethnic influences are relatively
slight, being less powerful than rural-ur'ban difference or than party
preference. Russett uses poIl data and finds that the salience of an
íssue makes a difference. When the issue is salient to an irnmigrant
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group, there ís considerable influence on the foreign-policy votes of
their congressional representatives.
The last two of these studies - those by Dominedo and Downerare at the margin of empiricism. Both make rather sweeping statements about effects of irnmigration on the two countries concerned,
but they seem to have looked closely at the facts. Dominedo, writing
from an Italian positíon, sees recíprocal benefits. The receiving
nation obtains the skills it needs, the sending one obtains access to
a new market. All sorts of relationships with one another are expandedo Downer indicates the accuracy of these generalizations for the
migration of Europeans to Australia since World War Il,
College or university study abroad is almost always for at least
one academic year. It rnay therefore leave a lasting impression. Because of the ease with which social scientists can investigate thís
phenomenon, there are more studies of this kind than of any other.
Twenty are listed below:
BEALS, Ralph, «The Mexican Student Views the United States,» Annals
o, American Acad. oi Political and Soco Sci. 295, Sept. 1954: 108-115.
BEALS,Ralph, and HUMPHREY
Norman D. No Frontier in Learning. Minneapolis, Univ. of Minnesota Press, 1957, xi 148 p.
BENNEIT,John W., PASSIN,Herbert and McKNIGHT, Robert K. In Searcñ of
ldentity, Minneapolis,
Univ. of Minnesota Press, 1958, xii 369. PASSIN,
Herbert and BENNEIT, John W. «The America-educated
Japanese, •• Annals of American Acad. of Political and Soco Sci, 295 Sept. 1954: 83-96.
BENNEIT,John W. and McKNIGHT,Robert K. «Misunderstandings
in Communications
between Japanese
Students and Amerícans,»
Social Problems 3 (4) Apr. 1956 : 243-256.
DAVIS,F.]. "Cultural Perspectives of Middle Eastern Students in Ameríca,»
Middle East [ournal 14 (3) Sumo 1960: 256-264.
GARRATY,
john.A. and ADAMS,Walter, From Main Street to the Le]t Bank.
East Lansing, Michigan State Univ. Press, 1959, 216 p.
GOLDSEN,R. K., SUCHMAN,
E. and WILLI,ufS, R. Jr. «Factors Associated with
the Development of Cross-Cultural Social Interactíon,» ]. of Social lssues
12 (1) 1956: 26-32.
HART, Henry, Campus India, East Lansing, Michigan State Univ. Press,
1961,217p.
KELMAN,Herbert C. and BAILYN, Lotte, «Effects of Cross-cultural
Experiences on Natíonal Images, » ]. of Conilict Resolution 6 (4) Dec. 1962 :
319-334.
LAMsERT, Richard D. and BRESSLER,Marvin, Indian Students
on an
American
Campus, Minneapolis,
Univ. of Minnesota
Press, 1956, xi
122 p. LAMlIERT,Richard D. and BRESSLER,Marvin, «Indian Students in
the United States,» Annals of American Acad. o] Political and Soco Sci.
295, Sept. 1954: 62-72. LAMBERT,
Richard D. and BRESSLER,
Marvin «The
Sensitive-area
Complex: a Contríbutíon
to the Theory of CuIture Con-
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tact,» American].
al Sociology 60 (6) May 1955: 583-592.
Lom.IIS, Charles P. and SCIIULER,Edgar A. «Acculturation
of Foreign Students in the United States. Applied Anthropology 7 (1) 1948: 17-34.
Morris, Richard T. The Two-way Mirror. Minneapolis,
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One of the great stímuli to this sort oí research was the decision
taken by the Social Science Research Council in the United States
in 1952 to set up a Commíttee on Cross-Cultural Education. The
studies stimulated and guid'ed by this commíttee are reported in the
seven books by Beals and Humphrey; Bennett, Passín and McKnight;
Lambert and Bressler; Morris; Scott; Selltíz, Hopson and Cook; and
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Sewell and Davidsen. The Useem study was undertaken under
separate auspices, but there was cooperation with the committee.
There is material on both the experience in the United States and
after the retum horne of Japanese. Mexícans, Scandinavians and
Indians. There is also in the books by Morris and Selltiz et. al. and
in the Lambert and Bressler article analysis of the American experiences of a broad range of foreign students.
It is impossible to summaríze here this impressive set of investigations. It is to 'be said, however, that their focus is Iargely on
the individual student, his problems of adjustment in the United
States. and after his return. If one can infer that satísfactíon with
the foreign experience makes for better relations between the two
nations ínvolved, then one can say that in general study abroad
tends to knit countries together. There ís, however, relatívely little
explicit attention given to whether this experience rrrakes for a lívelier sense of participating in «one world.» There is some slight
evidence of his in the Useem and Scott studies. And in 'both of
these and in the Benneth et al. study of Japanese students there is
discussion of the interplay between the retumed students and fellow-natíonals, with attention to the wider effects of study abroad.
On the remaining 13 ínvestígatíons into study abroad, four others
focus on the experience of foreign students in the United States.
The studies by Davís and by Loomis and Schuler are small but interesting because of the areas - the Middle East and Latin America
- from which the students come. Loomis and Schuler found a decrease in favorableness toward the United States between the time
of arrival and the time of departure. Veroff has one finding not
brought out in other studies : African students become less generally
intemationalistic and more interested in the problems of their own
nations as a result of their experience. The inference is that they see
the developmental .gap more clearly than before leaving home and
realize how much effort it will take to close it. Kelman and Bailyn
analyze their data on Scandinavian students in an original way.
They discovered that the effects of experiences in the United States
were strongly ínfluenced by the pre-exístíng personality type and the
strength of motivation to study abroad. Those who were more
flexible and more motivated to go abroad reacted more openly to
the United States, evaluated their experience more objectívely, took
longer to adjust, but their adjustment was deeper, and had more
differentíated reactions to their home countríes, seeing Iímítatíons
as well as strong points. Those of more rígíd type and less motivated
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to study abroad reacted negatively to the United States, adjusted
easily but superficially, and tended to have globally favorable reactíons to theír own countries.
Three other studies concentra te on the obverse phenomenon Uníted States students in other countries. The Garraty and Hart
stud les are based upon interviews with those studying in India and
France respectively. Garraty reaches one of the mosr pointed conclusíons with respect to intersocietal effects: «It is probably safe to
assume that, as a group, the students who go to Europe are already
more interested than the average in such matters [international affairs). but individual after individual expressed the conviction that
a deeper concern for the trend of world affairs ís one of the chíef
results of foreign study ...» (p. 141). Hart reaches a similar conclusion.
Pace proceeded systematically by comparing students who spent
ayear abroad with a matched sarnple who did not. He finds the
former consistently taking a more internationalist stance. He also
analyzes the effect of travel abroad in both groups, independently
of study abroad. His findings are clear that ••there is an impact [of
study abroad] which ís both strong and pervasive. It goes far beyond
the impact of travel for personal pleasure.» (p. 159).
The study by Goldsen, Suchman and Williams ís unique in that
the focus ís on the American students who are on the same university campus with foreign students. The aim is to discover why some
come to know the foreign students well and some do not. Ideological beliefs prove unímportant, Physical proximity in living, friendly
personality, and membership in organizations seem to be the maín
factors in producing interaction.
Of the remaining four studies, three deal with the effects after
return of study in the United States, and one of study in Britain.
Riegel finds that Belgians, after a long period at home, retain friendships with individual Americans, but that there is no more political
sympathy with the United States than among comparable persons
who never studied abroad. The summary by Wilder of a review by
J.}. Wiatr of eight books publíshed by afew of the 1500 Polish
students in the United States between 1958 and 1962 is so brief as
to throw little light on the effects of this experience. The very
pu'blication of the books, says Wilder, indicates the interest in the
subject and the regime's belief that the ímage of the United States
needs to be corrected. Wiatr declares that the books fumish knowledge of the United States that can be used in the ideologica1 struggle against capitalismo
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The Wilson and Bonñla article covers four studies done by Internatíonal Research Associates. Two of thern deal with retumed college
students frorn the United States Argentinians and West Gerrnans - using control groups that stayed horne. In both cases the
experience improved their opinions of the United States. The Argentinian result seems to contradict the findings of Loornis and
Schuler, but it is possible that unfavorable impressions at the time
of Ieavíng the United States are replaced by more favorable ones
after sorne time at horne; or it may sirnply be that the two groups
of students lived in different contexts in the United States. A third
study reported on ís one of teen-agers who had retumed to West
Germany after a high school year in the United States. The chief
finding is that they carne back with American ideas to which their
cornmunities were not receptive, so that they felt frustrated. The
fourth study is on the effects of vísíts to the United States by Gerrnan leaders. It will be discussed in connection with two other
studies of leaders below.
Finally, Singh interviewed 400 Indians who had studied in Britain.
The most striking finding is the strain the retumees feel between
their enthusiasrn for the efficiencies of industrialism, coupled with
their desire to obtaín its beneñts for India, and the pressures of
vested interests and traditional viewpoints represented in their
families and friends.
There are nine studies of a miscellaneous set of experiences that
are neither study abroad in the full acadernic sense nor work abroad
in its ordinary meaning. We tum to them now:
B]ERSTEDT,
Ake, «Reduction of 'Barrier Tendencies' during Experience
of International
Co-living, » Acta Psy chologica
14 (5) 1958: 329-346.
B]ERSTEDT,
Ake, «Informational
and Non-informational
Determinants
of
Nationality Stereotypes,» J. oi Social Issues 18 (1) 1962: 24-29.
DEuTscH,Steven E. and WON,George Y.M. «Sorne Factors in ihe Adjustment of Foreign Nationals in the U.S.," J. of Social lssues 19 (3)
1963 : 115-122.
ISAAcs,Harold R. Emergent Americans : a Report on «Crossroads Africa .•
New York, John Day Co., 1961, 158 p.
KELMAN,
Herbert C. «The Reactions of Participants in a Foreign Specialists Serninar to their American Experíence, •• J.of Social Issues 19 (3)
1963 : 61-114.
POOL,Ithiel <le Sola, «What American Travelers Learn,» Antioch Reuieui
18 (4) Wint. 1958: 431-446.
Rosz, Arnold M. «Some Consequences of Brief Cultural Contact, •• Phylon
13 (2) 1953 : 125-133.
SMlTH,Howard P. «Do Intercultural Experíences Affect Attitudes 7•• ]. 01
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Abnormal and Soco Psych. 51 (3) Nov. 1955: 469-477. SMITH, Howard P.
«The Effects of Intercultural
Experience - a Follow-up Investigation,»
J. 01 Abnormal and Soco Psy ch, 54 (2) Mar. 1957: 266-269.
TAllA, Hilda, Cultural Attitudes and lnternaiionul
Understanding,
New
York, Insrtitute of International
Education, 1953, iii + 84 p.
WATSON,Jeanne
and LIPPI'IT,Ronald, Learning
across Cultures. Ann
Arbor, Institute for Social Research, University of Michigan, 1955, x205 p. WATSON, Jeanne and LIPPlTI', Ronald, «Cross-culturat
Experience
as a Source of Attitude Change, » j. 01 Conllict Resolution 2 (1\ March
1958: 61-66.

Bjerstedt reports research on effects of participation in Chíldrens'
Intemational Summer Villages, of which several are held each year
in various countries with children of different nationalities as campers. He compares campers with suitable controls, mainly through
.i.nterviews. The children coming to the camps are already more internationally oriented than are the controls, but their experience does
make them even more so.
Three of the studies attempt to evaluate the results of summer
programs abroad. Smith compares American secondary school and
college students participating in a European program of Experiment
in Intemational Living, Inc. and other similar programs with a
control group for the period immediately after the experience and
five years later. He finds that the experimental group increased its
personal relations with Europeans as a result of the summer but
found no general attitude change toward foreigners in either the
experimental or control groups. On specific points, both favorable
and unfavorable reactions of the foreign sojoumers increased. Five
years later the world-míndedness of both groups had deereased, but
the change was more pronounced in the control group. Pool,
studying a similar summer group, finds that the experience has different effects depending upon the original motives for goíng. He
sketches five types of young person : those trying to escape from constraints at home, those wanting to test theír adulthood, those who
see foreign travel as íncreasíng their social. status, those seeking release of instinctual impulses, and those so timid that they retreated
into mere observation. Taba did a before-and-after study of 45
members of an American study tour that spent most of its time in
Paris. She too finds little effeot of the experience and concludes that
the results challenge the assumption that cultural contact alone
crea tes cultural tolerance and broader insights and the assumption
that foreign experiences automatically crea te «íntematíonel-míndedness .•
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A unique study is that of Isaacs, who looked at work camps in
Africa, not only frorn the standpoint of the participants but from
the standpoint of those in the host community with whom they worked. The Africans were impressed by the willingness of American
college students, and especíally young women, to do manual work
enthusiastically. They were also surprised that young people frorn
different parts of so large a country as the United States could get
along so well with each other. The Arnericans interviewed were
critical both of thernselves and of the Africans but were also proud
of what is worthy in both cultures.
The studies by Deutsch and Won and Rose are much less comprehensive and reach no startling conclusíons, The former concerns
specialists frorn 29 countries brought to an American university for
training in connection with the Aid for Internatíonal Development
program, the latter with 11 instructors in French lycees at an
American university for six weeks.
The two remaining investigations try to evaluate the success of
programs in the United States for foreign leaders - Germans in the
Watson and Lippitt study, Scandinavians in the Kelman study. Watson and Lippitt rnake a thorough analysis of all aspects of a learníngabroad experience - the selection of the persons, the nature of the
program, the attitudes of the host nationals engaged, the sources of
tension, change in attitudes, and reception in the home country. The
findings on these points are too complex to summarize.
One
conclusion ís, however, of peculiar significance: that it is better
for the visítor to return horne during the stage in which he has
opened himself up to the new influences but before he completes
the reorganization of his previous patterns of belief. That reorganízation is better done at horne. The Kelman study is more modest and,
so far as ínternatíonal relations are concemed, chiefly makes the
point that it is activities with oolleagues in the host country that
specialists find most rewardíng. It ís gíve-and-take relationships
rather than teachíng-learníng relationships that leave a warm feeling
for the other country.
It was earlier stated that the Wilson and Bonilla includes an account o.f one study en the Uníted States program for foreign
leaders. Thís was a before-and-after
interview study of Gerrnan leaders, their close friends and associates at home, and a large
random sample of the resídents of their horne communities. American race relations was a subjeet of special interest. As a result of
the program 'both exchangees and their contacts received a better ím-
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pression of race relatíons in the United States, but the attitudes of
exchangees improved more than did those of their contacts.
Studies of the effects of working abroad are far less frequent than
of study abroad. Only five empirical investigations were found :
MANGONE, Gerard
and AOAMS, John
Clarke, The
American. New York, McGraw-Hill,
1960, xv 316 p.
GULLAHORN, john T. and
GULLAHORN, jeanne E. «Vísiting Fulbright Professors
as Agents
of Cross-cultural
Cornmunication,»
Social. and Soco
Res. 46 (3) Apr. 1962: 283-293. GULl.AHORN, john T. and GULl.AIIOflN,
CLEVELANO, Harlan,

Ooerseas

jeanne

E.

American
and

J.

«The

Social.

Role

Rev.

GULLAHORN,Jeanne

of

the

Academic

25 (3) June
E.

«An

Man

as

a

Cultural

Mediator,»

1960: 414-417. GULLAIIORN, john T.

Extension

of

the

U-curve

Hypothesis.»

oi Social Issues 19 (3) July

GUTHRIE, George

seas Technical
1965, (mimeo.)

1963: 33-47.
M. and SPENCE, Richard,
American Projessors an d Ove/'Assistance. University
Park, Pennsylvania
State
Univ ..

D. «The Mexican
Image
oí Americans,»
Annals of
Acad, of Political and Soco Sci. 295 Sept. 1954 : 6-125.
SCIGLIANO, Robert,
«They Work for Americans:
a Study of the National
Staff of an American
Overseas
Agency, » American
Social. Rev. 25 (5)
Oet. 1960: 695-704.

HUMPHREY, Norman

American

The book by Cleveland et al. ís the most ambitious attempt in this
field. It is mainly concemed with the effectiveness of U.S.govemment personnel in overseas positions, but there are also chapters on
business' men and missionaries. Two hundred forty-four Americans
were interviewed. Since the study was undertaken for the practical
purpose of improving the selectíon and traíníng of overseas personnel, there is little attention to the consequences of working abroad
for relationsamong
nations. The Scigliano study, done from record s,
questionnaires. and interviews, was concemed with foreign personnel working for an American governmental agency in Vietnam. Their
attitudes are almost twice as often favorable to the United States as
are the artitudes of other Vietnamese toward these workers. It is
clear that the more Westernízed Vietnamese are marginal men, not
wholly aceepted in the nationalistic regíme nor in the Westem enclave.
The Gullahoms interviewed 300 grantees under the US. Fulbright
Act and gathered questionnaires from 3500 more at various periods
afuer their retum from overseas. The respondents were mostly graduate students, but 958 were senior scholars. The students have
many more problema of readjustment to the United States than do
tbesenior
scholars, Nearly 90 Ofo of the larter maintain their con-
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tacts even after four years and they frequently arrange for foreign
scholars to come to the United States. In short, lasting linkages result. The Guthrie study also concerns American professors overseas
but on technical assistance projects rather than at universities. Interviews indicate that the experience increases their interest in international affairs.
The Humphrey study is quite different. It was done by participant
observation and informal interviewing in Mexico. It includes reactions to the United States of both lower-class and middle-class persons who have worked in the United States. The former are more
favorably ímpressed than the latter. Middle-class youth are drawn
to American technology but reject other features of American culture. Returned technical specialists often have to appear hostíle to
the Uníted States ro become accepted in their home communities.
There are only two studies that investigate the effects of mere
oontact with foreigners :
POOL, Ithíel de Sola, KELLER,Suzanne and BAuER, Rayrnond A. «Influence
of Foreign Travel on Political Attitudes of American Business Mcn,»
Public Opinion Quart. 20 (1) Spring 1956: 143-160.
REIGRC1rSJcr,
Erich and ANDERSON,
Nels «National Stereotypes and Foreign
Contacts,» Public Opinion Quart. 23 (4) Wint. 1960: 515-528.

Pool et al. split off some of the data frorn the larger study cíted
above by Bauer, Pool and Dexter and investigated the effect oí
foreign travel on political attitudes. They find that there is little
effect until a threshold oí five trips abroad has been passed, and
then the influenoe is not so much toward an international point oí
view as one of eonvergence by these 'business men toward a moderate
position on tariffs, The explanation oí the authors is that by gaining
a broader experience oí the world a business man comes to understand the problema of his íellow natíonals and concludes that
existing governmental policy is not far wrong. Reigrotski and Anderson report on a study in which large samples were interviewed
in Belgium, Franee, West Germany and the Netherlands to aseertain
the effects oí contacts among these groups on their attitudes toward
eaeh other. The general result is that the more contacts across borders
there are, the less unfavorable the images of rthe foreigners.
Two small studies oí the effects of cultural exchange were disoovered:
BIoWE.R,
R. T. and SHARP,L.M. «The Use of Art in International
Cornmunication:
a Case Study,» Public Opinion Quart. 20 (1) Spr. 1956: 221229.
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WHITE,Ralph K. «Soviet Reactions to our Moscow Exhibit: Voting Machines and Cornment Books,» Public Opinion Ouart, 23 (4) Wint. 1960:
461-470.

The Bower and Sharp study involves 800 interviews with persons
in Seattle, Chicago and Boston who viewed an art exhibit sent to
the United States by the Japanese government, Its effectiveness as
cross-cultural cornmunication
depended largely on the previous
knowledge of the viewer. Those not already acquainted with Oriental art were not attracted to it. White reports a study of the results from «votíng machines» and the «cornment books» , that were
available to visitors to tthe United States exhibit at the Moscow Fair
of 1958. The votes were more favorable than the cornments and both
were more favorable that the estimates of the American guides,
who believed that the reactions were approximately half favorable,
half unfavorable.
.
The five remaining studies in the cause-to-effect set are quite
miscellaneous in character:
FAGEN,Richard,
«Some Assessments
and Uses of Public Opinion
in
Diplomacy,» Pub!ic Opinion Quarl. 24 (3) Fall 1960: 448-457.
HOLSTI,Ole R. «The Belief System and National Images: a Case Study,»
J. ot Conjlict Resolution 6 (3) Sept. 1962: 244-252.
LESUE, Gerald R. and BERRY,Brewton «An Experiment in Social Change,»
Socia! Forces 32 (1) Oct. 1953 : 87-90.
STAR,Shirley and HUGHES,Helen M. «Report on an Educational
Campaign: the Cincinnati Plan for the United Natíons,» American J. o{ Socio!ogy 55 (4) Jan. 1950 : 389-400.
YANDORF,Walter «American Civil Liberties in the Foreign Press,» Studies
of Pub Tic Cornmunication
(2) Surn 1959: 66-76.

The Yandorf study is the only one that looks at the effect of
domestic national behavior on foreign opinion : in this case, American race relatíons incidents as viewed in the European Cornmunist
press. The chief result ís the finding that the Eastern European
papers are more selective in their treatment of the incidents than
the Western European ones,
Two studies deal with the effects of foreign-policy statements and
propaganda abroad. Fagen examines 879 German documents before
the outbreak of World War 1 to assess the success oí German embassy attempts to gauge public opinion in various countries and to influence the local press by «publíc relatíons» and other means,
Holstí's study is an analysis of 434 documents containing the sta te-
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ments of U.S. Secretary of State Dulles about the Soviet Union. He
classifies 3584 evaluative assertions in four categories. Holsti believes the data demonstrate that Dulles saw the Soviet leaders as
having «inherent bad faith,» so that when he saw them less hostil e
he attributed it to weakness, not to good motives. His inclination
therefore was to press the advantage rather than to reciprocate. Thus
perceptions of low hostility were self-liquidating, and perceptions of
high hostility were self-fulfilling.
The last two studies in this group could almost be classified as
experimental, but the sociologists díd not actually manipulate the
main independent variable, - they took advantage of an intrusive
event and studied íts effects. For Leslie and Berry the event was the
taking of a college course on the United Nations. Students in that
course were compared with students in a course on the family. Two
attitude scales were used, one testing faith in the United Nations,
the other testing internationalist beliefs moregenerally.
On both
scales the students in the U.N. course scored higher than the controls at the start, At the end the students in the UN. course had increased their margin on faith in the UN. but not on internationalism, thus showing that the course had a specific rather than a
general influence. Star and Hughes investigated the effects of a
special campaign conducted in Cincinnati to inform the public
about the United Nations, by interviewing broad samples before
and after the campaign. The level of information about the UN.
hardly changed atall, and attitudes became more favorable only
among those already well disposed. Lack of interest was the great
bar to the effectiveness of the campaign.
STUDlES OF PATTERNS OF RELATIONSHIPS

Effect-to-cause and cause-to-effect empirical studies have been
reviewed. There are left six empirical studies that examine pattems
of relationships wíthout considering causal relations at all:
Karl W. «Shífts in the Balance of Cornrnunication
Flows,»
Public Opinion Quart. 20 (1) Spring 1965: 143-160. DEUTSCH, Karl W .
•The Propensity of International
Transactions, »Political Studies (Oxford) 8 (2) June 1960: 147-155.
HARARY, Frank .A Structural Analysis of the Situation in the Middle East
in 1956,,, ]. ot Conilict Resolution 5 (2) June 1961 : 167-178.
International
Press Institute, The Flow o{ the News, Zurích, 1953, xi
237p.
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MOSEL,James N. «Comrnunication
Pattems and Political Socialization in
Transitional
Thailand,»
pp. 184-228 in Communications
and Po!itica!
Development
(Lucían Pye, Ed.), Princeton; Princeton Univ. Press, 1963.
RUSSETI,Bruce M. Community
and Contention:
Britain and America in
the Twentieth Century, Cambridge (Mass.), M.I.T. Press, 1963, xii 252 p.
RUSSETI,Bruce M. «International
Communication
and Legislative
Behavíor,» J. oi Conjlict Reso!ution 6 (4) Dec. 1962: 291-307.
SM01CER,
Paul, «Sino-Indian Relations:
a Study oí Trade, Communication
and Defence, » ]. 01 Peace Research (2) 1964: 65-76.

Deutsch has been a pioneer in the study of matrices of transactions among nations. The two articles cited examine the flow of
mail, of railway passengers, trade, and the like. He poínts out that
both the ratio of inflow to outflow for a particular country and the
ratio of internal to external flow are revealing for the place of a
nation in the world. Russett, who has worked closely with Deutsch,
has applied these ideas, as well as adding new series like investment, travel, and personal ties, in his study of Britain and the
United States. He works with a formula that states that the integration between any two nations can be measured by theír
capabilities for responsiveness divided by the loads put upon those
capabilities. Two more specialized studíes are the one carried out by
the International Press Institute, which deals with news flows into
the Uníted States, Western Europe, and India, and the Smoker study
that ís concerned with trade between India and the People's Republic
oí China, their defense expendítures, and their intergovernmental
communications for 1950-1964.
.
The Mosel study of Thailand seeks to determine the proportion of
various groups in the population that have had any contacts with
Amerícans, Brítons, and other Westerners.
The Harary study ís quite uníque. It uses the psychological balance
theory to construct a mathematical model of relations among natíons,
and then tests the model by an empirícal examination of the alignments of natíons at the time of the Suez crisis and the Hungarian
crisis of 1956.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

The studies that have been considered thus far are empirical but
not experimental. It ís obviously impossible for social scíentísts to
manipulate any but the smallest elements that míght influence international relations. Even groups of cítízens can do líttle, The only
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case discussed where the latter was attempted - the Star and
Hughes study of a campaign to increase public commitment to the
Uníted Nations - was not conceived as a social science experiment
but as an effort to achieve a goal, an effort whose success social
scientists were alert enough to evaluate. It is therefore no accident
that the really experimental studies that have been done SO far have
been accomplished by simulating the real world, not by operating
upon it. Usted are síx of these :
BLOOMFIELD,
Lineoln P. and PADELFORD,
Norman].
«Three Experiments in
Political Gaming,» American Political Sci, Reu. 53 (4) De. 1959: 11051115.
BRODY,Richard A. «Some Systernic Effects on the Spread of Nuclear
Weapons Teehnology:
a Study through Simulation
of a Multi-Nuclear
Force,» J. 01 Conjlict Resolution 7 (4) Dec. 1063: 663-753.
COHEN, Bernard C. «Political Gaming in the Classroom», ]. 01 Politic:
24 (2) May 1962 : 367-381.
DAVIs,Robert H. «Arms Control Simulatíon : the Search for an Acceptable Method,» J.
Conilict Resolution 7 (3) Sept. 1963 : 590-602.
GOLDHA.MER,
Herbert and SPEIER,Hans, «Sorne Observations
on Political
Gamíng,» World Politics 12 (1) Oct. 1959: 71-83.
GUE1"ZKOW,
Harold et al. Simulation
in International
Relations:
Deoelopments [or Research. and Teaching. Englewood Cliffs, N.J., PrenticeHall Inc., 1963, viii 248 p.
GUETZKOW,
Harold, «A Use of Simulation in the Study of Inter-nation
Relations,» Behaoioral Science 4 (3) JuIy 1959: 183-191.

o:

Military gaming ís very old, but politícal gaming seems to have
arisen in 1929 when German military leaders made their war games
more realistic by addíng a political dimension. Social scientists have
practiced gaming only since World War II. Goldhamer and Speier
gíve an historical account, and then go on to discuss the political
games carried out at the RANDCorporation in the 19505.In these, as
in subsequent games carried out elsewhere, nations are represented
by indivíduals or teams (usually the latter), scenarios are written
ta state what the prdblems are that the countries face, the players
are told what their resources are, and rules are laid down speeífyíng other constraínts, what comm.unications with the allies and
enemies are allowed, and the like. Sometimes, as in the RAND
games, the players have expert knowledge oí the countries they
represent, sornetímes there ís no attempt to achíeve this degree oí
realíty. Guetzkow's book goes into matters of this kind in great detail. It also describes the series of games that have been played at
Northwestem University by graduate students under Guetzkow's
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general direction. Bloomfield and Padelford discuss three games
one having to do with the United Nations, one with the Berlin
problem, and one with a Great Power Meeting in Geneva.
A particular application of the Northwestem símulation is the
basis for the monograph on nuclear weapons proliferation by Brody.
The Davis paper gives the results of an elaborate simulation by the
Systems DeveIopment Corporation of an arms control simulation.
Cohen reports on a game about a Midd:le Eastem crisis played by
students at the University of Wisconsin. In most simulations the
country teams are small, but in this one there were 45 on the United
States team, including an I-man Congress.
It has been argued at one time or another that political gaming
has three values. The first is as a teaching device, Most teachers who
have tried this technique think that it gives students of intemationa:l
relations a more interesting experience than the reading of books,
Cohen, however, argues that it is almost impossible to make the
games realistic enough for them to be good pedagogical tools. A
second claimed value is that gaming brings out important variables
in the conduct of intemational relatíons that policy-makers have not
sufficiently appreciated. This is a heuristic value. It might lead to
more thorough research and better decisions. The third value that
has been suggested, but which a11writers on the subject are inclined
to discount, is that games are close enough to the real world to be
fruitful in exploring policy altematives. There is obviously great
danger here. Since the scenarios, the conditions, and the rules are
necessarily less complex than the real world, the games are not
isomorphic with the íntemaüonal
polítícal system. Were polícymakers to take the results as predictions of what would happen in
actuality if they took certain decisions, the gravest mistakes might
occur.
í

RETROSPECT AND CONCLUSION

The examination of 106 empirícal and experimental studies in the
sociology of intemational relations leaves one with míxed feelings.
There are some great studies, several of which have been done by
polítícálscíentists like Deutsch and Haas who have been infected by
sociology, notby sociologists themselves. But on the whole the research product is not impressive in signifícance. A polítícal scientist
might argue that this is necessarily so, since the important variables
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in international relations are the political ones which his discipline
traditionaIly studies. It is too soon to acquiesce in thís judgment,
however, since the plain fact of the matter is that very few distinguished sociologists have turned their attention to this field.
At only one period in the history of sociology has there been
much interest in intersocietal relations. When the implications of
Darwinism for the social sciences were being explored, Gumplowicz,
Ratzenhofer and Novicow applied the idea of the survival of the fit
to the struggle among nations. With the shift away from sweeping
theory toward empiricism that occurred after World War 1, sociologists, desiring to be rigorously scientific, turned their attention to
weIl-defined wholes whose internal relations were systematic. This
meant that the largest unit they studied was a national society, since between nations there seemed to be a minimum of system. Only
venturesome souls have lately re-entered the arena of intersocietal
relations.
A majority of the studies considered here were done by social
scientists in the United States. This is not because of any nationalistic bias of the author. Extra efforts were made to discover more
empirical studies by scholars from other countries. Three reasons
may account for the failure to find them: (1) the bibliographies and
abstracting services may not cover the product of other countries as
weIl as they do the product of the United States; (2) there may be more pecuniary support for this type of research in the United States than
elsewhere; and (3) scholars from other countries may doubt that it is
wise to approach large questions of international relations by using
empirical methods. Although 1 am sure there is some validity to the
first reason, 1 do not think there are many important empirical studies in the sociology of international relations that have not come
to light. 1 am inclined to give more weight to the second reason. There
ís no doubt that scholars in many countríes are handícapped in
doing research of this type by lack of funds. Certainly the third reason is influential too. American pragmatism has made few converts
among philosophers in other countries, and in many circles emptrícal social science smacks of pragmatism.
Another impression one receives from the list of studíes is that
the coverage is spotty, This undoubtedly reflects the fact that there
is not a well developed theory of íntersocíetal relations. The studies
do not add up to much because the scholars who do them have no
sense of an over-arching structure to which they are contributing.
For the same reason it is very difficult to make a systematic criti-
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cism of this «spottiness .•• AlI one can do is to point to obvious gap s
in our knowledge.
There are two lintkages of long standing 'between nations that seem
hardly to have been investigated empirically at al1. These are the eífects on international relatíons of the missionary efforts of non-indigenous religions and of international non-governmental
organizations. An connection with the former subject there has been some
statistical analysis oí trends and a great de al of polemicaI discussion
but the scientífic approach has been rare. The number of international non-governmental
organizations
in the world has been increasing rapidly since Wortd War II but, 'beyond the general awareness of this fact, there is almost no knowledge of what the effects on
the partícípants are or what the índírect effect on their countries may
be.
A relatively new and important unit that has not been studied
empirically is the secretariat of Iarge intergovernmental
organízatíons
like the United Natíons or its Specialized Agencies. In this case the
reason seems to be less the unimaginativeness
of social scientists
than the unwillingness of the officials oí these bodies to have the
secretariats investigated. This unwi:1lingness, understandable
in the
first years of an organizatíon's exístence, may disappear as these
bodies mature and as the value of sociological research becomes
more widely appreciated.
One círcumstance that makes it Iikely that fewer such omissions
will occur in the future is that the concept of operations research
is beíng brought cver from engineering into what has been called
social engineering. The United States Peace Oorps, for ínstance, is
doing research on the effectiveness of its programs. The technical
assistance operations of individual countries and of the United Nations are being studíed as they proceed. The same couJd be done
for any new departure, even if it is only a new program within an
ínternational
agency.
Although operatíons research can fill gap s in our knowledge of
the value 01 certain programs, it cannot throw Iight on broad questions of the relations of systems to one another. But research oí this
kind is not being done and it needs to be done. One puzzling question is: Under what conditions do or do not bilateral tíes impede
multilateral ties? The same kind of question is: Under what conditions do regional organízatíons
help or hínder world-wíde organízatíons ? Perhaps these questions are beyond the power of social
science to answer at the present time. But, if so, we should be working
at the development of theory that would make them researchable.
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observers agree that there is slowly growing in the wonld an international social system, Because it is still very inchoate, functional
This need for theory is revealed in a more crucíal way. Almost all
analysís is not appropriate to its study. A system as a whole must
have objectives of some kind before the functions of the parts can
vement and the growth of new wholes analogously, at lower levels of
organization. But at whatever level involvement is studied, the need
is great The sociology oí intemational relations wUI not progress
very far until ít has better theory from which fruitful hypotheses
can be deduced for empirical testing.
be analyzed. What we need in this sítuatíon is a sociology of the
processes of mutual involvment. We need to leam how separate systems grow together. Deutschand his colleagues have made a start,
but security-oommunities do not take us far enough along the road
of «rnultílateralness.» It may be necessary to study multi-unit invol-

THE STRATEGY OF PEACE IN THE NUCLEAR AGE
P.N.

FEDOSSEYEV

Institute of Philosophy, Moscow

1.

FORMULATION OF THE QUESTION

The present period represents a tuming point in World history. not
only in the sense that, o:wing to profound revolutionary ehanges, a
new socio-economicformation and a new type of social relations
between peoples are beíng created, but also in the sense that mankind
is confronted with a global. altemative affecting the destinies of a11
nations: either it must ensure the requisites for the progressive development oí a11 peoples in conditions of peace or it must face
catastrophic war, unprecedented in its scope and consequences and
endangering the achievements of human civilization. With the total
means of mass destruction now in existence - atomíc thermonuclear weapons - military aggression is fraught with unusually
grave and terrible consequences. Awareness of thís danger has stirred
míllions of people in a11countries to work for peace and circumstance has made it imperatively necessary and vita11yímportant to
make a scientific study of the problem of war and peace, as this
problem is directly connected with the future of the entire human
race.
A scientific analysís of the problem of peace today must ínclude
at Ieast the following elements:
First, an analysis of the basic reasons for, and chief sources of the
war danger, and a criticism of pseudo-scientific concepts which seek
to justify aggression.
Secondly, an inquiry into the real possibilities for the prevention
of a new world war and elimination of «local» aggression.
Thírdly and finally, a comparison of the various approaches to the
problem of peace and a theoretical analysis and exposition of the
practical ways of redoing It, Indeed, the ideology of contemplative
pacifismo Le. that which does not envisage actioe practical action,
cannot be regarded as an effective means for the prevention of war.
«To defeat» war in the sphere of ideology is a neeessary, but not sufficient condition for universal peace. It ís necessary to eliminate the
99
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real causes which give rise to real wars, to find effective m.eans
oí combating the war dangers.

2.

SOURCES OF THE WAR

DANGER

Wars between states ha ve been waged throughout the centuries,
and each generation in different parts of the wonld has experíenced
their staggering impact and has borne the heavy sacrifices which they
impose. This cou'ld lead people to believe - falsely - that wars are
inevitable, and that they will always be a part of history.
But war is not an eternal curse hanging over mankínd, War is a
result of definite social conditions. It is a specíñc means employed
in antagonistic class societies, and in rivalry between hostile states,
to attain definite politícal and economic aims - those of the domínating classes, whose interests determine and direct the policy of the
states ooncemed.
An analysis of the historical roots oí military conflicts is .linked
with an understanding of the problem of eliminating wars. «Líquídation of wars, peaoe among natíons, an end to plunder and violence
- that is our ideal» 1. These words of Lenin serve as our motto.
The question oí the sources of military conflícts has preoccupied
the minds of thinkers and political leaders since olden times. In all
the different approaches to this question, one can single out, first of
all, two historical tendencies, each reflecting definite polítícal aspirations: (a) an attempt to define war as an insepara'ble, organic element
of human progress; (b) an attempt to ascribe war primarily to socioeconamic causes.
The first tendency ultimateJy províded a basis for justifying militarism as a permanent ínstitutíon of human cívílízatíon. The militarist
concept of war began distinctly to advance in the second half of the
19th century due to the increasingly aggressive aims al capítalísm,
at the time in the process of monopolization. It was then that the
militarist thesis, according to which war is a built-in feature of human society, obtained pseudo-scientific support from «social biologísts». As a result, war was regarded as one of the manifestations of
«universal law», which ensures the survival of those nations and
peoples only which possess «the greatest degree oí adaptabíllty».
The príncíples of the organic schooI of sociology, applied to a
1
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natíon, were used to formulate warlike doctrines of national and
racial expansion. The predatory claíms of monopoly capital were
disguised as national duties. The struggle for markets, for seizure of
sources of raw materials and spheres of influenceand for world
hegemony was pictured as the struggle for the natíon's vital interests.
In this respect, one need only refer to the works of the Austrlan sociologist L. Gumplowicz 1, or the Portuguese sociologist J. P. Oliveira
Martins 3. The chauvinistic gospel which regards war as the natural
state of society was spread with particular zeal by the German philosopher F. Nietzsche 4 and his followers. The ideas of racialism and
world hegemony were sharply expressed in H. S. Chamberlaín's
works" .
:_.. ';';;':',:,
i'<.:~
President Theodore Roosevelt of the United States, addressíng hís
countryman, called for «energetíc aspíratíons» in the rivalry for world
supremacy, saying that: «íf we shrink from the hard contests where
men must win at hazard of their líves and at the risk of all they
hold dear, then the bolder and stronger peoples will pass us by, and
will win for themselves the domination of the world» ".
«The energetic aspiratíons» to which imperialism appealed for the
purpose of asserting the «super-natíon», or the «super-man», when
applied to intemational relatíons provided the ideological justification
for agression and war.
A particularly baneful role in this respect was played by raciaJ.istfascist theories advocating the fíght for the supremacy of «the Aryan
race», or for «Lebensraum», under the guise of which Hítlerltes
plunged mankind into a abyss of incalculable calamities, and slaughtered rniHions of absolutely innocent people.
Though the totally unscientific and inhuman positions of biologism
in sociology were shattered 'by the fiasco of the racialist theoríes, to
this day a tendency persists to regard war as something ínherent in
human nature. Von Wiese, for instance considers that one of the

L. GUMPLOWICZ,Grundriss der Soziologie, Wien, 1885, S. 125.
MARTINS,As Racas Humanas, etc. 11, 55. In: War, Studies
from Psychology, Sociology, Anthropology.
Ed, by L. Bramson and C.Goethals,
New York, 1964, p.213.
4 F. NIETZSCHE, Der
Wilte zur Macht, Werke, Leipzig, Naymann,
Bd.15,
1901.
s H.S. C'HAMiBERLAIN,
Die Zuoersicht,
München,
1915; Rasse und Nation,
München, 1918.
8 Th. ROOSEVELT,The Strenuous
Li]e, Essays and Addresses, London, 1903,
p.20.
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sources of war líes in the «aggressive ínstíncts» inherent in man 7.
«It is clear that war corresponds to the deep seated instíncts» of
man ... » W. Theimer echoes him 8.
Man's deepest instinct ís the Iífe instinct: the thesis that, in keeping
with thís instinct, man must always place himself on the verge of
destruction is socíally dangerous and logically absurdo
We have dwelt cm these statements about the causes oí war not
to trace the history oí the problem, but to stress the sociologist's
responsibility to society and history. While condemning the war
apologists and exposing the delusions oí certain theoretícíans, we
must bear in mind the interests oí human progress, mankind's present
and future.
The hístorical tendency, which tried to link the origin oí wars with
socío-economíc processes. merits greater attention, aIthough here toa
we find some very contradictory interpretations. This approach, however, has on the whole delineated objective prerequisites for the
creation oí some sort oí a social model, in which it would be possible
to escape wars as a means oí solving certain pro.blems. As far back
as in the works oí ancient philosophers such as Plato and Lucretius,
and oí French enlighteners as VoItaire and Diderot, we find an
understanding oí the connectíon between military conflicts and the
quest for riches - the striving to seize foreign land, property and
sIaves , and to secure other material gains. The Russian thinker N. G.
Chemyshevsky demonstrated
that annexationist wars were caused
by the material interests oí the rich classes, whereas for the poor
olasses war was unnecessary and ruinous.
At the turn of the century the socío-economic essence oí military
conflicts was disclosed with especial clarity, when a number oí works
by Westem authors exposed war as an undertaking originating in a
desire to amass property.
It ís necessary, however, to stress that as early as the mid-19th century Marxism gave a concrete analysis oí the socio-economic sources
oí wars, not only in the conditions obtaining under earlier systems
but al so in conditions oí capitalismo Yet, even after thís, the contradictory ínterpretatíons oí many bourgeoís scientists stopped half-way,
limiting themselves to general references to the conquerors' economic
reasons. Thus, for example, W. Sumner asserted that: «Men have
fought Ior hunting grounds, for supplies which are locally limited
Die Sozialunssenschuiten
und die Fortschritt e der mod erne
Mainz, 1951.
THIEMER. Die Geschichte
der Politischen Ideen, 1959. S'.380-381.
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and may be monopolized, for commerce, for slaves, and probably a190
for hurnan flesh» '.
Analogous views were voiced by W. James in his description of the
character and causes of ancient wars. He said: «Those wars were
purely piratical. Pride, gold, women, slaves, excitement were theír
only motives••10.
A still greater economic motivation for war is given by G. F. Nícolai, the author of «Bíologyof War», who has written that real wars
begin only when culture has laid the foundations for the amassing of
property 11.
Westem sociological concepts very frequently combine in an eclectíc way elements of economíc, biophysic and geopolitical explanations in trying to explain fue origin of wars. They speak of economic motives, but at the same time they cite as causes of military
eonflicts sueh faetors as «surplus of vital energy», «natíonal feeling
or vanity » , «overpopulatíon», etc. In doing this the «economíc factor••
is treated abstractly and superficially, so that the source of wars can
be perceived in the material ínterests oIf a11 people in general; in
other words, it is redueed again to human nature. Concepts of this
kínd do not SO much explain the causes of wars as, in substanee, they
justífy them, and hence cannot form the basis for a constructive
approach to the problem of the peaceful coexistence of states,
Marxism's historical merit eonsists in having proved quite thoroughly that natíonal policies, including those leading to wars, are not at
all direeted by the material interests oí people in general but, ultímately, by the class interests of the economically and politically
dominating classes, which exploit the majority of the populatíon.
These classes, which own the means oí production and possess state
power, present their own interests as the interests of the nation, as
the interests of the whole people.
History shows that the source oí military eonflicts has been territorial, economíc and polítical expansion and encroachments on the
national sovereignty of other countries by the exploiting classes dominating in society and striving to multíply their ríches and extend
their rule. As a rule wars have been instigated by countries where
military institutions and tradítíons blossomed to the full and at• W. SUMNER, War. - In: War, Ed. by 1. Bramson and G. Goethals, New
York, 1964, p.212.
10 W. ]AMES, The
Moral Equivalent
of War. In: War, Ed. by 1. Bramson
and G. Goethals, New York, p.22.
ti G.F. Nrcrn.ar,
Die Biologie des Krieges, Zürich, 1919.
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tained dominant status, thanks to the support of the political power
exercísed
by the ruling, exploiting classes. In the 20th century
militarism found a favourable SON for unusual possibilities, í.e., political power dírected by political monopolies. Twíce humanity has
undergone the unprecedented holocaust of world wars.
A proper understanding of the organic connection between militarism and the policy of aggression on the one hand, and the interests
of definite social groups on the other, will enable us to solve a
theoretical problem of utmost importance in present conditions namely to loca te the real roots and the genuine causes of m.i!litary
conflicts likely to lead to the unleashing of world war, and the
main source of the threat to peace and the indepenclence of peoples
- the threat of a new world war 12.
The concept that military conflicts are linked with the so-called
transitional period in the development of countries from a «tradítíonal» to an «industrial» society must be considered as an attempt to
lead public opinion astray from this path. The authors of this concept
are trying to prove that today, when a relative «atomicequílíbríum»
has been reached between the «developed» countries, the territory of
the developing countries becomes the main potential source of future
wars. In the opinion of W. Rostow, war in thís world zone - referred
to as «regional aggression» - will be one of the methods for solving
problems of national «modernization»: « ••• regional aggression, based
on a «bloody shirt» politics which recalls past humiliatíon, can help
maintain cohesion in a society where the concrete tasks of modernízation raise difficult and schismatic domestic issues» 18.
12 In the USSR problems
of war and peace are the subject oí research
work by. many sociologísts, historians
and economísts, In recent years a
number oí works devoted to various aspects oí this vitally important problem of contemporary
social science have been published, among them : International Relaiions alter the Second World War, Vol. 1-3, Moscow, 19621964; Historical Materialism and Social Philosophy of Contemporary
Bourgeoisie, Moscow, 1960; A. A. ARZYMANYAN,
Struggle of Two Systems and World
Deuelopment,
Moscow, 1964; E. S. VARGA, Cardinal Questions of Economy
and Policy of lmp erialism (after the Second World War) , Moscow, 1957;
E. S. VARGA,Modern Capitalism and Economic Grises, Moscow, 1962; The
Soviet Union's Struggle for Disarmament,
1946-1960, Moscow, 1961; V, K. SoBAKIN,GollectiveSecurity-Guarantee
of Peaceful Co-existence, Moscow, 1961;
O. V. BOGDANOV,Universal and Complete Disarmament,
Moscow, 1964; N. M.
NIKOLSKY,The Basic Problem of Today - The Problem of Abolition of Wars,
Moscow, 1964; and others.
13 W.W. Rosrow,
The Stages of Economic Growth, Cambridge,
1960, pp.
113-114.
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Thus, according to this theo.ry, the threat of regional aggressíons
proceeds not from the imperialist states, but from the young national
states.
However, it ís well known that states which have embarked on the
road of independent economic and polítícal development, but which
only recently were under colonial oppression, face enormous difficulties in their development, In these conditions, the greatest efforts
are required to overcome age-old backwardness. Precisely because
of that, any díversíon of material resources and manpower froro these
countries for unproductive purposes of a military character acts as a
brake on their development.
Peace ís vitally necessary for peoples having achieved their independence. They have no need of wars. Their road must be the road
of construction, and not destruction. Of course, when external or
internal enemíes endeavour with the aid of arms to crush the will
of the people to freedom and constructive social endeavour, then the
national líberatíon struggle oí the peoples, taking up arms against
the armed invaders and enslavers, is legitimate self-defence.
Stress must be laid on the fact that the nationalliberation movement
does not at all presuppose the inevitability of war. That ís why we
can by no means agree with attempts to justify theoretically so-called
{{
regional aggressíons».
National liberation wars are not aggressions, they constitute a
struggle for the freedom of the people, for national sovereignty and
independence, forced on the people by the imperialists. All «regional
aggressions» and so-called «Iocal wars» are actually inspired by the
imperialist states or by reactionary cireles within countries, influenced by imperialists , or by reactionary elements striving to preserve
or restore Iost positions of economic and political supremacy.
The desíre to link objectively the building of a modern society in
the developing countríes with war ís an attempt to give the most
expansíoníst forces, Le. the forces which are guilty of two world
wars, a theoretical carte-blanche for unleashing war in the immense
peace zone. It ís imperialism, which has created a colossal war machine with the economic aíd oí big monopolies, that carríes within ítself
a permanent threat of war.
Today it is not difficult to see that the centre of aggressíon is
located there where the greatest concentration of the forces of monopolistic capital is to be found, where the so-called «military-industríal
complex» tries to determine the internal and external policies of the
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state. Tbis «military-industrial complex» is asserting its claim to
world domination,
At present, the conoentratíon of eeonomic and political power has
reached the highest degree in the United States, where monopoly
domínatíon has brought about the eoalescence of militarist, industrial.
banking, and polítical eircles which is so dangerous for the cause of
peace. Militarization of foreign policy, and the growth of the influence of military institutes in various spheres of life in America
arouses natural anxiety among the democratic and liberal circles of
the soberly thinking intelligentsia 14.
The main danger for the cause of peace líes in the faet that the
notorious «world leadership» actually means violation of the peoples'
will, violation of the course of historical development.
More than 20 years have passed since the end of the Second World
War. During this period there was not ayear when the blood of
people was not shed in some part of the world due to the lawless
policies and activities of aggressíve elements which are striving to
impose their dictatorial policies everywhere.
Tbose who aspire at present to the leadership of the world or, to
be more exact, to world Ieadership, stríve not only to stop the movement of history but to turn it backwards. They have made up their
minds to suppress and prohibit the peoples' liberation movement for
national independence and social progress and to abolish social and
national achíevernents which have been won by many peoples in
the difficult and stubbom fight with the reactionary forces.
Tbe enemies of social and natíonal progress openly condernn the
peoples of the countries oí Eastem Europe for setting up new forms
of social life; they spread most hideous untruths about the so-called
enslaved peoples, and their statesmen carry on propaganda aimed
at restoration in these countries of obsolete and bankrupt socio-political regírnes,
On various pretexts they intervene rudely and unceremoniously
in the intemal affairs of other countríes and resort to suppression of
14 «Everywhere
now there are the generals and captains who, by their
presence, create and maintain a militarist atmosphere ... Now, however, military institutions and aims have come to shape much of the economic life
of the United States without which the war machine could not exist...
Military men have entered political and diploma tic círcles, they have gone
into the higher echelons of the corporate economy; they have taken charge
of scientific and technological endeavor; they ha ve influenced higher educational institutíons». CW .. MILLS, The Causes oi World War lIl. New York,
1958. p.54.
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liberation movements by the military, Such advocates of the «free
world» have shed the blood of peoples in Asia, Africa and Latin
America for a number of years; they have tried to set up or to save
puppet regímes. Actually, their aim was to strengthen theír own
positions.
Experience, however, shows that history cannot be stopped, and
certainly cannot be turned backwards. Attempts to strangle progressive national and social movements has ultimately always met with
defeat, and Iife has continued its course.
In the eighteenth century Brítísh colonialísts tried to crush the
American Revolution, but were ousted by the revolutionary ar:my.
A coalition of monarchic states tried to strangle the Great French
Revolution, but their attempts to resto re the feudal regime in France
rnet with complete Iaílure.
Fourteen countries in various parts of the world took up arrns
against the conquests of the Great October Revolution. Relying on
the internal counter-revolutíonary forces they planned to crush the
young Soviet State. But no interventionist force s were able to put
the chains of slavery on the peoples of Russia, who took their destínies into theír own hands, achieving social and national liberation.
After the Second World War history again demonstrated the futility
of reactionary efforts to halt social and national progress. All the
atternpts of the imperialists to save China's rotten antí-popular regíme, and to preserve their influence and their dorninating positions
there could not prevent the people of China from throwing off the
feudal yoke and ridding thernselves of colonialíst oppression. Likewise, the imperialists' disgraceful attempts to bring the Koreans to
heel and destroy the Korean People's Republic ended in complete
failure.
All of progressíve mankind has stigrnatized the dirty war which
has been waged for many years by the colonialists and írnperialists
in Viet-Nam. The U.S. imperialists are unable to crush the will of
the people oí Viet-Nam to freedorn and independence.
The maín prerequisite for the peaceful coexístence of the different
countries oí our planer is non-interference in the internal affairs of
other countries, and respect for peoples' rights and national sovereignty. No country, even the most powerful one, should be permítted
to impose íts wíll on other countries. No country or coalition of countries has the right to take it upon itself to resolve questíons of internai organisation in other countries, 'be they big or srnall.
Recognition of the príncíple of non-ínterference in the affairs of
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other states ís tantamount to recognition of the right of peoples to
determine their own destinies.
We are against the export of revolutions, i.e., against spreadíng of
revolutionary processes by means of war or armed intervention in
the affai:rs of other countries. We are resolutely against the export
of counter-revolutions, against all attempts of foreign countries ro suppress revolutionary movements in various countríes,
Peaceful co-exístence should not be reduced only to the settlement
of disputed questions between great powers. For peaceful co-existence
it ís necessary that settlement of disputed questions should be reached
peacefully between all countries, big as well as small. So-called local
wars undermine the foundation of universal peace, and lead to major
world war.
At present it is obvious ro all that, not only does there exist a danger
of war, but also that it is possible to prevent world disaster. The
peoples of the world are interested neither in small wars nor, a 101tiori. in a world war. The question is this: are peoples able to bridle
and control those who aspire to world domination ? That is the goal
towards which world public opinion must bend its efforts. That is
the true significance of the scientific examination of problems of contemporary international relations, and the meaning of the so-called
strategy of peace.

3.

REAL POSSIllILITlES FOR PREVENTION OF WAR

Our time has thrust upon us with great suddenness the problem
of preventing a new world war and aggressive ••local» wars, as well
as dangerous attempts at resolving disputed international questions
by armed action. More and more thinkers representing diverse polítical trends are beginning to realíse the importance of thís problem.
In the light of a sober appraisal of the possible consequences of
a new war, and a realisation of the inevitability of crushing retaliatory
blows to the aggressor, an agonizing reappraísal of «values» ís taking
place even in those circles which only recently distinguished themselves by their extreme 'bellicosity.There is more food for mediation
thought for, having regard to present-day military techniques, strategy and tactics, war cannot be regarded as an acceptable tool of international policy. An idea proving the absurdity of a war involving
extensive use of modem means of destruction ís very clearly expréssed, for example, in the work of C.W.Mills ••The Causes of World
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'IIlar IJI ••: "No political aims can be achieved by means of total w:;,.~
No truly 'natíonal interests' of any nation can be served by it» u.
An objective foundation for the positive solution of this problem
lies not only in the very realisation of the absurdity of war as a
political instrument in contemporary conditions, but in the vital
interest of the overwhelming majority of the earth's population in
the preservation of peace.
Wide recognition of the thesis that war is a transitory phenomenon
of history, jointly with the realisation of the absurdity of waging wars
in modem conditions, may become an important theoretical prerequisite in the discussion of the problem of banning wars from the
eode of relations between nations.
The question of the exclusion of wars from intemational relations
has long preoccupied the progressive thinkers of various periods. Bourgeois socío-political thought has brought forth a galaxy of outstanding
humanists who were passionate champions of peace. History shows
that, begínníng with Erasmus of Rotterdam, the author of the famous
satire «Moríae Encomium ... » and on up to Saint-Simon, the search
Ior ways of achieving peace was carried on intensely. Immanuel
Kant made an important surmíse regarding objective law leading to
the establishment of peace and the inevitability of the union oí
peoples on a peaceful basis. There exists a force in society, which,
irrespective 01 the personal aspíratíons of men, will ultimately
compel countries to conclude agreements among themselves. The
sad experience of wars accumulated by mankind must, in Kant's
opinion, help peoples to escape frorn the lawless state of savagery
and achieve a uníon of peoples in which each state, even the smallest, can be confident of its security and rights, not due to its own
strength or its own understanding of what constitutes right, but due
exclusively to the great union of peoples (Foedus Arnphíctyonum),
to their united force and to the decisions made by a common will
in conformíty with the laws 18.
However, the ideas of peace oí the great humanists of the past
remained illusions. Theestablishment
of capitalism in Europe, and
the victory over the feudal Middle Ages, did not mean at all the
triumph of a harmonious Realm of Reason. On the contrary, instead
of the promised peace mankind saw an endless series of aggressive
wars, and the ideals of the Age of Enlightenment came to naught.
It was not the «Realm of Reason», that came about with the advent
u C.W. MIu.s, The Causes of Wortd War Three, New York. 1958, p.3.
1. l. KANT, Zur Geschichtsphilosophie, Berlín, 1946, S. 12-20.
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of imperialism, but the reign of irrationalism and voluntarism.
Together with reason, which is the ideological basis of bourgeoís
humanism, humanism itse1f is being disearded more and more. A
sharp socio-political crisis in a number of countries, and primarily in
Germany, known for her extraordinarily strong mílitarist traditions,
spawned the most monstrous and man-hating of ideologies - fascism. The tragic experienee of two world wars dernonstrated to the
entire world the criminal nature of war and of the socio-political
machine engendering it.
The question of what are the real possibilities preventing war, depends in essenee on the question of what social forces can be enlisted
for the defenee of peace and whether those forces are capable of
curbing the promoters of agressíon and to save hurnanity from
thermonuclear disaster.
Probably no scientist at all will take it upon himself to assert that
the eapitalist monopolies which forro the economic foundation of
the «military industrial complex» can serve as the basis for peace.
The very opposite is true - that the forces of peaee must be thought
in circles, combatíng capitalist monopolies or, at the very least, in
cireles not linked with them eeonomically or politically.
In our opinion, the working people constitute the main social force
and pillar of peaee in all countries, though the degree of their organization and aetivity in various eountries is 'by no means the same.
Hardly anyone will dare to assert that the masses of people in any
country are interested in the growth of militarism and aggressive
wars.
Karl Marx showed profound scientifie foresight when he said that
«the uníon of the working class of various countríes wi1l ultimately
make wars ímpossíble»17.
Today the working class and other working people in most eountries
are united to some degree or other in trade unions, political parties
and various other social organisations and movements, In socialist
countries the working people's organisation has reaehed its highest
level and is becoming more and more universal, since it Is embodied
in the State itself.
Expressing the will of organized masses of people, soeialist countries fight for peaceful co-exístence of states with different sociopolitical structures, thus creating the fundamental pre-condition
for strengthening peace and intemational security.
17

K. MARX and F. ENGELS,

W01'ks, Vol. 16, p.556.
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The development of the organisation and activity of masses the
world over is accompanied by an increase in theír influence on the
national policies of their own countries as well as on intemational
life.
In the struggle for peace and against ímperialist aggression, an
ever greater role is played by the young national states bom on the
ruins of colonialismo Peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin America
struggling for their national independence are resolutely opposíng
Imperialist aggression; they are striving for favourable conditions
for their socio-economic and cultural progress.
It is worth nothing that the polícy of peaceful co-exístence is supported by certain elements of the bourgeoisie in various capitalist
countries. They realise what terrible consequences modem war wi:ll
ínflict not only on the rnasses of the people, but on theír capítaiíst
system as well.
The strategy of peace in our nuclear age envisages the ama:lgamation of all antiwar forces, including bourgeois elements, in the
fight against foolhardy, agression-bent policies.
We are aware of the narrow-mindedness of bourgeois pacífism, its
indecisíveness in stigmatizing imperialist aggression, the dimness
and abstract nature of its views on ways of preventing wars, However, we are against indiscriminate negation of the role of bourgeois
pacifism against attempts to fence us off frorn those pacifist
movements with which we have no unity of víews on questions of
world outIook or socio-political structure of society.
For all those who desire to understand correctIy our position on
this question, we would point the following words of V.I. Lenin: "It
is not a matter of indifference to us whether we have to deal with
representatives of the bourgeoís camp who are inclined to settle things
in a military way, or with those representatíves of the bourgeoís
camp who lean to pacifism, even though it be the very poorest kind
which, from the point of view of Communísm, cannot withstand
even the slightest crítícism». (Works, Vol. 33, p. 236).
The main social weapon in the struggle to prevent wars Iíes in the
solidarity of all peaceloving forces against imperialist aggression and
the isolation of those who advocate aggressive warlike policies.
In contrast to the alíegatíon of the apologists of aggression that the
progressive social and natíonal movements constitute a danger of war,
we build our reasoning on the fact that social progress and free national development strengthen the cause of peace. Social progress,
national independence and peace are inseparable.
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THE ALTERNATIVE OF WAR IS PEACEFUL

COEXISTENCE

A particular feature of the present stage of history ís that mankind's
future depends to a considerable degree on how decisive an influence
society's peaceloving forces can exert on the course of national
policies, and how that influence will ensure the preservation of peace.
To put an end to wars and establish lasting peace on earth - such
is the prograrnmatic goal and historical mission of Cornmunism in
international relations. That is the position from which we start in
evaluating sociological conceptions regarding questions of war and
peace.
In attempting, to answer the question whether rnan has a future, rhe
dístínguíshed British scientist Bertrand Russell has said that the future
that awaits man ís the one he has prepared for himself 18.
In this connection, attention must be drawn to the fact that in
some Westem countries, especially the United States and the Federal
Republic of Germany, large quantítíes of pseudo-scientific publications are produced, in which attempts are made to defend and justify
warlike policies. At the same time, efforts are made to accustom the
man in the street to the idea that war ís a "normal phenomenon».
Reactionary ideologists urge that nothing should impede the implementation of so-called «líberatíng missíons» on the earth; appeals
are heard demanding that atomic bombs be thrown on socialist countries. As a rule, such utterances are made under the banner of rabid
anti-cornmunism; they frequently assume that ideological differences
between socialist and capitalist countries must unavoidably lead to
war between them. And this sort of reasoning continues to be propagated, despite history's tragic Iessons, testifying to the fact that anticornmunism is fascism's midwife. The myth of Communism's aggressiveness is being spread in every way, and various «theoríes» justifying
preventive war against socialist countries are concocted. Advocates
of such policies see in Communism a major evU and consider that
thermonuclear war, even though it threatens the existence of entire
nations, is nevertheless preferable to the dissemination of Communism
in conditions of peaceful co-existence. Of course, at the bottom of
this nightmarish blabbing lies a lack of confidence in the ability of
the capitalist system to withstand peaceful economic competition
with socialismo Thus the author of the book «The Limits of Wonder»,
W. Schlamm, deprecates the policy of peace and disarmaroent beIR
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cause, as he says, «to display genuine readiness to co-existence, of
course, means not only to renounce the claim to the victory of the
West in the cold war, but consciously to invite defeat... " n.
Humanistic scientists cannot ignore the views disseminated by a
group of sociologists working in the ñeld of intemational affairs at
the scientific Research Institute of Foreign Affairs of the University
of Pennsylvania - Robert Strausz-Hupé, William R. Kintner and
Stefan T. Possony. In theír books «TheProtracted Conflíct» (1959)and
"A Fo:rwardStrategy for Ameríca» (1961)they regard global thermonuclear war as an acceptable prospect, their final aim being to obtain
«surrender of power by the Communist govemments••.
Another proponent of war as an effective means of setting foreign
policies is H. Kahn, author of the books «Regarding Thermo-Nuelear
War» and «Medítations about the Inconceivable», It is H. Kahn who
fathered the idea of «permanent escalatíon», Le. escalatíon of aggressive actions from "crisis at the low Ievel» through a series of
intermediate steps up to the global armed conflict. The «escalatíon»
theory has gained wide support in the United States, as the «scíentíñcbasis for the policy of counterrevolutionary violence; actually, this
doctrine represents an elaborate prograrnme for drawíng mankind
into global thermonuclear war ".
Though on the surface they appear less aggressive, efforts to justify
so-called «local wars» are nevertheless fraught with grave consequenoes for the destinies of the world. An active part in the elaboration of this doctrine has been played by Prof. H. Kissinger tl and
General Maxwell Taylor, among others. It was thus that the fashionable doctrine of «pliable reaotíon» was bom. This doctrine purports
not merely to provide a tacticaI basis for the policies of Western
countries, but also to offer a strategic solution to mankínd's problems
before it is faced with a plain choice 'between peace and total destruction.
Such an approach is not a strategy of peace, but a strategy of war
under modem conditions. Thís was unambiguously recognised by the
Chief of the U.S. Centre of Strategic Studies, former Chief of Staff of
the U.S. Navy Admiral Burke, who tried to show the importance of
waging «perípheral wars» which, in his opíníon, must in the final
acoount lead to a strategic victory.
W.
H.
21 H.
Policy,
lt

so

Die Grenzen des Wunders .... Zürich, 1959, S. 214.
Escalation as a Strategy, Portune, April 1965.
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It completely escapes the authors of such conceptions that today
war on any «períphery» might end in world catastrophe. They also
forget that the Second World War did not break out unexpectedly,
that mankind sIowly crawled into it through «local wars» which at
that time seemed to many bourgeois theoreticians not to constitute
a threat for World peace, in view of their notoriously antí-Communist aims.
In contrast to the militarist strategy, many Western ídeologísts
realise that the preservation of peace is the first and most important
prerequisite for saving human civilization, yet they ignore the objective basis for peaoe and appeal to feelings, moods and volitional
impulses. Fear of inevitable destruction - the «balance of terror» must beoome the basis for the building of positive peace; that is the
idea of «peace» which characterizes some bourgeoís theoreticians.
Thus, for example, P. GaIlois asserts that at the present stage
mankínd's only chance consísts in the preservatíon of peace because
of that horror which the mere thought of thermonuclear war instils
in people. «World born of fear? But that ís not the first and not the
worst of wít's cunníng» n.
In this connectíon, R. Aron explaíns that the annaments race results from a quest for security backed 'by force. Therefore, he con ..•
tinues, in the future technical progress will possíbly stabilise «mutual
íntímídation»
and will permit contradictions in policies. Meanwhile
the annaments race remains the main guarantee of peace a.
What can be said in regard to such reasoning?
For one thing, it can certainly be said to reflect eontempt for the
human race, for though it mentíons «wít's cunníng» it nevertheless
assumes Iack of inteIlect or its total absence. When dealing with
homo sapíens, with the whoíe of mankínd, one must not appeal to
the feeling of fear, but to man's inteIlect. A worId order based on
«mutual íntímídation» is not the best way of strengthening ínternatíonal
security. A worId oversaturated
with themnonucIear
weapons, ís a bivouac located at the volcano's cráter, from which
a death-dealing lava stream may erupt, Without even mentioning the
Instabilíty of such an «equílíbríum», we need only point out that
economic and material expenditure connected with the competition

!2 R. Aron. En: P. GALLOIS, Stratégie
de l'áge nucléaire
Paris, 1960, Writer's translation.
'
11I R. ARON,
Paix et guerre entre les nations, París, 1962.
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in «Intímídatíon»,is a luxury which cannot be afforded when millions
of people are suffering from hunger or are on the verge of famine.
Besídes, fear has its own internal « logíc» - a logic of stupidity, not
subject to reason's control. The ••logic of Iear» and the « logic of intímídation» must be combatted with the logic of intellect and effective guarantees of security.
Far be ír from us to suggest that in Western countries only reactionary and scientificalIy unsound theories dealing with questions
of war and peace are disseminated and propagated. In recent years
many valuable and interesting scientific works, upholding the idea
of peaceful co-existence and an end to the armaments race, and
proposing concrete plans Ior the cessation of the cold war, have been
publíshed in the United States and other countries.
The problem of peaceful co-exístence is touched upon also in the
works of many foreign scientists, such as B. RusselI, E. Frornrn, A. Etzioni, 1. GaItung, S. Melrnan, F. Baade and others,
These scientísts critícise the polícy of aggression and show militarism's baneful influence on one slde and the advantages of dísarmament and international cooperation on the other. Their theories
differ in some ways and are not always consistent in respect of
questions díscussed by them. Thus, for instance, the Soviet Union's
policy is not always depicted correctly and objectively. However,
their favourable attitude towards international recognítíon of the príncipIe of peaceful co-existence cannot be doubted.
In this connection, mention must be made, for example, of the
symposia «Preventíng World War m», (N.Y., 1962) and «Dísarmament, Its Politics and Econornícs», in which prorninent American
scíentísts working in various fields took parto The following publícations also belong in this category: a book by the noted American
historian andexpert on international affairs D. Fleming, entitled «The
Cold War and Its Orígíns» (London, 1961); book by Fred W. Neal of
the University of California on the German question, condernning
United States' foreign policy and appealing for a realístíc approach
to the problem (<<War,Peace and Germany») and Prof Stewart
Hughes' book «An Approach to Peace» (N.Y., 1962) containing concrete suggestions for strengthening the policy of peaceful co-existence.
Norman Thomas expresses ratíonal views when he declares that
there is not a single all-embracíng prerequísíte for peace... But the
political prerequisites he says, are obvíous: disarmament, separation
of military forces and strengthening of the United Nations.
He then points out that, consciously or unconsciously, one judges
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the striving of an individual, party or nation to peace on the basis
of their attitude to the problem of disarmament 24.
The economic aspects of the armaments race and its grave consequences have been studied by the well known U.S. economist
V. Perlo in bis work «Militarísrn and Industry: Arms Profiteering in
the Missile Age» (N.Y., 1963, p. 208).
It is a positive fact that the problem of the prevention of war is
being discussed more and more frequently in terms of its practical
implementation.
Particularly noteworthy in this connection is the work by the
British scientist and Nobel Prize winner, john Bernal, entitled
«World without War» (London, 1958). The book is a passionate appeal for an end to tbe arms race and contaíns a thorough scientific
analysis of the possíbilitíes and prospects of peaceful co-existence.
Problems of peace occupyan important place in the social phílosophy of J.-P. Sartre, d'Astier de la Vigerie and other progressive
French íntellectuals, A well-reasoned statement of the Cornmunist
position conceming probleros of peace is given in the book of the
French pbilosopher G. Cogníot entitled « What is Communísm ?»
(Qu'est-ce que le cornmunisme ?).
The idea of peaceful co-existence of states with different social
systems as advocated by the Soviet Union flows logically from
Marxist-Leninist sociology. In this connection, it should be recalled
that V. 1. Lenin reaffirmed on many occasions, and quite officially,
the policy of the Soviet sta te of establishing peaceful relatíons with
a11 countries. In reply to the American correspondent who asked
«What are the Soviet plans in Asia» Lenin said: «The same as in
Europe: peaceful co-existence with peoples, workers and peasants
of a11 natíons» L'i.
The principIe of peaceful co-existence, as the only sensible and
the only real altemative for war, has an ever greater fo11owing.
Many bourgeois thinkers and political statesmen are beginning to
realise that peaceful co-existence is not a tactical manoeuvre of
Moscow and the international Cornmunist movement, but a vital
necessity in the present international situation. It is an acceptable
príncíple in international relations for states with different social
systerns.
At the very basis of peaceful co-existence there must be, as a
N.M. THOMAS, The Prerequisites [or Peace, New York, 1959, p.58, 59.
u V.I. LENIN, Works, Vol. 40, p.145.
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matter of príncíple, a renunciation of war as a means of settling
disputed questions between states. This principle presupposes nonintervention in the affairs of other countries, respect for each country's sovereignty and equality in relations between states. Of course,
this principIe of peaceful co-existence must 'be backed by total dísarmament of countries. Otherwise talks about peace may be ínterrupted by «the logic oí arms». Only through disarmament, leading
to the curtailment of war madness, and, with ir, of the militaristic
ideology, can there be any hope of achieving peace and extending
political, economic and cultural ties between countries.
In this connection, we feel bound to expose the manoeuvres of
the militarists, who endeavour to substitute for complete universal
disarmament under stríct international control a «control over armaments». Advanced public opinion has correctly appraised this
conceptíon of «control over armaments», as a theory not of dísanmament, but of armaments.
The problem of banning and then destroying nuclear weapons
has become tremendously urgent. If the further spread of nuclear
weapons is to be allowed, then the threat of global thermonuclear
war will increase many times and the solution of the problem of dísamnament will become ímmeasurably more difficult. The establishment of atom-free zones in various parts of the world would only
be a partial solution to this problem.
The interests of world security require the liquidation of foreign
bases and the withdrawal of troops from the territory of other states.
The prohibition of military blocks and the institution of a system
of collective security in various regions of the world and at the
wonld level would constitute an important prerequísite for peaceful
co-existence.
The application and strengthening of the principle of peaceful
co-existence in relations between countries at the level of the planet
implies the establishment and consolidation of a deñníte system of
international ínstítutíons. Experience accurnulated over the past ten
years proves that this ís feasi'ble. The very fact that the United
Nations has existed for more than 20 years, even allowing for the
considerable shortcomings and flaws in its activities, testifies to the
possibility of united efforts on behalf of peace within the framework of the world organization. Of course such an organization
must serve as a forum for all sovereígn states.
We must point out here the unrealistic character of the proposals
made by some bourgeois thinkers, who assert that mankínd can
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unite its efforts in support oí peace only under a «world government»,
to which countries should sacrifice their sovereignty. Such a point oí
view is expressed by Emery Reves, who says: « Within the bounds of
the present systern of sovereign states we cannot realistically hope
to succeed in lessening the danger of war» ".
Today such a concept, írrespectíve oí the personal convictions oí its
authors, is used as an apology for the policy oí world domination, for
the trampling oí the natíonal sovereignty of many countríes.
The question oí effectivecollaboration
to remove the threat of war
is a question of deep concern for all countries who want to escape
war. The experience in collaboration which the USSR, Great Britain,
France and the United States had during the war can serve as proof
that when ít is a matter of preservation of human existence it is
indeed possíble for states to unite - even states which adhere to opposite social and ideological creeds. It is necessary to stress, however,
that the principIe of peaceful co-exístence does not at all imply peace
at any price. Peace cannot be made to depend on a deal or a compact between a group of countries, It must come about primarily as
the result oí an awareness oí the objective laws of social development and of the interests oí all countries striving to build a worth
while future. Some bourgeoís ideologists are interested in peaceful
co-exístence primarily as a prerequisite for preserving the status quo,
which írnplies no! only the preservation of the present pattern of
international relatíons, but also the irnmutability of the social structure within countríes. But it is quite clear that ídentiñcatíon of peacefuI co-exístence of states with preservation of the social status quo
ís tantamount to a repudiation of social progress, and an attempt to
rationalíze theoretícaily the need for perpetuating capitalism, protecting it from revolutionary changes and outlawing social and national
liberation movements, and to justify the policy of exporting counterrevolution.
It stands to reason that suchan interpretation of peaceful eo-exístence has nothing to do with the interests of peace. The príncípíe of
peaceful co-exístence does not imply repudiatíon by any society of
the system of social and cultural values selected by ít, nor does ít
imply repudiation oí the ideological struggle. How is ít possíble to
!O Emery REVES,
••Le faux probléme
du désarmement»,
Le Figaro,
París,
14 March, p.4.
(.Dans le cadre du systéme existant d'Etats-natíons souverains nous ne
pouvons espérer réussir dans un esprit réaliste a réduire le danger de guerre-.).
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«co-exist peaoefully» in the sphere of ideology with theoríes which
deny social progress 1-. Thís wO!Uldmean capitulation before the
forees of mílítarísm and reaction; ít woUJldmean abandoning the
ideological defence of fue vita'l interests of peoples, th.eir peaceful
expectations and their aspirations to a happy future.
Today peace for mankind ís the num'ber one problem. Therefore
fue duty of students of social sciences, irrespective of their political
or social aíñítatíon, is to appraise soberly the existing world situation
in order to oontribute in every way towards ensuring that peace lis
the fundamental principIe guiding fue foreign policy of all countries. The great French thinker Saínt-Símon, who believed in man's
intelligence and human progress, once exclaimed: «The golden age
of the humanrace ís not behind, but ís ahead of U5; ít Iíes in the
perfection oí the social system. Our fathers have not seen it, but our
chíldren will some day achieve it. It is for us to pave the way for
them 17. Today mankínd has achíeved all the objective conditions
for transforming thís wonderful aspiration into reality.
We Marxists firmly support the view that today, despite fue eomplexity of contemporary polítícaí life, differences in socio-economic
ways of life and in the political system of states, it 1s possíble and
necessary to avoid wars.
A sensible strategy oí peace in the nuclear age must provide for a
comprehensive system of world security. Sociologistscan make theír
eontributíon to the cause oí peace if they concentrate their efforts
on scientific inquiry into al:l fue aspeets of the problem of peaceful
eo-exístence, taking into account the concrete historical conditions
of our time. Universal and complete disarmament, settlement of
intemational problems through negotiations, líquídatíon of the existing hotbeds of agression and its suppressíon, the strengthening of
mutual confidence between countries,the development of active
practical measures in defence of peace in all spheres of social life
-measures backed by the broad masses of the people, by trade uníons,
by women's and youth organisations, by peace partísans, measures
undertaken by national governments and intemational organisations
- these a-re the methods which in OUT opíníon must be taken into
oonsideration by the socialogy of peace in the present-day world.
17 C.H. DE SAINT-S'rMoN,
De la réorganisation de la société européenn~.
Oeuores, París, 1865, T. 15(L), p.247-248.

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS AND INTERNATIONAL CONFLICTS:
A SOCIOLOGICAL APPROACH *
]OHAN

Intemational
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1. Introduction
Most analyses of intemational affairs are concemed with fue dirnensíons of power and economy, whether they are conceived of as
properties of the individual nation or as relations between two or
more nations. Analyses in these terms are indispensable, but the
basis is nevertheless limited relative to the whole spectrum of dimensions that can be brought to bear on ínternational relations.
One such framework will be presented in the following, based on the
conception of a rank dimension, and efforts will be made to explore
this type of analysis as extensively as possible. The claim will be
made that this presents us with a very comprehensive scheme for
analysis of intemational relations, and particularly of Internasíonal
conflicts. But there is of course no claim to the effect that all conflicts, in the ínternatíonal or inter-human system, can be conceived
of as struggles for scarce rank.
A rank dimension ís a variable, and like all other variables its
values, called ranks, are mutually exclusive and exhaustive in the
system of uníts (índívíduals, nations, etc.) for which it is defined 1.
Unlíke many other variables, however, a rank dimension is' ordered 2

• The author expresses his gratitude to the Aquinas Fund, New York for
a grant that made this research possible and to colleagues at PRIO, Oslo
and FLACSO, Santiago, Chile for valuable discussions. The paper can
be identified as PRIO-publication no. 21-7.
I For an
extensive list of rank-dimensions at the individual and national
levels see Johan GALTUNG•• A Structural Theory of Aggression » , [ournal 01
Peace Research, 1964, pp. 115-16 (footnote 16).
2 By «orderedwe refer to «complete order», not to «partíal order •. If the
relation is not connected so that there exist pairs of elements (individuals,
natíons) where one cannot decide which element is higher and whích is
lower, then one is not dealing with a rank dimension. In such a case one
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(it has the properties of the ordinal scale) and there is a clear meaning given to «hígh rank» at one end of the dimension and «low
rank» ar the other end. Thus, one should only speak about rank-dímensions to the extent there is consensus in the system for which
it is defíned that hígh rank is ro be pursued and Iow rank to be
avoided. A somewhat less restrictive definition would be as follows :
there shall at Ieasr be consensus in the system to the effect that high
rank is not to be avoided and low rank is not to be pursued - for
if these two condítíons do not obtain one should c1early abstain from
talkíng about a rank-dimension,
and rather refer to the dimension
as a general variable.
Thus, whether and to what extent a variable is a rank-dimension
is a question that can only be decided empirically, although one may
of course have more or less well-founded
hypotheses. One way of
testing this would be as follows. Imagine that the dimension has
three values which we shall refer to as T (for «top dog»), M (for
«míddle dog») and U (for «underdog») and that all N units are classified accordíng to where they belong and where they want to be-long:
TABLE 1
The empirical

testing 01 rank-dimensions.

Units would

Units do belong

T
M
U

like to belong

T

M

T~T
M-+ T
U~T

T~M
M~M
U~M

U
T~U
M~ U
U~U

Thus, as in any table of thís kind: in the lower left hand comer
are the three frequencíes that correspond to upward mobility, the
diagonal oorresponds to satisfaction and the upper right hand frequencies correspond to downward mobility wishes. One can now
define the criteria above operationally:

Strong criterion 01 rank-dimension:
Weak criterion 01 rank-dimension :

T~T + M-+T + U~T
T-+M + T~U + M~U

=

=
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O

Thus, the strong criterion implies the weak críteríon but not vice
versa: if the weak criterion is satisfied ít is still permissible to wish
to stay where one is (M-+M and U~U different from O).
may collapse some values (defining as equivalent all elements that are
mutually undecidable) or split the dimensdonsinto two or more subdimensions.
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In general neíther of the condítíons will obtaín perfectly, so there
will be a need for a measure of the degree to which a variable ís a
rank-dímensíon.
One such measure Is as follows:
G=

(M~T + U~T + U~M) N -

(T~T

(T~M + T~U + M~U)

+ M~M + U~U)

This measure reflects the weak condition of rank-dimensíon, It ís
equal to + 1 when the weak críteríon obtains, and, of course, also
when tlhe strong criterion is satisfíed. It is equal to -1 when there
are no units that wish upward mobility. In this case we clearly
have a rank-dímensíon, excepr that there is a wísh to tum the dimension upside down. The measure ís equal to O under a set of
condítions that have one thing in common: there is an equal number
who want upward mobility and downward mobility, which seems
to be a reasonable definition. Finally, if all units want to stay where
they are, then the measure becomes indeterminate. We think it should
not become O in thís case. The rank-dímensíon may beoome completely ascriptive (sex in Norway, caste in India, natural resources
for a nation) so that a unit cannot .ímagíne any change and for that
reason prefers to stay where it is. Thus the measure ís only meaningful for dimensions where mobility is to some extent perrnitted,
or at least imagined. For ascríptíve dimensions one will have to
study the differential dístríbutíon of rewards or the evaluation of
others rather than self to get at data to classify the dimension.
We shall refer to the measure G as the gradient of the rank-dímension. Its meaning is very easíly seen when the rank-dímensíon
is a dichotomy with the two values T and U:

G-

U~T -

T~U

N -(U-+U+T~T)

It ís simply the difference between those who want to move up and
those who want to move down, evaluated relatíve to the maximum
number possible when we «permít» uníts to stay where they are.
If we do not, the denominator would of course be N - and in some
cases this may be preferable. At any rate, we shall say that fue
rank-dimensíon is steeper, the higher the numerícal value of G. A
jlat rank-dímensíon (G=O) evidently ís no rank-dímensíon at all,
but where the borderline should be drawn can on:Iy be established
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-status •• and «ínconsístency-, tae
it completely explicit that we are
other characteristics of tbe sta
consístency» can mean so
have «status ínconsistencya
he has, or because of difference
modem with some very tradi .
only be a sub case of conflict. _
involve rank, we prefer to use
consístency in a more general
We shall now comment o
in table 2 and indicate how
we proceed cell by cell, in a ti -

after more theory has been developed and empirical experience been
gained.

2. Fundamental Categories 01 Rank Analysis·
We can now proceed with a more systematic analysis of a systern
of units S, in terms of its set of rank-dímensíons D. To see what
can be done in general we shall proceed systernatícally, starting
with one unit and one dimension, and then add units and dímensíons. For our purposes the following table exhausts all ínterestíng
combinations:
TABLE 2
The dimensions
" 01
its

one
I 1. Rcmk

01 rank analysis

No. 01 dimensions
two
11 1. Total

rank, unit

2. Rank congruence,
rank disequilibrium
111 1. Total rank, pair
2. Rank equality,
rank difference

o

V 1. Total rank,
'e.
(n)

m-tuple
2. Difference

1.

VI 1. Rank equioalence,
rank inequioalence
2. Rank congruence,
rank incongruence
VIII GENERALIZATION
1. Rank agreement
2. Criss-cross

seueral

(1

IV 1. Total rank, unit
2. Rank

equilibrius.

disequilibriun
VII GENERALIZATlON

ONE

This system should be relatively exhaustíve, and at the same time
suggests a standardization of the wildly fluctuating terminology in
this field 3. More particularly, we have avoíded the use of the words
• This section is concerned with the operationalization of dimensions of
rank analysis and relatively technical. The reader is advísed to inspect table
3 and look at some of the definítíons and then tum to section 3, unless he
is particularly concerned with the exact meaning oí these concepts (p.180).
3 For one list oí literature, see the references
on rank disequilibrium made
in GALTUNG, 1964, p.118. Some other important references are;
Bo ANDElISON and Morrís ZELDITCH, jr., «Rank Equilibratíon
and Political
Behaviour», European [ournal 01 Sociology, 1964, pp. 112-25,
G. C. HOMANS, .'La congruence du status», [ournal 01 Psychology, 1957, pp, 2234; Id., «Status among Clerical Workers», Human
Organization.
1953,
pp. 5-10,

ONE

DIMENSIO.'

The only thing to be done e
and we assume that can be d e
case, one will have to collapse r
sion until ambiguity ís sufficien .
to a trichotomy or a dich om s
that this has been done.
»

Il,
IX GENEMLIZATION
1. Concordance

UNIT,

ONE

UNIT,

TWO

DlME

·SI0.

Conceptually there is little
cepts mentioned:
total rank of a unit: the ran.k
reduced
rank equilibrium:
the degree the two
To operationalize these two
2 to the three ranks U, M and T
1) and assume that this can
logical prescriptions. We get
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«status» and «ínconsístency»,the former because We want to make
it completely explicit that we are concerned with rank and not with
other characteristics oí the status oí a unit, the latter because «inconsistency» can mean so many things. Thus an individual may
have «status inconsístency» because oí conflict among the statuses
he has, or because oí difference in style - he may combine some
modern with some very traditional statuses (which probably would
only be a subcase oí conflict). Since conflict does not necessarily
involve rank, we prefer to use this more generic term oí status inconsístency in a more general context '.
We shall now comment on all the dimensions oí rank analysis
in table 2 and indicate how they can be operationalized. To do so
we proceed cell by cell, in a zig-zag pattern.

l.

ONE UNIT,

ONE DIMENSION

The only thing to be done here is to assign to the unit íts rank,
and we assume that can be done unambiguously. If this is not the
case, one will have to collapse rank-values and símplífy the dímension until ambiguity ís sufficiently reduced - this will probably lead
to a trichotomy or a dichotomy. In the following we shall assume
that this has been done.
11.

ONE

UNIT,

TWO DIMENSIONS

Conceptually there ís little difficulty connected with the two concepts mentioned:
total rank 01 a unit: the rank of the cnít in two-dímensíonal space,
reduced to one dimension.
rank equilibrium:
the degree to which the ranks oí the unít along
the two dimensions correspond to each other.
To operationalize these two concepts we may assígn values O, 1 and
2 to the three ranks U, M and T (or O and 1 to the two ranks U and
T) and assume that this can be done according to standard methodologícal prescríptíons, We get

• For an analysis of different dimensions of status inconsistency, see Johan GALTUNG, Norm, R01e and Status: A Synthetic Approach to Sociology,
ch. 6 (mimeographed, forthcoming).
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Operational

deiinnions

TABLE 3
01 total rank and roank disequilibrium

O2
T(2)

O2
2

M(I)
U (O)

O

.3

4

T(2)

2

3

M(I)

2

U (O)

1

1

2

O
O

2

-+D1
.U(O)

M(!)

T(2)

Total rank : sum oí
ranks

O

To operationalíze these two
above, and get a table that con
ly tables 3 and 4 are co
ete
between them: in table 3 e to two different dimensions.
and the two axes refer to the
for each unit in the pair.

-+D1
U(O)

M(I)

T(2)

RanTe disequilibrium,'
difference between ranks

In the first case all that has been done is to construct an addínive
index, in the second case the absolute value of the difference berween the ranks has been computed. These operations both presuppose
that the two dimensions for the same unít are comparable, that it
somehow makes sense to give them the same weight. One way oí
ensuring this would be to require that their gradients have (abouf)
the same strength.
We can now refine these dimensions oí rank analysis:

OpeNtional

deiinitions

01

o

D

:0

D for

s,

T(2)

2

3

4

M(I)

1

2

3

U (O)

O

2

-------+4
U(O) M(I)

Total ,ank
of ranks

T(2)

01 pair :

Total rank: loui, score 0-1 médium, score 2 high, score 3-4
Buü thís subdívísíon will, oí course, depend on the statístícal dís-

Or, in a more refined versión:

tribution. We also get

Total

Rcmk disequitibrium,

equilibrium, score O
weak disequitibrium, score 1
strong disequilibrium, score 2

Ifthe dimensions are dichotomies no distinction can be made between
weak and strong dísequílíbríum",
III. Two

UNITS, ONE DIMENSION

This case is actually completely paraLlel to the preceding case.
Conceptually, we have
Total rank 01 pair: The combined rank oí tlhe paír, reduced to one
dimension.
Rank equality: the extent to which the ranks oí the two units are
the same.
6 For other efforts to operationalize
thís concept, see G. E. LENSJCI, -StatusCrystallization: A Non-vertical Dímensíon of Social Status-, American 50ciological Reoieui, 1954, pp. 407 ff., and E. ]ACKSON, «Status Consistency and
Symptoms of Stress», American Sociologícal Re-oiew, 1962, p.471.

rank

01

pair:

Rank difference:

11 the dímensíons

are dich
tween small and big dífferenees.]
mensíon is power and the
often referred to as «balance ~
Thus, by means of these
rank oí a paír, which then
relational analysis 7. But it
• For an analysis of this co
and the Problem of Perception: •
294.
7 For the use of the exp
a.nd MEmEL, H.: .On the Rela .
tieso, in ETZIONI, A., ed., Complex
York: Holt, 1961), pp. 442-440.
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To operatíonalíze these two concepts we do exactly the same as
above, and get a table that corresponds completely to table 3. FormaIIy tables 3 and 4 are completely equal, but there ís this difference
between them: in table 3 the unit is a unit and the two axes refer
to two different dimensions, whereas in table 4 the unít is a pair
and the two axes refer to the same dimension, but there is one axis
for each unit in the pair.
TABLE 4
Operational

definitions

01

total rank of pair and rank difference

D for

D for

~

~

T(2)

2

M(l)
U (O)

3

4

T(2)

2

3

M(l)

2

U (O)

O

~ D for
U(O) M(I) T(2)
SI
Total rank
of ranks

01 pair :

sum

2

O
O

O

2
~
D for
U(O) M(I) T(2)
SI
Rank difference:
[erence between

difranks

Or, in a more refined version:
Total rank 01 pair: loto, score 0-1 medium, score 2 high, score
Rank difference:

3-4
equality, score O
minar difference: score 1
maior difference, score 2

If the dimensions are dichotomies no distinction can be made between small and bíg differences. It should be noted that if the dirnensíon is power and the units are nations, then rank equality is
often referred to as «balance of power••l.
Thus, by means of these measures meaníng is given to the total
rank of a paír, whích then can serve as an independent variable for
relational analysís 7. But it does not discriminate too well, like a11
• For an analysís oí thís concept see johan GALTUNG, «Balance oí Power
and the Problem of Perceptíon: A Logical Analysis», Inquiry, 1964, pp.277294.
7 For the use of the expressiorr
«relatíonal analysís», see LAzARSFELD, P. F.
and MENZEL, H.: -On the Relatíon Between Individual and Collective Propertíes-, in ETZIONI, A., OO., Complex Organizations, A Sociological Reader (New
York: Holt, 1961), pp. 442-440.
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additive índices. Thus, the total rank of 2 may be obtained by two
units of rank 1 each or by two units, one with rank 2 and the second
with rank O. But if, in addition, rank difference is made use of, one
can discrimina te between the two: the rank differencc is O in the
first case, and 2 in the second.
Imagine now that one had not made use of trichotomies for the
rank-dimensions
but instead had used a scale with, for instance, 11
points, such as the deciles from O to 10. In that case the total rank of
the pair would vary from O lo 20. Would one get the sarne results
if one trichotomized
this in <clow", «rnedium», «high» as one would
get by first trichotomizing
the basic variable and then proceed as
indicated above? No, but nearly the same. It is a weakness of the
methodology tha¡ it is not invariant of the order of the operations,
but the dífference will usual!y be insignificant, both theoretically and
empirically.

IV.

ONE

UNIT,

SEVERAL

DIMENSIONS

In this case total rank can be computed extending the method in
the left hand part of table 3 to n dimensions. We recommend the
additive index since it is by far the simplest procedure and, when
properly executed, can yield very good results 8. The index may be
tested to see whether it is cumulative
(Guttman scale) or not. If dt
is cumulative
or nearly so it may be indicative oI some internal
structure between the dimensions in the sense that a unit first has
to get into the top category of one dimension, then it can start conquering dimension no. 2, then dimension no. 3 etc. However, all
this is actuaUy meaningless before one has several units, so that a
discussion of this really belongs to case IX.
But this does not apply to the next two dimensions.
One unít with
a rank score on n dimensions has a proiile, and since we assume
that the dimensions are comparable this profile can be collapsed to
a distributíon that gives the number of U-statuses, the number of
M-statuses and the number of Tvstatuses - with a total equal to the
number of dimensions n. This distribution has a central tendency,
which may be measured in terms of the mode, the median or the
arithmetic mean (or any other measure of central tendency). If we
For a discussion oí an additive index of this kind see johan
«Foreign Policy Opinion as a Function oí Social Position» , [ournal
Research, 1964, pp. 217 rr.
8
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Rank disequilibrium:
Sum of all distances
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use the arithmetic, then we get exactly the same as we would get
by dividing the total rank of the unit with the number of dimensions.
Often the mode may be just as useful, however - it tells which
rank is the most frequently found rank in the rank profile of the
unit. The arithmetic mean makes less sense because there is usually
norhing in sociological theory that corresponds to it.
It was easy to extend the idea of total rank to severa! dimensions
since addition is equally well defined for n as for two e!ements.
The difficulty comes when we extend the definition of rank disequilibrium to n dimensions. Rank disequilíbrium for two dimensions was simply defined in terms of a difference between the
two ranks, But subtraction is only defíned between two elements,
not between n at the same time. One suggestion here would be to
make use of one of the standard measures of dispersion, such as the
standard deviation, oí the distribution oí ranks in the profile oí the
unit. But there are two objections agaínst this measure. First oí all
its formula oí calculation ís so remote from sociological theory there is nothing in that theory that corresponds quite to the calculation of sums oí squares of differences, particularly since the
differences are relative to the mean which 1S almost equally artificial. And secondly, it would not reduce to our simple and attractive
measure oí rank disequilibrium in the case of n = 2. One might try
with a simpler measure of dispersion, such as the percentags of
ranks that fall in the modal category. Obvíously, if the percentage
is very high there is (almost) rank equilibriurn, if it ís low there is
rank disequilibrium.
In this case the first objection would disappear. But the second objection would still be valid, and in addition there would be a third objection: the measure would not be
sensitive to the difference between, say, 3 T's, 1 M and 1 U; and
3 T's and 2 U's. Internal distance would not count - only whether
the rank is in the modal category or noto
The measure we shall suggest is as follows:
Rank disequilibrium:
Sum oí all distances for all pairs of ranks
number

oí pairs

With n dimensions,

= (~)

hence n ranks for the unit, there are (~)

or

~n(n-1) comparísons to make if all ranks are to be compared with
al! others. For each pair a difference can be calculated since only
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two elements are involved, and the expressíon is nothing but the
average value oí these dífferences - where we, oí course, always use
the absolute value of the dífference, the dístances, If we compare
units for the same number of dimensions it is unnecessary to divide
by the number oí paírs,
When all ranks are equal al! differences will be equal to O, which
means that the degree oí rank disequilibrium
becomes O - as ít
should in the case of rank equílíbríum. The measure is sensítive to
all rank differences, and is not too artificial. Thus, it does not involve the mean, for all ranks all other ranks are used as bases of
comparison - and it does not involve squares oí differences, only
absoIute values. Moreover, for n =2 it reduces to the measure introduced above oí rank dísequílíbríum,
Thus, the situation oí one unit ín n-dimensional rank spaces is
clarified operatíonally,
and we can proceed to the corresponding
case, with dimensions and uníts reversed.
V.

SEVERAL UNITS,

In the case oí complete rank
sure is equal to 0, in al! otbe
of m=2 ít reduces to the measure
ceo Hence, we can consider
operationally, and turn to a m

VI. Two

UNITS, TWO Dn.tENSIO.

In this case something quite e
complexity calls for great cau .
on two different dimensions, so -"
from cases 1, 2 and 3 are me

Rank equioalence: the extent to
same, with

Rank congruence: the extent
same or in
two rank

ONE DIMENSION

This case is so similar that there is no need for spellíng out everythíng. The total rank of an m-tuple is measured in exactly the same
way as for two units. The dístributíon oí the m units on the dimension offers no conceptual díffículties since this ís an ordinary
frequency distribution. Measures of central tendency have obvíous
interpretations
whereas the standard measures of díspersíon are
indicative of equality when they are (near) zero and of muoh internal rank difference when they are different from zero. However,
much better than these measures would be the followíng

These very brief descriptions
will acquire meaning through
_
One could approach the p
two units are rank-equívalent if sions. But this is trivial; if
only we would not need the
say «rank-equalíty on both .
in which two uníts may ad
same result and find out thar leads to this operational definí .

Rank ditterence:

Rank inequioalence: the diffe

Sum oí aLI distances for all pairs of units

twoin

Rank equioalence: the two

number of pairs = (~)

dímension

Hence, to arrive at a measure of totalinternal
distance in the sense
oí rank difíerence one would compare all units, two at a time, add
m
the dístances and divide by the number of paírs, which is (2) =
em(m-1).

Actually,

the latter

is unnecessary

if we compare

di-

mensíons for the same number of units.
• See Johan GALTIJNG, The Measurement 01 Agreement (Dept 01 Sociology,
Colwnbia Uníversíty, 1959, mímeo).
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In the case of complete ran.k equality between the units the measure ís equal to 0, in all other cases ít is positive. And in fue case
of m =2 it reduces to the measure íntroduced above of rank differenceoHence, we can consider this case also to be completely clarified
operationally, and turn to a much more difficult case-

VI. Two

UNITS, TWO DIMENSIONS

In this case something quite new is introduced, and the additional
complexity calls for great caution. We have now rwo different uníts
on two different dímensíons, so that all concepts and all operations
from cases 1, 2 and 3 are meaningful. But in addítion we need
Rank equioalence: the extent to which the ranks of two units are the
same, with two-dimensional rank,
Rank congruence: the extent to which the two uníts stand in the
same or in different relation to each other on the
two rank dimensions.
These very brief descriptions actually say very líttle: the concepts
will acquire meaning through operationalization only.
One could approach the problem of rank-equívalence by sayíng:
two units are rank-equívalent if they are rank-equal on both dímensions. But this is trivial; if rank equivalence should eompríse mis
only we would not need the concept since it would be enough to
say «rank-equalíty on both dímensíons». ObviousJy, there ís a sense
in whích two units may add their ranks and come up with the
same result and find out that they are «rank equívalent», whíeh
leads to this operational definition:
Rank inequioalence: the difference between the total ranks of the
two in two-dímensíonal space.
Rank equioalence: the two uníts have the same total rank in twodimensional space, the difference is zero.
Thus, one would locate the two units in the Ieft hand part of table
3 and then calculate the difference between theír total ranks. If they
should happen to be rank-equal on both dimensions then they would
both have the same total rank and consequently be rank-equívalent,
which means that our more tolerantoperational deñnítíon of rank
equivalence includes the stricter definition as a specíal case - as it
should. Of course, how good this definition is can only be ascertaíned after some empírícal experimentation.
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We then turn to the more difficult problem of rank congruence.
To arrive at a rationale for its operationalization,
consider the following combinations of rank-profiles:
TABLE

parallel
t oge ther

5. Some

combinations

parallel
not to(;et}¡~r

o[ rank-proliles.

not
not

parallel
c r oa s ng
í

not

parallel

crossinc;

Here we have four different degrees of rank incongruence, where for
simplicity we have used dichotomized rank dimensions. In the first
case there is equalíty on both dimensions, in the second case there
is not equality but something else is equal: the rank difference between the two units is the same for both dimensions. This actually
al so applies to the first case, except that the dífferences are equal
to zero. In both these cases the two units can meet in the context
of both dírnensíons in the same relationship; in the first case as
equals, in the second case in the same superior - inferior relationshíp. In the third and the fourth cases we do not have rank congruence since the differences are nor equal; in the third case one of
the differences is positive and the other is zero, in the fourth case
the dífferences have different signs. We use this for the following
operational definition
Rank congruence: rank differences between
Rank incongruence: rank differences between
weak case: differences
signs.
strong case: differences

the units are equal.
the units are not equal
do not have different
have different

signs.

In the case of strong rank incongruence the relative position of the
units is reversed when one moves from one rank-dímension to the
other. As is immediately seen, the definitions correspond to the four
cases in table 5 (we have not singled out for special attention the
case of rank equality under rank congruence, however, because it
is trivial). AIso, the introduction of a third rank for each dimension
wil.] offer no difficulty - but the definitions become meaníngless
unless each rank dimensión has the same number of ranks.

The operationalization
has - e
is needed is an inspection of
by subtracting the ranks of one so that the signs have a clear
e
all preceding cases, we canno
information. We can then proce

All we have to do is to see oso far that cannot easily be gene
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e
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The operationalization
has the virtue of simplicity sínce all that
is needed is an inspection of the rank differences, always obtained
by subtracting the ranks of one unit from the ranks of another unit
so that the signs have a clear meaning. Thus, in this case, unlike in
all preceding cases, we cannor use distances without losing important
information. We can then proceed to the next case.
VII. Two

UNITS,

SEVERAL

DIMENSlONS

All we have to do is to see to it that nothing has been íntroduced
so far that cannot easily be generalized.
The total rank of either unir offers no difficulty, sínce the generalization has already been carried out under IV above, and this
means that rank inequivalence can be calculated. Since we can
form the differences between the two uníts on each of the n dímensions we shall have no difficulty with rank incongruence either. All
one has to do ís to inspect the set of rank differences; if they are
all equal we have rank congruence; if they are different but not of
different sign we have the weak case of incongruence, and if they
are different and with different signs we ha ve the strong case of
incongruence.
The only objection is that this is inelegant - one would like
to express the degree of incongruence by means of one numerical
characteristic alone. But this is not so easy. If one calculates the
dispersion in the set of differences one may discrimina te between
congruence and incongruence, for the dispersion is obviously zero
in the case of congruence and positive in the case of incongruence.
But it does not discriminate between the weak and strong cases, and
there is little doubt that there is a 'borderline there: one thing is to
be below in varying degrees, another thing to be below in one context and above in another. The ideal would 'be an index that not only
reflected the magnitud e of the discrepancy from the case of rank
congruence, which dispersion measures in the set of differences
would do, but in addition made a discontinuous jump or changed
sign when strong incongruence occurred. The trouble is that one may
have strong incongruence in our sense for relatively low values of
dispersion. Hence we are actually dealing with two different dimensions of incongruence: magnitude, and kind. The latter can be
decided by inspection, to see whether all signs are the same or
whether signs are different. And where magnitude is concerned we
propose to proceed in analogy with cases IV and V. In the set of n
differences all possible comparisons are made: there is a total of
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the sum

Thus

magnitude:

Sum of aLl distances for all pairs of diff.
number

of pairs of diff.

=

((:»

Thus if one has three dimensions and the differences for the two
units are 2, O, -2 (corresponding to the two profiles TMU and UMT)
the three distances between the differences will have to be taken
into consideration. Thus, the sum is 8 and the average is 2.67. Hence
there is rank incongruence, and inspection of the differences reveals
that this is a strong case of rank incongruence. When there are only
two dimensions there is only one pair ofdifferences,
hence only
one distance to compute. If the distance is O we have rank congruence for the distance or sum of dístances is O when - and only
when - al! differences are equal. Hence the operationalization
above
is completely consistent with what we have done in VI above.
One may now ask whether there is any new concept that can
be introduced here, but we have not found any fruitfuI dimensions
that apply to thís case in addition to what we have already done.

on Di or on D2. This, in other
extent to which the m-tuple ís
where its total rank is conceme
concept, and although it is ob .
tuple with regard to disequilibri
one unit, it is not obvious tha • e
pond to the empirical investmen·.
Does it make sense to genera
speaking, rank disequilibrium ís •
it makes sense to speak about • e
arithmetic mean, of the distri
set of units - as an aggrega e
to generalize in some other
a
lize rank incongruence to more
table 5: if the profiles of m an
it would still make sense to
profiles touching each other o
sense in the preceding case O'
two profiles involving more
To develop a measure of
proceed by comparing the uni
units, individuals or nations, .
units at the time (with others as
larly to rank incongruence.
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Again, the problem is the same : have we introduced something so
far that we cannot easíly generalize? For any single unit total rank
and disequilibrium can still be computed, and for any pair of units
rank inequivalence and rank incongruence will offer no difficu1ty.
Since we ha ve m units and hence (~)
distributions

pairs we can also find the

of the m units on total rank and on disequilibrium,

the distribution

of the (~)

pairs on rank inequivalence

and

and rank

incongruence. From fuese disrtributions some evaluation of the total
situation can be obtained, but the problem is whether other more
global measures would be of interest.
As to total rank, the total rank of an rn-tuple has already been
introduced. Since this can be calcuIated for either dimension the
set of units can be compared with itself to see where it scores highest,

to do is to proceed as in the
the two rank differences are
computing the distances be ee
tude of the rank íncongruence f
measure of the total rank in
of the distribution of distance
interesting to calcu1ate the
would tell something about
between pairs varies much in
tude. Thus one would calcula e:
?
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on D¡ or on D2. This, in other words, would be a measure of the
extent to which the m-tuple ís in equilibrium or dísequilíbrium
where its total rank is concemed. This is already a rather abstract
concept, and although it is obvíous that we would analyze the mtuple wíth regard to disequilibrium exactly as we did in case 11 for
one unít, it is not obvious that the theoretícal harvest would correspond to the empirical investment.
Does it make sense to generalize rank disequilibrium?
Strictly
speaking, rank disequilibrium is the property of a unit, and although
it makes sense to speak about the central tendency, for instance the
arithmetic mean, of the distribution of rank disequilibrium in the
set of units - as an aggregate measure - it does not make sense
to generalíze in some other way. But i't does make sense tp generalize rank incongruence to more than two units. Thus, to retum to
table 5: íf the profiles of m and not only 2 units were represented
it would still make sense to talk about parallelism or not, about
profiles touchíng each other or crossing each other; [ust as it made
sense in the preceding case to talk about parallelism etc, between
two profiles involving more than two dimensions.
To develop a measure of total rank incongruence one should
proceed by comparing the units two at the time. Interaction between
units, individuals or nations, is mostly and essentially between two
units at the time (with others as a context) and this applies partículady to rank íncongruence.

Since there are (';') pairs all one has

to do is to proceed as in the preceding case. For each paír of uníts
the two rank differences are calcu:lated. Then they are rompa red by
computing the distances between them, which is simply the magnitude of the rank íncongruence for that pair. If one wants an aggregate
measure of the total rank íncongruence, then tne central tendency
of the distrlbutíon of dístance should be found. Bur it may also be
interesting to calculate the díspersíon of this dístributíon, sínce it
would tell something about whether the rank íncongruenee found
between pairs varies much in magnitude, or ís of the same magnítude. Thus one would ca1culate:

Rank incongruence, dispersion:
Sum of al! distances between the distances for all pairs
Number of pairs of pairs

=

(!})
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Thus, if one has three units and the patterns on the two dimensions
are UT, MM and TU respectively, then one would proceed as follows:
TABLE 6
An example

01 the calcula/ion

dis+ance
(incongruence)

differences
-1,
-2,

SI-S2
SI-S3
S2-S3
SUM
average

-1,

oi central

1
2

and dispersion

pairs of
distances
2
2
4

2
4
2
--8
2.67
(central tendency)

1

tendency

distances

4

2
O
2
4
1.33
(díspersíon)

2
2

In thís case the average rank incongruence is 2.67 and the dispersion
in the dístribution of rank incongruence is 1.33 - by our measures.
That conc1udes the generalization and we now tum to two new
concepts that are characteristic of case VIII, but would have been
meaningless or almost meaningless in all preceding cases:

rank agreement: the extent to which rank-dimensions
lack 01

CriSS-CTOSS:

agree in their

ranking of units.
the extent to which rank-dimensions
units in the same groups.

divide the

It should be noted that these two concepts are <by no means identical:
TABLE 7
Examples

~
U

01 perject

1

W~O
UU

rank-agreement
TI
TU==O

and

periect

T

1

U

lack

01 criss-cross
TI==O

U

T

Rank agreement:
No. of units give
The maximum value of 1 eorr
minimum value of O to perfect
But there ís another way f
greement,which is much more
have developed here. For any the distance in his ranks on
e
disequilibrium - and then s

Rank disagreement:
When a11 units are in rank
which corresponds to comple e
are in maximum disequilibri
numerator will be equal to 2m
attaín its maximum value. "'e
We then turn to criss-cross.
will not be developed here 11.
where both rank-dimensions ar
operationalization
has been

UT
UU ==O

TU
The operatio

)

Agreement: perfect
lack of criss-cross: perfect

agreement is a subcase of corre a
can have correlation without agree
one rank lower on the second
síon). This means that a11cases
be treated as deviations from r ~
the disagreement is by one or
simple operational definition:

)

U

T

Agreement: none
lack of criss-cross : perfect

Since we have no críss-cross in two situations where the agreement
is respectively perfect and perfectly absent the two concepts evídently do not coincide. We then proceed to operationalization.
The problem of agreement between two variables has been analyzed extensively elsewhere. We have agreement when, and only
when, each unit is given the same rank on both dimensions. Thus

Second dimension
Criss-cross:

T(l)
U(O)
(a+d)

(b-c

m!
4
10 See Johan
GALTUNG,
«Rank
Approach,» in Berger, Zelditch Axn
(Boston: Houghton, Mifflin Co., 1
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agreement is a subcase of correlation, but much more narrow: one
can have correlation without agreement (as when all units are given
one rank lower on the second dimension than on the first dimensíon). This means that all cases where the ranks are different should
be treated as deviations from rank agreement regardless of whether
the disagreement is by one or two steps. Thus, we get this very
simple operational definition:

Rank agreement:
No. of units given the same rank on both dimensions
No. of units = m
The maximum value of 1 corresponds to perfect agreement, the
minimum value of O to perfect dísagreement.
But there ís another way of defining operationally rank disagreement,which is much more in line with the kind of ~king
we
have developed here. For any one unít one would simply calculate
the distance in his ranks on the two dimensions, in other words his
disequilibrium - and then sum the disequilibria for all uníts:

Rank disagreement:

Sum of the rank disequilibria

for all units

2m
When all units are in rank equilibrium the numerator will be O,
which corresponds to complete agreement, and when all individuals
are in maximum dísequilibrium (all with profiles UT or TU) the
numerator will be equal ro 2m and the disagreement measure wiJ.,l
attain its maximum value. We shall prefer to use this measure.
We then turn to criss-cross. Its rationale 15 more involved and
will not be developed here 10. Suffice it only to say that in the case
where both rank-dimensions are dichotomies and we have m units
operationalization
has been solved giving thís expression:
TABLE 8
The operationalization
01 criss-cross
Eirst dimension
T(l)

Second dimension
Criss-cross:

a
e

T(l)
U(O)

(a+d)

U(O)
b
d

(b+c)

m2
4
10 See Johan
GALTUNG,
-Rank and Social Integration:
Approach,» in Berger, Zelditch ANDERSC7N, Sociological
(Boston: Houghton, Mifflin Co., 1966).

A Multi-dimensional
Theories in Progress,
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This formula is developed at length elsewhere, as well as
ralization to the case of three ranks, and there is no reason
all that here 11. In the case of perfect agreement we have b
and consequently O criss-cross; and the same obtains if
a+d
a = d = O (when also agreement -would be O)

m

its geneto repeat
= e = O
we have
-

all in

agreement with table 7. The maximum value of the criss-cross coefficient is 1, which is attained when the units are equaJly divided
between the t!Wodiagonals.
Using the symbols of table 8 we can now make a complete list
of formulae for the concepts we have introducted. This makes sense
because the case of two dichotomous rank-dimensions and m units,
although a special case of case VIII, is fairly general and frequently
encountered in the líterature. Thus, we get:

Total rank

01 m-

[tuple on [irst dimension:
l'(a+c)

Total rank al m-

l'(a+b)
l'Cb+c)

01 m- [tuple:

Rank incongruence:
types 01 pai,s differences
TI-TU
IT-UT
TI-UU
TU-UT
TU-UU
UT-UU
SUM

a+c

+ O'(c+d)
+ O'(a+d)

a+b
b+c

0,1
1,O
1,1
1,-1
1,O
O,1

to calculate dispersion

distance

1a e = ac
1 a b = ab
Oa d = O
2 e b =2bc
1 e d = cd
1 b d = bd
(a +d) (b+c) + 2bc

Rank incongruence,
average
(a+d)

(b+c) + 2bc
m

Rank agreement:
a+d

m
Rank disagreement:
b+c

=

1

=

m·
It

+ O'(b+d)

[tuple on second dimension:

Ranlt-disequjJibrium

Ibid., section 2.1 and Appendix

a+d
m

1.

here are six distances,
which means 15 paírs of
dístances, 'fhey can all be
calculated, added and divided by the number of

paírs,

Criss-cross:

IX.

SEVERAL UNITS, SEVERAL

D

In this case the ranks of ID
can calculate the total rank for ea
for each m-tuple (case V). We
rank disequilibrium for eacb unir,
sion and rank incongruence for e
pair al dimensions, and even for
But what about rank íncongrue
síons, what about rank agreement
wiIl not aIl these concepts SO'llU~''''
rneasures the degree of order 0We shaIl see rhat there is somet
To illustrate thís, let us take an
dimensions.

An example

with

tour units
D1-

To calculate
disequilibrium
for each unit
and disagreement
for each pair
of dimension

To calculate
incongruence
for each pair
of units and
distance for
each dimension

Disagreemetü

SI-S2
SI-Sa
SI-S4
Sz-Sa
~-S4
S3-S4
Distance

-1
O
1

i

In this table we have comp •
each pair of dimensions, and f
units. In three cases we have .
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Criss-cross:
(a+d) (b+c)
mi
4

And that brings

IX.

SEVERAL

UNITS,

USJ

to the final case.

SEVERAL

DIMENSIONS

In this case the ranks of m units on n dimensions are given. We
can calcula te the total rank for each unít (case IV) and the total rank
for each m-tuple (case V). We can calculate fue total amount of
rank disequilibrium for eacb unit, of rank difference for .each dimension and rank íncongruence for eacb pair 01 units and also for eacb
pair 01 dimensions, and even for all units for each pair of dímensíons.
But what about rank incongruence for all m units and all n dimensions, what about rank agreernent and what about críss-cross ? And,
wiIl not all these concepts somehow meet in one master concept that
measures the degree of order or disarray in the total configuration ?
We shall see that there is something to this, but it ís not so simple.
To illustrate this, let us take an example with four units and three
dimensions.
TABLE 9

An example with [our units and three dimensions: diiierences
To calculate
disequilibrium
for each unit
and disagreement
for each pair
of dimension

To calculate
incongruence
for each pair
of units and
distance for
each dimension

DI-D2
-2
1
52 TMT
O
53 MMM
O
54 UUT

SI UTM

Disagreement

SI-S2
SI-53
SI-S4
Sa-S3
~-S4
S3-S4

Distance

DI-Da
-1
O
O
-2

3

3

DI

O
1
2
1

D2
1
1
2
O
1
1

7

6

-2
-1

Da-Da
1
-1
O
-2

Disequilibrium
4
2
O
4
10

4
Dg
-1
O
-1
1
O
-1
4

Incorrgruence
(4) 3, 1, 2 6
(2) 2, 1, 1 4
(3) 2. 1, 3 6
(2) 1, O. 1 2
(3) 1. 2. 1 4
(3) O, 2, 2 4
(17)

26

In this table we have computed all differen.ces; for each unít and
each paír of dímensions, and for each dimension and each paír al
units. In three cases we have simply added the absolute values of
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all fuese differences, so as to get the total amount of dísequílíbrium
for each unit, the total amounr of disagreement for each pair of
dimensions and the total amount of internal distance for each dimension. We have also done it for each pair of units. But for ran.k
íncongruence we have proceeded as otherwise indicated: we have
calculated tlhe distance between each pair of dífferences, and fuen
ad:ded these dístanoes and it can be seen at a glance that it discriminates better,
We have not averaged the sums, nor have we divided by their
max.imum values which are non so easily found. The maximum for
all differences is always 2 or -2 which means that the maximum
dístance ís 2. But since the distances are interdependent, not all can
attain the maximum value. The maxímum sum, hence, is not more
than twice the number of elements to be added, And the case of
rank incongruence is more complicated, however, if one uses the
correct formulae.
The problem is now whether the numbers 10 and 17 can be given
any meaning, and ]t 1S obvious that they can. Thus, 10 is the total
arnount of intra-unit dífference, and thus a measure of the total
amount of disequilibrium or dísagreement there is in the total systemo Correspondingly, 17 is a measure of the total amount of íntradímensíon distance there is, but not al so a measure of the total
amount of rank incongruence present in the system, since it does
not involve the dispersion of thedifferences.
These measures should
then be compared with their maxima, which can be computed once
one knows more about t!he particular system, how free the variation
is, etc. And this is the only sense we shall give to the generalization
of these concepts.
Since we have m units and n dimensions it ís tempting, however,
to see whether the concepr of rank concordance can be of any use
here. By this we mean
rank concordance:

the extent to which all m units are ranked the
same way on the n dimensions.
One way of operationalizing this would have been to prooeed as we
have done above and found the degree of disagreement for each
paír of dimensions; then one could easily compute the average or
divide it by íts maximum attainable value. This is more or less what
we do when we calculate the figure 10 above, and it is not satisfactory because it is tíme-consuming. A more direct method would be
preferable, but we shall see that it is hardly possible.
The obvious modeI would be Kendall's famous coefficient 01 con-

cordance 11. But the difficulty .
ing what would correspond ro ~ e
First of all we have only two or as many as there are units. e
will be evenly distributed on e
all units may have the same r
dístributed- And then: to calcula e
deviationsl> from the arithme ic •....e
the principle oí staying close io
the best we can do actually is •
table 9, and we define:

Rank
discordance:
The denominator should onlv e e
it ís not necessary. Obvíously .
and only when all distances for e
sions are zero; in this case
e
we haoe that rank concordance,
pairs of dimensions) and com
bnply each other and are im .~
refer to the same condition. .,-~equivaIent, which símplifies
e
This set of conditions, whi
dance, also implies rank con
the sarne way by any pair of .
have the same rank differences
the converse is not true; o e
equilibrium as evidenced by "
system where all units had
would be completely congruen
nor would there be complete
concordance.
The only thing that remains
cross. The formula we have
VIII is not easily generaliza .e
much more complicated tha
e
particular reason. The concepr
unitas
such is the systemic e
12

See M. KENDALL, Rank

to p.179.
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cordance 1!. But the difficulty is that we have no basis for detennining what would correspond to Kendall's «rnaximum sum of squares».
First of all we have only two or three ranks at our disposal - not
as many as there are units. Secondly, there is no rule that the units
will be evenly distributed on each dimension. On one dimensión
all units may have the same rank, on another they may be evenly
dístríbuted. And then: to calculate the «sum of squares of the actual
deviations» from the arithmetic mean would bring us far away from
the príncíple of staying close to the concepts. Hence, it looks as if
the best we can do actually is to do as we did in the top part of
table 9, and we define:
Rank
discordance:

Sum of sums of distances for each unit and each dim.
Maximum sum of sums

The denominator should only be calculated if it is meaningful, often
it ís not necessary. Obviously the rank discordance ís zero when
and only when all distances for each unit and each pair of dimensions are zero; in this case we have rank concordance. In general
we haue that rank concordance, complete rank agreement (for a11
paírs of dimensions) and complete rank equilibrium (for all units)
bnply each other and are implied by each other beca use they all
refer to the same condition. This means that the conditions are
equivalent, which simplifies the system consíderably.
This set of condítíons, whích we can now refer to as concordance, also impltes rank congruence. For if any unít is classífíed
the same way by any pair of dimensions, then any pair oí units will
have the same rank differences on any one of these dimensions, But
the converse is not true; one may have rank congruence wíthouu
equilibrium as evidenced by the two profíles MTM and UMU. A
system where al! units had one or the other of these two profiles
would be completely congruent but no unít would be in equilibrium,
nor would there be complete agreement and hence not complete
concordance.
The only thing that remains now is to say something about crísscross. The formula we have given for the special case under case
VIII ís not easily generalizable, unfortunately, for the concept ls
much more complícated that the other concepts right now, for one
particular reason. The concept refers to the systernic Ievel, but no
unít as such is the systemic leve!. We can build a theory around
12 See M.
to p.179.

KENDALL,

Rank Correlation

Methodes.

(New

York: Hajtner,

1955)
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the concept oí disequilibrium or incongruence or aIl the other concepts because they involve one unít or a pair oí units at the time for that reason we assume their motivating power to be strong,
Unless criss-cross is internalized as an ideal no unit or no paír oí
units will be motivated to increase or decrease criss-cross because
it is not a property of the unit or oí the pair oí units. This does
not imply that the search for a fruitful generalization wiIl be given
up, however, for it is obvious that analysis should also be carried
out at the systemíc level,
That concludes our operationalization
oí variables that are indispensable for any serious anaIysis of multí-dírnensíonal
rank systems. Startíng with the concept oí the rank oí one unit on one dimension, the matter was quickly complicated, the defínítíons were generalized and at the end the concepts found a fairly harmoníc meeting
ground in the most general case, where m uníts are ranked on n dimensíons.
3. Proposiüons

in Multi-dimensional

Rank

Analysis

We can now present some oí the basic proposítíons in rnultídimensional rank analysis because all concepts we are going to use
have been conceptualízed
and clarifíed through the operational
definitions. Thus, when propositions are presented they are given
a precise meaning through the defínitions and there is also ímplicitly a ser of clear prescriptions as to how to test the proposítíons.
The set of propositions we shaIl use is as follows, where we m.ake
use of table 2 and present the proposítions in the order of the presentatíon of the concepts:
Pl: Units seek to maximize their ranks on all dimensions
P1•1: Units seek to maximize their total rank
Ps: Units try to crooid rank disequilibrium and obtain rank equilibrium
P2•1: 11 ejiorts lo obtain rank-equilibríation are [rustrated, ag-

gression will result
PIl,1,1: The aggression wi11 be direeted to set! il aserlbed
ranks are higher than. achieoed ranks.
P2•1,2: The aggression will be directed to others il ascribed ranks are lower than achieoed ranks.
Pa: The higher the total rank of a pair (01 m-tuple}, the more interaction there wiU be bettaeen the units in the pair (01 m-tuple},
and the more associatioe the interaction.
P4: The lower the rank differenee in the pair, the more interaction

there will be between the u
inieractioñ will be.
P4,1: The louier the ranle-w
interaction there will e
associatioe the interacti
Po: The higher the rank ineong
there wilt be between the u
interaction witl be.
Pe,1: 1! possible, iraeractio«
a'Uoided.
P5,ll: I! interaetion cannot e
congruent units will e
P5.2,1: In case 01 weal>
will be the unit
P5,B,2: In ease 01
sioe party wil'
achieoed ranks
P5,s: The higher the aoera
units, the higher the .
teraction in pairs o •
P5,4: The lower the dispersi.
01 units, the higher •
the incongruence.
P6: The higher the criss-cross, t e
mediators and in-betweens :
mensional rank-groups.
P7: The higher the concorda e,
emergence 01 generalised
Since we have, essentiall , se
disequilibrium, (total) rank oí
equivalence, rank incongruence,
we have seven major propo:illlc~
there are sub-proposítíons, and .
rank íneongruence al so subcomes the mathematical theor
concordance: that eoncordance,
equilibrium imply each other,
rank congruence, but they are
We shall now present some
are empirical propositions; they
behaviour, whether that behaví
or at the natíonal level. As su
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there will be between the units, and the more dissociaiioe the
interaction. witl be.
P4.1: The knoer the rank-inequivalence in the pair, the more
interaction there will be betuieen the units, and the more
associatioe the interacüon will be.
Ps: The higher the rank incongruence in a pair, the less interaction
there wilt be betsueen the units and the more dissociatioe the
interaction will be.
PII,1: 11 possible, interaction between incongruent unus witt be
a'Uoided.
P5,!: 11 interaction cannot be a'Doided, interaction between incongruent units will be aggressioe.
P5•2•1: In case 01 weak incongruence the most aggressi'Ue
will be the unit in strongest disequiübrium.
P5.1.2: In case 01 strong incongruence the most aggressioe party will be the unit in disequitibrium with
achieoed ranks highest.
P5•S: The higher the aoerage rank incongruence in a set 01
units, the higher the probability 01 zero or aggressioe interaction in pairs 01 units.
P5,4: The knoer the dispersion 01 rank incongruence in a set
01 units, the higher the probability 01 institutionatising
the incongruence.
P6: The higher the criss-cross, the higher the probability of finding
mediators and in-betuieens in a conjlict between two- or n-dimensional rank-groups.
P7: The higher the concordance, the higheT the probability of the
emergence 01 generalized rank-roles.
Since we have, essentíally, seven concepts - (total) rank, rank
dísequílíbríum, (total) rank of m-tuple, rank difference and rank inequívalence, rank íncongruence, criss-cross and rank concordance we have seven major propositions. one about each concept. Then
there are sub-proposítíons, and in the case of rank disequilibrium and
rank ínoongruence also sub-sub-propositions. In addition to this
comes the mathematical theorem announced in connection with rank
concordance: that concordance, complete agreement and complete
equilibrium imply each other, and that any one of the three ímplíes
rank eongruence, but they are not implied by rank congruence.
We shall now present some comments on these propositions. They
are empirical propositions; they say something factual about human
behavíour, whether that behaviour is organized at the individual level
or at the natíonal level. As such, these seven propositions with sub-
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propositions should be distinguished from the purely mathematical
theorem repeated above.
What the first proposition says is actually a tautology, since we
have made use of the proposition to operationalize the concept of
a rank dimension. A rank dimension is a variable that can be used
to classify individuals, and on that variable the values on the one
end are what units seek to obtain and the values on the opposite
end are what units seek to avoíd. Since this holds true for all rank
dimensions, it also holds true for the total rank, sínce total rank ís
a simple additive function of the ranks on any single dimension.
The seeond proposition with its sub-propositíons ís based on ideas
that have been developed in detail elsewhere 13.
The third proposition uses as dependent variable both amount of
interaction between units and quality of interaction. Whar the proposition says is that there is more and more, positive, interaction at
the top of a social structure than at the bottom. This will be elaborated much more in connection with the theory of feudal systems
developed in the following section.
The fourth proposítíon is the well-known proposition about rank
equality or rank equivalence as a condition that favours both quantity and quality of interaction.
The fifth proposition ínvolves the more complicated concept of
rank íncongruence. For rank incongruence to obtaín, ar least two
units must be involved, but at least one of them must be in disequilibrium. What the theorem says is that rank incongruence contríbutes
either to d.isintegration of the system because of interaction avoidance, or to conflicr in the system because of aggression. just as it
is hypothesízed thar disequilibrium will lead to aggression if it cannot be reduced through equilibration, incongruence will lead te>
aggressíon if it cannot be reduced by interaction avoidance. We cannot here assume the mechanism that would correspond to equilibration, because this would mean that the two units should agree
between thernselves thar they should make their pattems congruent
to each other, But this would be a highly improbable agreement that
would almost presuppose a sort of dyadic motívatíon. For that reason what corresponds to equilibration in the theory of rank disequilibrium is interaction avoídance in the theory of rank incongruence.
The propositions about where the strongest or more probable sources of aggressíon will be located are relatively obvious, and so is the
See Johan
Peace Research,
13

.A Structural
1964, pp. 95-119.
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proposition about the effect of hígh average rank incongruence. More
interesting is the proposition about the dispersion of rank incongruence: the lower it ís, the higher the probability of arriving at
some kind of solution. If the díspersíon ís very high it means that
many different degrees of rank incongruence are represented among
the pairs of units, which in turn means that there are many types of
rank incongruence. But if the dispersion is very low, the number of
units being the same, there will be more of a tendency for the rank
incongruence to be of the same type so that patterns of accornmodation to rank incongruence can be developed, But the general theory of
rank incongruence and the reason why it should lead to effects in
terms of interaction avoidance or aggressive ínteractíon has been
exposed elsewhere 14. Here the general theory of criss-cross has also
been presented, as weIl as the developrnent of the operationalization
that was presented in the text above.
The seventh and final proposition concerning concordance ís somethíng new which is not already included in the propositions above.
Concordance means that there are several dimensions and that not
only the paírs of units find thernselves at the same relative distance
on these dimensions, but any single unit also finds itself in the sarne
position on each dimension. Thus, the socíety is divided into three
groups of people: one group that is top dog on all dímensíons, one
group that is middle dog on all dimensions and one group that ís
underdog on all dimensions (or in two groups only if the rrríddle dog
status is not included). The implication of this again is that all structural conditions are present for training in generalized top dog roles,
middledog roles and underdog roles. The same individual will not
have to face any change in rank when he moves from one interaction
context to the other, which means that general patterns of behaviour
that correspond to his rank can be internalized as a permanent part
of individuals: sínce they are in perfect rank congruence their role
relatíons can be generalized so that the top person always can play
a top dog role towards the bottom person and the bottom person
always an underdog role towards the top persono There is no need
for any individual for training in playing roles appropriate to different ranks, nor is there any need for any pair of individuals to
change their relationship when they move from one interaction context to another. The content may differ accordíng to the dírnensíon,
1. See Johan GALTUNG, «Rank and Social Integratíon:
A Multi-dimensional
Approach», in Berger, Zelditch, ANDERSON, Sociologicai Theories in Progress
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1966).
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but the general style will be the same; the patterns of reference etc,
wilI be constant 15.
4. Types of Rank Systems

Our procedure in this paper is synthetic, We have started with the
idea of the rank of one unit on one dimension and gradually generalízed to m units on n dímensíons, introducing concepts on the road,
operatíonalízíng them, and then a system of propositions has been
presented. We shall now combine some of these ideas in such a way
that something empirically recognizable emerges.
To do tlhis imagine that we have a system of m units and n dimensions, and that the system obeys the propositions in the precedíng
section. What will happen to the system in that case? This depends
on a number of factors, and among them is the ease with which
mobility may take place. If we imagine that mobility is possíble,
then the result will be equilibration upwards, by vírtue of proposítions 1 and 2. In other words, the system will tend to become rank
concordant and rank congruent. This means that the system wíll be
divided into equilibrated classes, with within-class interaction facílitated and between-class interaction impeded by the rank-equality
or rank-equívalenee in the first case and rank-dífference or ran!k-.
inequivalence in the latter. But at the same time, by virtue of proposition 3, there is (much) more interaction between the top dogs than
between the underdogs, with the interaction of top dogs with underdogs as an intermediate case.
In this kind of system there wíll, by virtue of the mathematical
theorem, be no rank incongruence and no críss-cross, in addition to
no dísequílíbríum. This means that there will be no buílt-ln source of íntra-personal conflict due to disequilibrium (possibly acted
ti Thomas Pettigrew comes very close to this concept of the generalized
role as underdog in his A Proiile 01 the Negro American (Prírrceton: van
Nostrand, 1964), for instance on pp. 115 ff., where he demonstrates how
playing the role of «Negro> serves as an inhibiting factor when white
psychologists perform intelligence tests on Negro children (the percentage
responding correctly to over half of the items íncreased by 17 and 10
percentage points in two tests when the interviewer was not white, but
Negro). Mirra Komarowsky has similar fíndings in her study of how an
American college gírl plays down interests and ability in order to fit into
the urrderdog role: .At first 1 resented thís bitterly. But now 1 am more
or less used to it and líve in hope of one day meeting aman who ís my
superior so that 1 may be my natural self», (From her famous «Cultural
Contradictions and Sex Roles», American [oumal oi Sociology, 1946, p.185.
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out as aggression) or inter-personal conflíct due to incongruence
(possibly acted out as withdrawal) - but neither will there be any
built-in protection against disruption due to the críss-cross effect.
Typically, generalized rank roles will be forrned.
Let us then consider the case where mobility is frustrated, as it
usually ls, for reasons oí scarcity or «ascríptíon» or both. The tendency will be in the direction described above, but at some points
in the social structure disequilíbria will remain, producing aggression
directed to self or to others, and there will be cases of incongruence,
weak or strong, possibly leading to interaction avoidance and the
split of the system into subsystems. Within these subsystems the
structure mentioned above may emerge, but the systern, will be
more complicated, more true to life, one may sayo Thus, there will
not be perfect rank congruence, the tendency for generalized rank
roles to emerge will be less pronounced, and there will be some units
that can function asmediators and ín-betweens in a possíble conflict
between all top dogs and al! underdogs - by virtue of having some
top dog ranks and some underdog ranks.
However, the pure case that will emerge under conditions of perfect mobility is so important that we want to give it a special name,
and have chosen to call it a feudal system, In order to identify itl
we make use of two oí the variables used in the forrnulation of the
propositions, ois., degree :of rank-concordance, and the degree to
which the amount of interaction depends on the total rank of the
pair. For short, we shall refer to the latter as the degree of interaction-dependence. Thus, a feudal system is characterized by being
high on rank-coneordance and high on ínteractíon-dependence. The
perfectly feudal system is a system completely divided in two classes,
one top dog class and one underdog class (or in three classes, including a middle dog class, íf that status is present), and with all
interaction that exists in the system between top dogs and no ínteraction at all between underdogs or between underdogs and top dogs.
On the other extreme would be the completely defeudalízed system,
which would show a maxímum of rank discordance and no dependence at all of interaction on the total rank of a pair. In this system
there would be just as much interaction per pair whether the pair
was of the TT-type, the TU-type or the UU-type (for símplícíty we
disregard here and in the following the middle dog rank, since it is
unlikely to occur in the kinds of feudal system we are talk1ingabout).
To understand the feudal system and to develop a more comprehensive system of multí-dímensíonal rank analysis we have to vary
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systematically the two variables we have focused on, and arrive at
this simple typology:
TABLE 10
Four basic types 01 rank systems
lnteraction-dependence
high
Rank-concordance
low

high
I. feudal
systems

low
II. class
systems
IV. egalitariarr
systerns

III. mixed
systems

The egalitarian system is referred to above as the defeudalized systemo The other two are intermediate cases. In the class system there
is still rank concordance, but the interaction frequencies are much
Iess dependent on the total rank: interaction between underdog
nations or underdog individuals has been brought up towards the
level of the interaction between top dog nations or individuals; It is
obvious how this can be brought about: by energetic efforts to organize the underdog groups (trade uníons, emancipist organízatíons,
rural leagues, youth clubs, Bandoeng conferences, UNCfAD, etc.).
However, in the mixed system we do nor presuppose thar this equalízatíon of interaction levels has taken place. Characteristic of the
mixed system ís the absenee of rank-ooncordance, whether thís is
beca use the system does not permit suffícíent mobility to become a
feudal systern, or whether ít ís because it has been feudal in íts
structure and is in a state of flux with some units in posítíons of
disequilibrium and pairs of uníts in positions of incongruence.
No doubt, one could have cut into this system of thought using
other variables than the two we have focused on, ois., degree of
rank-coneordance and degree of ínteraction-dependence: but we shall
try to justify in the remaining sections the choice that has been made,
Also, one rníght perhaps have chosen terms that are less overused.
However, these terms, we feel, can al so be justified by theír usage
in the following sections.
5. A Dynamic

Theory

01 Rane Systems

We shall now tum to the relatíonshíp over time between these
four structures, these four types of rank systerns, and ~ do this we
shall start with a more detailed analysis of the feudal system. More
particularly, we shall develop further the theme touohed on above,
that almost any system if «Ieft to itself» will tend to develop towards
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a feudal system by showing (1) that the two properties of feudal systems are self-reinforcing, and (2) that they reinforce each other.
If this can be shown, then it is obvious that not only does the feudal
system ha.ve stability, but there will also be a tendency for other
systems with one of the properties to develop towards feudal systems.
Rank-concordance
is a very strong condition. It implies, as has
been mentioned many times, both complete agreement, complete
equílíbríum and complete congruence. With the equilibrium a source
of motivation for mobility as well as a source of aggression has been
eliminated. With the congruence another source of aggression has
been elíminated, and with concordance itself a factor that may
contribute to a considerable amount of stability has been introduced:
the generalization of rank roles. Thís means that provided the system
is «left to itself» in the sense that there will be no external ínterference with the system (no change that it will have to cope with
by institutionalizing
new statuses and possibly bringing disequilibrium, incongruence, disagreement and discordance into the picture),
then the system will be in a state of rank concordance forever. For
every single unit there is a sorr of intra-unit harmony, based on
equilibrium and generalization of role expectations, and for every
pair of units there is a similar harmony based on congruence and
generalízatíon of role patterns.
The important point here is thar rank concordance, once it has
started, will tend to develop furtIher. If one unit already has three
top dog statuses and is used to associate with a unit that has three
underdog statuses, then both of them will learn roles that they will
easily generalize. For the top dog unit this is an asset, a resource
that he may use to conquer other top dog statuses; for the underdog
unit it means a kind of inhibition, a general pattern of behaviour
that will not only prevent him from conquering top dog statuses but
also make him more likely to accept more underdog statuses. Every
disturbance brought into this system in terms of disagreement, disequiJibrium or incongruence can be dealt with precisely as a dísturbance, and be elimínated by bringing the elements in line again. The
more concordance there ís, the more facilities will be available
to bring about conformity to the general pattern.
We then turn to the second condition, the condítíon about ínteraetion-dependence. This conditíon obtains in small groups that are
formed in laboratories with no prior social structure. The tendency
is, as reported agaín and again, for small groups to develop inter-
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action pattems so that most interaction is found at the TI-levels, then
follows the TU-combination,
then the UT, and finally the UU 1'. If
we disregard the dífferenee between TU and UT which ís not found
in all investigations
and which also assumes that the interaction is
of an asymmetric kind, then one result of the small group studies
can be summarized as follows: the higher the total ran.k of the paír,
the higher the amount of interaction. And this is exactly feudal condition no. 2, and also proposition no. 3.
That this condition is self-reinforcing
is easily seen. Once a differential in amount of interaction has been íntroduced ínteractíon
will be most rewardíng at the points in the social structure where
there has been most interaction.
Interaction
wíll gene rally mean
experience, and it wíll work Iíke money in a capitalist economy: the
more a person has of ít, the more he will get, for the more he will
become traíned in rewarding pattems of ínteractíon both for himself
and for others, In the small group, the person who has participated
much will al so be a person trained in capturíng the interest of others,
trained in rewarding them and in getting rewards from them. And
the person who ís very low in general interaction participation
will
not develop his potenrialítíes and for that reason lose in competition
with others, This presupposes an interaction market with relatively
free choice, a condition which ís present in the laboratory
small
group, but nor necessarily in the international
system. However, we
assume that the tendencies will be present nevertheless.
We now have to show that the two conditions are inter-related by
positive feedback, and start by pointing out reasons why a systern
in rank concordance will be a system displaying the interaction pattern mentioned in condition no. 2.
Rank is a kind of resource, and rank concordance means a heavy
concentration
of resources among the people who are hígh on all
dimensions and a similar deprivation of resources from the units that
are Iow on all dímensíons, Interactíon will often presuppose resources just as much as ít will beget resources; for that reason there
will be more interaction,
the more resources are presento But, in
addition to that, the top dog unit will prefer to interact with another
top dog unit for the simple reason that he can get more rewards
from a top dog than an underdog. The top dog unit will at tmles
want to interact with an underdog unit to .get the kind of services
l. For studies

showing

how interaction

ís distributed
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the underdog can give him, and the underdog will certainly want
to interact with the top dog unit. But to the extent that we assume
that any unit will try to. interact with the top because that is most
rewarding, two top dog units will be at an advantage beca use their
wishes correspond to each other, whereas the wishes of two underdog units will never correspond to each other and the wíshes of one
top dog and one underdog unit only sometímes. And frorn this simple
reasoning the propositíon about how total rank of pair is related to
amount of interaction is a necessary consequence.
But just as interesting ís the opposíte proposítíon thar the more a
unit interacts, the higher its rank will become, Again the findings on
small group studies are illuminating: we are thinking particularly
of studies by Bavelas and others 17. These studies tend to show that
if a person or a unít in our general Ianguage ls put in a communícatíon structure that dírects ínteractíon to it or from it rnore than
to. or from other units, then this unit will tend to get increased rank
from the ínteraction. There seems to be a kind of princíple of ••justice»
ínvolved here, a kind of generalízatíon of rank from what might be
referred to as ínteractíon-rank. This may also be result of incomplete
induction: people are so. used to the top dog being high on interaction that they wittingly or unwittingly attribute to peopIe high on
ínteractíon top dog status. At any rate, it is interesting and highly
significant that units distributed at random get their rank to some
extent decided accordíng to. their structural positíon in an interaction
network, In this context the significance is that the second conditíon
of a feudal system will reinforce the first condítíon perhaps just as
much as the first condítíon wiU reinforce the second conditíon.
With this pattem of circular causation between and within the
two conditions we have established the feudal structure as not only
a very stable structure, but also as, in a sense, a «natural» structure.
The general thesís resulting from this is that if one does not want
systems to become feudal, then something has to be done, something
active, otherunse they will deuelop in that direction. And the ímplícatíon of that dírectíon is the general ínteractíon pattern of any
feudal system: between the tops, and bilaterally from one top to one
underling but not between the underlings.
We have already indicated above what this «somethíng activemay be: organízatíon of the underdogs to strengthen them relative to
17 We are thinking
of BAVEUS' famous study «Commurrícatíon
Pattems
in Task-Oriented
Groups», [oumal 01 the Acoustical Society 01 America,
1950, pp.. 730-50, reprinted in many anthologíes,
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the top dogs, leading to the class system with two classes pitted
against eaeh other, one favored by society and one not but more
equal in strength beeause of the organization of the underdogs. The
underdogs ean now use this strength for one particular and important
purpose: to inerease the priee of the values they eontribute to the
top dogs. Trade unions beeome instruments
of a better priee for
the unit of labor force, organlzations of developing or poor countries
become instruments for a better priee for their raw materials, ernancipist organizations
become instruments
for equality between men
and women (whieh means more similarity and henee equality in
the role definitions).
But from the feudal system there is also another possible road
of development in terms of our variables: towards the mixed system
where there is still ínteractíon-dependence,
but the rank-concordance
has been broken down. This system offers a large variety of possibilities because of the imbalances built into ir, but rhe underdogs
are stíll exposed to exploitation (in the sense that they yield much
more than they receive, according to the value standards) and wíthout the organizational
instruments
to achieve more equitable treatment. The high degree of Interaction-dependence
splits the underdogs,
makes them dependent on their particular
top dogs, but the clear
structure of the feudal system is broken up by all the disequilibrated
individuals
and rank incongruent
parts that can be found in the
systern.
Looking at table 10 it is cIear how the transition from the two
int·ermediate systems to the egalitarian system can take ·place. From
the class system, what is needed is a breakdown of rank coneordance.
Generally thís takes place if more mobility is introdueed into the
systern: talents kept down by a rigid system are permitted to move
up. Agents of such changes are manumission and literacy eampaigns
and welfare sta te policies at the level of individuals and independence
movements and eeonomic development at the level of nations: they
íntroduce
dífferentíation
between former slaves, serfs, low class
members or colonies and poor countries respectívely. The worker
may stíll be a worker, but he is nevertheless an edueated man; the
nation may still be «developíng» but it is nevertheless independent.
Thus, we are brought into systems of types II and Ill in table 10
- and the next step is the step to type IV, the egalitarian system.
From the class system this will take place when the improved bargaining position of the underdogs leads to a change in the system, This
again may take place in an evolutionary or revolutionary fashion, but
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in either case the result is that sorne fonner underdogs drift upwards
and some former top dogs downwards, reducing the degree of rank
concordance consíderably. From the mixed system it will take place
by gradually increasing the interaction levels for the pairs, triples
etc. with relatively low total rank, And this again is probably often
brought about by means of voluntary associations, not of the trade
union type referred to above, but oí the usual criss-crossing type
found in modem societies.
This whole set of social processes may be illustrated diagrammatically as follows, where the circle is one rank dimension, the distance
from the center another:
DIAGRAM 1. An illustration
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<,
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11. Class system

<,
<,

~

-111. §ixed system
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The diagrams correspond to the definitions given in table 10. In
the first phase high rank-concordance
and ínteractíon-dependence
make the underdogs dependent on their top dog: each top dog has
his underdogs (the slave-owner relative to his slaves, the factoryowner relative to his workers in early capitalist society, the feudal
lord or modem latifundista
relative to his peasants; the colonial
powers relative to their colonies, the big powers relative to their
«sphere of interest»). Within this system the underdogs may protect
themselves against excessíve exploitation on the part of the top dogs
by fonning vertical associations of the underdogs belonging to that
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particular top dog (workers' associations, cooperation between LatinAmerican countríes to strengthen their bargaining posítlon relative
to the top dog, the United States, cooperation between Eastern European countries for the sarne purpose relatíve to the Soviet Union).
But this ís not the same as the situation depicted in the upper righthand comer: here al! underdogs unite in the common cause against
the common class enemy and we ger the horizontal trade unions
unitíng workers of the same kind al! over the country - eventually
all over the world. The international parallel would be the (so far
not realized) trade union of al! small nations, pitted against the five
big powers. For this to happen there must be a change of focus and
loyalties from the sphere dominated by the top dog to other underdogs in similar positions al! over the world; and the conditions under
which this change takes place are not too wel! understood.
Then, finally, there are the third and fourth cases where top dogs
and underdogs are mixed. In the figures the big and small circles
are míxed, and there is no clear partern of big circles in the centre
and small círcles in the periphery. However, in the third case interaction ís still most pronounced in the centre of the system - only
in the fourth case has this, the last of the feudal characteristics,
disappeared.
Needless to say, all these types are ideal types; they are base-lines
against which empirical systems can be compared. Such investigations are currently carried out at the International Peace Research
Institute in Oslo, both for international systerns and interindividual
systems, and over time so as ro test the dynamic theory here developed 18.
Two important questions in this connection remain to be discussed
in this section: ís there no dírect líne of transition frorn the feudal
system to the egahtarian system? And what about the egalitarian
system? Is that the end of the story - ís there no further development from that stage on?

18 For some preliminary
results, see the articles by johan GALTUNG,
Manuel
MORAy ARAuJo and Simon SCHWARTZMAN:
«The Latin American System of
Natíons: A Structural Analysis», PRIO 1965, mímeo, and GALTUNG,Johan:
«East-West Interaction Patterns», [ournal 01 Peace Research, 1966, pp.146177. The general content of the research is to use, systematically, a high
number of possible objective and subjective rank dimensions as índependent variables, and see how all possible kinds of unilateral, bilateral and
multilateral interaction variables vary as a function of the rank of the unit,
paír, triple, etc,
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As lO the first question, ernpirical ínvestigations along these Unes
will probably reveal many prooesses of gradual transition from type 1
to type IV systems that do nOI go vía types II or lII. Thus, the heavy
arrows in diagram 1 are there to indica te the two components of
this process - viz., decrease in ínteraction-dependence and decrease
in rank-concordance - and there is no príncíple according to which
the process from 1 to IV cannot take place along any road in the
two-dimensional space given below:

DIAGRAM

2. Tlze rank-concordance x interaction-dependence

space.

Interaction.dependcnce
high
high

low
II

rank -conc or dance

low

IV

Since the two extreme cases - the process vía type n and the
process via type III - are so different (the former seems more likely
to be of a revolutíonary nature, the latter of an evolutionary nature)
an ímportant topic of investígatíons in this field is precisely the conditions that favor and impede one or the other of the two types of
transition from feudal systems to egalitarian systems,
The second question: aiter egalitarianism, what? ís easily discussed, íf not necessarily answered in a satisfactory way, within the
framework of this model. The answer is given in terms of the analysis in the preceding section, where reasons why the feudal system
seems to be more stable than the others are outlined. In the egalitarian system rank-concordance and interaction-dependence
are not
reinforcing each other since they are both absent. But rank has not
been abolished., and we know oí no system pursuing values (which
action-systems by definition do) where units are not difíerentially
evaluated (i.e., ranked) in terms oí their ability to realize the
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value(s) of the system. This means that the egalitarian system will
break down for one or both of two reasons: either units will start
equilibrating and avoiding rank incongruence relative to the old rank
dimensions, or else sorne new rank dimension is introduced or ernerges. Thus the sysrern tends to slide back to a high level of rank-concordance, and according to the general theory in the preceding section Interaction-dependence
will then easily follow, And this means
that one is back at the point of origin again: the feudal system, but
usually stratified by some new variable(s). To take the much discussed
case today of interindividual
systems: they used to be stratified according to the occupational
position of the father in highly rankconcordant and ínteraction-dependent
systems with the wealthy, well
educated and powerful on top, and the poor, illiterate and powerless
on the bottom. Then transitions towards egalitarian
systems have
taken place, partly through the mechanism of underdog organization,
partly through the mechanism of mobility Iacilítated by such processes as expanding economies, expanding educational systerns and expanding participation
in the political systems. And then the new
stratification
emerges, according to achievement
rather than ascríption, acording to intelligence
and merit rather than Iarher's position 19. And the result is (or may be) a new feudal systern where
the elever are the top dogs, with their less elever underdogs referred
to as employees, with the elever interactíng at a very high level
in their self-styled elite, and the less elever doing considerably less
so. According to the model what would follow would be the organization of the less clever to arrive at a better bargaining position, or
the introduction of new rank dimensions along which the less elever
can drift upwards and the more elever downwards - or both 20.
Thus we see the development of systems as a pendling process with
the feudal system and the egalitarian system as extremes, and the
feudal system as the most stable point. But a11 feudal systerns wH1
in the long run lead to their OWn destruction
because of their
built-ín contradiction - the exploitation that results so easily from
the combination
of rank-concordance
and ínteractíon-dependence.
There will be a elaim for egalitarianism,
but once that has been
10 This is, of course, the major point in the meritocracy
debate initiated
by Michael Young in The Rise 01 the Meritocracy 1870-2033 (London: Thames and Hudson, 1958).
10 Three
such possible dimensions that are less heavily correlated with
intelligence are creativity, integrative capacity and different types oi ernotional achievement. Thís will be elaborated in a forthcoming article on the
theory of tQR dog-underdog conflicts at the level of individuals.
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arrived at the system will tend to slide back to more feudal varieties, whether they are organized around the old stratification variables
or around sorne new ones.·
And this circling or spiralling process, depending on whether the
old or new rank-dimensions
are used, is what is referred to as
history 21.

6. Some Further Elaborations
So far we ha ve only discussed the case of one system of actors,
individual or national, ranked by a set of dimensions and interacting
with each other. To give more perspective to the theory, let us indicate how these ideas may be extended to more complicated structures, withour going too much in detail. The problem is: what if we
have two systems, in the same or different phase on the road from
feudal to egalitarian structure, and in interaction wíth each other?
It seems fruitful to distinguish between three cases:
1. There is no overlap between the two structures:
a unit
belongs to one or the other,
2. There is some ouerlap between the two structures: some
units belong to both and some to one but not to the other,
and
3. There is complete overlap between the two structures: all
units of one belong to the other.
As an extreme case of the latter one might include the case of identity between the two structures.
As an example of the first, we may cite the East-West system consisting of the 15 NATO nations, headed by three top dog powers,
the United States, the United Kingdom and France, and the Warsaw
treaty system consisting oí one big power, the USSR and smaller
powers 22. Both structures have feudal characteristics
in themselves
in so far as there is both rank-concordance
and interaction-depen21 The usual Marxist scherne is, in our opinion, too narrow
here beca use
it (1) is too one-dirnensional (the top dog being the owner and the underdog being the non-owner of the means oí production), (2) is too tied to a
particular type oí rank-dimension
and (3) is less open to the idea that
history may offer circular or spiralling pattems oí change rather than sorne
type oí rectilinear «developrnent». But the present scherne can, perhaps, be
seen in part as a generalization oí sorne types of rnarxist analysis.
22 See GALTUNG. johan,
«East-West Interaction Patterns», [ournal o/ Peace
Research, 1966, pp. 146-177.
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dence, and the rank-dependence is even more pronounced between
the two structures. It should be noticed that this interaction-dependence is highly compatible with the doctrine of conflíct-polarization:
when there ís conflict between two structures the tendency ls to
break off interaction, starting with underdog interaction so that interaction becomes the monopoly of the top dogs. Thus in the feudal
interaction pattern between two feudal structures there is already
built into the structure a readiness for conflict, the kind of «stríppíng
for action» that an author in the theory of polarization writes about 23.
This should be remembered in connection with diagram 1: ít is
actually a feudal system with five feudal subsystems, and although
we assume concentration of ínteractíon on the top, we do not assume
in any sense that the interaction is always positive. There may also
be conflicts and destructive behavior, and the theory is then that
this will be between the top dogs more than between the underdogs
(although the top dogs may let the underdogs do the fighting) from
different structures. Since there is líttle interaction at the bottom,
this means thar the total structure is híghly vulnerable to top dog
confliets: there ís little or no underdog interaction that can cushion
the effect of top dog struggle and keep the system interacting.
What will then happen if the underdogs of the two struetures
nevertheless start interacting and form an underdog organization?
One probable consequence is that it will unite the top dogs to fight
better for common top dog interests. for instance in efforts to preserve
their status as big powers. The obvious individual level analogy can
be taken from the theory of employer-employee relationships: it is
not unreasonable to postulate that trade unions have made economíc
competition and conflíct between employers less bitter and less
pronounced since the «capitalísts» have been forced into positions of
cooperation to withstand better the pressures from united labor
unions ".
As an example of the thírd case above, we may cite the whole
world íf we look at it as in this diagram (see next page):
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The whole world has its top dogs (the big powers, the OECD countries, the «rích •• countríes, depending on what criterion is used) and
its underdogs, with rank-concordance
and ínteractíon-independence.
Thus, whereas there are 440 flights a week between North America
and Europe, there are only six flights a week between Latin America
and Africa. And this pattem reappears if one studies the Westem
Hemisphere as a subsystem, reappears again rr one studies the Latin
American system as a subsystem of the Western Hemisphere,
and
reappears again if one studies the Central American system as a subsystem of the Latin American system 25. Thus, to be an underdog in
the latter (the case of Honduras) is to be the underdog in an underdog system in an underdog system in a feudal system which ís a subsystem of the total world. On the one hand, this may be said to be
asad
position, on the other hand it has the virtue of being consistent: here is a kind of equilíbríum between Ievels.
For, obviously, one can now start again with the theory of rank
dísequílíbríum,
but thís time apply it to systems and subsystems that
relate to each other as Chinese boxes. If we assume that alI units
want to maxirnize their rank and want ro interact with other units of
maximum rank, then we get the folIowing propositions:
p¡:

A unit which is consistently top dog will press [or interaction
that gioes it widest influence, i.e. the most comprehensiue systemo

15 See johan
GALTUNG,Manuel MORA y MAUlO and Simon ScHWARTZMAN,
-TIle Latiu-American
System of Nations:
A Structural
Analysís»,
PRIO
1965, mímeo,
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P2:

A unit which is consistently an underdog will press [or interaction that leads to contact with the highest top dog, i.e. the
most comprehensiue
system.

P3:

A unit which has an inconsistent pattern will press for interaction in the system where it ranks highest.

From this an interesting proposition about the communlty of interests between the top-top-top dog and the under-under-underdog
can be deduced: they both want to interact in the most comprehensive system, the former to reach a maxirnurn of underdogs, the latter
to reach the highest top dogs, Thus a corollary of this kind of thinking is the pattem of cooperation between the biggest and tbe smallest, over the heads of the middle powers, well known from many
systems 2".
The whole system can now be complicated further if we no longer
assume that the ranking s are made according to the same criteria in
the structures, whether they are collateral or inclusive, and if we
introduce the second case with partial overIap. However, tbese
themes will not be developed here.
But there is another developmenr which is worth mentioning: the
relation between systems of different types, one at the national level
and the other one at tbe individual level. Imagine that there ís only
one rank-dimension in each: what would then be the relationship
between, for instance, an underdog in a top dog nation and a top dog
in an underdog natíon ? Both are in rank disequilíbri.rm, so both will
have an incentive to equilibra te. They are also rank-incongruent to
each other, which means that they should have a particulary uneasy relationship (the poor white settler and the colored political leader),
leading to aggressiveness or mutua! isolation. Equilibration may take
place in many ways: the top dog in the underdog country may
migrate to a top dog country to obtain equilibrium (permanently, or
as a diplomat or representative of some other kind); and the underdog in the top dog country may migrate to an underdog country and
establish hirnself as a top dog over rhe natives (the colonízer, the
lower-rank members of technical assistance or diplomatic missions,
211 This is one possible explanation
why the periphery so often
most to the centre, whereas opposition and «difficulties» come
middle. But there are also other explanations: the periphery is
arrd has to prove its right to belong, and in the míddle there is
cumulation of disequilibrium that may function as a structural
aggressíon,
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etc.). Then there ís the more active underdog nation top dog who
tries to make his natíon a top dog nation so that it can be come a
more worthy stage for himself, whereas the underdog who wants
to move his own top dog nation downwards seems to be a merely
speculative by-product of the general theory.
This can now be elaborated further by introducing more rankdírnensions on each level, and be combined with the more complex
structure developed above. Moreover, we have only so far touched
the case of two systems - collateral, inclusive or parallel, to introduce some useful terms - and the obvious generalization would
be to n systems.

7. Conclusion
We have presented a system for analysis of rank systems, with
operationalízation
of the concepts of the system. Connected with the
system ís a set of propositions and a general dynamic theory of change, which is presented as a paradigm for the analysis of social systems, since all social systems will have to be rank systems, or tend
towards rank systems. The whole theory is centered around such
simple ideas as the mobility postula te, the equilibration postulate,
and so on. It is c1aimed thar this system has a considerable explicative
power.
But its power is, of course, not unlimited. Many conflicts are not
about rank but about other scarce values. Nevertheless, the system
of analysis has Its heuristic value in addition to its explicative and
predictive values, and has already proved fruitful in empírical investigations.
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CROSS-NATIONAL SOCIOLOGY : AN INTRODUcrORY

NOTE

Stein ROKKAN
The Chr. Michelsen Institute,
Bergen

Each new Wonld Congress of Sociology confronts us with a series
of questions about the international status of the discipline: how
much success have we had in breaking downthe
barriers of communication,
cooperation
and cross-recruitment
between national
«schools» and research networks ? how much has been done to broaden the empirical basis and to improve the analytical tools for a
world-wide science of society? how far have we moved, if at all
anywhere, towards the development of an internationally recognized
profession no longer decisively tied to one particular country and
one particular ideological camp?
Questions along these lines have been asked at each of the five
WorId Congresses held under the auspices oí UNESCO since 1950. At
the Sixth Congress we want to take stock of our achievements and
our faílures and discuss the strategies and tactíes of internationalízation in greater detail. To this end, a series of over-all papers on issues
and experiences in cross-national research will be presented in a
plenary session and a wide variety of pinpointed reports will be discussed in a number of parallel sessons organized by the Research
Cornittees of the ISA and by the European Co-ordination Centre of
the International Social Science Council.
A great deal of energy and quite a few million dollars have been
invested in the planning and execution of cross-national
studies
during the síxteen years since the First World Congress in Zürich 1.
1 For a review of these developments
see R.L. MERRlTI and S. ROKXAN,
(eds.), Comparing Nations, New Haven, Yale University Press, 1966. A series
of bibliographies of comparative cross-national research have been planned
by the Intemational Committee orr Social Sciences Documentation : the first
of these, Comparatioe
Suruey Analyses, was prepared and círculated in
mimeographed form in 1962 and has recently been expanded for regular
publication. R.M. Marsh has prepared a trend report on «Comparatíve Sociology 1950-1963" for Current Sociology, VoI.XIV, 1966.
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The history of these efforts has yet to be written : in these brief introductory notes 1 shall confine myself to a few reflections on the
experiences made and suggest a broader perspective.
The current generation of socíologísts has, at least in the nations
of the West, been caught in cross-fire of two conflicting sets of demands: on the one hand they have felt impelled to concentrate their
efforts of data-gathering and analysis in the many neglected fields
of inquiry withín their own nation; on the other hand they have felt
increasingly aware of the limitations of single-site studíes and increasingly convinced of the methodologícal rationale and the theoretical pay-off cross-comrnunity, cross-national and cross cultural research. The market conditions for decisions in the one direction or
in the other have varied enormously from region to región. In the
United States the resources of funds and personnel have been large
enough to allow a small but expanding phalanx of comparatísts to
concentra te their work on cross-national and cross-cultural studies.
In Latin America the national resources have been rneager and the
decisive thrust toward the establishment of regular research services have come from abroad, through the organization of crossnational studies l. In Europe there has been a continuous increase in
the flow of funds for social scíence research but a marked. coneentration on distinctIy national tasks. Europe offers a remarkable range
of opportunitíes for detailed cross-national
research: there is a
wealth of data still to be tapped, there are broad bodíes of national
experts to draw on for advice, there is increasing ínterest among
polícy-makers in studies cutting across the national and regional
units 3. Curiously little has as yet been done to make use of these
opportunitíes. Interestingly, some of the first ínítíatíves carne from
American scholars and were backed by American funds. Europeinitiated and Europe-financed. studies have so far been few and far
between. The Research Cornmittees of the Intemational Soclological
Association have prepared the ground for important regional ínitiatives but so far the plans for concerted action can be counted one
or two hands. The Committee on Social Stratification and Social
Mdbility pioneered the organization of a series of cross-national replicatíons and has offered a fruitful forum for methodological and

Por details see the report by Gino GEJlNANIon the ISSC Conference in
Buenos Aires in 1964, Soco Sci. lnio., 4(2), 1965, pp. 150-172.
s See the recent OECD report The Social Sciences and the Policies 01 Gooernments, París, OECD, 1966, especially pp. 79-80.
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substantive discussions 4: the current three-country project Metropoli! is a direct outcome of discussions within the Committee.
Europe is clearly ripe for a variety of cross-natíonal initiatives : what
has been lacking has been an organizational focus, a concrete institutional basis for concerted action. Alexander Szalai's spectacular
success in getting research workers in a dozen countries interested in
joining the cross-national time budget study must be understood
against this background. The UNESCO decision to set up an European
Co-ordinatíon Centre at Vienna carne just at the right moment: communications between sociologists in the East and the West had
reached a point where co-operation on concrete tasks of empirical
research were possible, and the regiona-l organizations of the West
had concentrated their efforts on purely economlic studies and failed
to offer a minimum of infrastructure for cross-national research in
central fields of sociology.
The initial successes of the Vienna Centre hold an important lesson for the future: cross-national research requires an institutional
framework, an organizational basis. Great plans and important pilot
studies can result from haphazard encounters of enthusiasts but a
cumulative tradition of cross-national research can only develop
within a olear-cut organizational setting. The demographers and the
economists have been able to build up broad ínternatíonal professions
within the frameworks of large-scale íntergovernmental
organization: the UN, the Regional Commissions, the World Bank, the OECD
and the EEC all offer continuous opportunities for experiences in the
handling and evaluation of data masses from wide ranges of countries and help to develop genuine cross-national expertise.
There ís no such firm basis for cross-national endeavours in the
other social sciences: in anthropology, in sociology, in polítícal
science. There is some movement in the fields closest to dernography
and economícs, It is interesting to observe that the two Research Committees under the Internatíonal Association which have come closest
to the development of a cumulative programme of cross-national
studies are those focussed on the FamiJ.y and on Mobility : both of
them centering on variables close to the concems oí demographers

. ' See especially S.M. Mn.LER, «Comparatíve
social mobílíty», Current So9, 1960, pp. 1-89; D.V. GLASS and R. KONlG [eds.}, Soziale Schichtung und soziale Mobilitiit, Cologne, Westdeutscher Verlag, 1961; G. CARLSSON,
D. V. GLASS and K. SVALASTOGA,(eds.), «Social Stratification and Mobílity-,
Acta Social. 9(1-2), 1965, pp. 1-182.
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and both relying heavily on data from enumerations or from surveys
close to the model of the census.
In other fields of sociology it has proved much more difficult to
develop continuous prograrnmes:
there have been no institutional
frameworks for long-terrn cornmitments to cross-national inquiries
and, still worse, hardly anything has been done to evaluate or to
standardize the production of data across any two or more nations.
Take the case of polítical sociology. Enorrnous masses of data for
analysis are produced in every nation every year : election statistics,
polls and surveys, inforrnation on elite characteristics. But no international agency has seen any need to train any sízeable body of
experts in the handling of such data: the data gatheríng and the
analysis are almost invaria'bly done within each nation and there
ís no organizational framework for continuous planning and promotion of research across nations.
In the face of these difficulties a number of strategies have been
tried cut, some with significant intellectual pay offs, but none of
them as yet with assured cumulative effects.
I shall confine myself, Iargely for purposes of illustration, to three
such strategies :
(1) the Tíngsten-Duverger-Lasswell
líne, the collation and comparison of «process-produced» polítícal statistics, be they electoral
counts, organizational bookkeeping data or regularly assembled information on key personnel 6;
(2) the Lípset líne, the assembly, evaluation and analysis of raw
data from independently conducted field operations, primarily from
polls and surveys 8;
(3) the Almond-Verba líne, the design and execution of explicitly
comparative sample surveys across a number of distinct national
populations 7.
Each of these Iines of inquiry has produced worth while results but
it has proved remarkably difficult to ensure cumulative continuity in
the systematization of the evidence across countries. No one has yet
5 H. TINGSTEN,Political
Behaoiour, London, King, 1937, new. ed, Totowa,
Bedminster 1964; M. DUVERGER,Les partis politiques, París, Colín, 1951; H.D.
USSWELL et al., The Comparatioe Study of Elites, Stanford, Stanford University Press, 1952.
e S.M. LIPSET, Political
Man, Garden City, Doubleday,
1960; R. ALFoRD,
Party and Society , Chicago, Rand Me Nally, 1963.
7 G. ALMONDand
S. VERBA, The Ciuic Culture, Prineeton, Prineeton Univ.
Press, 1963, cf. review by S. RC1KXAN,
Amer. PoI. Sci. Reo., 57(3), 1964, pp. 676679,
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tried to «do a Tíngsten» for post war elections 8. No one has as yet
tried to assemble a comparative compendium of historical and statístical information on political parties to fill in the many lacunae in
Duverger's work. Lasswell's and Lipset's efforts generated longerterm programmes of research but enormous masses of data on elite
recruitment and mass politics are stiJl waiting to be systematically
collated, evaluated and analyzed in a comparative contexto There has
been a tendency to «skirn the cream» off the most accessíble batches
of comparative data and to pass on to new tasks at the first signs oí
routinization. This would be untbinkable in economics and in demography: the professions are broad enough to encourage a division
of labour between the theorists concemed to test out new models
and new methods and the empiricists concemed to gain some
measure of control over the onrushing masses of information. The
current movement towards the development of computer archiving of
data must be understood in this perspective: the data banks will
have to be built up by hard-headed and down-to-earth empiricists
but will leave the theorists a number of degrees freer to explore new
hypotheses and new analytical notions t. However intemational in
their coverage, however, the data banks cannot in themselves create
the intellectual environments for effective advances in comparative
research : there is no easy substitute for the intensive interaction of
individual experts within organized networks of the type built up in
economics and in demography. In fact the rush to feed computers
with unevaluated data from a variety of different countries may
produce a great deal of numerological nonsense : it will be essentíal
to build in safeguards through olose contacts with local ínformants
and experts. Kingsley Davis has recently issued strong wamings
against the «ready-data» schemes: there is the risk «of progressive
diffusion of mísínformatíon» and the danger of serious mísínterpretation of analysis findings through ignorance of variations in the cultural, social and political contexts 10. This, obviously, ís not an

8

A first step in this direction : the publication

01 the first volwne 01 the

International Guide to Electoral Statistics (París, Mouton, 1966).
• On the current

archival

ferment

see R.L. MERRITr & S. ROEXAN(eds.),

Comparing Nations, and S. ROItXAN(ed.), Data Archioes for the Social Sciences, Paris, Mouton, 1966.
10 K. DAVIS «Problems and Solution in Intemational
Comparison for Social
Scienee Purposes», paper for the International
Conference on Comparative
Social Researeh in Developing Countries, Buenos Aires, Sept. 1964, el. the
arguments [or the archiving of eross-country data in B. RUSSE'ITet al., World
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argument againsr the archiving of data but a plea for the development of broader cross-national analysis centres: it is not enough to
make the data computer readable: they have to make empirical and
analytical sense and they have to be evaluated in the Iíght of thorough contextual knowledge. The strict evaluatíon procedures established for the data archive of the Inter-University Consortium at Ann
Arbor, Michigan, suggest a model for operations in other countries :
the object ís not the accumulation of any prima facie comparable
data but the organization of a systematic file of information Iíkely to
offer clear analytical pay-oj]s.
Data archives of this type seem destined to serve an ímportant
function in the planning of fresh field operations : archives of time
series data for localities have already proved use Iul in the design of
nation-wide sample surveys 11 and backlog data from earlier surveys are íncreasíngly used in calculations of alternative strategies of
further data-gatheríng 12.
Erwin Scheuch, in a recent paper IS, reported that a Latin American
social scientist had reacted to a plan for a survey by saying that it
implied a «know-nothing» approach to the populatíon under ínvestigatíon, a studied posture of ignorance of social-structural facts already known. The sample survey inherited this studied ignorance
from the full-suffrage electíon and the referendum:
the eanly polls
were deliberately modelled onthese
polítícal institutions and even
very sophisticated survey practitioners are still heavily ínfluenced by
this herítage, Under the old régime censitaire elections reflected fue
social structure of the national population : through fue universalization of the suffrage and the introduction of secrecy, the act of votíng
was ísolated from the social structure.
The poll and the survey start out from the same equalitarian postulates : every adult is given the same chance to express himself or
Handbook 01 Political and Social lndicators,

New Haven, Yale University
1964, and in H. ALKER Jr., «Research Possibilities Using Aggregate
Polítícal and Social Data», to appear in S. ROKKAN(ed.) , Comparatioe Researcñ across Cultures and Nations, París, Mouton, forthcoming.
11 See S. ROKKANand H. VALEN, «Archives
for Statistical Studies of WithinNation Dífferences, in R.L. MERRI"ITand S. RanAN, Comparing Nations.
111: For a remarkable
example of the use oí past data in determining
on
optimal strategies oí new data gathering see Charles S. MAYER,Interviewing
Costs in Survey Besearch, A Computer Simulation Study, Ann Arbor, University oí Michigan Press, 1964.
la E. ScHEUCH «Progress in the Cross-Cultural
Use oí Sample Surveys», to
appear in S. ROUAN (ed.), Comparatioe Research across Cultures and Nations.
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education, of level of articulateness. This procedure is obviously
justified in fue study of elections : each adult has formally equal
weight and has the same chance of influencing the fate of the
Government. But what about studies of other areas of behaviour,
processes of communication, attitudes to íssues in the community,
the spread of social, cultural and political innovations ?
The argument generally heard for cross-sectional surveys in such
areas is that one first has to establish the facts of the structure before
herself, írrespectíve of position in the social hierarchy, of level of
moving on to the pinpointed surveys of strategic sectors of the
populatíon. But there ís sríll a tendency to stick to the old crosssectional model even after large quantities of information has been
establíshed, This seems to me to be a basic rationale for the detielopmrnt of archives of secondary analysis : the more we know about
the results of earlier studies the easier it will be to design new
studies and particuJarly to decide on strategic groups requiring
further study.
This is one point on which the procedure of the already classic
Almond-Verba study might have been decisively improved. Such
costly researoh enterprises should be preceded by detailed scrutiny
of the data already at hand for each country. In some cases such
scrutiny may of course still lead the researcher to decide on a crosssectional approaeh in each country. It may well be that the AlmondYerba decísíon to carry out cross-sectional surveys in the United
States, the United Kingdom, Germany and Italy, was based on such
analyses of existent data but the decision to exclude the rural communities of Mexico was clearly based on quite different considerations of fieldwork conditions. It seems to me that it would have been
better to limit al1 the samples to populations at the same level of
urbanization, This would not only have increased the overall comparabílíty of the five samples but also allowed much more detailed
analysís for the same investment of research doIlars. Obviously, to
make such a decision ít would have been essential to carry out
detailed analysis of rural-urban differences in the existing bodies of
survey data. With the development
of data archives this type
of preparatory analysis should become possible for more and more
countries and in the future it ou.ght to become a matter of standard
practice to fit new efforts of data gathering ínto the broader corpus
al cumulating evidence for each country.
There is an obvious danger, to quote Mattei Dogan, that data
archives may degenerate into cimetiéres de cartes perdues, but it
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seems to me very difficult to limit their size through priority rankangs
of tapies oí research. The best criteria are probably the range of
variables covered in each study and the variety of analysis possibilities it allows : the more varied the possibilities the more useful
will the archive be for future research workers planning fresh datagathering entrepríses,
But all such efforts only make sense within interlocking programmes of active co-operation among social scientists intimately familiar
with conditions in the countries under study: «instant comparísons»
through computer
manipulations
are bound to boomerang. The
traditional exchanges of papers at intemational conferences may still
help to bríng together «opposíte numbers» but the decisive confrontations must come bejore the papers: at the stage of data gathering,
data evaluation and comparative analysis. The demographers and
the economists have built up the infrastructure for such confrontations: the other social scientists are still groping for solutíons,
UNESCO and the Intemational Social Science Council have seen the
need for active exploration of new strategies in the advancement of
cross-national comparisons and have tried to draw up a long-term
programme to this end 14. The Research Committees of the Internatíonal Sociological Association have contributed signíficantly to the
comparatist ferment since the early 'fiftíes': there is very reason to
hope that they will devíce schemes of co-operatíon and confrontation
that will add decisively to the broader programme
now under
development.
u See S. ROKXAN, «Trends and Possibilities in Comparatíve Social Scíence»,
Soco Sci. Injo., 4(4), 1965, pp. 139-165.
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"BASICn DIMENSIONS IN THE COMPARATIVE STUDY OF
SOCIAL STRUCTURES
Erik ALLARDT
University oí Helsinki

A crucial problem in a11 scientific work ís how much to oversimplify reality. There is oí course no over-all solution to this dilemme. The solutions vary frorn subject to subject and within the same
subject frorn problem to problem. In studies oí social structures the
degree oí simplification varies considerably in different kinds of
studies. In descriptions oí a single national social strncture, and even
in comparisons oí the social structure of several countries, there is a
tendency to search for unique features. Naturally, sociological descriptions of a social structure have to be ordered in aecordance with
some theoretical concepts, such as social institutions, social groups
and demographic characteristics. Nevertheless, the theoretical concepts provide onJy a very broad frame of reference, and the descriptions aim at tracing qualitative and unique national attributes. Sociological descriptions of national social structures are, to paraphrase
the title of a book by Gendell and Zetterberg 1, sociological almanacs
organized around a few key concepts.
There does not seem to exist any single theory or even a general
classification scheme which alone is sufficient for good descriptions
of national social structures. In descriptive studíes of social structures the researchers usua11y borrow elements from several different
theories or theoretical approaches. Of course, in such descriptions it
is important to develop some key themes in order to provide a
readable account. Good descriptions of national social structures are
often attained by combining a sociological and historical approach.
The chronological principie of the historical approach provides a
main thread where sociological theory fails to do so.
There are of course fruitfuJ and promising sociological systematizations especially developed for studies of macro-propertíes and proces1 Murray GENDELL and Hans 1. ZETIERBERG
[or th« United States, New York, 1961.
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ses of total societies. One such systematization, a morphology based
on evolutionary and functionalistic principIes, is presented by Talcott
Parsons in the joint volume Theories of Society ". Another promising
approach is developed by Bo Anderson and ]ames D. Cockcroft in a
study of Mexican politics. They start with a description of the goalstructure of the political system and proceed to describe the position
and functions of speciflc institutions and groups in implementing the
goals, By goals they mean aims that are consciously promoted by
those in the polity who make major decisions. The analysis focuses
on the polítical structure, but the same kind of analysis can be carried out on a broader basís, for example by starting from the goals
promoted by decísíon-makers
in alI important institutional realms '.
In any case, these kinds of sociological systematizations requíre an
enumeration of all important institutions and groups and an analysis of their specific position and functions.
The methodology used in studying a great number of countries is
of course different. Instead of searching for unique properties, comparisons of a large number of countries usually start by fínding or
isolating a small number of basic (or fundamental) dimensions on
which the countries under study vary. Instead of enumerating specífic institutions and/or groups and theír functions, studies of comparatíve social structure wiIl usuaIly start with what can be labelJed
staze-descriptions.
The studies wiIl show how different countries
vary on dimensions, such as degree of mobilization, degree of dífferentiation in the division of Iabour, degree of modemization, etc.
The values of these usually quantitative variables denote states or
general conditions in the countries under study, without necessarily
specifying the behaviour in particular institutions and groups. A
oomparative approach that uses a set of fundamental
structural
dimensions as a point of departure leads to generalizations of a
higher order than descriptions of national social structures in terms
of institutions and social groups, To be sure, the former approach
leads to greater scientific economy but, on the other hand, it aISlO
Ieads to agreater
degree of simplification than the latter. As the
wiseacres say, one can not both have one's cake and eat it.
2 Talcott
PARSONS,DifterentiaJion and Varia/ion in Social Structures, Introduction; Talcott PARSONS,Edward SHILS, Kaspar D. NAEGELE and Jesse R.
Prrrs (eds.), Theories of Society, Vol. 1, New York 1961, pp. 239-264.

• Bo ANDERSaN and james D. COCXCROFl', «Control and Cooptation
in
Mexican Politics», Technical Report N° 16 [rom the Laboratory [or Social

Research, Stanford Unioersity, 1965.
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In this paper the aim is to discuss some problems related to the
use of fundamental or basic structural dimensions in comparative
research. The discussion applies not only to ínter-country dífferences
but also to analyses of intra-country variations, Le. to studies in
which regions or communities are used as units of observation.

Sets

al

Basic Dimensions

as Causal Models

In striving to establish a set of basic structural dimensions one
takes advantage of the fact that observed structural variables correlate among themselves. Thereby it becomes natural to try to explain
the variatíon in a great number of observed variables by the variation in a few theoretical unmeasured variables. These theoretical
variables are usually conceived as latent or underJying fundamental
dimensions. The tendency to look for latent structural dimensions has
been greatly facilitated by the rapid development of quantitative
techniques and corresponding computer facilities. The most typical
methods for finding basic dimensions are perhaps provided by factor
analysis and other dosely related models: in these it is considered
that a small number of unmeasured variables can be substituted for
a great number of observed variables.
Of course, the application of statistical multivariate techniques ís
not the only way to isolate basic structural dimensions. The traditional method is that of theoretical speculation and theory-building.
Classical sociological typologies, such as Emile Durkheim's mechanícal and organic solidarity and Ferdinand Tonnies' Gemeinschaft und
Gesellschaft denote types of societies, but they are either defined by
variables whích can be specified and treated as continuous variables,
or can as such be treated as continua. Durkheim's typology rests at
least on two such variables, namely the degree of dívision of labour
and the amount of pressure toward uniformity. Tonnies' typology as.
such can perhaps be interpreted as specifying a basic structural
dimension, namely how Gesellschaft-líke a society ís, In any case,
these typoJogies both provide a set of structural dímensíons and
enable state-descríptíons of societies.
With the increase of reliable natíonal statistical information, dataarchives and international data exchange researchers often start intemational comparísons with such a great number of variables that
adequate conceptualizations with traditional methods of socíologícaí
theory-building have become increasingly difficult. Therefore, many
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researchers tend to rely almost entirely on quantitative
multivariate
analyses, of which factor analysis often seems as a convenient
method when the number of variables is large. One of the first attempts to look for basic cross-natíonal
dimensions with the help of
factor analysis was made by the psychometrician
Raymond CatteIl and
his associates (. It seems reasonable to say that the set of factors
Cattell extracts does not seem to be sociologically very interesting.
It is not easy to say «what for» CatteI's elabora te analysis of 72
variables for 40 countries have been subjected to factor analysis.
It is apparent that in factor analysis the set of factors will vary
when different observed variables are selected for analysis. When
the observed variables are the same it is likely that the use of
postulated unmeasured
factors will mean that many plausible alternatíve models, both factor-analytical
and others, wiII satisfy the
observed data equally we115• It is also clear than even when a factor
analysis leads to a simple, clear and meaningfully interpretable structure its usefulness, Ü used for explanations,
will vary very much
depending on what is to be explained. All this means that no set of
fundamental
and basic factors can be established once and for al1 by
factor analysis. In fact, there is an almost infinite number of sets of
basic structural dimensions of a society if the sole method of systema tic conceptualization
is provided by a statistical multivariate
technique.
It seems that the question «what íor» has been asked altogether
too seldom in studies of both ínter-country and intra-country
variations aiming at extracting basic structural
dimensions.
It seems
reasonable to state that basic structural dimensions should be selected on the basís of theír theoretical relevance and usefulness for explanatory purposes. Any other rationale for speaking of basic structural dimensions is difficult to find, since, as has been shown, the
mere mechanical application of multivariate
techniques would lead
to a very large number of sets of basic dimensions. The usefulness of
a set of basic structural dimensions will depend on whether we can
develop it into a causal model that contains propositions with the
basic dimensions as independent,
explanatory
variables. By means
• Raymond B. CATIELL, H. BREUL and H. Parker HARTMAN,An Attempt at
More Refined Definition of the Cultural Dimensions of Syntality in Modero
Nations, American Sociological Re'lJiew, Vol. 17, N° 4, 1952, pp. 408-421.
I H.M. BLALOCK,jr.,
«Soma Implications
of Random Measurement
Error
for Causal Inferenees», The American [ournal 01 Sociology, Vol. LXXI, N" 1,
1965, pp. 43-44.
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of such a causal model we can make certain predictions which can
be translated into verifiable hypotheses. It is gene rally held, however,
that only in experimental research we can make causal inferences.
Cross-country research, and for that matter macro-analyses of íntracountry variations, provide no opportunities for controlled experiments. However, in cross-national research we can make causal interpretations
on the basis of experience, existing explanatory hypotheses and other available information. This means, among other
things, that our causal models really are models; they can never be
actualIy established. No more can we establish a set of basíc dimensions as the best and one and only model of structural dimensions.
What we can do is check predictions derived from the model against
data, and in this way adjust, modify and elaborate the model.
Causal interpretations
belong on the theoretical level. In testing
hy.potheses in cross-national research one actually deals with covariations. Causal models apply to an ideal world; it is assumed that
certain causes operate without disturbing influences from factors outside the mcdel. On the other hand, when a causal model is formulated one usually al so takes into account information not contained
in the model. Causal interpretations are maintained only if they are
compatible with propositions in other successful causal models. Because causal models never can be either established or directIy rejected, one ís inc1ined to formulate and uphold only such causal
models as seem relevant for a whole group of theoretically interesting
problems. There would be Iittle use in tryíng to specify a set of basic
structural dirnensions unless they had theoretical relevance for many
problems on which cross-national research focuses.
One may ask what it really means to make causal interpretations.
At the very least, it means that the researcher does one thing. He
tries to describe and pin down the intervening processes and mechanisms whereby a variable A affects another variable B. Only if he
succeeds in makíng this description of the intervening processes understandable are we satisfied with his causal interpretation. In experimental
research the experimenter
is usually able to observe
dírectly how and by what process A affects B. This is not gene rally
the case in non-experimental
research. Therefore, the researcher has
to take great pains to specify the processe- and mechanísms between
different variables.
In factor analytical stud iC3 of social su .ictur 's factor analysis can
be used particularly in interpreting the intervening mechanisms. In
fact, it often seems most fruitful to interpret the Iactors as describing
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intervening mechanísms,
particularly
if factor analysis is used for
serving al so theoretical purposes '. There are, as Blalock has shown,
strong limitations to the application of factor analysis as a causal
model. Factor analysis presupposes causal models in which there are
no causal links between the measured, observed variables. It is assumed that the observed variables are caused by the underlying basic
dimensions
or factors, making the intercorrelations
between the
measured variables completely spurious. These assumptions are often
not warranted in the analysis of census data or in studíes of societaI
attríbutes in cross-natíonal studies. As Blalock points out, it is often
reasonable to assume that some of the measured variables stand for
causes influencing the variation in other measured variables 7. However, it does not seem reasonable to use factor structures as completed causal models. When translating a causal model into mathematical language, more appropriate mathcmatícal
models than factor
analysis can be found, such as regression equations. When the number of variables is Iarge, factor analysis may be seen as a handly
method for descríbíng and finding intervening mechanisms and processes. Factor analysis provides help in formulating a causal model,
not in the actual checking of ít, and is probably most fruitfully used
in the very first stages oí an analysis.

A Simple Structural

Model

In the following pages a very simple structural model or set of
basic structural
dimensions
is presented. Its formulation
has followed the procedure outlined in the preceding section. The aim was
to explain a phenomenon
in the Finnish society by using structural
Iactors as independent
variables. The focus was in intra-country
variations but, as has been said earlíer, methodological
problems are
very much similar in cross-national
research. The units of observation were the Finnish communes, of which there are 548 in the
country. Altogether 41 quantitative variables were submitted to correlation and factor analysis. Additional
information
was obtained

• This point has been very well argued in Olaví Riihinen, Teollistuoan
yhteiskunnan alueellinen erilaistuminen,
Helsinki 1965, pp. 83-88. With an
English summary: Regional Differentiation in Industrial Socíety,
7 Hubert M. BULOCK,
Jr., Causal lnferences in Nonexperimental Research,
Chapel Hill, 1964, pp. 167-169.
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from survey data. On the basis of the results and some earlier advanced hypotheses a simple causal model was deveJ.oped. The factors
extracted in the factor analyses were not used to constitute causes
or independent variables in the model. The factor analytical patterns
were used for obtaining ideas about intervening processes and mechanisms. When the model was formulated there was a systematic
search for problems to which the model could possibly be applied.
As the model relates to several important sociological problems of
theoretical interest, the independent variables in the model have
been regarded as a kind of basic structural dimension.
Concretely speakíng, the point of departure was a study aimed at
explaíníng geographical variations in lack of legitimacy of the
political system of Finland or, in other words, variations in such
political radicalism as means a questioning of the legitimacy of the
social and political system .. As an indicator of such radicalísm the
Communist vote in parliamentary elections was used. It should be
saíd that the Communist vote as an indicator of radicalism or lack
of legitimacy is much more questionable today than it was in the
mid-1950-s, the time to which the data refers. However, this change
in the meaning of the indicator of radicalism does not have any
bearing on the following theoretical discussion.
ConventionaUy, Finnish radicalism has been divided into two
types : industrial radicalism and backwoods radicalismo Therefore, it
seemed fruitful to divide the communes into five groups, three of
which stood for developed areas and two were composed of more
backward communes in eastern and northern Finland. The factor
analyses were done separately for each of the five areas. The factors
obtained were not exactly the same for the five areas. However, the
factors were not used as independent, explanatory variables but the
interpretations
of the factors were used in describing intervening
variables, In the following, references to factor analyses as well as to
Finnish society will be omitted. The study shows very clearly that
variations in the Communist vote are associated with very different
kinds of conditions in developed and in backward areas. Communist
support in deoeloped areas tends to be strong where (1) political
traditions are strong; (2) economic change ís comparatively slight and
social conditions are stable: (3) migration is slight; and (4) the class
structure is comparatively rigid and inequately is strongly preceived.
In backsoards areas Communist support tends to be strong where (1)
traditional values, such as religión, have recently declined in ímportance; (2) economic change is rapid;
(3) social insecurity,
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measured by unemployment and low housing standards, prevaíls: and
(4) migration is high 8.
The results point to a theory or, as we prefer to say, to a causal
model according to which strong pressures toward uniformity (strong
traditions, economic stabilíry, small migration and a rigid class
structure) in developed areas tend to lead to strong radicalismo
whereas radicalism in backward areas is conditioned by a weak pressure toward uniformity
(decline of traditions, economic change,
strong social insecurity and high in- and out-migratíon). Variations
in the support of radicalism are in a way explained by two independent variables, one denoting the degree of pressure toward uniformity and the other the degree of division of labour in a society. The
division of labour can be assumed to increase with increasing economic development. Speaking in terms of models, we may dichotomize the two variables, cross-tabulate them and obtain the following
fourfold table :
Degree

of division

of labour

Low

Strong
Pressure
toward
uniformity
Weak

High

1. Weak tendency
toward legitimacy
conflicts :
society of
mechanical
solidarity

3. Strong tendency
toward legitimacy
conflicts :
situation of
coercion

2. Strong tendency
toward legitimacy
conflicts :
situation of
alienation

4. Weak tendency
toward legitimacy
conflicts :
society of organic
solidarity

The fourfold table contains some hypotheses which can be operationalized and put to a test. The choice of basic structural variables
can, however, be theoretically motivated in many ways. It is obvious that the fourfold table rather well corresponds to Durkheim's
ideas about mechanical
and organic solidarity.
It seems also
reasonable lo define solidarity as the observe of legitimacy conflicts.
Thereby one nachcs .1 similarity with the definition of group cohe8 The main
parts t'f 11- e ernpi rical study are presented in Erik ALLARDT.
•Patterns of Class Con Ilict and Working Class Consciousness in Finnish
Politics», E. ALLARDT & Y Lrrruvav
(eds.), Clcacages, ldeologies and Party
\ .'k'1H. Helsinki.
1964, pp. 97 ·131.
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siveness in smalI group research. Group cohesiveness is usually
defined by the attraction of the members to the group. The wish to
stay or leave the group is often used as an indicator of this attraction.
This ís not a useful indicator in the study of solidarity in a whole
society since a citizen cannot withdraw from the political system of
the whole society, at least not in the same way as he can withdraw
from a smaIl group or an association. The attraction in a whole society can be measured through legitimacy, that is, the wishes of the
citizen to change or uphold the rules of the game in the political
system of a society.
Even if the model is very simple indeed, it explains some contradictory results. Within small-group research many studies have
shown that group cohesiveness increases when the pressure toward
uniformity increases. This is the main deduction in Festinger's wellknown theory of social comparisons 9. On the other hand, in political
sociology many results point to the contrary. In industrial societies
solidarity tends to increase and the likelihood for legitimacy conflicts
tends to decrease when cross-pressure increases and the pressure 10ward uniformity, thus, becomes weaker 10. A simple solution is suggested by the model. Small group researchers have studied undifferentiated groups, whereas polítical sociologists have investigated
highly differentiated social systems. The study of small groups with
a differentiated division of labour likewise suggests that group cohesiveness tends to increase when pressure toward uniformity decreases 11.
The choice of basic dimensions can be justified also in other ways.
It is an old and, nowadays, also a rather trivial assumption that
members of large social systems obtain satisfactíon mainly by symbiosis, that ís by social exchange of rewards, whereas the members
of small groups obtain satisfaction mainly through consensus, that ís
through similarity, The tendency toward similarity and the tendency
toward differentiation have conventionally been considered as the
basic group processes It. In analyses of human interaction one can
9 Leon FESTINGER, .A Theory
Relations, 7, 1954, pp. 117-140.

of Social

Comparison

Processes»,

Human

10 E.g. S.M. L.lPSET, «Party
Systems and the Representation
of Social
Groups » , The European [oumal 01 Sociology, Vol. 1, N" 1, 1960, pp. 1-38.
11 Herman
TURK,
«Social Cohesion
through
Variant
Values: Evidence
from Medical Role Relatíons», American Sociological Review, Vol. 28, N°.l,
pp. 28-37.
12 Kaare
SVALASTOGA,
«Den liIle gruppe» (the SmaIl Group), Sociologiske
meddelelser, 2. serie, Nr.3-4, Copenhagen 1954-55, pp. 41-54.
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spot two main approaches : the study 01 injluence, and the study of
social exchange, but in recent years there have been attempts to combine these two approaches within the same theories or models 11.
Therefore, in the comparative
study of social structures it seems
reasonable to combine these two approaches in such a way that the
degree of dívisíon of labour corresponds to the pattems of exchange,
and the degree of pressure toward uniformity to the patterns of influence. With the help of Homans' well-known hypotheses, by describing the intervening processes of exchange one can arrive at the
hypotheses about the joint effects of the division of labour and the
pressure toward uniformity on solidarity and legitimacy conflicts.
It is a truism to state that the two independent
variables rnentioned here are some kind of basic structural
dimension.
Nevertheless, in surprisingly few theories have there been attempts to combine the two dimensions in the same model. The model has indeed
many ties to crucial sociological problems. As an example the theorizing around the reference group concept may be mentioned. As is
well known, the reference group concept has mainly two denotations.
On the one hand, a person's reference group is the group with
which he identifies hírnself and from which he obtains hís social
norms. On the other hand, the term refers to a group by which a
person compares
himself when he evaluates
his opinions
and
abilities. The two kinds of reference groups cannot be totally separated, beca use the group for identífícatíon
and for comparison ís
often the same. In Festinger's theory of social comparisons it is assumed that the two kinds of reference groups coincide. since a person
tries to be similar to those he is able to compare himself with. It
is, however, apparent that the two kinds of groups do not always
coincide. and that we need a specification of the conditions under
which the groups for identification
and the groups for comparisons
tend to be the same, different, or are altogether absent.
A preliminary
specification of these conditions may be obtained
from the structural model presented here. It seems reasonable
to
say that the two kinds of reference groups coincide in mechanically
and organically solidary societies, whereas this is not the case for
the two other types mentioned in the fourfold table. In a society
IS Edmund DAHLSTROM. Páverkan,
utbyte och makt. En kritisk analys av
nágra modeller och teoríer om makt och ínteraktíon» (Influence, Exchange
and Power. A Critical Aoalysis of Some ModeIs and Theories 00 Power and
Interactíon), The lnstitute 01 Sociology at the Unioersity 01 Gothenburg,
March 1965.
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with mechanical solidarity the satisfaction of individuals is obtained by similarity and adherence to social norms. Out-groups which
a person could compare himself with are not available. As a result
the group for identification and for comparíson are the same.
In a society with a developed division of labor individual satisfaction is obtained through intensive social exchange. People wíll
be satisfied if they are hindered as líttle as possible in exchanging
rewards. They compare their rewards and costs with those with
whom they are in exchange, and they tend to regard their exchange
partners as norm-senders. The crucial tendency is to be able to take
part in exchange, and it ís therefore important to be considerate to
the exchange partners. A prototype in this society is Riesman's otherdirected individual.
In societies characterized by coercion (N°. 3 in the fourfold table)
the individuals have resources for social exchange but are hindered
in their participation by a strong pressure toward uniformity. The
result is therefore relative deprivation. The outcome is often that the
índivíduals in the society feel strong solidarity with those who are
in the same position as they themselves, but they are aggressive towards other groups. The source of social norms is the member-group
of the individual but his comparison group consists of other groups
who gain more in the exchange processes than his own group does.
The groups of identification and comparison tend to be different.
In societies characterized by alienation (N°. 2 in the fourfold table)
we obtain a new situation. The division of Iabour is low, and the
individuals have few opportunities for social exchange. At the same
time the pressure toward uniformity is low, and the individuals
have difficulties in predicting how they themselves and others will
behave in different situations. They ha ve neither social norms nor
the wíshes of exchange partners to rely on. The result ís that both
groups for identification and groups for cornparison are lacking. Apparently a situation in which it is extremely difficult to find any
kind of reference group prevails. This kind of situation ís not always
taken into consideration in theories on reference groups. It is not
sufficient to have a theory with propositions about how people choose
their reference groups but it ís also important to specify at the same
time the conditions under which no reference group is chosen.
The two basic dimensions have al so sorne connections with very
different kinds of theories and problems. It may be used to make
some gross predictions about attitudes to social change and moder-
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nization. This is possible because attitudes towards social change and
modernization can be conceptually related to our main dependent
variable, the legitimacy of the political or social system. Without
really presenting the logical connections in full we may just list some
hypotheses :
1) Individuals living under conditions of low division of labour and
high pressure toward unifonnity are apt to resist and be hostile to
social change.
2) Individuals living in conditions of low division of labour and weak
pressure toward unifonnity are apt to be indifferent to social change.
(If hostile reactions occur in these conditions, they wilI have the
character of wish-fulfilment belíefs.j
3) Individuals living under conditions of high division of labour an.d
strong pressure toward unifonnity are apt to have favourable atotudes towards social change and hostile attitudes to those who resist
social change.
4) Individuals living under conditions of high division of labour and
low pressure toward unifonnity are apt to have favourable attitudes
towards both social change and the existing social system 14.

These sketchy examples will have to suffice here to show that the
division of labour and pressure toward uniformity really are fruitful
structural variables. They are theoretical variables for which one can
find a great number of indicators in empírical studies. On the theoretícal level they can be combined into a causal model that is useful
in making gross predictions about happenings in different societies
or in different communities.

Some Final Remarks
Of course, it cannot be argued that the basic structural dimensions
described here are the only important ones. It can only be said that
in many ways they have proved to be fruitful in obtaining theoretically interesting results. In actual studies one has to introduce many
additional variables. Two factors which almost immediately come
into mínd concerning cross-national research are variables measuring
national income, and the degree of rigidity in the c1ass structure. One
may oí course regard the measures oí national income as indicators
14 Erik Au..uwT,
.Reactions to Social and Political Change in a Developing
Socíety», lnternaüonal [ournal 01 Comparatioe Sociology (in print).
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of the division of labour as there often is a strong correlation with
national income variables and other indicators of the division of
Iabour, The rigidity of class structure may 'be an indicator of the
pressure toward uniformity as class barriers usually ímpose many
restrictions on behaviour. Even if there is some truth in these
speculations it ís apparent that many kinds of additional structural
variables are used in actual studies.
There are of course studies which give good ideas about the kind
of indicators for the two theoretical variables here described. In
Olavi Riihinen's study of regional differentiation in Finnish society
by means of ecological factor analyses ít is shown that many variables measuring the efficiency OlÍ the population group themselves
around the same factor, which well may be interpreted as Indícatíng
the degree of division of labour, Such observed variables are, e.g.,
the proportion of the population in economically active age groups,
the number of fully employed, the telephone densíty, etc. The degree
of pressure toward uniformity would have indicators expressing different forms of rapid mobility, or instability. Such variables group
themselves around a certain factor which well can be assumed to
express the dimension of pressure toward uniformity, as strong
mobílity, if anything, eliminates very strict social control 15.
The two structural dimensions of the dívísíon of labour and pressures toward uníformity describe states which characterize whole societies. Such state-descríptions are needed in almost all forms of
cross-national comparisons of a great number of societies. Even in
cross-natíonal studies based on survey research state-descriptions of
the societies under study are clearly needed. Survey-studies often
make comparísons of individuals, but it may be said with some
justification that the most fruitful sociological studies combine contextual variables with variables standing for individual reactions.
Finally, the two main themes of this paper may be clearly repeated. First, with the in crease of statistical information and dataarchives the wealth of available data makes it necessary to try to
compress the wealth of information on numerous observed variables
into sets of a few basic dimensions denoting properties of social
structure. Secondly, these basíc dímensions cannot be fruitfully formulated on the basís of statístícal multivariate techníques alone. The
formulation of basic dimensions will clearly lead to more fruitful
resuIts if one tríes to combine the basic dimensions into causal
15

Olavi

RUHINEN,

op, cit., pp. 134-203.
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theoretical relevanee for many sociologieally important
The actual model presented here has indeed been very
purpose has been to illustrate a kind of procedure in the
basie or fundamental struetural dimensions.
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PROBLEMS IN lHE COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF TOTAL
SOCIETIES
S.N. EISENSTADT
The Eliezer Kaplan School of Economics and Social Sciences,
The Hebrew University, Jerusalem.
1
The comparative approach or «rnethod» in sociology in a sense
covers all sociology, as any sociological research is bound to "compare» some variables with others. But beyond this general - and
therefore rather meaningless - connotation, the term «comparatíve»
designates a rather special focus of sociological inquiry - that type
of problem area which focuses on the investigation of the distribution
of social phenomena in different societies or types thereof, or on the
comparison of such «total» societics or of major institutional spheres
- in terms of their development, persistence or changeability.
The major areas of research in sociology which have usually been
designated as belonging to the sphere of comparative research have
been:
A. Studies of similarities and oí differences in patterns of socially
sígníñcant behaviour in different social settings or societies - e.g.,
studíes of voting pattems, of crime and delinquency in different societies or cultures.
B. Studies of the development of different types of personality or of
motivational and attitudinal pattems in different societal and cultural settings. The most important here were the different studies of
culture and personality and of national character.
C. Studíes of different types of organizations, such as for Instance
bureaucratic organizations, labour units, polítícal organizations in
different societies.
D. Studies of major types of institutions in difierent societies. Such
studies of comparative institutions could be subdivided into:
a. Analysis of universal institutional norms and settings existing in
all societies - such as for instance studies of marriage, family or
kinship systems or of political, economic or cultural settings and
activities.
b, Analysis of types of cultural systems such as relígíous beliefs.
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c. Analysis of universal groupings with specific types oí societies
as for instance age-groups.
d. Analysis of social trends and processes of institutional development - such as urbanization, industrialization,
or democratization.
e. Analysis of partial institutions such as specific customs (such as
blood-brotherhood,
rites de passage, joking relationships or folktales
these last are, of course, very closely related to B.).
Last,
E. Analysis of «total societies». Usually such total societies have
been compared according to the major types of the predominant
institutions or cultural orientations within them.
In this paper we shall concentrate especially on the problem of
the comparative
analysis of ••total» institutional
frameworks and
••total» socíetíes.
-

II
The comparative approach or method does not - as has sornetimes been claimed - properly designa te a specific method in social
research, but rather a series of special foei of problems focusing on or
emphasízíng such cross-societal or institutional aspects or macro-societal aspects of societies and social analysis (Shils 1948, 1961).
In princíple therefore the methodologieal problems involved in
these studies are not distinct from those of any other type of sociological (or behavioural) investigation. The choice of the topies for
comparative study may, however, necessitate recourse to some specific types of data (such as historieal and ethnographic or special
psychologícal data) which in turn may pose some specific methodological problems.
Just as the comparative approach does not constitute a specific
method, neither is it a specific «theory» or analytical tool. The state
of comparative studies at any stage of sociological research tends
usually to reflect the given stage of theoretical or analytícal insights
and sophistication, in both its strength and its weakness.
However, the very nature of comparative studies, especially their
macro-societal perspective, may, as has been rightly pointed out
(Bendix 1963), bring out some of the hidden assumptions of many of
the more ••províncial» or limited studies, may point out some of the
weaknesses of their basic analytical assumptions and henee also
necessitate their revision.
The central meeting point between anaIytical theory and metho-
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dology in comparative
studies and especially in those studies
dealing with institutional variables, and especially with comparison
of «total» systems - is the selection of «problerns» for comparison
and the consequent attempt to construct «types» - types of «societics», institutions, organizations
or of patterns of cultural orientations or artifacts.
Although the two - selection of problems and construction
of
types - may seem sometimes to be cpposed to one another, the Iirst
being more flexible and concrete and the other more rigid and abstract, in fact they are very closely interconnected,
almost identicaL
The designation of any problem for comparative analysis - be it
the conditions under which modem capitalism, modem bureaucracy
or the «feudal» system, or the conditions under which specific types
of behaviour develop - necessitates the construction of some «types»
of the relevant institutional organizational
spheres, or at least always
implies such typology. This connection between «problern-settíng»
and «type-constructions»
can be best seen in the various aspects of
Weber's work, but can be also easily traced in other works referred
to above.
But, needless to say, the construction of types implies in itself more
general analytical orientations - although very often these may be
hidden behind the very process of setting up typologies. But each
type ís constructed according to some variables which are assumed
- explicitly or implicitly - to be the most important or significant
from the point of view of the given analytical problem.
The variety of types and typologies that ha ve been constructed in
the history of social thought is very often changing according to the
concrete interests of any given research. Yet some very general indications or criteria of such constructions
of types - or, in other
words, of the variables which seem to be of crucial irnportance in
(especially macro-) societal analysis - can be discemed in the literature.
One is the construction of types .of institutions and total systems
according to the levels of «cornplexity» of any gíven institutional
setting. In more recent analytic terms, this approach can be reformulated according to the extent of differentiation
and «specíalization» of different institutional
spheres 1.
1 Thus,
for instance, a comparative analysis of political institutions may
start with the classification of different types of political systems according
to:
(1) The development to some extent of special political roles and organí-
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The second basie approach to comparative typology takes as its
point of departure not so much the extent of differentiation OI
specíalization of different institutíonal spheres, but rather the different types of major value orientations around which the difierent
institutions tend to 'become focused or integrated,
The third major focus of eonstruction of types has been related to
the major regula tive meehanisms and frameworks through whích
institutional and organizational settíngs are integrated, functioning
and changing.
These last two criteria or starting points for construetion of types
often tend to become fused - even if in different degrees - in
many works,
Thus most of the «tradítíonal»
anthropologieal studies dealing
with kinship attempt to specify the focal points of the jural and normative specifications of different kinship and deseent organizations,
be they rnatrilíneal or patrílíneal,
Similarly, the approach of Léví-Strauss and Leaeh to comparative
structural analysís does imply that different societies - and their
concrete analysis has till now been mostly limited to primitive and
caste societíes - can be analyzed in terms of the combination between the dífferent integrative or regulative principIes which are
inherent, according to their víew, in the nature of the major ínstítutional system, be it in the kinship, language, polítícal or economic
sphere (Léví-Strauss 1955; 1958; Leach 1961).
.
Weber's numerous comparative analyses have placed great emphasis both on the types of integrative orientations and rnechanísms
that tend to develop in different institutional spheres at different
stages of their development (Weber 1920, 1922, 1950).
In more recent times, perhaps the most important example of this
type of comparative approach which combines all the three starting

zation; or, in other words, the development of a distinct political-institutíonal sphere.
(2) The development of a specific political group or ruling c1ass.
(3) The degree of complexity of the political struggle and process, and
the scope of polítícal activity in the society. By thís is meant, fírst, the
areas of social life and the social groups which are affected by the activities
of central politícal organs and are dependent on those actívíties for the
maintenance of their owrr solidarity and organizatíon: and, second, the extent of participation of these groups in polítícal activities. Similar attempts
at c1assification can, of course, be made with regard to all other institutional
spheres (Eisenstadt 1963).
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points can be found in Parsons' seminar paper on the dífferent types
oí systems oí stratification in modern socíeties. There, as is well
known, he attempts to analyze the system oí stratificatíon of various
(especially modern) societies in terms of their respective different
value orientations and in terms oí the institutional derivation of such
orientations (Parsons 1953).
III
The construction of types for purposes of comparative analysis
poses several methodological problems. First is the problem of the
units of comparison within which the variables out of which types
are being constructed can 'be meaningfully applied - whether these
are «total socíeties», institutions, groups or cultural tracts - and
of the range oí time over which such units can be viewed as hornogeneous.
Second is the problem oí construction of .índices through which
some oí the variables investigated can be compared - indices of
cultural orientations, oí societal complexity or of organizational structu re.
Third is the problem oí comparability both of the units of comparíson and of the indices - i.e., the extent to which these abstraetions are still useful when taken out of their concrete cultural settings.
A fourth basic problem common to most comparative studies and especíally those focusing on institutional
or organizational
variables - are problems of sampling. Here special importance attaches to the relatively small sample of units (socíetíes) available for
comparison and analysís and hence the extent to which it is possible or feasible to construct special intensive comparisons of single
or very cIose uses which may perhaps approximate semi-experimental
(albeit usually post-hoc) conditions.
IV
But the construction oí «types» or problems for comparative anaiysís engenders not only methodoIogical but also theoretícal and anaIytical problems.
Such analytical problems tend to become crucialJ.y ímportanr in
the desígnatíon of the substantíve problema of comparative research,
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Le. in the attempts to «explain» varied types of institutions, organizations or patterns of behaviour in terms of some broader conditions.
In most comparative analyses such explanation aims - albeit in
different degrees of articulation and explanation to elucidate
the conditions under which such varied societal types emerge, continue to exist and function, the extent of their variabílity within
different cultural contexts, and the conditions under which they
change.
By «conditíons» is usually meant either some other (institutional
or organizational) types or some more general social and/or psychological laws or forces.
Thus, for instance, the major approaches to construction of types
which have been outlined above are closely connected with some
major analytical aspects of processes of institutionalization. The criterion of differentiation or specialization indicates the extent and
nature of the development of the «basic» characteristics of different
institutional
and cultural spheres, of the extent to which their
respective positions become differentiated from one another and
their resources released from mutual ascriptive bonds. The greater
such differentiations. the more complex also various regulative and
integrative problems in the societies and the greater the readiness
of different groups or categories of people within the societies to
invest some of these resources in different types of exchange whether in exchange among different types of major institutional
resources or in exchange for organizational and norm-setting leadership.
It is here, with regard to such basic analytic assumptions of choice
of problems and construction of types for comparative research, that
some of the most central problems of comparatíve research have
arisen.
The basic problem in comparative studies is not whether ít is
possible to construct such types according to any relevant criteria,
but whether it is at all worthwhile
acccrding to the extent to
which such types with common characterístics can be discerned
among various societies - something which may be, to no small
extent, a matter of definition. The more important test of the worthwhileness of such analysis is first, whether such cornmon features
delineate characteristics which are important for the understanding
of the working of these «types» - such special institutionalized or
cultural
systems, with boundary - maintenance and systematic
problems of their own, which differ from those of other systems,
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Second, such a test is greatly dependent .on the degree to which
it is possible to specify both the societal conditions common to different types oí ínstitutional systems as they develop and become crystallized and the conditíons of their change and transformation,

v
The comparative analysis of total societíes or institutional systems
necessarily focuses on two major types of problems.
These are, first, the extent of independent varíation oí different
ínstitutional spheres when coalescing in the same society and, second,
problems of conditíons of transformation of socíetíes. Let us start
with the first problem.
On a concrete level, the major question here is whether, for
instance, any special type of econorníc ínstitutíon always goes together
with a particular type of political-religious instltution and vice versa,
or whether there exists a great or perhaps limitless variability in the
possibility of such correlations,
Although no attempt at full-seale comparíson of such variability,
even for any single broad type of society, has been attempted since
the work of Hobhouse, Wheeler and Ginsberg (1915), the available
evidence indicates that there does not exist a clear determinatíon
between different institutional and symbolic systems, but only certain mutual limitations.
Thus, for instance, a relatively great variety of political systems
can coexist with a certain type of kinship eeonomic organization. The
unilineal deseent groups can exist, it seems together with centralized
primitive kingdoms or with patrimonial
and conquest societies.
Similarly, an economíc system characterized by the prevalence of
«barter ••, non-monetary markets can be found in centralízed primitive
monarchíes and in certain patrimonial as well as feudal political
systems.
On the other hand, this variety is not límitless. Thus it is very
difficult to conceive of the eoexistence of a unilineal descent group
with a modern industrial setting or with a uníversalistíc centralized,
bureaucratic, polítícal system. It is also difficult t.o envisage the coexistence of, let us say, a patrimonial political system with a high
level of economíc market order.
How then can both oí these variabilities and limitations be explaíned, and what are their implications for ínstítutíonal analysís ?
The variability of each institutíonal system can be t.o some extent
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explained by its specific orientation as manifest in the activities of
the occupants of íts most important positions, in its specific structural
«core» problems and exígencíes,
The mutuallimitation of variability in the interrelatíonship between
different institutional spheres which can exist in any society can be
explained by the fact that each institutionaI sphere ís dependent
on others for various resources for its own effective functioning, that
ís, for the maintenance of its specifíc structural fonns, activities and
rates-norms of exchange.
While the general types of such resources (or «Inputs» and «outputs») are necessaríly the same in all socíetíes, the specific types
of resources of any sp'ecificinstitutiona:l spheres vary greatly according to their specific characteristics and problems. Thus, for instance, although aH politlcal systems are necessarily ínfluenced by
externaI exigencies and pressures, the special sensitivity of the centralized bureaucratic empires (Eisenstadt 1963) to such exigencies
and pressures and to international economic fluctuations was shown
to be rooted, ñrst, in the great emphasis of their rulers on military
and expansionist goals and, second, in the dependence oí these rulers
on various resources, the availabHity of which was dependent on
such international economic situations. The dangers 01 excessive
taxation and inflation of these politícal systems were again rooted
in: the high expense of the implernentation oí the ruIers' goals and
in the great importance of various flexible resources for the ímplementation of these goals and for the general polítical position
oí the rulers of these empires.
Sirnilarly, such resources can be provided by varíed types of arrangements in other institutionaI spheres, but not by all such types.
Thus, taking agaín the centralized empires, we see that their rulers
were in need of both «tradltíonal» and more complex, differentiated
polítícal support and were dependent on both. The ruIers' «tradítional» dependence on other parts of the social structure was manífest in their need to uphold their traditionaI Iegitimation and the
traditional, «uncondítíonal» polltícal attitudes and ídendñcatíons of
many groups, On the other hand, however, the rulers' tendency
towards politicaI independence and autonomy made them dependent
on types of resources which were not avai:lable through various
ascríptive-traditional commítments and reIations. The rulers were as
has been shown above, in need of more flexible support and resources which were not embedded in traditional, ascriptive groups and
were not committed for more or less fixed goals and which could be
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used by them for the implementation of their varying polttícal objectives.
The extent of the relative autonomy of each institutional sphere
in relation to others probably does vary 'between different situations.
It is probable that the symbolíc sphere usually exhibits a larger extent of autonomy than others. But all these problems have yet to be
investigated in greater detail.
However, while these considerations do indicate the ímportance
of comparative analysis and the ínterrelatíon between it and more
general analytical oríentatíons, they also point out some of its difficulties and new analytical problems which become especially ímportant when we want not onIy to deal with the extent of co-variability of total ínstítutíonal spheres but also with their transfonnation.
Here there arises the problem of dífferent types of conditions which
facilitate, with a gíven range of possi'bi:lities,the transformation of
any given system, the development of any specíñc instítutíonal, organízatíonal, cultural or behavioural type. Thus, if we take for instance Weber's c1assicalanalysis of the development of bureaucratic
administration (Weber 1922) it can be seen that he distinguished
between several different types of conditions.
Some of these conditions - such as the development of social difterentlation - indicate the ways in which certain types of needs
develop and become structured among certain groups and strata
within the society. The specification of these conditionspostulates
that under certain societal conditions there may develop needs which
cannot be satisfied through the exístíng (usually traditional) groups,
or:ganizations,and instítutíons and whích, by ínference, are willing
and able to pay something for the satisfaction of these needs.
Other conditions - such as the exístence, within society at large
or within those sectors thereof, of mdbile labour or of certain legal
norms - specifytypes of resources and frameworks without which
it would be ímpossíble to maintain the types of organization which
may help in the satisfaction of such varied needs.
Last, there can also be discerned another type of condition namely, the extent to which there exist people - entrepreneurs who are able and willing to invest some of their own resources (such
as capital, time, initiative in the establishment and maintenance of
organizations) far the satisfaction of varied needs and wants of other
people. Mostof the discussions about bureaucracy have assumed, fírst,
that this type of entrepreneur will always emerge. However, even
thís cannot be taken for granted and we have to ask first, whether
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and under what conditions they are likely to emerge at all; second,
where such organizations are placed in the social structure: thírd,
what different types of entrepreneurs of this kind, usíng different
resources, will arise and how their different placing in the social
structure will affect the characteristics of the groups they organize.
Thus in general it seems that the crucial problem is the presence
or absence, in one or several institutional spheres, of an active group
of special «entrepreneurs», or an élite able to offer solutions to the
new range of problems. Among modern sociologists, Weber came
closest to recognizing this problem when he stressed that the creation
of new institutional structures depends heavily on the «push» given
by various «charismatíc» groups or personalities and that the routinization of charisma is critical for the crystallization and continuation of a new institutional
structure. The development of such
«charísmatíc» personalities or groups constitutes perhaps the closest
social analogy lo «rnutatíon», and the degree of their ability to forge
out a viable way may be an important factor in the process of survival, or «seleetíon» of different social systerns.
It seems to us that only through the juxtaposition of these various
types of analytical tools, and especially of the «co-variabilíty» of
different institutional types, the different types of conditions of development and continuity of such types and the place of special entrepreneurial groups in the crystallization of ínstitutíonal frameworks,
can the comparative analysis of total society provide us with some
insights into the conditions of transformability of social systems,
VII
In order to illustrate this approach, we would like to draw on some
problems from the study of modernization, of the conditions which
facilitate or impede the development of viable modem systems, and
of the conditions which facilitate that type of social transformation
which is most conducive to modemization.
The institutionalization
of change, or the development and crystallization of new institutional settings, greatly depends on the in-.
temal transformation
of the societies or groups within which ít
occurs. The capacity for such internal transformation is manifest in
structural frameworks or cultural symbols that enable some groups
to mobilize new forces and resources for the new institutional setting
without necessaríly destroying the existing structure. In modernizing
societies, internal transformation is especially critical beca use mo-
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dernization
entails not only a relatively stable new structure but
one capable of adapting to continuously
changing conditions and
problems.
Modernization
is associated with some definite structural characteristics. Among these, the most important are a high level of structural differentiation,
and of so-called "social mobílization»,
and a
relatively large-scale,
unified and centralized
institutional
framework. Beyond this basic core, the aforementioned
structural diversity
can develop. Much research which has attempted to explain the conditions under which a modern society develops and is capable of
continuous growth has assumed that the more developed a society
is according to any of those indíces, i.e., the more developed is the
level of íts resources, the more growth-sustaining
it is. However, by
now we know that these conditions in thernselves are not enough
to ensure such continuous growth. These structural characteristics
are not to be regarded as simple indices of successful modernizatíon,
and their development does not necessarily ensure the development
and continuity of modernization.
Rather they are necessary, but not
sufficient, conditions for the development and continuity of a modern
institutional
structure sufficiently capable of dealíng with contínuously changing problems to ensure sustained growth (Eisenstadt 1964).
Among these conditions of special ímportance is the establishment
of viable, flexible and yet effective symbolic and organizational
centres, responsive to the continuous problems of modernization
and
able to regulate them, while at the same time a more flexible oríentation with new goals and a commitment
to the new centres and
their needs is developed among the more active social groups. Most
of the pre-índustrial
socíetíes - with the exception of African and,
to some extent, Latin American ones - began modernizing, or were
pushed into it, with a relatively complex, differentiated,
institutional
structure. Within the great historical and imperial civilizations, for
example, centralized and differentiated
structures and organizations
already exísted, together with some relatioe autonomy of the basic
institutional
spheres political, religious or ideological and
social organization and stratification.
Both the centralized
frameworks
and the relatively autonomous
institutional spheres were crucial to the transformative
capacities of
these societies, for they facilitated
the initial modernization
and
helped make the new modern centres and frameworks work efficíently. Different constellations
of these characteristics,
however,
can
greatIy influence the general level of the transforma ti ve capacity as
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well as the particular ínstítutíonal forms that modemization may
take in each case.
I would like to summaríze here briefly a more extensive research
which attempted, through an analysis of the great Asian civi:lizations,
to explain some of the constellations that facilitate - or impede modernízatíon, focusing on three aspects of the relations among the
various ínstitutional spheres in pre-modern societies.The first of these
aspects is the relation between the dominant value-system and
polítícal institutions; the second ís the place of the political system
in the stratification system; and the third ís the degree of internal
cohesion and social autonomy in the major social groups and strata
within these socíetíes (Eisenstadt 1965).
Thís analysis has shown that the internal transformation of the
great Asian socíetíes, then, has been greatly facilitated by autonomy
ofeoclal, cultural and political institutions. In the cultural order,
autonomy has facilitated the development of new symbols supporting
and legitimizing central institution building. while autonomy in the
sphere of social organization has facilitated the crystallization
of viable new organízatíonal nuclei without disrupting the whole
pre-exísting order, thus enabling the new order to rely, at least to
SOlDe extent.on the forces of the old one. The relatively strong internal
cohesíon of broader social strata and of family groups, with some
status autonorny and openness toward the centre. has helped to
develop positive orientations to the new centres and willingness to
provide the necessary support and resources,
The precise institutional contours of emerging modem systems, as
we have seen, depend on the concrete structural location of autonomous institutional spheres.
Conversely. so far as such autonorny was absent, so far as the social. cultural. and polítícal orders were intertwined or closely ídentíñed with one another, the development of viable modem structures has been greatly impeded. And where the broader social groups
are closed, they are likely to undermíne the new institutional centres
by withholding resources or making intensive and unregulated demands on them. As the Chinese and Islamic examples show, the
weak points in emerging new structures depend to some extent on
the structural location oí the mutually identified institutional spheres,
However, even with regard to these more differentiated and centralized Asian socíetíes, structural flexibility was not in itself - as
the Indían and J apanese cases indicate - enough to ensure the
development and continuity of modern institutional frameworks.
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Flexibility, or the autonomy of different institutional orders, created
the conditions under which more active groups and élítes could aetempt to institute new príncíples of cultural direction and social integration. But the mere exístence of structural flexibility neither ensured that such groups would appear nor indicated the type of integrative orientation they would develop.
Indeed, ít ís the extent to which such groups do develop that has
been - especially in China, India, and some Islamic societies perhaps the major prdblem facing these socíetíes during their modernization. The root of the problern in these socíetíes was that modernization was a matter of encounter with foreign forces, an encounter beset with the díffícultíes and ambivalences of coloníal 01
semi-colonial relations. Modernization therefore required that, from
the encounter with these foreign and often alíen forces, the new
élites should create a national identity. The ínternal reforming or
transforming capacities of these societies may have been crucial to
their adaptation to rhese external .foreesand to their success in building new institutional structures to cope with these problems, But the
very nature of the modernization process in these societies was sueh
that the sources and dírectíons oí the cultural transformation, and
the potential creativity of different élíte groups, were not necessarily
given by the same factors that initiated their modero structural transfomnation.
The first modernization - that of Western Europe since the 18th
century - permits a fuller analysis of the relative ímportance of
structural flexibiJity and active cultural transformation in modernization, for here both processes were, from the very beginning, initiated mainly from within. European - especially Western Christian
European - culture contains the strongest tradition of autonomous
cultural, political, andsocial orders, and here the first and most continuous ímpetus to modernization did indeed develop. But even in
Western and Central European countries, the course of early modernization was neither entirely continuous nor everywhere the same.
Whatrequires explanation ís the fact that a background more or
less common to aH Westem and Central European societies gave
birth to difierent institutional frameworks, with greatly varying eapacities to sustain change.
One approach to this question is to reexamine Weber's famous
Protestant Ethic thesís - a thesís which in a way stressed the ímportance of a specíal type of élite - the active Protestant greups in helping with the modernization of European society.
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Summing up again very briefly a more detailed analysis we may
say that this élite had a very important - and yet differentiated transformative effect on European society.
First it had in the Iirst Protestant countries - England, Holland,
Scandinavia - a very important transformative effect on the central
symbolic political sphere, and the basic relations between the political
and social spheres were transformed through the incorporation of
Protestant values and syrnbols. This not only reinforced the existing
autonomy of these spheres but created new bases of political obligations and more flexible political institutions.
Protestantism had a similar impact on the internal cohesión and
autonomy oí the more active social groups in these societies. Most
of the Protestant groups developed a combination of two types of
status orientation. First was their «openness» toward the wider social structure, rooted in «thís-wordly» orientations which were not
limited only to the economic sphere, but were gradually extended
to demands for wider political participation
and new, broader
political frameworks and criteria. Second, their status orientations
were characterized by a certain autonorny and self-sufficiency. Unlike countries or sectors with a more autocratic or aristocratic traditíon, they were, from the point of view of the crystallization of their
status symbols, virtuaHy independent of the existíng (í.e., monarchical or ecclcsiastical) centres oí political power.
But such orientations did not necessarily develop íully among all
Protestant groups in all countries, though to some minimal extent
they prdbably occurred in most oí them. The full development and
ínstitutionalization
of such orientations depended to no small degree
on the flexibility or «openness» of the existing political and cultural centres, and that of broader groups and strata and their initial
reaction to religious innovations.
The different Catholic countries, on the other hand, demonstrate
the límitatíons of purely structural autonomy. The firstimpetus
of
many modern developments - economic, scientific, cultural or political - occurred in Catholic countries too. But the continuity of these
developments was greatly impeded by the initial response to many
of their more far-reaching consequences and especially to their convergence with Protestantism, which minimized, at least initially, the
possibility oí continuous development of modern institutions.
We see thus that through the juxtaposition of the analysis of structural aspects with those of processes of élite fomnation and creativity
the transformative potential oí any pre-modern society can be fully
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evaluated, and this seems to ha ve more general implications for the
comparative analysis of total societies.
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MAKING COMPARATIVE RESEARCH CUMULATIVE
ROBERT M. MARSH

Duke University, U.S.A.

Comparatioe sociology can be defined as the explicit and systematic comparison oí social structural data from two or more societies.
These data ínclude aspects of pattemed social interaction such as
kinshíp, polity, economy, stratification, relígíon, etc. The societies
oompared may be primitive, historical or contemporary. Thus defined,
comparative sociology is roughly co-terminous with not one but two
existing disciplines: socíology and social anthropology.
1 am concemed in this paper with what 1 regard as the central
problem of comparative sociology.There is a great danger that, as our
research interests proliferate, and as we pursue these interests in more
and more societies, our empírícal findings and partícularístíc' theories
wiJI outrun more general theory. In this event, comparative sociology
would fall into a state of íntellectual or theoretical anarchy.
1 arn certaínly not the first to raise this question of how we can
make a growing body of comparative research cumulative with respect
to social theory. In this paper 1 want to sketch several earlier and
current efforts to order the findings of comparative research with
regard to theory. 1 shall assume familiarity with the main outlines of
the approaches of Radcliffe-Brown,the newer Structuralists, the Neoevolutionists and Functíonalist-evolutíorrísts, and Lipset's values approach. For brevity of exposition I shall concentrate on what I consider the deficiencies of each of these attempts, Thís will oblige me,
finally, to offer some proposals of my own for me theoretícal ordering
of comparatíve analysis.

RADCLIFFE-BROWN'S COMPARATIVE MEDlOD

Thís method reígned supreme, at Ieast in a programmatíc sense,
among most British and some American social anthropologísts from
about 1930 to 1950.In recent years, comparativists have beeome more
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and more aware of its limitations, of which the following are the
most serious.
First, comparative analysis was equated with the making of typologies, the classification of types and sub-types of social structures.
Today, not only do we question such specific types as RadclíffeBrown's «Australian»
type of social organization,
but Leach has
criticized the entire classificatory approach to comparative
analysis
as a kind of «butterfly collecting» 1. Moreover, the «fíndíngs» at
which Radcliffe-Brown claimed to have arrived on the basis of the
comparative (i.e., typological) method were a11 too often tautologically
implied in his classificatory criteria to begin with. A second deficiency is that comparisons were usually concerned with synchronic rather
than diachronic problems. Rarely, if ever, did Radcliffe-Brown
link
comparative analysis with the analysis of social change and evolution.
Third, Radclíffe-Brown
put excessive emphasis on ideal norms and
patterns of interaction, to the neglect of actual norms and behavior.
In Radcliffe-Brown's
attempt at explanation
lay a fourth serious
shortcoming. His «universal sociological laws» included such principles as the solidarity and unity of the lineage group, the solidarity
oí the sibling group, the social equivalence of brothers, the solidarity
of intermittent
generations, social sanctions, and the like. What is
wrong with these «principies» as explanatory tools? For one thing,
they depend too closely on a «solidaríty psychology», an equilibríum
model of society, and the notion of the functional unity of institutions.
This aspect has been quite definitively exposed by Merton 2. These
explanatory princíples have only a partial value because they ignore
social dysfunctions
and conflicto There is also a second problem.
Despite Radcliffe-Brown's
emphasis that social anthropology
was a
«natural science» 3, most of these explanatory principles as well as
other elements in his analysis remained on the level oí nominal
scales. His concepts were structural unit concepts rather than genuine
variables. ordinal or interval scales. One can cite such nominal scales
as «the way in which relatives are classified and grouped», «the particular customs by which the behavior of relatives is regulated in
their dealings with each other» , etc. In short, rarely íf ever did Rad1 Edmund LEACH, «Rethinking
Anthropology»,
in Rethinking Anthropotogy,
London, University of London Press, 1963.
2 Robert
K. MERTON,Social Theory and Social Structure, Glencoe, Illinois,
The Free Press, 1957, rey. ed., Ch. 1.
3 A.R. RAOCLlFFE-BROWN,
A Natural Science 01 Society; Glencoe, Ill., The
Free Press, 1957.
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cliffe-Brown attempt to explain elements of social structure in terms
of varying values of variables such as degree of solidarity of fue
lineage or of the sibling group in the diverse socíetíes being compared.
A fifth and final criticism of Radcliffe-Brown is that, despite his
programmatic insistence on 'the comparative method', few of his
students actually used the rnethod in research. Instead of the kínd
of explicit cross-societal comparisons Radc1iffe-Brown urged, the work
of the British school became moreand
more that of «... impeccably
detailed historical ethnographies of particular peoples» 4. Leach rightIy characterizes the work of the British Functionalísts as having led
to a theoretical cul de saco

TI-m NF,WER

STRUCTURALlST

METHOD

OF COMPARATIVE

ANALYSIS

Deriving from Durkheim and Mauss's L'Année Sociologique school
and from rnodern structural linguistics, a new group of Structuralists
has arisen. 1 refer to Lévi-Stauss, Leach, Needham and others 5. This
group finds both Radc1iffe-Brown's Functionalism and Murdockian
cross-cuItural methods 6 wanting, as solutions to the problem of
making comparatíve anaJysis cumulative with regard to theory. Their
essential criticism of the Murdock «HRAF» method is based on fue
view that «culture» or «socíety» refers to a way 01 ordering and classifying experience, Therefore, they argue, it is more important to
know the models which underline this ordering of experience in
different societíes than to asse:mble and correlate some «total inventory» of cultural iterns for the cultures of fue world. Secondly,
the Structuralísts assert that Murdockian comparisons are based on
LEACH,op, cit.
To cite only a few major studies: Claude LÉVI-STRAUSS,Les structures
élémentaires de la parenté, Paris, Presses universitaires
de France, 1949; La
pensée sauuage, París, Plon, 1962; Structural
Anthropology,
New York,
Basic Books, 1963; Totemism, Boston, Beacon Press, 1963; Edmund LEACH,
Political Sy stems of Highland Burma, Cambridge, Harvard University Press,
1954; Rethinking Anthropology,
op, cit.; Rodney NEEDHAM,Structure and Sentiment, Chicago, The University of Chicago Press, 1962; «Introduction» to
E- DURKHEIMand M. MAUSS, Primítive Ctassiiication,
Chicago, University of
Chicago Press, 1963; David MAYBURy-LEWIS,
«Prescriptive Marriage Systems»,
Southwestern
[ournal 01 Anthropology, 21 (1965), pp. 207-30.
8 George P. MURDOCK,Social Structure,
New York., Macmíllarr, 1949; Frank
W. MOC1RE,(ed.), Readings in Cross-Cultural Methodology, New Haven, HRAF
Press, 1961.
0&
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inadequate analysis of the societies being compared, that the crosscultural analysts are comparing things they do not understand.
By examíníng the Structura'lists' thoroughgoing attack on RadcliffeBrown, we may grasp the basic strengths of their own method of
comparison. Radcliffe-Brown is taken to task for believing that «social
structure» exists in the level of empirical reality, in the «conscíous
models» of social relations which men carry around in their minds.
The referent of «social structure» for the Structuralists ís, on the
contrary, a system of order that líes behind empirical reality, an
«unconscious model», The relation between empirical, conscious
models and social structure as unconscíous model has been stated
both in terms of linguistic and mechanical analogíes. The relationshíp
ís as the relationship between the everyday speech of a people and
the syntactic roles whichunderlie
the speech. Or, in the more elaborate mechanical analogy, Léví-Strauss epitomízes Radcliffe-Brown's
method as one which conceived of social structure as ,a [íg-saw puzzle.
The comparativist's task was oompleted when he had discovered how
to fit the pieces together. To Léví-Strauss, Leach and Needham, on
the other hand,
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• ...if ...the pieces were automatically
cut in different shapes by a
mechanical saw, the movements of which are regularly modified by a
cam-shaft, the structure of the puzzle exists, not at the empirical level
(since there are many ways of recognizing the pieces which lit together) : its key líes in the mathematical formula expressing the shape
of the cams and theír speed of rotation; something very remo te from the
puzzle as it appears to the player, although ít 'explalns' the puzzle in
the one and only intelligible way» 7.

In sum, for the Structuralists «the comparative method be comes ,
not the comparíson of types of socíetíes or institutions, but comparísons of logícally deduced models: of logical relations freed of their
cultural content rather than comparisons of empirical data» 8.
Despíte the greater theoretical sophístícatíon of the Structuralists,
I do not find their solution to the problem of comparative analysís
wholly satisfactory as yet. Their ultimate explanatory principles are
seen as fundamental epistemological structures of the human mind:
Models», Bijdragen
52.
• William DAVENPORT,.Social Organízatíon»,
in Bemard J. SlEGEL (ed.) ,
BienniaJ Re'Oiew 01 Anthropology, Stanford, Stanford University Press, 1963,
p.216.
7
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notions of duality, complementarity, opposition, reciprocity and the
demands of the rule as rule. The difficulties wíth these explanatory
principies ane manifold. As basic properties of the human mind, they
are taken as givens, not to be further analyzable, at least not by students oí social structure. As properties of the human mind, they are
exogenous to the social system, or social structure. By using these
psychological-epistemological elements as the «explanatíon» oí empirical social relations, the Structuralists would seem to have repudiated Durkheim's insistence upon explaining social facts in terms
oí other social facts '.
An even more serious problem is: in what precise sense do these
properties of the human mind explain social facts? Structuralists like
Needham state that the relatíonshíp is not one of causal or functional interdependence. Instead, the relationship comes oloser to what
Sorokin called «Iogíco-meaníngful» 10. Thus, Needham approaches
explanation fírst by dividing the social ideas of peoples according to
such analytical constructs as 'social order' versus 'symbolic order'.
Then it is argued that certain societies «exhíbit common princíples
of order in both social and symbolic spheres, no one sphere being
the cause or model of the organization of the other» 11. I find this
posítíon unsatisfactory. Whatever the philosophical status of notions
of causality, working scientists do in fact come down to statements
of causality, conditionality and functional interdependence,
When
models are used in non-experimental research, they can and should
state relations of interdependence 11. Explanation in any other terms is
simply not scientific explanation.
The followíng isone of the major cross-societal generalizations of
the structuralists: In socíetíes with prescriptive marríage rules, we
find there is a tendency to think in terms of opposites with regard to
social organization - inferior versus superior moiety, wife-takers versus wife-givers, etc. This opposítíonal tendency is further expressed in
dualistic symbolic classífícatíons, e.g., evil spirits versus gods. What
is going on in these socíetíes, according to the Structuralists, is «the
analogical elaboration, in all spheres of social concem, of a structural
• Emile DURIOIEIM,The Rules of Sociological Method. Chícago, University
of Chlcago Press, 1938.
10 Pitirim
A. SOROKIN, Society, Culture and Personality : Their Structure
and Dynamics, New York, Cooper Square Publíshers, 1962, pp. 145-49.
u NEEDlLUf. oIntroduction.
to DURKHErMand MAUSS, op. cit.
11 Hubert
M. BLALOCK. Causal lnjerence in Nonexperimerüal Research,
Chapel Hill, University of North Carolina Press, 1964.
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principle of complementary dualism; and this itself is one manífestation of the Iogical principIe of opposition» 13. We soon learn, however,
that while this 'concordance' between social organization and symbolic classification is close in simple unilineal societies with prescriptive marriage, it is less close in other unilíneal societies, and minimal
in non-unilineal or cognatic societies 14. I find this disconcerting because, as sociologists, we are ínterested in the very societies in which
the asserted 'concordance' between symbolic forms and social organization is presumably weakest. Nor have the Structuralists yet demonstrated the explanatory power of their principIes of duality, recíprocity, and the like in more complex, modern societies. In short, I
am asking how far notions of fundamental thought processes will take
us in analyzing the many societies outside the narrow range of simple
societies with which the Structuralists have thus far worked.
There are other problems in the comparative method of the Structuralists. In different publications, Léví-Strauss does nor give the same
formulations to some of the "fundamental structures of the human
mínd». Much of the analysis done by the Structuralists consists of ex
post tacto interpretations of their own and others' field data. The roles
for inferríng 'structure' from empirícal social relatíons, and for explaining the latter by the former are unclear. The operations are more
an art than a codified science. Needham, for example, speaks of the
method of «Imagínatíve apprehension by the investigator of native
categories of classifying the world» 15. It ís, I think, because of this
intuitional method that we find the Structuralists disagreeing among
themselves over what the correct 'models' are for gíven societíes 18.
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There are other responses to the Radcliffe-Brownían cut de sac
than that proposed by the Structuralists. In the United States two
18 Rodney
NEEDHAM,«A Structural Analysis of Aimol Socíety», Bijdragen
tot de Taal-Land-en Volkenkunde
(1960), pp. 81-108 @ 106.
14 Ibid., p. 105.
15 NEEDHAM,«Introduction»
to DURKHEIMand MAUSS, op, cit.
18 Thus, Leach and Maybury-Lewis
both criticize Léví-Strauss, and Livingstorre has criticized Needharn. LEACH, Rethinking
Anthropology,
op, cit., pp.
76 ff. et passim; MAYBURY-LEWIS,
«On (he Analysis of Dual Organizations : A
Methodological
Critique», Biidragen tot de Taal-Land-en Volkenkunde,
116
(1960), pp. 17-44; F.B. LIVINGSTONE,"A Further Analysis of Purum Social
Structu re», American Anthropologist,
61 (1959), pp. 1084-87.
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movements
have emerged which suggest promising methods for
making comparative analysis cumulative with regard to theory. The
common element in these movements is neo-evolutionary
theory. Yet
the movements appear to have developed relatively independent1y
of each other. 1 refer, on the one hand, to the new anthropological
evolutionists - White, Steward, Sahlins and Service 11 - and on the
other hand to the sociological functionalists - Parsons, Lévy, Eisenstadt and Bellah 18. In their concern with the stages in the evolution
of societies 19, in their view of these stages as successive levels of
socio-cultural integration, and in their concern with the actual mechanisms of evolutionary
change, the anthropological
evolutionists
have great relevance for comparativists 20.
For the action-theoretic
sociological Functionalists,
evolution is a
process of increasing differentiation
of structure and increasing specialization of function. Evolution is the differentiation
of polítícal,
economic, religious and stratificational sub-systems out of kinship, and
the internal dífferentiatíon
within each of these sub-systems, e.g., the
differentiation,
within the polity, of «administrative»
roles from «policy» roles,
To some extent, the work of these two groups is complementary,
the anthropologists
dealing with evolutíon in the relatively simpler
societies, while the sociologists focus more on relatívely «advanced»
evolutionary levels. In an interesting way, the recent work of Freeman and Winch, Carneiro and Tobias, and Young and Young ti in
the application of Guttman scale analysis to societies provides an
11 Leslie
A. WHITE, The Euolution o] Culture, New York: McGraw-Hill.
1959, ]ulian STEWARD,Theory o{ Culture Change, Urbana:
University oí Illinois Press, 1955, Marshall SAHLINS,Social Stratiiication
in Polynesia, Seattle : University oí Washington Press, 1958, Elman R. SERVlCE,Primitive Social
Organization, An Eoolutionary Perspectioe, New York, Random House, 1964.
18 Talcott
PARSONSet al., (eds.), Theories 01 Society , New York, The Free
Press oí Glencoe, 1961, Vol. 1, pp. 239-64; Societies: Euolutionary and Comparative Perspectiues,
New York, Prentice-Hall
(Iorthcoming) : Marion ].
LEVY,]r., lnternational Variations in Societies (íorthcoming);
see also papers
by PARSONS,BELLAHand EISENSTADTin the American Sociological Reoieui, 29,
June, 1964.
19 LÉVI-STRAUSS.1949, op. cü., also
presents an evolutiorrary
theory. But
other StructuraJists have attacked this aspect oí his work and appear in
general to be indifferent to evolutionary
questíons,
zo Most relevant oí al! ís perhaps Service, op, cit.
21 Linton
C. FREEMANand Robert F. WINCH, «Societal Complexity : An Empirical Test oí a Typology oí Societies», American Journal 01 Sociology, 62
(1957) pp. 461-66; Robert L. CARNEffiOand S. F. TaBlAS. «The Application oí
Scale Analysis to the Study oí Cultural Evolution», TransacJions 01 the New
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empirical t001 relevant to both groups of evolutionary theorlsts. It
has been shown that numerous aspects of social structure can be
scaled according to increasing complexity.
When a scalogram exhibits scalabflíty, it performs double-duty
with regard to ordering the fíndings oí comparative studies. Consider
a scalogram with societies along the horizontal axis and characterístics of these societies along the vertical axis. In the first place, the
scalogram provides a basis for hypothesizing that the order in which
the scale ítems (societal characteristics) are arranged, from bottom
to top, is the sequence in which the societies developed them. For
exarnple, roles oí «specíal relígíous practítíoners» may have developed prior to those oí full-time bureaucrats. In the second place, the
same scale's arrangement of societies, from left to right, serves to indicate their relative degree of dlfferentíation ".
My major criticism of the sociologicalevolutionists,
Parsons and
his students, is that their analyses pose enormous problems oí an
operational sort. It is difficult to see how some of their propositions
can ever be validated. It ís for this reason that I have síngled out
scale analysis. It is one fruitful technique by means of which the
concepts of the anthropological and sociological evolutionists may be
translated tnto testable iterns and sequences,
LIPSET ANO CoMPARATIVE VALUES ANALYSIS

Lípset's recent comparative work represents the application of the
Parsonian «pattern-varíables» to Iarge-scale comparative analysis, In
comparíng the United States and the Soviet Union, for example, Lípset argues that they are similar in their emphasis on universalism,
achievement and specificity. They differ in that the United States is
more self-oriented, or less coIlectivity-oriented, than the Soviet Union.
Lipset is content with abstract cornparíson of this sort onJy «ti it
serves to specify hypotheses about the differences in norms and behavior inherent in different value emphases» D. Values are analyzed
York Academy of Sciences, 26 (Dec. 1963), pp. 196-207; Frank W. YOUNGand
Ruth C. YOUNG,.The Sequence and Direction oí Cornmunity· Growth: A
Cross-Cultural Generalization •• Rural Sociology, 27 (Dec. 1962), pp.. 374-86.
• Robert L. CARNEIRO,
.Scale Analysis as al! Instrument for the S'tudy of
Cultural Bvolutíon», Southuiestern [ournal of Anthropology, 18 (1962)), pp.
149-69.
• Seymour M.WSET •• Elites, Education, and Entrepreneurship
in Latín
Ameríca- (unpublished manuscript, 1965, p.l0). See also .The Value Pattems of Democracy: A Case Study in Comparative Analysís-,
American
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both as dependent and as independent variables. In the former case,
current variations in values are saíd to be detemúned by factors in
the history of the nations in question. In the latter case, where values
are used as the independent variables, Lipset ís not always very
precise about the nature of the relationship between values and behavior. We find statements like «behavíor 'reflects' values», or -values
are 'manifested' in behavíor». The real difficulty with «valus explanations», of course, is their circularity. The analyst typically knows
somethíng to begín with aboutthe behavior of the members of the
soeíeties being compared; he tends to infer «values» from this behavior, and then uses the «values» to «explaín» the behavior.
Untíl thís problem is clarified, «values» should be used as a descriptive or analytical concept, not as an explanatory variable. The patternvariables and other techniques 14 for stating the value orientations of
societies are powerful tools for concíse description. However, since
oomparativists want not on1y to describe, but to explain and predict
as well, it follows that we cannot rely primarily on «value» approaches like that of Lipset at this time.
REQUilSITES OF ANY SCHEMA FOR CoMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

Let me summarize my criticisms of earlier efforts to rnake comparative analysis cumu1ative with regard to theory. 1 do so now
positively, rather than negatively, by stating the mínimum requísítes
of any adequate schema for oomparative analysis today.
Breadth;

Variables.

1. Any schema for comparative analysís should eneompass extensive world-wide comparisons, as
well as more intensive comparisons within a cuíture-area.
2. As rapidly as possible the schema should move
away from the nominal and binary Ievel of
measurement of variables to the ordinal and interval levels of measurement.
3. The major variables of the schema should be
able to incorporate change, dynamics and evolution.

Sociological Review, 28 (1963), pp.515-21, and The Eirst New Natio«, New
York Basíc Books, 1963.
M See the studies
analyzed in Robert M. MAasH, Comparatioe Sociology:
TOfDa,d The Codification 01 Cross-Societai Analysis. ch.7 N.Y.: Harcourt,
Brace and World. (forthcoming).
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4. Variables should refer to data on actual norms
and behavior, as well as ideal norms.
5. Prcpositions in the scherna should be operationalízable, testable, disconfirmable.
6. Analysis and explanation of comparative data
should be in terms of models, but models of
causality and interdependence, not merely «10gíco-rneaningful» models.
7. Explanation should be in terms of social system
(social structural) variables; only after these
have been exhausted should explanation turn to
psychological, epistemological, cultural or other
«exogenous» variables. This is especially necessary when the dependent variables are social
system variables, but it may also be worth following when they are personality or cultural system
variables.
8. Circular explanations
in terms of «values»
should be avoided.
9. Comparison and explanation should be based on
an adequate understanding of the relevant aspects of the societies being compared. In practice,
thís means consulting as manyas possible of the
existing ethnographic and monographic sources
on the societies, rather than only one or two
sources.
A. «Relevant» aspects means that the comparativist need not try to know «everything» about
the societies he is comparing.
B. This requisite is the most formidable of a11
beca use we usually do not know in detail ahead
oí time whích aspects of the societies are relevant
to the proposítíons.
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Having stated my minimum requisites of any schema which would
order eomparative research, 1 shall now propose a eodification schema which 1 think meets these requisites. The central question is:
given our present state of know'ledge, can we identify one, or a small
number, of sociological variables in terms oí which we can systema-
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tically order societies and the findings of eomparative research? 1
shall argue, following mainly Parsons and the evolutionary íunctionalísts, that there are such variables, and that the most strategie
one with which to begin is that of degree of internal structural differentiation at the societal level. Differentiation is defined as the
multiplication of one structure of a socíety (e.g., a role, or colleetivity) into two or more new structures, eaeh struetural1y distinct and
more specialized. The funetionally specialízed and differentiated structures make eomplementary contributíons to the larger system. A SIOciety ís differentiated to the extent that it has numerous specialized
roles and specialízed eolleetivities. Differentiation is reversible: 90cieties may inerease or deerease in it over time. Differentiation must
be distinguished from segmentation, in whieh two or more structurally dístínct units perform essentially the same funetion in the system,
rather than eomplementary functions.
To use this variable, dífferentiatíon, in eomparative researeh we
must be able to measure ít, and assign values or seores on degree of
dífferentíatíon to as rnany societies as possible. Measurement in this
are a is still in its infaney. An ideal index of societal differentiation
míght be the number of different full-time occupational or craft specialties in the soeiety, an index whieh Naroll has already used ",
My Index of Socíetal Differentiation ís construeted as follows. Murdock's World Ethnographie Sample le provides data for over 500 societies on two indicators of differentiation; namely, degree of social
stratifieation and degree of polítical integration. 1 assigned numerical values to the eategories of these two indicators. A society's Dífferentiation score " is the sum of its score on stratification and its
25 Raoul NAROLL, .A Preliminary
Index of Social Development», American
Arühropologist, 57 (1956) 687-715. See also FREEMANand WINCH, op. cit., and
CARNEIROand TaBlAS, op. cit.
25 George
P. MUROOCK,«World Ethnographic
Sample » , American
Anthropologist, 59 (1957), 664-687. The slightly revised version of this code, by
MUROOCKin Moore, op . cit., was used.
27 Murdock's
coding, and my scores are:
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seore on political integration. The range of scores varies from O (least
differentiated societies, e.g., Andamanese) to 7 (more differentiated,
e.g., Aztecs). Most modem riational societies do nO! appear as such in
Murdock's World Ethnographic Sample. Presumably, all modero
national societies wou1d be coded 'by Murdock as «States» and as
having «complex stratification » : all natíons would then receive a
score of 7 on my Index of Differentiation. To distinguish among national societies, two further indicators of differentiation were used:
(1) per cent of gainfully employed males in non-agrícultural oceupations, and (2) gross energy consumption in megawatt hours per
capita 11I. The justification for choosing these two is that in the
literature on development they are highly correlated with most other
standard indicators.
In order to combine these two indicators in a single Index of Differentiation score 1 converted the original units of measurement into
standardized T-scores, a form of z-scores. The next step was to «fit
together» the Index scores for the Murdock sample and those for the
nationa'l societies. It was my judgment, subject to further research,
that the least differentiated contemporary nations (those lowest in
per cent non-agrícultural and in energy consumption) should have
Index of Differentiation scores irnmediately above the score of 7 given
to the relatively more differentiated of the primitive societies, e.g.,
Ashanti, Aztec, and Inea. Thus, the raw scores on per cent nonagricultural labor force and energy consumption were converted
into standard T-scores 19 in such a way that the range of Differentiation scores is from 8.6 (Portuguese Guinea) to 109.4 (U.S.A.).
Thus, 1 have ordered 467 societies from Murdock's sample and
114 modern national societies, a total of 581 societies, within one
master Index oI Socíetal Differentiation.
This task of measurement is only the first step in my codification
18
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schema. The core oí the scherna consists oí answers to three questions
which are posed with regard to any given cross-socíetal study or
analysis. (1) What ís the range oí socíeties compared, in terms oí
degree oí dífferentíatíon,
as measured in the Index? so (2) Do the
«phenomena to be explaíned» - the dependent variable (s) or the
relationships between dependent and independent variables in the
comparative study being codified - varyamong
the socíetíes compared? (3) If the «phenomena to be explaíned» do vary across the
societies being compared, do they vary systematically with degree oí
differentiation, or independently oí it?
Answers to these three questions logically genera te the followíng
four codification categories, according to which given comparative
studies and analyses can be ordered.
Societies compared are similar or dissimilar in degree
of differentiation?

Codification
Category

Phenomena to
be explained
oary among
societies
compared ?

Replication

Similar

No

Universal
Gen'lization

Dissimilar

No

Contingency
Gen'lization

Dissimilar

Yes

Similar or
Dissimilar

Yes

Specifica tion

Phenomena to
be explained
vary with, or
independently

oi, degree oi
di ff erentiation

?

Vary with differentiation
Vary independently
of differentiation

To state the same thing somewhat differently: the propositions
tested in gíven comparative studies can be ordered with regard to the
theory oí social differentiation in such a way that all propositions will
fall into one 01 four types:
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Socíetíes compared are similar in degree of differentiation. Phenomena to be explained do not vary
among societies.

so How díssírnilar should the Index scores oí two or more societíes be
for them to be judged to be «díssímilar» in degree of differentiation?
This
is a question to which a not altogether satisfactory answer can be given at
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Societies compared are dissímílar in degree of
differentiation. Phenomena to be explained do
not vary among societies.
Societies compared are dissimilar in degree of
differentiation. Phenomena to be explained vary
among societies and with degree of differentiation.
Sub-type (a): Societies compared are similar in
degree of differentiation. Phenomena to be explained vary among societies and therefore vary
independently of differentiation.
Sub-type (b): Sooieties compared are dissimilar
in degree oí dífferentiation.
Phenomena to be explained vary among socíetíes, but vary índependently of degree of differentiation.

The most crucial step in codifying a comparatíve study begins when
one has shown that the «phenomena
to be explaíned» oorrelate
with degree oí societal differentiation. One next tries to explain the
correlation, i.e., one trles to shcxw what it is about differentiation
in the particular study or analysis that influences the phenomena
to be explained. The following example, adapted from Reiss 11, rllustrates the procedure.
The hypothesis tested cross-societally is: recent rural migrants to
urban communities wíll have less social participation in voluntary
organízations than long-time residents. Suppose we found that when
we divided the societies accordíng to their Index of Differentiation
seores, the re1ationship between duration of urban residence and
participation was positive (as predicted) in the more highly differentiated societies, but that there was no relationship in less differentiated societies. We should, of course, regard this new finding as
an example of contingency generalization: fue relation between
duration oí urban residence and participation varíes with degree of
societal differentiation. To strengthen this conclusion we now try to
demonstrate precísely how differentiation alters the original relatíonshíp. The explanation míght be as follows: the more differentiated
present. One solution is to base this decision on the unit of one standard
deviation from the mean : societies within one s.d, of each other are «similar", more than one s.d., dissimilar.
31 Albert J. REISS, jr., «The Sociological
Study of Communítíes», Rural Sociology, 24 (1959), pp. 118-30.
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the society, the less do urban residents maintain close social bonds
with people in rural areas. In less differentiated societies, new migrants from rural to urban areas bring with them, as it were, the
closer social ties that continue to exíst between urban and rural
people. Immediately on arrival in the city, they are welcomed by
and swept up into participation in voluntary associations. In the
cities of more differentiated societies, particularistic
enclaves are
weaker; social relationships are more impersonal. The new migrant
is more 1ikely to experience social isolation at first. Only after
prolonged urban residence does he begín to «find his niche ».
Of 1,000 comparatíve studies published between 1950 and 1963,
and uncovered in a search of the literature, 1 have thus far codified
some 90 monographs and artícles ". Among these 90 are comparatíve
studies of kínshíp and marriage, polity and bureaucracy,
social
stratification and mobility, ecology and demography, and cultural
patterns and value oríentatíons. How are the propositions in these 90
studies distributed with respect to my four codification categories?
This question is crucial, for the more propositions that fall into the
category specification
(the phenomena to be explained vary independently of degree of societal differentiation) the more the possible
doubt cast on my lnitial claim that societal differentiation is the
single most strategic variable for ordering comparatíve studies.
Of the 62 proposiüons in these studies which 1 was able to codífy 113,
two were classified as replications, six as universal generalizations,
21 as contingency generalizations
and 33 as speciiications. The fírst
comment to be made ís that these 66 propositíons are in no sense a
representative sample of all propositions in the comparative studíes
exarnined. The studies and propositions chosen for intensive codífication reflect only my judgment as to their didactic value and signíficance in the recent development of comparative sociology. 1 suspect,
for example, that -a more representatíve sample of comparative
studies would show a hígher proportíon of exarnples of replication
for the simple reason that most comparatíve analyses deal with
socíeríes that are similar in degree of differentiation.
The number of propositions codified as contingency generalízation
- 21 - is more than would have occurred by chance, and in this
u See MARSH,

op, cit.
Only 62 propositions could be extracted from the 90 studies for codífícatíon, because the sarne proposition was sometimes tested in a number of
studíes, and beca use some studies lacked propositions,
or contained only
ambiguous propositions.
A
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sense socíetal differentiation is a significant variable for ordering
comparative analysis. But is it significant enough, relative to other
possible master-variab1es ? 1 shall argue that ít 1S, by suggestíng that
some of the 33 propositions 1 have codified as specification may
properly not belong there, but instead in the contingency generalizatton category.
There are at leasr four reasons why a given proposition might
appear to belong in the category oí speciiication M.
(1) The phenomena to be explained only appear to vary independently of differentiation, as a result of:
(A) failure to correctly oonceive of or operationalize the concept of differentiation
(B) failure to identüy all the implications of the concept of
differentiation
(2) The phenomena to be explaíned on1y appear to vary among the
socíetíes compared, as a result of Iailures of experimental procedure, Le. failure to satisfactorily replica te the original study
in the other societies, due to such thíngs as:
(A) differences in the way the concepts are operationalized
(B) sampling error
(C) failure to take into account subtleties of rneaning when
«translatíng» a study to other societies
(D) other forms of «experimental error»
(3) The phenomena to be explained do in fact very independently of
differentiation, but can be explained in tenms of some other variables of reasonable generality (í.e., not culture-historicalIy uníque to individual societies), drawn from the same body oí theory,
having no significant correlation with differentiation.
(4) The phenomena to be explaíned do in factvary
independently
oí differentiation, and an alternatíve explanation ís avaílable, in
terms of cultural or historical factors relatively uníque to the societies in question.
Properly speaking, rny category of specification refers only to altemative (4). Further research and analysís should examine the 33
specification propositions to determine whether some oí them, for
reasons (1), (2) or (3) just detaiJed, are misclassífied as specification.
At this time, 1 can only suggest some of the analytic steps that can
be taken to handle this problem, and thereby refine my codification
categories.
M These reasons were suggested by Lloyd Stires oí Duke University, to
whom 1 am indeed grateful.
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To check (l-A.B) above, we should consider the implications of the
concept of differentiation and how to better operationalize it. One
step here would be to improve the índícators of societal differentiation
by getting an actual count of the number of full-tíme occupational
or craft specíaltíes in each society. Another direction would be to
measure the degree of differentiation in several sub-systems of socíetíes, e.g.. political, econornic, religious. mílitary, etc. Then, for each
society we should have Index of Differentiation scores for each of its
major sub-systems, as well as a societal level score. It will be interesting to see whether a socíetal score based on the addition (or
some other arithmetic operation) of scores for the separate sub-systems
will give the same relative ordering of societies as 1 now have on the
basis oí a single. total society, differentiation score.
The theoretical rationale of scoring sub-systems is, of course, that
societies may be relatively more differentiated insome of their subsystems than in others. This could have a great bearing on codification. Suppose, for example, ten socíetíes which varied in societal
differentiation were being compared with regard to certain religious
belief variables. Now, the degree of differentiation in the religious
sub-systems of these societies might be only slight1y correlated with
diffe.rentiation at the total socíetal-level. Society A. high in over-all
dífferentíatíon, is low in religious differentiation. but «compensates»
for this by being high in economic differentiation; society B. low in
over-all differentiation. is relatively high in religious differentiation
but low in economic; and so on. These variations could produce
the (apparent) conclusión that the phenomena to be explained religious beliefs - varied independently of societal differentiation.
In fact, the religion beliefs míght vary with religious sub-system
dífferentíatíon, even though they did not vary with over-all societal
differentiation. A rough procedure, therefore, might be as follows:
íf, in a comparative study. the phenomena to be explaíned are variables in sub-system A (e.g.. religion). it should not be concluded
that these variables vary independently of differentiation until one
has runthem
against (1) over-all societal dífferentíatíon, (2) degree
of differentiation in the particular sub-system A in which the phenomen a to be explained occur, (3) degree of differentiation in other
sub-systems B. e ... N (economy. políty, etc.) wíth which the phenomena may have interdependencies. There are rnany possibilities
here, but this example will have to suffice.
To check for various forms of «experimental error •• (2 above) as a
reason for rniscategorizing proposítíons as specijications, it would be
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necessary to get estimates of sampling error, check and possibly retest for dífferences in the way the concepts havíng to do with the
phenomena to be explained had been operationalized, etc. There are
Iímíts to how much testing for «experimental error •• one can do with
already published oomparative studies. But new comparative research
can have pre-tests for comparability of meaning of instruments, etc.
built into the design from the start M.
With regard to (3) above, after one had reasonably exhausted differentiation and its ramifications as a variable, one should posit other
general socíetal variables, uncorrelated with differentiation, which
might acoount for variations in the phenomena to be explained. A
major variable in both functionalist evolutionary theory and in Servíce's neo-evolutionism is integration. As new specialized social units
appear in the process of structural differentiation, older forros of integration of the social order become obsolete, Unless new forms and
bases of integration develop, continued differentiation may lead 10
disintegration. Durkheim, Service and others of course argue that
differentiation means interdependence of units in the society, and
that this in itself is a basís of integration (<<orgarricsolídaríty-). In
addition to this form of integration, there are other emergent forms
of íntegration: sodalities, law, political groupings, and ídeology ".
If the measurement of societal differentiation is in its infancy, the
measurement and operationalization of integration as a variable is
even more embryonic. It is c1early a major task of future research
in comparatíve sociology.

CONCLUSION

The undenlying plea of this paper is twofold. First, 1 have urged
that we recognize the unity of sociology and social anthropology
in a new and rapidly expanding field of comparatioe sociology. Thís
field can be defined as the explicit and systematic comparison of
social structural data from two or more primitive, historical or contemporary national societies. Second, to avoid a sprawlíng, anarchic
empiricism in this field, 1 have ínsísted that the central task ís to
make comparative research and analysis cumulative with regard to
ss MARSH, op, cit., Part II. reviews a number of techniques
for handling
these problems in comparative research.
3. See paper by Neil J. SMELSER,in .AMITAI and Eva ETLI<1NI.(eds.), Social
Change: Sources, Pattems, Consequences, New York; Basic Books, 1964.
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social theory. 1 have revíewed several earlíer attempts
by Radcliffe-Brown, the newer Structuralists. the Neo-evolutionists and the
Functionalist-evolutionists.
and Lipset. Having found each of these
attempts wanting in some respects, 1 have advocated a somewhat
different approach. Thís approach posits structural differentiation
as a major variable for ordering comparative analysís, measures
differentiation in a WOI1ldsample of 581 societies by assígníng Index
of Differentiation scores, and then proceeds to codify given comparative studies in terms of a schema for assessing the theoretical status
of propositions in these studies. The chief claírn for the codification
sehema ís that it provides a means whereby existing and future comparative studies can be made cumulative with regard to social theory.
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